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MEMORANDUM 

TO:  Kevin Fry, Chair, Valuation of Securities (E) Task Force 
Members of the Valuation of Securities (E) Task Force 

FROM: Charles A. Therriault, Director, NAIC Securities Valuation Office 

CC:  Eric Kolchinsky, Director, NAIC Structured Securities Group 
Marc Perlman, Investment Counsel, NAIC Securities Valuation Office 

DATE: January 27, 2020 

RE: Updated - Proposed Amendment to the Purposes and Procedures Manual of the NAIC Investment 
Analysis Office (P&P Manual) to Update the Definition and Instructions for Principal Protected 
Notes  

1. Summary –The Task Force on the Oct. 31 call directed NAIC staff to work with industry on the
definition for Principal Protected Securities. NAIC staff reported at the Fall National Meeting that it
had met with industry representatives on Dec. 3, Nov. 22, Nov. 15 and Nov. 8. The attached updated
amendment reflects the discussions to date and staff’s recommendation for a definition of this security;
including, expanding this to a new P&P Manual section that provides examples. The update is
consistent with the general framework that was outlined at the Fall National Meeting.

2. Recommendation – NAIC staff recommends exposing this updated amendment for comment (new
text is identified in red).
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PART ONE  
POLICIES OF THE NAIC VALUATION OF SECURITIES (E) TASK

FORCE 
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POLICIES APPLICABLE TO SPECIFIC ASSET CLASSES

PRINCIPAL PROTECTED NOTES 

Defined 

115. Principal Protected Notes (PPNs) are a type of security that repackages one or more
underlying investments and for which contractually promised payments according to a
fixed schedule are satisfied by proceeds from an underlying bond(s) but for which the
repackaged security generates potential additional returns as described in the detail criteria
for PPNs, along with examples, in Part Three of this Manual.

Intent 

116. Transactions meeting the criteria of a PPN as defined this Manual may possess Other
Non-Payment Risks and must be submitted to the SVO for review under its Subscript S
authority.
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PART THREE  
SVO PROCEDURES AND METHODOLOGY FOR PRODUCTION

OF NAIC DESIGNATIONS 
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PROCEDURE APPLICABLE TO FILING EXEMPT (FE) SECURITIES AND PRIVATE LETTER (PL)
RATING SECURITIES

FE SECURITIES

Filing Exemption 

3. Bonds, within the scope of SSAP No. 26R and SSAP No. 43R (excluding RMBS and
CMBS subject to financial modeling) and Preferred Stock within scope of SSAP No.
32, that have been assigned an Eligible NAIC CRP Rating, as described in this
Manual, are exempt from filing with the SVO (FE securities) with the exception of
Bonds and or Preferred Stock explicitly excluded below.

Specific Populations of Securities Not Eligible for Filing Exemption 

4. The filing exemption procedure does not apply to:

… 

 Principal Protected Notes (PPN) - Transactions meeting the criteria of a PPN
as specified in this Manual may possess Other Non-Payment Risks and must be
submitted to the SVO for review under its Subscript S authority.

… 
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PRINCIPAL PROTECTED NOTES

Definition 

324. Principal Protected Notes (PPNs) are a type of security that repackages one or more
underlying investments and for which contractually promised payments according to a
fixed schedule  are satisfied by proceeds from an underlying bond(s) (including principal
and, if applicable, interest, make whole payments and fees thereon) that if purchased by
an insurance company on a stand-alone basis would be eligible for Filing Exemption, but
for which:

(i) 

a. the repackaged security structure enables potential returns from the
underlying investments in addition to the contractually promised cash
flows paid to such repackaged security according to a fixed schedule;

OR 

b. the contractual interest rate paid by the PPN is zero, below market
or, in any case, equal to or below the comparable risk-free rate;

AND 

(ii) the insurer would obtain a more favorable Risk Based Capital charge or
regulatory treatment for the PPN through Filing Exemption than it would
were it to separately file the underlying investments in accordance with the
policies in this Manual.

Exclusions 

325. For the avoidance of doubt, PPNs shall not include defeased or pre-refunded securities
which have separate instructions in this Manual; broadly syndicated securitizations, such
as collateralized loan obligations (CLOs) (including middle market CLOs) and asset
backed securities (ABS), except as described in the examples in this section; or CLO or
ABS issuances held for purposes of risk retention as required by a governing law or
regulation.

Filing Requirements 

326. Investments in PPNs must be submitted to the SVO for review because they may
possess Other Non-Payment Risks that the SVO must assess under its Subscript S
authority. If the SVO determines in its judgement that there are not any Other Non-
Payment Risks, the SVO will permit the security to benefit from Filing Exemption, if it is
otherwise eligible.
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327. In addition to Filing Process and Required Documents outlined in Part Two of this manual,
the following additional information is required for PPNs:

 Disclosure of any Subsidiary, Controlled or Affiliated relationship between the PPN
or any of the underlying investments and the insurer; including, how the underlying
investments were acquired.

 Prior four quarterly financial statements, if produced, trustee or collateral agent reports
from the entity issuing the PPN sufficient to identify: security specific details of each
underlying investment (security identifier, descriptive information, all Eligible NAIC
CRP Credit Ratings (if any),  par value, market value, and explanation as to how the
market value was determined).

Example Transactions 

328. The following transaction examples are included for demonstrative purposes only, to
highlight the core regulatory concern (that there are Other Non-payments Risks associated
with PPNs beyond the contractually promised payments that may not be reflected in a
CRP rating) but are not intended to encompass all possible PPN variants. Each of these
examples meets the definition of a PPN.

329. In this initial
example there are only
two components: 1) a
$10 million par United
States Treasury (UST)
zero-coupon bond
sold at discount (ex.
$70) from par ($100)
that will pay par ($100) at maturity and 2) a return linked to any positive performance of
call options on the S&P 500 Index (if the S&P 500 Index has a negative performance,
investors will only receive an amount equal to their initial investment). The CRP rating
would be AAA/AA+ or an NAIC 1.A, based solely on the risk of the UST security;
whereas, the Weighted Average Ratings Factors (WARF) applied by the SVO would result
in an NAIC 4.B when it includes the exposure to the call options on the S&P 500 Index.

330. In the second example there are multiple components: 1) a $22 million corporate
bond paying a fixed
coupon (ex. 4.50%)
with a stated maturity
date (ex. 9/30/2049),
2) the corporate bond
has two CRP ratings
(Moody’s Baa2, S&P
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BBB+), 3) the Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV) also invests $25 million in additional 
undisclosed and unrated assets, 4) the SPV pays a below market semi-annual coupon of 
0.80%, 5) the excess coupon difference (4.50% - 0.80% = 3.70%) is used to accumulate 
into the required principal to pay at maturity, and 6) a CRP rated the PPN a BBB or 
NAIC 2.B. , Again, the PPN rating is  based solely on the corporate bonds that represent 
less than 50% of the total investment in this example, whereas, the WARF methodology 
would result in an NAIC 4.C when the exposure to all of the underlying investments are 
included.   

331. The third example is a repackaging of collateralized loan obligation (CLO) notes into
a CLO Combination Note (Combo Note). The initial CLO holds $250 million of
syndicated loans and issues $255 million of notes (the CRP rating for each tranche is listed
before the Class, ranging from AAA to B-) and Equity / Subordinated Notes. The Combo
Note is formed in this example by re-packaging the Class B, C, D, and Equity /
Subordinated Note tranches together. The total notional amount of all the tranches in the

Combo Note is $52.25 million. The Combo Note raises proceeds by issuing a single $50 
million notional tranche of debt through an SPV. The cashflows from the Class B and C 
notes are sufficient to repay the $50 million Combo Note principal and interest, if any; 
which, may constitute a reclassification of the Class B and C tranche interest to repay 
principal on the Combo Note. Payments from the underlying investments in the Class D 
and Equity / Subordinated Note tranches provide returns to the repackaged security in 
addition to the contractually promised cash flows according to a fixed schedule that are 
based upon the payments from the Class B and Class C Notes. The Combo Note receives 
a BBB- rating or NAIC 2.C on the notional of $50 million based upon payments from the 
Class B and C tranches even though $29.5 million or 57% of the underlying investments 
are rated BB- or unrated, whereas, the WARF would result in an  NAIC 4.B when the 
exposure to all of the underlying investments are included.    

G:\SECVAL\DATA\Vos-tf\Meetings\2020\National Meetings\Spring NM 3.22.2020\Item 3 - Updated PPN Definition\P&P 
Amendment - Updated the Definition for PPNs.docx 



From: Connie Jasper Woodroof
To: Therriault, Charles A.
Cc: Genao-Rosado, Denise
Subject: RE: VOSTF Exposures - Comments
Date: Monday, February 24, 2020 9:57:49 AM

|*|*|*|CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.|*|*|*

On Feb 23, 2020, at 12:14 PM, Connie Jasper Woodroof <c.jasperwoodroof@sapiens.com> wrote:

Principal Protected Notes proposal – The use of PPN to signify Principal Protected Notes is problematic.  The 
PPN initialism is already used both in the Purposes and Procedures Manual of the NAIC Investment Analysis 
Office and the various editions of the Annual Statement Instructions to indicate a Private Placement Number 
issued by S&P and reported in the CUSIP field of various filings.

Whatever decision is made regarding the initialism, that decision should be consistently applied.  In the 
definition section of the proposal (page 3), the first paragraph indicates using PPNs.  However, the second 
paragraph uses only PPN (no s).  On page 5 addressing filing exemption, PPN is once again used, while on page 
6 the first paragraph uses PPNs.  This type of inconsistency exists throughout the document.

Connie
Connie Jasper Woodroof
NAIC Liaison, Sapiens StatementPro
Sapiens
Email:  c.jasperwoodroof@sapiens.com
Mobile:  913-709-4192
Phone:   800-373-3366    xt 5761
Visit us on  www.sapiens.com<http://www.sapiens.com>
Follow us on LinkedIn<http://www.linkedin.com/company/stoneriver>,
Facebook<https://www.facebook.com/stoneriverinc/> and Twitter<https://twitter.com/#!/StoneRiverIns>
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American Council of Life Insurers North American Securities Valuation Association 

101 Constitution Avenue, NW, Washington, DC  20001-2133 contact: Tracey Lindsey, President 

202-624-2324            mikemonahan@acli.com 740-253-1016        lindset4@nationwide.com  

www.acli.com 

Mike Monahan Tracey Lindsey 

Senior Director, Accounting President 

March 5, 2020 

Mr. Kevin Fry, Chair Ms. Carrie Mears, Vice Chair 

NAIC Valuation of Securities (E) Task Force NAIC Valuation of Securities (E) Task Force 

1100 Walnut Street 1100 Walnut Street 

Suite 1500 Suite 1500 

Kansas City, MO 64106-2197  Kansas City, MO 64016-2197 

Re: Amendment to the Purposes and Procedures Manual of the NAIC Investment Analysis Office (P&P 

Manual) to Update the Definition and Instructions for Principal Protected Notes (PPNs) 

Dear Mr. Fry and Ms. Mears: 

ACLI1 and NASVA2 (“the undersigned”) appreciate the opportunity to share our comments on the Updated 

Definition and Instructions for Principal Protected Notes with the Valuation of Securities Task Force (“the 

Task Force”).  The undersigned appreciate the productive dialogue with the Securities Valuation Office 

(“SVO”) and Structured Securities Group (“SSG”) that has culminated in sufficiently clear guidance as to 

scope.  We support the exposed scope guidance, as drafted, as a workable mechanism for fully addressing 

the pertinent analytical concern via a practical methodology.  As the Task Force turns attention to the 

practical considerations of implementation, we solicit your continued engagement in addressing two 

distinct, but related, and critically important needs: sharing further insight into the key dynamics of the 

analytical methodology for deriving NAIC designations that will dictate the capital efficiency of such 

investments, and additional detail on the new administrative filing procedures.  

In order to provide insurance companies the requisite insights for assessing the feasibility of allocations 

to PPN (and potentially other) investments as components of the broader strategies employed in the 

prudent management of their investment portfolios, we would like to achieve a better feel for the key 

dynamics and assumptions that typically drive the results of the NAIC’s Weighted Average Rating Factor 

(“WARF”) methodology.  We understand that any general NAIC rating methodology must afford a measure 

of leeway for analytical discretion to address the diversity of structural features of a given investment 

1 The American Council of Life Insurers (ACLI) is the leading trade association driving public policy and advocacy on 

behalf of the life insurance industry. 90 million American families rely on the life insurance industry for financial 

protection and retirement security. ACLI’s member companies are dedicated to protecting consumers’ financial wellbeing 

through life insurance, annuities, retirement plans, long-term care insurance, disability income insurance, reinsurance, 

and dental, vision and other supplemental benefits. ACLI’s 280 member companies represent 94 percent of industry 

assets in the United States.  Learn more at www.acli.com. 

2 The North American Securities Valuation Association (NASVA) is an association of insurance company representatives 

who interact with the National Association of Insurance Commissioners Securities Valuation Office to provide important 

input, and to exchange information, in order to improve the interaction between the SVO and its users.  In the past, 

NASVA committees have worked on issues such as improving filing procedures, suggesting enhancements to the NAIC's 

ISIS electronic security filing system, and commenting on year-end processes. Find more information here. 
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vehicle.  However, insurance companies should understand the capital implications of investment 

decisions before a purchase.  The above proposal contrasts the ratings of securities from the rating 

agencies with those of the NAIC’s WARF methodology.  It would be valuable if a walkthrough using the 

specific examples highlighted in paragraphs 329 through 331 could be provided to illustrate the key 

dynamics and assumptions that drive the NAIC designations resulting from the application of the WARF 

methodology.  This may entail additional information, such as specificity of the coupon rate or return, for 

example, for the PPN example highlighted within paragraph 329.  It could also entail further insight as to 

the manner in which the WARF methodology accounts for the passage of time and the attendant changes 

in the relative proportions of contractually promised payments covered by the underlying Filing Exemption 

eligible bonds versus those covered by other assets in the structures as the whole vehicle progresses 

towards maturity.  Providing this additional information would help insurance companies make more 

informed decisions about risk adjusted portfolio allocations viewed through the lens of the NAIC solvency 

framework. 

As we will have a new filing process for these securities, which will entail new administrative filing 

procedures for obtaining the NAIC designations, NASVA and ACLI member insurers would find it beneficial 

to work with the SVO to expeditiously refine and/or develop these procedures to eliminate as much as 

possible the uncertainties that will exist between now and year-end when such new NAIC designations will 

be needed, and eliminate uncertainty on-going for future investment purchases. 

Please do not hesitate to contact either of us should you have any questions. Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Tracey Lindsey  

Mike Monahan 

Senior Director, Accounting Policy President 

American Council of Life Insurers North American Securities Valuation Association 

cc: Mr. Charles Therriault, Director, SVO 

      Mr. Marc Perlman, Investment Counsel 
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10 ANG THROUGH RETIREMENT SecurityBenefit.com

March 5, 2020

Submitted electronically to ctherriault@naic.org and dgenaorosado@naic.org

Mr. Kevin Fry, Chair
NAIC Valuation of Securities (E) Task Force
1100 Walnut Street, Suite 1500
Kansas City, MO 64106-2 197

Ms. Carrie Mears, Vice Chair
NAIC Valuation of Securities (E) Task Force
1100 Walnut Street, Suite 1500
Kansas City, MO 64106-2 197

Re: Updated - Proposed Amendment to the Purposes and Procedures Manual of the NAIC
Investment Analysis Office (“P&P Manual”) to update the Definition and Instructions for
Principal Protected Notes (“PPNs”) (the “Exposure”)

Dear Mr. Fry and Ms. Mears:

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the NAIC Valuation of Securities Task Force (the
“Task Force”) Exposure. Security Benefit Life Insurance Company (“SBL”) is a Kansas
domiciled company licensed in 49 states and the District of Columbia, with approximately $40
billion in assets under management. Over the past several years, SBL has invested in both
Collateralized Loan Obligations (“CLOs”) and CLO Combo Notes, the latter of which the
Exposure now proposes to add to the definition of PPNs. It appears that this change is being
proposed, at least partially, as a consequence of two reports by the NAIC’s Capital Markets and
Investment Analysis Office (“CMIAO”).t This concerns us because these reports reach
conclusions based on certain assumptions from inaccurate data. This perspective is further
supported by a recently published Bank of America Global Research report, included here as
Appendix II. We expand on this point later in the letter.

While we continue to support the Task Force’s and the CMIAO’s overall efforts to maintain the
NAIC’s credit assessment process for insurer-owned securities, including research and analysis
of insurer investments, in light of the referenced CMIAO’s reports we respectfully suggest:

• that the Task Force commission a thorough, independent analysis of the expected
performance of CLO Combo Notes, which would have the benefit of providing the Task
Force with additional information regarding an appropriate rating methodology; and

• that the Task Force adopt a suitable transition period before any significant modifications
to the existing framework would apply.

“Update on Leveraged Loans,” published August 5, 2019 and “Collateralized Loan Obligations Stress Testing U.S.
Insurers’ Year End 2018 Exposure,” published on December 6,2019.
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Scope of Proposed PPN Definition

The new PPN definition proposed by the Task Force is broad and would cover a wide range of
assets with securitization features. However, the assets used to illustrate the scope of the new
definition are not similar in kind. The first two examples provided in the Exposure are commonly
known in the market as PPNs, which pair a traditional asset with what the CMIAO calls a
“performance asset”. We support the CMIAO’s and Task Force’s effort to increase transparency
into such performance assets in these transactions, which we believe the industry understood to
be the goal of the initial memorandum on PPNs dated July 2, 2019, which the Task Force
exposed in August 2019 (the “Initial Exposure”).

The third example is a Combo Note, which is significantly different than traditional PPNs. The
performance of the Combo Note is based on a diversified portfolio of term financed, senior
secured loans which have a transparent and proven track record, which can be analyzed by a
wide range of investors on Intex, a software system utilized industry wide. Historical data on
CLOs, including CLO Residual Tranches, which represent the unrated first loss 10% of a term
financed CLO (“CLO equity”) exists for more than 20 years of issuance and is the subject of
substantial public analysis by investment banks, hedge funds, institutional investors, asset
managers, and nationally recognized statistical rating organizations (“NRSROs”). As illustrated
by CLO Residual Tranches, not every asset that would be swept into the Exposure presents the
same risks that the CMIAO and Task Force identified in the Initial Exposure.

While we agree that the PPN initiative is, and should be, about transparency and appropriately
measuring credit risk, we also believe the CMIAO is making a fundamentally different credit-
risk based argument about CLO Combo Notes. Grouping these assets together solely because
they contain some common structural features is, in our opinion, unnecessary to preserve the
CMIAO’s and Task Force’s original goal of reviewing PPN structures for transparency and
investment suitability.

Independent Analysis and Rating Methodology

We and other market participants are concerned (details are included in Appendices I and II
included with this letter), that the CMIAO reports utilize inappropriate data, analysis, and
assumptions. In short, we and others believe that:

• The analyses use old data, dating to the 1970s, and excludes more recent data (since
2009) available from both S&P and Moody’s. Furthermore, more recent post-crisis CLO
structures are stronger than those that existed prior to the most recent Global Financial
Crisis from which much of the data is drawn.

• The analyses use a “cohort” rating analysis for default assumptions rather than using the
more appropriate life-to-date since issuance analysis.

7
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• The stress analysis on senior secured loans is extreme and uses recovery assumptions
over unrealistic extended periods that reflect unsecured bank debt recovery rates rather
than much more relevant secured bank debt recovery rates, even though first lien secured
bank debt comprises over 90% of the assets underlying CLOs. 2

• The CMIAO’s claim of high losses in CLO Combo Notes is based on stress scenarios
that are not disclosed.

• The analysis gives no credit to the active management of CLOs, which has allowed CLOs
to experience meaningfully lower loan defaults in comparison to the broader market, as
well as allowed collateral managers to increase par value during volatile market periods.

• CLO Combo Notes provide additional investor protections vis-a-vis holding only the
underlying CLO debt tranches, such as the ability to refinance, reset, or call the CLO
structure and work closely with CLO managers on structures. Each SBL CLO Combo
Note includes tranches from only a single CLO issuer.

We understand the concern that different capital requirements might apply if the underlying
components of a CLO Combo Note were held directly. However, we believe the NRSRO ratings
more appropriately reflect the credit quality of CLO Combo Notes as opposed to a Weighted
Average Rating Factor (“WARF”) methodology, which the CMIAO has suggested it might use.
In addition to the demonstrable historical and expected performance of CLO Combo Notes, we
also believe in the appropriateness of the NRSRO CLO Combo Note ratings because rating
agencies rate underlying CLO tranches much more conservatively than the actual default
experience would imply. for example, ‘Baa’ to ‘B’ CLO tranches should be rated ‘A’ based
upon actual life-to-date impairments, as further detailed in Appendix I.

Accordingly, we believe that CLO Combo Notes should not be included within the definition of
PPNs and should remain exempt from filing. However, if these instruments are to be included,
then the methodology used to rate CLO Combo Notes should be fully and thoroughly vetted
based on appropriate empirical data, more realistic assumptions, and finer analysis.

We believe independent expert analysis would provide the Task Force with, among other things,
a necessary additional resource on the transparency of the CLO market, the credit risk and rating
methodology of CLOs and CLO Combo Notes, and the manner in which CLOs and CLO Combo

2 The severity of the stress testing assumes an economic environment far worse than the most recent Global
Financial Crisis, in terms of the degree of economic disaster, and assumes the same extremely stressed recovery rate
for 10 years. According to Chris Flanagan, the author of the Bot’A Global Research report included in Attachment of
Appendix II, “[a] stress test is always useful hut if stresses are nowhere in the realm of reality anything can break
down.” Indeed, in the extremely unlikely event that the assumed economic environment became reality, we believe
many unsecured investment grade corporate bonds would suffer massive, near total losses as well.

3
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Notes are structured and function. This analysis could be conducted in a short period of time and
we would be willing to fund it. Further, we would be happy to share our analysis on CLO’s to
offer what we believe will be an alternative view of the credit risk of the investments relative to
what is currently being presented to the Task Force.

Transition Period

Although an effective date for the change has not yet been specified, we understand that, in the
event CLO Combo Notes are ultimately included within the scope of the PPN definition,
December 31, 2020 is a potential effective date. At a minimum, companies that have lawfully
accumulated CLO Combo Note holdings should be afforded at least another year to provide for a
reasonable transition period. Although the CLO market is approximately $700 billion,
transparent and deeply liquid, large volume sales in a quicker than typical transition timeframe
may result in unfair losses to companies who have long relied on the current regulatory capital
rules.

In summary, we thank you for your efforts and attention to our concerns regarding this important
matter. We remain committed to working with you to develop an appropriate way to satisfy
regulatory objectives regarding CLO Combo Notes and your belief that the NRSRO ratings do
not adequately reflect the appropriate level of risk. We would welcome and opportunity to meet
with and present our analysis on CLO’s to the Task Force in person, which we believe would
provide an alternative view of the credit risk of the investments.

Sincerely,

Joseph W. Wittrock, CFA Joh/ F. Guyot
Senior Vice President and Se4ior Vice President,
Chief Investment Officer Geeral Counsel and Secretary

4
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1. CLO Performance (August CMIAO Report)

2
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• The CMIAO published a report titled “Update on Leveraged Loans”, dated August 5, 2019
• The report states that “Historically, CLOs have been one of the best performing structured finance assets.  Moreover, CLOs

have also performed better at the Aaa-A levels than corporates.”  However, it also raises concerns that “If during the next
recession leveraged loan default at a higher rate and experience lower recoveries, CLOs will also underperform compared
to historical levels.”

• In particular, the report refers to a 12.2% impairment on CLO BBB tranches and a 31.3% impairment on CLO BB tranches.
CMIAO uses the below table in its report:

• The report highlights historical performance of CLOs versus other asset classes (CDOs, structured finance, and corporates),
which we believe raises a number of questions regarding the chosen data set, including:

• Time period covered in the report
• Use of a cohort impairment rate versus long-term default statistic based on original issuance ratings

3

Summary

(1) (1) (1)
(2)

A

B
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• The report used performance data for period 1993-2013 published in a September 2014 Moody’s report(1)

• The analyses use old data, dating to the 1970s, and excludes more recent data (since 2009) available from both S&P and Moody’s.(2)

• Moody’s itself uses its more recent report (for the period 1993-2018) when talking about CLO credit risk, which captures the most
recent five years of data and the performance of “post-crisis” structures that have been in place since the financial crisis of 2008

• All of the defaults on Moody’s rated CLO tranches occurred in transactions issued before the financial crisis

• Methodologies for all agencies were revised again after the financial crisis of 2008 and “post-crisis” CLO structures now contain
no unsecured bonds, or structured finance securities, and a smaller percentage of non-first-lien senior secured loans than
previously allowed

• “Post-crisis” structures have more subordination with credit support effectively improving by one rating level since the
crisis

• As an example, below is a comparison of certain concentration limitations of two Ares-managed CLOs issued pre-crisis versus post-
crisis, as well as a table showing the improvement in credit enhancement levels between “pre-crisis” and “post-crisis” CLOs

A

(1) Moody’s Default & Loss Rates of Structured Finance Securities: 1993-2013, dated September 30, 2014, (https://www.moodys.com/researchdocumentcontentpage.aspx?docid=PBS_SF380976)
(2) Moody’s Impairment and Loss Rates of Global CLO: 1993-2018, dated May 17, 2019, (https://www.moodys.com/researchdocumentcontentpage.aspx?docid=PBS_1164579)
(3) Wells Fargo Securities “FAQ on CLOs and Leveraged Loans”, dated January 31, 2019. Credit support is defined as the amount of capital below a given tranche in the transaction

Ares Concentration Limitations Pre-Crisis Post-Crisis Credit Support(3)

Deal Ares X Ares XLVI Original 
Closing Date Sept 2005 Jan 2018 Rating Pre-Crisis Post-Crisis
Senior Secured Loans Min 80% Min 96% AAA 25.0% 35.1%
Senior Unsecured and Subordinated Debt Securities Max 10% Max 0% AA 18.6% 23.6%
Structured Finance Securities Max 5% Max 0% A 12.8% 17.3%
Synthetic Securities Max 20% Max 0% BBB 8.1% 11.9%
Finance Leases Max 5% Max 0% BB 5.6% 7.8%

4
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• The numbers used to represent CLO impairment are from “cohort rating” analysis by Moody’s, which is a more common performance
measure for corporates

• Cohort-level cumulative impairment rates are calculated based on pools of CLO tranches with cohort ratings as of certain dates

• If on the next cohort formation date, the rating of a CLO tranche has migrated to a different rating category, the CLO tranche will be
moved to a new cohort for the following cohort formation dates (i.e. an ‘A’ tranche that is downgraded to ‘Baa’ will be removed from
the ‘A’ pool, and added to the ‘Baa’ pool).  Thus, cohort analysis does not track rated issuances but shifting pools of assets that may
change month over month and year over year

• There are multiple drawbacks to analyzing CLO performance based on cohort rating

• Analysis based on cohort rating may lead to higher impairment rates due to adverse selection, as the non-
defaults/performing tranches tend to prepay early, leaving the “weaker” tranches outstanding in the pool, as opposed to
corporates, where better-performing names tend to stay outstanding longer

• A CLO tranche may be included in multiple cohorts when calculating the cumulative impairment rate.  The analysis
ignores original rating of the bond and time since issuance

• The pool of assets formed on a cohort formation date may include tranches that are more seasoned than the
impairment time horizon (i.e. a 10-year cumulative impairment rate may include a CLO tranche that is outstanding for
over 10 years)

• Small cohort size may also reduce the accuracy of the analysis

• Cohort rating analysis may be more useful in measuring performance for rating actions (upgrades or downgrades), but does
not accurately capture the long term performance on all tranches issued at a certain rating category

• Cumulative impairment rates based on original rating is a better measure for CLO investments over a longer horizon, as it is a more
“pure” measure

• This approach measures the performance of every CLO tranche only once from the time of original issuance

B
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Analysis on Cohort vs Original Rating (cont’d.)

• Moody’s also publishes a long-term default statistic based on original issuance ratings (in particular, the life-to-date impairment rate), which
is a more logical number to assess long-term credit risk.(1) S&P has similar statistics

• Impairment rates(2)computed based on original rating would retain all tranches issued with such original rating in the data set, which
more accurately captures the performance of each CLO tranche since issuance

• These long-term numbers prove that CLOs are in fact more conservatively rated, given historical default/loss performance,
than any other credit asset class

(1) Moody’s Impairment and Loss Rates of Structured Finance Securities: 1993-2018 – Excel Supplement, dated May 16, 2019 (https://www.moodys.com/research/Impairment-and-loss-
rates-of-structured-finance-securities-1993-2018--PBS_1174732)

(2) Moody’s defines impairment as, “A security is impaired when investors receive — or expect to receive with near certainty — less value than would be expected if the obligor were not
experiencing financial distress or otherwise prevented from making payments by a third party”

10-Year Cumulative Impairment Rates by Original Rating (Period 1993 - 2018)

Rating CLO CDO ex-CLO US ABS US CMBS US RMBS
Structured 

Finance
Aaa 0.0% 39.1% 1.6% 4.8% 34.3% 26.0%
Aa 0.0% 48.2% 7.3% 18.3% 54.9% 39.7%
A 0.1% 53.1% 8.8% 24.1% 72.2% 46.4%
Baa 2.3% 62.4% 18.7% 31.8% 85.5% 60.8%
Ba 5.5% 60.7% 40.4% 51.6% 87.7% 57.4%

Life-to-Date Cumulative Impairment Rates by Original Rating (Period 1993 - 2018)

Rating CLO CDO ex-CLO US ABS US CMBS US RMBS
Structured 

Finance
Aaa 0.0% 31.0% 0.7% 2.3% 22.6% 14.7%
Aa 0.0% 37.8% 4.2% 12.6% 51.5% 31.5%
A 0.0% 41.0% 4.4% 19.5% 67.7% 35.3%
Baa 1.2% 48.3% 6.9% 24.1% 78.4% 45.6%
Ba 2.2% 44.9% 16.1% 46.5% 76.7% 39.2%
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(1) S&P Twenty Years Strong: A Look Back at US CLO Ratings Performance from 1994 through 2013, dated January 31, 2014
(https://www.standardandpoors.com/en_US/web/guest/article/-/view/sourceId/8447971)

(2) S&P 2018 Annual Global Leveraged Loan CLO Default And Rating Transition Study, dated June 19, 2019 (https://www.spglobal.com/_media/documents/2018-
annual-global-leveraged-loan-clo-default-and-rating-transition.pdf)

S&P CLO Performance
• S&P published a report (1) on CLO performance in January 2014, that provided CLO default and loss data on all S&P-rated U.S. CLO tranches

over a 20-year period

• The data set shows that CLOs have resilient performance over the long-term, with historical defaults and losses at very low levels.
Furthermore, all S&P-rated defaults occurred on tranches issued before the financial crisis

• When compared to corporates, another S&P report (2) (dated June 2019) showed that the speculative-grade three-year trailing default rates
(before recoveries) for CLOs have been much lower

7
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CLO Performance Measures

• The correct reference for long-term credit risk in Baa CLO bonds are the 10-year horizon numbers and Life-to-Date numbers based on
original ratings, for CLOs issued between 1993 and 2018

• The CMIAO report used an impairment assumption that is inappropriate and 10x the actual risk experience for CLOs, misrepresenting the
actual credit experience of these products and their loss performance by rating

• This seems odd when the CMIAO itself refers to CLOs as having “sound structural features”(1)

• Independent analysis and further deliberation is warranted

(1) Executive Summary of “Collateralized Loan Obligations (CLOs) Primer”, dated August 21, 2018, by Jennifer Johnson
(2) Moody’s Default & Loss Rates of Structured Finance Securities: 1993-2013, dated September 30, 2014, (https://www.moodys.com/researchdocumentcontentpage.aspx?docid=PBS_SF380976)
(3) Moody’s Impairment and Loss Rates of Global CLO: 1993-2018, dated May 17, 2019, (https://www.moodys.com/researchdocumentcontentpage.aspx?docid=PBS_1164579)
(4) S&P Twenty Years Strong: A Look Back at US CLO Ratings Performance from 1994 through 2013, dated January 31, 2014 (https://www.standardandpoors.com/en_US/web/guest/article/-

/view/sourceId/8447971)

10-Year Horizon Life-to-Date Life-to-Date
Data Period 1993-2013 1993-2018 1993-2013 1993-2018 1993-2018 1994-2013

Rating

CLO 
Impairment 

(Cohort 
Rating)

CLO 
Impairment 

(Cohort 
Rating)

CLO 
Impairment 

(Original 
Rating)

CLO 
Impairment 

(Original 
Rating)

CLO 
Impairment 

(Original 
Rating) Default Rate 

Aaa 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Aa 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
A 0.1% 0.0% 0.2% 0.1% 0.0% 0.5%
Baa 12.2% 5.3% 4.6% 2.3% 1.2% 0.3%
Ba 31.3% 13.1% 17.6% 5.5% 2.2% 1.7%

A A

B B(2) (2) (4)(3) (3)

Moody’s S&P

CMIAO
Impairment

Moody’s 
Long Term 

Impairment

S&P Long 
Term 

Default
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2. CLO Stress Testing (December CMIAO Report)
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Overview

• In December of 2019, the CMIAO published a paper(1) detailing the results of a series of stress tests on CLOs owned by U.S. insurance
companies

• In the report, the CMIAO uses default data to calculate its own default vector, which overstates defaults by 3-4 percentage points
compared to the Moody’s published vector in both shorter and longer time horizons

• In two of the stress scenarios, the CMIAO uses an unsecured recovery rate that ignores the senior secured nature of the collateral in CLO
pools

• CMIAO claims to see 28-30% “losses to principal” in combo notes across the three stress scenarios without disclosing its sample set,
methodology, or calculations

(1
)

(2
)

(1) “Collateralized Loan Obligations – Stress Testing U.S. Insurers’ Year-End 2018 Exposure”, dated December 6, 2019, by Azar Abramov, Jean-Baptiste Carelus, Jennifer Johnson, Eric Kolchinsky, 
Hankook Lee, and Elizabeth Muroski
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CMIAO Scenarios

• The analysis included three scenarios with various assumptions

1) SCENARIO (A)

• Default:  historical default vector
• Recovery:  first lien bank loan recovery rate (64%)

2) SCENARIO (B)

• Default:  historical default vector
• Recovery:  senior unsecured bank loan recovery rate (40%)

3) SCENARIO (C)

• Default:  historical default vector + 1 standard deviation
• Recovery:  senior unsecured bank loan recovery rate (40%)

• The stress testing was conducted on $95.9B of “normal” tranches and $1B of “atypical” tranches (i.e. combo notes)

• The analysis invites a number of questions and concerns

1) the default and recovery assumptions

2) the sample set used in the analysis

3) the methodology for computing principal loss

4) the conclusion of the analysis
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Stress Testing Methodology: Default Assumptions

• The historical corporate default vector used in the CMIAO stress analysis is for the period 1970-2009. CMIAO determines the cumulative
default vector by recalculating an existing vector found in Exhibit 44 of the Moody’s Annual Default Study(2) in order to capture an earlier
data period, and cut off data within a 10-year time horizon (even though many corporates, like most senior secured loans, have shorter than
10-year lives)

• The below table is the default vector generated by CMIAO for the period 1970-2009 used in Scenarios (A) and (B) of the CMIAO analysis(1)

• The methodology that CMIAO used to generate the cumulative default vector differs from Moody’s approach when it calculates its published
vector.  CMIAO uses a simple weighted average method to calculate its vectors, while Moody’s uses a more comprehensive approach which
relies on marginal default rates

• CMIAO’s decision to capture the period beginning in 1970 is not the best representation of historical default statistics. Moody’s
intentionally chooses to publish its weighted average cumulative default vectors beginning in 1983 as the periods before that have few
samples, and 1983 was the first year Moody’s created sub-notches for its ratings categories (i.e., broke the ‘B’ rating into ‘B1’, ‘B2’, and ‘B3’)

(1) Moody’s Annual default study: Defaults will rise modestly in 2019 amid higher volatility, dated February 1, 2019 
(https://www.moodys.com/researchdocumentcontentpage.aspx?docid=PBC_1156859)

CMIAO Cumulative Default (1970-2009)
Rating\Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
B1 2.7% 6.7% 10.9% 14.7% 18.5% 21.9% 25.3% 28.2% 30.8% 32.9%
B2 4.0% 9.8% 15.1% 19.7% 23.4% 26.8% 29.7% 32.1% 34.3% 36.4%
B3 6.5% 13.6% 20.2% 25.7% 30.4% 34.4% 37.9% 40.9% 43.5% 45.5%

1
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Stress Testing Methodology: Default Assumptions 
(con’t.d)
• We regenerated the cumulative default vectors for the 1983-2018 period using the methodology described by the CMIAO stress report and

find the approach results in a higher default vector than the one published by Moody’s
• Below is a more recent default vector for the ‘B’ rating category published by Moody’s that captures the more recent period 1983-2018(2)

• We recalculated the 1983-2018 default vectors using CMIAO’s methodology:

• CMIAO’s methodology overstates the vectors by as much as 4.6 percentage points towards the longer time horizons:

• The combined impact of the earlier time period and different weighting methodology used in CMIAO’s analysis overstates cumulative
default rates in shorter time horizons as well

(1) Moody’s Annual default study: Defaults will rise modestly in 2019 amid higher volatility, dated February 1, 2019 (https://www.moodys.com/researchdocumentcontentpage.aspx?docid=PBC_1156859)

Moody's Cumulative Default (1983-2018)
Rating\Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
B1 2.0% 5.3% 8.9% 12.4% 16.0% 19.3% 22.5% 25.3% 27.7% 29.7%
B2 3.0% 7.7% 12.4% 16.7% 20.3% 23.6% 26.4% 28.7% 30.9% 32.9%
B3 4.9% 10.7% 16.6% 21.7% 26.2% 30.3% 33.7% 36.7% 39.1% 41.1%

2

1 - 2

CMIAO Cumulative Default (1983 - 2018) 
Rating\Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
B1 2.0% 5.2% 8.9% 12.6% 16.4% 20.0% 23.6% 27.0% 30.3% 33.1%
B2 3.0% 7.6% 12.4% 16.9% 20.7% 24.4% 27.7% 30.7% 33.7% 36.6%
B3 5.0% 10.5% 16.6% 22.0% 26.8% 31.4% 35.4% 39.2% 42.7% 45.7%

3

CMIAO Cumulative Default versus Moody's Cumulative Default (1983-2018) 
Rating\Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
B1 0.0% -0.1% 0.0% 0.2% 0.3% 0.7% 1.1% 1.8% 2.5% 3.3%
B2 0.0% -0.1% 0.0% 0.2% 0.4% 0.9% 1.3% 2.0% 2.8% 3.7%
B3 0.1% -0.2% 0.0% 0.3% 0.6% 1.1% 1.7% 2.5% 3.6% 4.6%

3 - 2

CMIAO Cumulative Default (1970-2009) versus Moody's Cumulative Default (1983-2018)
Rating\Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
B1 0.7% 1.4% 2.0% 2.3% 2.5% 2.6% 2.8% 2.9% 3.1% 3.2%
B2 1.0% 2.1% 2.7% 3.0% 3.1% 3.2% 3.3% 3.4% 3.4% 3.5%
B3 1.6% 2.9% 3.6% 4.0% 4.2% 4.1% 4.2% 4.2% 4.4% 4.4%
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Stress Testing Methodology: Default Assumptions 
(cont’d.)

Below is the default vector for the ‘B’ rating category in Scenario (C) that includes a one standard deviation stress, used in the CMIAO 
analysis

We recreated the Scenario (C) vector using the Moody’s vector for the period 1983-2018 and added one standard deviation per CMIAO’s 
methodology

The table below shows the difference between (1) the default vector in Scenario (C) with the one standard deviation and (2) the Moody’s default 
vector for the period 1983-2018 with one standard deviation.  The cumulative default rates are consistently overstated

CMIAO Cumulative Default (1970-2009) + 1 Std Dev
Rating\Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
B1 4.7% 10.7% 16.4% 21.1% 25.3% 28.8% 32.1% 35.2% 38.3% 40.9%
B2 7.1% 15.6% 22.7% 28.3% 32.0% 35.2% 37.7% 40.0% 42.7% 45.3%
B3 11.5% 21.7% 30.4% 36.8% 41.5% 45.2% 48.1% 51.1% 54.1% 56.5%

Moody's Cumulative Default (1983 - 2018) + 1 Std Dev
Rating\Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
B1 3.9% 9.4% 14.6% 19.2% 23.4% 26.8% 30.2% 33.0% 35.6% 37.4%
B2 5.9% 13.6% 20.2% 25.7% 29.6% 32.8% 35.4% 37.5% 39.7% 41.4%
B3 9.6% 18.9% 27.1% 33.5% 38.3% 42.2% 45.2% 47.9% 50.2% 51.7%

CMIAO Cumulative Default (1970-2009) + 1 Std Dev versus Moody's Cumulative Default (1983-2018) +1 Std Dev
Rating\Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
B1 0.8% 1.3% 1.8% 1.9% 1.9% 2.0% 1.9% 2.2% 2.7% 3.5%
B2 1.2% 2.0% 2.5% 2.6% 2.4% 2.4% 2.3% 2.5% 3.0% 3.9%
B3 1.9% 2.8% 3.3% 3.3% 3.2% 3.0% 2.9% 3.2% 3.9% 4.8%

4

4 - 5

5
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(1) Moody’s Annual default study: Defaults will rise modestly in 2019 amid higher volatility, dated February 1, 2019 
(https://www.moodys.com/researchdocumentcontentpage.aspx?docid=PBC_1156859)

Stress Testing Methodology: Recovery Assumptions

• The CMIAO’s base case recovery assumption is 64%, representing first lien bank loan recovery rates (based on trading prices as proxy)
through multiple credit cycles, which is already much lower than recently observed first lien bank loan recoveries at ~77% (2018 weighted
average recoveries)

• The additional stresses applied to Scenarios (B) and (C) using a stepdown to unsecured bank loan recovery rates (40%) is not reflective of
the senior secured nature of first lien bank loans

• The stress recovery assumption of 40%, which reflects unsecured bank debt, does not reflect the reality of CLO portfolios

• CLOs (secured by broadly syndicated loans) have strict concentration limits that require the portfolio to contain at least 90%
senior secured first lien bank loans

• Senior secured bank loan is very different than unsecured bank debt.  In an event of a default, senior secured lenders have control and
priority claim over the underlying collateral, while unsecured lenders are not paid until the secured debt has been fully repaid

• 40% is an implausible stress number – 64% is already quite conservative given the data – and a further 24 percentage point
downward stress on an already conservative number is meant to lead to “break” scenarios in which very high losses
are output from the model, regardless of the actual definition of the asset

• Average historical recovery rates (measured by trading prices)(1)

Priority Position 2018 2017 1983-2018 2018 2017 1983-2018
1st Lien Bank Loan 71.07% 69.19% 67.19% 77.67% 74.72% 64.07%
2nd Lien Bank Loan 54.96% 17.87% 32.27% 33.45% 30.29% 28.68%
Sr. Unsecured Bank Loan 41.93% 9.00% 45.75% 42.26% 9.00% 40.29%
1st Lien Bond 56.75% 65.91% 53.99% 68.75% 67.09% 55.23%
2nd Lien Bond 35.16% 52.75% 44.07% 43.62% 36.61% 43.74%
Sr. Unsecured Bond 48.75% 55.07% 38.15% 42.47% 41.03% 33.87%
Sr. Subordinated Bond 45.63% 38.00% 31.08% 25.60% 50.62% 26.33%
Subordinated Bond n.a. 50.20% 31.98% n.a. 68.34% 27.52%
Jr. Subordinated Bond n.a. 27.17% 23.67% n.a. 44.99% 26.78%

Issuer-weighted recoveries Volume-weighted recoveries
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		Exhibit 1. Defaults continued downward path in 2018

		Year		Default Counts		Default Volume ($ Billion)

		1970		29		$0.98

		1971		3		$0.13

		1972		8		$0.27

		1973		5		$0.11

		1974		3		$0.07

		1975		5		$0.27

		1976		3		$0.04

		1977		5		$0.25

		1978		4		$0.11

		1979		1		$0.02

		1980		4		$0.30

		1981		2		$0.05

		1982		14		$0.79

		1983		14		$1.14

		1984		13		$0.58

		1985		16		$1.35

		1986		38		$4.14

		1987		32		$9.26

		1988		33		$6.00

		1989		55		$11.22

		1990		94		$22.81

		1991		73		$17.98

		1992		34		$7.67

		1993		24		$3.10

		1994		19		$3.01

		1995		31		$5.87

		1996		20		$6.14

		1997		25		$5.97

		1998		54		$13.39

		1999		114		$43.73

		2000		130		$59.70

		2001		191		$139.84

		2002		147		$214.42

		2003		92		$49.97

		2004		45		$21.89

		2005		34		$41.46

		2006		32		$10.88

		2007		19		$8.20

		2008		149		$283.98

		2009		285		$333.23

		2010		70		$43.16

		2011		52		$37.57

		2012		69		$55.98

		2013		73		$52.63

		2014		58		$75.62

		2015		117		$100.17

		2016		144		$135.53

		2017		104		$84.84

		2018		77		$75.06
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		Exhibit 2. Default rate fell in 2018

		Year		All Corporate		Speculative-Grade

		1920		1.23%		3.01%

		1921		1.07%		2.15%

		1922		1.01%		1.76%

		1923		0.80%		1.71%

		1924		1.15%		2.85%

		1925		1.17%		2.56%

		1926		0.77%		1.91%

		1927		0.74%		1.83%

		1928		0.36%		0.88%

		1929		0.71%		1.40%

		1930		1.04%		2.20%

		1931		3.80%		7.90%

		1932		5.50%		10.99%

		1933		8.53%		15.77%

		1934		3.40%		5.89%

		1935		3.93%		6.25%

		1936		1.63%		2.71%

		1937		1.72%		2.74%

		1938		2.11%		2.59%

		1939		1.22%		1.77%

		1940		2.47%		3.55%

		1941		1.08%		1.71%

		1942		0.46%		0.73%

		1943		0.37%		0.61%

		1944		0.39%		0.66%

		1945		0.31%		0.56%

		1946		0.00%		0.00%

		1947		0.32%		0.63%

		1948		0.00%		0.00%

		1949		0.84%		1.92%

		1950		0.00%		0.00%

		1951		0.18%		0.43%

		1952		0.00%		0.00%

		1953		0.00%		0.00%

		1954		0.17%		0.47%

		1955		0.17%		0.52%

		1956		0.00%		0.00%

		1957		0.14%		0.45%

		1958		0.00%		0.00%

		1959		0.00%		0.00%

		1960		0.25%		0.75%

		1961		0.35%		1.07%

		1962		0.47%		1.52%

		1963		0.35%		1.15%

		1964		0.00%		0.00%

		1965		0.00%		0.00%

		1966		0.12%		0.44%

		1967		0.00%		0.00%

		1968		0.11%		0.38%

		1969		0.00%		0.00%

		1970		2.63%		8.68%

		1971		0.29%		1.16%

		1972		0.45%		1.92%

		1973		0.46%		1.28%

		1974		0.28%		1.33%

		1975		0.36%		1.74%

		1976		0.18%		0.87%

		1977		0.35%		1.36%

		1978		0.35%		1.82%

		1979		0.09%		0.44%

		1980		0.34%		1.63%

		1981		0.16%		0.70%

		1982		1.04%		3.55%

		1983		0.90%		4.06%

		1984		0.87%		3.13%

		1985		0.95%		3.77%

		1986		1.83%		6.16%

		1987		1.42%		4.31%

		1988		1.39%		3.86%

		1989		2.23%		5.91%

		1990		3.57%		10.54%

		1991		2.80%		9.10%

		1992		1.34%		4.93%

		1993		0.90%		3.40%

		1994		0.65%		2.34%

		1995		0.90%		3.06%

		1996		0.51%		1.65%

		1997		0.62%		1.89%

		1998		1.13%		3.02%

		1999		2.12%		5.35%

		2000		2.45%		6.07%

		2001		3.67%		9.61%

		2002		2.91%		7.64%

		2003		1.84%		5.31%

		2004		0.83%		2.41%

		2005		0.64%		1.72%

		2006		0.59%		1.67%

		2007		0.35%		0.94%

		2008		2.50%		5.42%

		2009		4.99%		12.10%

		2010		1.23%		3.01%

		2011		0.92%		2.03%

		2012		1.21%		2.71%

		2013		1.23%		2.63%

		2014		0.96%		1.98%

		2015		1.75%		3.66%

		2016		2.15%		4.48%

		2017		1.64%		3.39%

		2018		1.12%		2.31%
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		Exhibit 3. Retail had the most defaults in 2018

				Percent by count						Percent by volume

		MDY35 Industry Group*		2018		2017		Change		2018		2017		Change

		Aerospace & Defense		0%		2%		-2%		0%		0%		-0%

		Automotive		1%		0%		1%		3%		0%		3%

		Banking		0%		7%		-7%		0%		6%		-6%

		Beverage, Food, & Tobacco		3%		0%		3%		0%		0%		0%

		Capital Equipment		0%		2%		-2%		0%		1%		-1%

		Chemicals, Plastics, & Rubber		0%		2%		-2%		0%		0%		-0%

		Construction & Building		10%		1%		9%		3%		1%		3%

		Consumer Goods: Durable		4%		0%		4%		3%		0%		3%

		Consumer Goods: Non-durable		1%		0%		1%		2%		0%		2%

		Energy: Electricity		5%		3%		2%		1%		3%		-2%

		Energy: Oil & Gas		19%		26%		-6%		23%		46%		-24%

		Environmental Industries		0%		3%		-3%		0%		1%		-1%

		Finance		4%		4%		0%		2%		2%		0%

		Real Estate Finance		0%		1%		-1%		0%		2%		-2%

		Forest Products & Paper		1%		6%		-4%		0%		2%		-2%

		Healthcare & Pharmaceuticals		3%		1%		2%		9%		2%		7%

		High Tech Industries		1%		3%		-2%		0%		2%		-2%

		Media: Advertising, Printing & Publishing		4%		0%		4%		2%		0%		2%

		Media: Broadcasting & Subscription		1%		4%		-3%		21%		4%		17%

		Media: Diversified & Production		0%		1%		-1%		0%		1%		-1%

		Metals & Mining		4%		3%		1%		2%		1%		1%

		Retail		21%		13%		8%		15%		11%		4%

		Services: Business		8%		11%		-3%		9%		3%		5%

		Services: Consumer		0%		1%		-1%		0%		0%		-0%

		Telecommunications		3%		4%		-1%		3%		9%		-6%

		Transportation: Cargo		3%		3%		-0%		2%		1%		1%

		Utilities: Electric		1%		0%		1%		0%		0%		0%

		Wholesale		3%		2%		1%		0%		0%		-0%

		*We omitted those industries which had no defaults in 2017 and 2018
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		Exhibit 4. Retail led the one-year default rate in 2018


		MDY35 Industry Group		Default Rate*

		Retail		7.27%

		Media: Advertising, Printing & Publishing		7.05%

		Energy: Electricity		6.88%

		Consumer Goods: Durable		5.88%

		Construction & Building		3.53%

		Wholesale		3.18%

		Energy: Oil & Gas		3.12%

		Forest Products & Paper		2.70%

		Transportation: Cargo		1.92%

		Metals & Mining		1.87%

		Services: Business		1.86%

		Consumer Goods: Non-durable		1.43%

		FIRE: Finance		1.32%

		Healthcare & Pharmaceuticals		1.24%

		Beverage, Food, & Tobacco		1.13%

		Telecommunications		1.04%

		Media: Broadcasting & Subscription		0.96%

		Automotive		0.85%

		High Tech Industries		0.39%

		Utilities: Electric		0.24%

		Aerospace & Defense		0.00%

		Banking		0.00%

		Capital Equipment		0.00%

		Chemicals, Plastics, & Rubber		0.00%

		Containers, Packaging, & Glass		0.00%

		Environmental Industries		0.00%

		FIRE: Insurance		0.00%

		FIRE: Real Estate Finance		0.00%

		Hotel, Gaming, & Leisure		0.00%

		Media: Diversified & Production		0.00%

		Services: Consumer		0.00%

		Sovereign & Public Finance		0.00%

		Transportation: Consumer		0.00%

		Utilities: Oil & Gas		0.00%

		Utilities: Water		0.00%

		*Issuer-weighted. Includes investment-grade and speculative-grade issuers.
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		Exhibit 5. Upgrades outpaced downgrades in 2018

		Year		Rating Drift

		1985		-19.7%

		1986		-30.7%

		1987		-14.2%

		1988		-15.4%

		1989		-23.7%

		1990		-37.0%

		1991		-26.5%

		1992		-15.1%

		1993		0.3%

		1994		1.0%

		1995		-2.6%

		1996		7.2%

		1997		-1.4%

		1998		-22.8%

		1999		-9.0%

		2000		-4.0%

		2001		-26.0%

		2002		-36.1%

		2003		-13.1%

		2004		6.8%

		2005		7.1%

		2006		6.9%

		2007		15.2%

		2008		-33.7%

		2009		-54.0%

		2010		-3.4%

		2011		-20.9%

		2012		-27.8%

		2013		-9.8%

		2014		-1.0%

		2015		-8.7%

		2016		-15.6%

		2017		0.7%

		2018		2.3%
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		Exhibit 6. Credit quality improved significantly in Metals & Mining in 2018

		MDY35 Industry Group		2018 Drift		2017 Drift		Average Drift

		Metals & Mining		35%		37%		-18%

		Environmental Industries		25%		-23%		-13%

		Forest Products & Paper		16%		-16%		-21%

		Banking		13%		2%		-9%

		Sovereign & Public Finance		11%		-6%		-10%

		Energy: Oil & Gas		11%		11%		-12%

		FIRE: Finance		10%		13%		-9%

		Aerospace & Defense		6%		12%		-8%

		FIRE: Insurance		5%		-3%		-14%

		Utilities: Water		4%		5%		-6%

		Utilities: Oil & Gas		4%		0%		-4%

		Transportation: Consumer		3%		9%		-18%

		Transportation: Cargo		3%		-8%		-13%

		Chemicals, Plastics, & Rubber		2%		-2%		-8%

		High Tech Industries		2%		2%		-12%

		Capital Equipment		1%		6%		-11%

		FIRE: Real Estate		-2%		5%		-5%

		Hotel, Gaming, & Leisure		-2%		3%		-18%

		Wholesale		-3%		-5%		-14%

		Containers, Packaging, & Glass		-3%		0%		-14%

		Healthcare & Pharmaceuticals		-4%		-3%		-9%

		Utilities: Electric		-4%		-1%		-4%

		Automotive		-5%		16%		-16%

		Services: Business		-5%		-8%		-10%

		Media: Broadcasting & Subscription		-6%		-5%		-10%

		Services: Consumer		-7%		-2%		-17%

		Construction & Building		-7%		11%		-19%

		Telecommunications		-8%		-9%		-12%

		Consumer Goods: Durable		-10%		-13%		-18%

		Retail		-12%		-25%		-20%

		Energy: Electricity		-14%		5%		-30%

		Media: Diversified & Production		-17%		-28%		-13%

		Beverage, Food, & Tobacco		-18%		-9%		-10%

		Media: Advertising, Printing & Publishing		-19%		-22%		-28%

		Consumer Goods: Non-durable		-27%		-26%		-22%
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		Exhibit 7 - Average corporate debt recovery rates measured by trading prices*


				Issuer-weighted recoveries						Volume-weighted recoveries

		Priority Position		2018		2017		1983-2018		2018		2017		1983-2018

		1st Lien Bank Loan		71.07%		69.19%		67.19%		77.67%		74.72%		64.07%

		2nd Lien Bank Loan		54.96%		17.87%		32.27%		33.45%		30.29%		28.68%

		Sr. Unsecured Bank Loan		41.93%		9.00%		45.75%		42.26%		9.00%		40.29%

		1st Lien Bond		56.75%		65.91%		53.99%		68.75%		67.09%		55.23%

		2nd Lien Bond		35.16%		52.75%		44.07%		43.62%		36.61%		43.74%

		Sr. Unsecured Bond		48.75%		55.07%		38.15%		42.47%		41.03%		33.87%

		Sr. Subordinated Bond		45.63%		38.00%		31.08%		25.60%		50.62%		26.33%

		Subordinated Bond		n.a.		50.20%		31.98%		n.a.		68.34%		27.52%

		Jr. Subordinated Bond		n.a.		27.17%		23.67%		n.a.		44.99%		26.78%

		* We use market prices (bids) to proxy recoveries in this exhibit
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		Exhibit 8. Recovery observation counts and dollar volume

				Issuer counts						Dollar volume (in billions of USD)

		Priority Position		2018		2017		1983-2018		2018		2017		1983-2018

		1st Lien Bank Loan		13		26		501		7.2		20.4		299.2

		2nd Lien Bank Loan		6		5		78		2.6		1.2		155.1

		Sr. Unsecured Bank Loan		2		1		69		1.4		0.0		35.2

		1st Lien Bond		19		22		347		13.5		10.9		149.8

		2nd Lien Bond		10		5		80		2.6		2.5		39.6

		Sr. Unsecured Bond		28		40		1056		25.1		35.0		742.0

		Sr. Subordinated Bond		2		2		512		1.2		0.9		115.7

		Subordinated Bond		0		3		414		0.0		0.9		81.3

		Jr. Subordinated Bond		0		3		27		0.0		2.7		6.5
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		Exhibit 9 - Average corporate debt recovery rates measured by ultimate recoveries, 1987-2018

				Emergence Year						Default Year

		Priority Position		2018		2017		1987-2018		2018		2017		1987-2018

		Loans		85.0%		83.3%		80.3%		85.0%		84.3%		80.3%

		Senior Secured Bonds		53.8%		68.0%		62.2%		55.0%		65.7%		62.2%

		Senior Unsecured Bonds		38.5%		56.4%		47.7%		35.5%		58.3%		47.7%

		Subordinated Bonds		0.0%		51.2%		28.0%		n.a.		62.9%		28.0%
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		Exhibit 10. Annual credit loss rates down in 2018

		Year		Investment-Grade		Speculative-Grade		All Corporates

		1983		0.00%		1.92%		0.43%

		1984		0.09%		1.58%		0.44%

		1985		0.00%		1.50%		0.38%

		1986		0.10%		3.06%		0.91%

		1987		0.00%		1.56%		0.52%

		1988		0.00%		2.11%		0.76%

		1989		0.14%		3.33%		1.26%

		1990		0.04%		6.52%		2.21%

		1991		0.04%		5.76%		1.77%

		1992		0.00%		2.51%		0.68%

		1993		0.00%		2.14%		0.56%

		1994		0.00%		1.08%		0.30%

		1995		0.00%		1.61%		0.47%

		1996		0.00%		0.61%		0.19%

		1997		0.00%		0.83%		0.27%

		1998		0.02%		1.83%		0.68%

		1999		0.02%		3.32%		1.31%

		2000		0.10%		4.60%		1.86%

		2001		0.10%		7.57%		2.89%

		2002		0.30%		5.38%		2.05%

		2003		0.00%		3.09%		1.07%

		2004		0.00%		1.15%		0.40%

		2005		0.03%		0.78%		0.29%

		2006		0.00%		0.75%		0.27%

		2007		0.00%		0.44%		0.16%

		2008		0.41%		3.60%		1.66%

		2009		0.27%		7.65%		3.16%

		2010		0.05%		1.48%		0.61%

		2011		0.11%		1.19%		0.54%

		2012		0.02%		1.54%		0.69%

		2013		0.05%		1.44%		0.68%

		2014		0.03%		1.05%		0.51%

		2015		0.00%		2.28%		1.09%

		2016		0.00%		3.07%		1.48%

		2017		0.00%		1.52%		0.74%

		2018		0.00%		1.18%		0.57%
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		Exhibit 11. Default rates to trend up in the second half of 2019

		Trailing_12m_ending		All Corporates (actual)		All Corporates (baseline forecast)		Speculative-Grade (actual)		Speculative-Grade (baseline forecast)

		12/31/93		0.90%				3.40%

		1/31/94		1.01%				3.81%

		2/28/94		1.05%				3.95%

		3/31/94		0.82%				3.15%

		4/30/94		0.69%				2.65%

		5/31/94		0.61%				2.32%

		6/30/94		0.56%				2.13%

		7/31/94		0.55%				2.06%

		8/31/94		0.55%				2.03%

		9/30/94		0.65%				2.39%

		10/31/94		0.67%				2.41%

		11/30/94		0.65%				2.35%

		12/31/94		0.65%				2.34%

		1/31/95		0.58%				2.05%

		2/28/95		0.47%				1.68%

		3/31/95		0.40%				1.42%

		4/30/95		0.49%				1.76%

		5/31/95		0.59%				1.96%

		6/30/95		0.61%				2.00%

		7/31/95		0.61%				2.09%

		8/31/95		0.63%				2.19%

		9/30/95		0.66%				2.27%

		10/31/95		0.75%				2.57%

		11/30/95		0.87%				2.97%

		12/31/95		0.90%				3.06%

		1/31/96		0.89%				3.05%

		2/29/96		0.92%				3.17%

		3/31/96		0.94%				3.22%

		4/30/96		0.88%				3.00%

		5/31/96		0.78%				2.65%

		6/30/96		0.83%				2.80%

		7/31/96		0.76%				2.58%

		8/31/96		0.64%				2.14%

		9/30/96		0.63%				2.10%

		10/31/96		0.57%				1.88%

		11/30/96		0.51%				1.66%

		12/31/96		0.51%				1.65%

		1/31/97		0.53%				1.71%

		2/28/97		0.44%				1.42%

		3/31/97		0.43%				1.39%

		4/30/97		0.38%				1.19%

		5/31/97		0.48%				1.49%

		6/30/97		0.45%				1.39%

		7/31/97		0.52%				1.62%

		8/31/97		0.59%				1.84%

		9/30/97		0.59%				1.81%

		10/31/97		0.60%				1.84%

		11/30/97		0.70%				2.13%

		12/31/97		0.62%				1.89%

		1/31/98		0.63%				1.93%

		2/28/98		0.73%				2.20%

		3/31/98		0.74%				2.25%

		4/30/98		0.83%				2.49%

		5/31/98		0.82%				2.49%

		6/30/98		0.86%				2.60%

		7/31/98		0.83%				2.44%

		8/31/98		0.84%				2.46%

		9/30/98		0.87%				2.52%

		10/31/98		0.88%				2.44%

		11/30/98		0.95%				2.59%

		12/31/98		1.13%				3.02%

		1/31/99		1.21%				3.14%

		2/28/99		1.26%				3.24%

		3/31/99		1.40%				3.58%

		4/30/99		1.53%				3.87%

		5/31/99		1.82%				4.60%

		6/30/99		1.92%				4.76%

		7/31/99		2.11%				5.24%

		8/31/99		2.11%				5.25%

		9/30/99		2.22%				5.51%

		10/31/99		2.25%				5.66%

		11/30/99		2.20%				5.54%

		12/31/99		2.12%				5.35%

		1/31/00		2.13%				5.37%

		2/29/00		2.10%				5.31%

		3/31/00		2.12%				5.41%

		4/30/00		2.14%				5.46%

		5/31/00		2.06%				5.20%

		6/30/00		2.10%				5.31%

		7/31/00		1.95%				4.94%

		8/31/00		2.02%				5.09%

		9/30/00		2.09%				5.26%

		10/31/00		2.00%				4.95%

		11/30/00		2.25%				5.54%

		12/31/00		2.45%				6.07%

		1/31/01		2.54%				6.28%

		2/28/01		2.66%				6.58%

		3/31/01		2.87%				7.17%

		4/30/01		2.94%				7.34%

		5/31/01		2.98%				7.48%

		6/30/01		3.07%				7.72%

		7/31/01		3.20%				8.03%

		8/31/01		3.33%				8.54%

		9/30/01		3.43%				8.86%

		10/31/01		3.60%				9.31%

		11/30/01		3.56%				9.31%

		12/31/01		3.67%				9.61%

		1/31/02		3.69%				9.78%

		2/28/02		3.58%				9.53%

		3/31/02		3.51%				9.43%

		4/30/02		3.45%				9.31%

		5/31/02		3.56%				9.58%

		6/30/02		3.47%				9.39%

		7/31/02		3.45%				9.15%

		8/31/02		3.39%				8.97%

		9/30/02		3.34%				8.82%

		10/31/02		3.21%				8.41%

		11/30/02		3.06%				8.01%

		12/31/02		2.91%				7.63%

		1/31/03		2.70%				7.02%

		2/28/03		2.74%				7.21%

		3/31/03		2.56%				6.60%

		4/30/03		2.48%				6.54%

		5/31/03		2.33%				6.37%

		6/30/03		2.27%				6.18%

		7/31/03		2.21%				6.02%

		8/31/03		2.19%				6.07%

		9/30/03		2.07%				5.71%

		10/31/03		2.03%				5.77%

		11/30/03		1.89%				5.33%

		12/31/03		1.84%				5.31%

		1/31/04		1.77%				5.11%

		2/29/04		1.59%				4.60%

		3/31/04		1.51%				4.32%

		4/30/04		1.41%				4.08%

		5/31/04		1.25%				3.61%

		6/30/04		1.15%				3.32%

		7/31/04		0.91%				2.61%

		8/31/04		0.73%				2.11%

		9/30/04		0.81%				2.36%

		10/31/04		0.81%				2.34%

		11/30/04		0.86%				2.50%

		12/31/04		0.83%				2.41%

		1/31/05		0.80%				2.32%

		2/28/05		0.90%				2.60%

		3/31/05		0.84%				2.40%

		4/30/05		0.81%				2.31%

		5/31/05		0.79%				2.24%

		6/30/05		0.70%				1.98%

		7/31/05		0.72%				2.02%

		8/31/05		0.78%				2.18%

		9/30/05		0.74%				2.05%

		10/31/05		0.74%				1.98%

		11/30/05		0.68%				1.81%

		12/31/05		0.64%				1.72%

		1/31/06		0.66%				1.75%

		2/28/06		0.60%				1.60%

		3/31/06		0.58%				1.58%

		4/30/06		0.56%				1.50%

		5/31/06		0.63%				1.74%

		6/30/06		0.65%				1.77%

		7/31/06		0.62%				1.70%

		8/31/06		0.57%				1.54%

		9/30/06		0.55%				1.54%

		10/31/06		0.61%				1.72%

		11/30/06		0.65%				1.82%

		12/31/06		0.59%				1.67%

		1/31/07		0.61%				1.70%

		2/28/07		0.62%				1.74%

		3/31/07		0.56%				1.56%

		4/30/07		0.58%				1.58%

		5/31/07		0.54%				1.51%

		6/30/07		0.52%				1.42%

		7/31/07		0.55%				1.50%

		8/31/07		0.53%				1.45%

		9/30/07		0.48%				1.30%

		10/31/07		0.40%				1.10%

		11/30/07		0.35%				0.95%

		12/31/07		0.35%				0.94%

		1/31/08		0.43%				1.16%

		2/29/08		0.46%				1.25%

		3/31/08		0.55%				1.49%

		4/30/08		0.64%				1.73%

		5/31/08		0.74%				1.97%

		6/30/08		0.80%				2.08%

		7/31/08		0.96%				2.42%

		8/31/08		0.99%				2.56%

		9/30/08		1.17%				2.73%

		10/31/08		1.95%				4.15%

		11/30/08		2.07%				4.42%

		12/31/08		2.49%				5.42%

		1/31/09		2.80%				6.17%

		2/28/09		3.02%				6.62%

		3/31/09		3.79%				8.48%

		4/30/09		4.16%				9.51%

		5/31/09		4.56%				10.52%

		6/30/09		5.06%				11.73%

		7/31/09		5.26%				12.20%

		8/31/09		5.52%				12.72%

		9/30/09		5.73%				13.37%

		10/31/09		5.09%				12.38%

		11/30/09		5.16%				12.53%

		12/31/09		4.99%				12.10%

		1/31/10		4.81%				11.77%

		2/28/10		4.45%				10.94%

		3/31/10		3.77%				9.45%

		4/30/10		3.37%				8.33%

		5/31/10		2.86%				7.09%

		6/30/10		2.30%				5.74%

		7/31/10		2.00%				5.03%

		8/31/10		1.76%				4.51%

		9/30/10		1.43%				3.67%

		10/31/10		1.34%				3.43%

		11/30/10		1.32%				3.31%

		12/31/10		1.23%				3.01%

		1/31/11		1.09%				2.62%

		2/28/11		1.15%				2.64%

		3/31/11		1.11%				2.49%

		4/30/11		1.06%				2.40%

		5/31/11		1.07%				2.42%

		6/30/11		1.03%				2.30%

		7/31/11		0.96%				2.08%

		8/31/11		0.93%				2.01%

		9/30/11		0.87%				1.90%

		10/31/11		0.88%				1.87%

		11/30/11		0.90%				1.98%

		12/31/11		0.92%				2.03%

		1/31/12		1.09%				2.41%

		2/29/12		1.06%				2.47%

		3/31/12		1.25%				2.95%

		4/30/12		1.26%				2.93%

		5/31/12		1.33%				3.08%

		6/30/12		1.38%				3.14%

		7/31/12		1.36%				3.07%

		8/31/12		1.41%				3.16%

		9/30/12		1.47%				3.31%

		10/31/12		1.38%				3.12%

		11/30/12		1.22%				2.70%

		12/31/12		1.21%				2.71%

		1/31/13		1.10%				2.48%

		2/28/13		1.18%				2.56%

		3/31/13		1.11%				2.41%

		4/30/13		1.12%				2.44%

		5/31/13		1.17%				2.52%

		6/30/13		1.21%				2.67%

		7/31/13		1.27%				2.78%

		8/31/13		1.28%				2.82%

		9/30/13		1.29%				2.85%

		10/31/13		1.28%				2.79%

		11/30/13		1.21%				2.62%

		12/31/13		1.23%				2.63%

		1/31/14		1.15%				2.47%

		2/28/14		1.06%				2.29%

		3/31/14		1.01%				2.19%

		4/30/14		1.13%				2.45%

		5/31/14		1.00%				2.19%

		6/30/14		1.00%				2.18%

		7/31/14		0.96%				2.09%

		8/31/14		1.01%				2.12%

		9/30/14		0.99%				2.08%

		10/31/14		1.03%				2.15%

		11/30/14		1.02%				2.12%

		12/31/14		0.94%				1.94%

		1/31/15		0.98%				2.02%

		2/28/15		1.06%				2.19%

		3/31/15		1.09%				2.25%

		4/30/15		1.03%				2.12%

		5/31/15		1.10%				2.34%

		6/30/15		1.16%				2.46%

		7/31/15		1.17%				2.46%

		8/31/15		1.17%				2.46%

		9/30/15		1.29%				2.71%

		10/31/15		1.35%				2.83%

		11/30/15		1.44%				3.01%

		12/31/15		1.75%				3.66%

		1/31/16		1.74%				3.63%

		2/29/16		1.89%				3.92%

		3/31/16		1.98%				4.13%

		4/30/16		2.05%				4.26%

		5/31/16		2.28%				4.74%

		6/30/16		2.26%				4.70%

		7/31/16		2.33%				4.83%

		8/31/16		2.35%				4.86%

		9/30/16		2.23%				4.63%

		10/31/16		2.35%				4.85%

		11/30/16		2.28%				4.72%

		12/31/16		2.15%				4.48%

		1/31/17		2.24%				4.66%

		2/28/17		2.06%				4.19%

		3/31/17		1.92%				3.89%

		4/30/17		1.86%				3.80%

		5/31/17		1.65%				3.39%

		6/30/17		1.64%				3.39%

		7/31/17		1.60%				3.31%

		8/31/17		1.53%				3.17%

		9/30/17		1.51%				3.09%

		10/31/17		1.46%				2.99%

		11/30/17		1.58%				3.25%

		12/31/17		1.64%				3.39%

		1/31/18		1.56%				3.23%

		2/28/18		1.67%				3.46%

		3/31/18		1.70%				3.53%

		4/30/18		1.65%				3.43%

		5/31/18		1.63%				3.40%

		6/30/18		1.47%				3.06%

		7/31/18		1.43%				2.96%

		8/31/18		1.43%				2.96%

		9/30/18		1.34%				2.76%

		10/31/18		1.27%				2.61%

		11/30/18		1.15%				2.38%

		12/31/18		1.12%				2.31%

		1/31/19				1.08%				2.23%

		2/28/19				1.04%				2.14%

		3/31/19				0.97%				1.98%

		4/30/19				0.96%				1.98%

		5/31/19				0.99%				2.04%

		6/30/19				1.06%				2.16%

		7/31/19				1.11%				2.28%

		8/31/19				1.19%				2.44%

		9/30/19				1.24%				2.57%

		10/31/19				1.35%				2.78%

		11/30/19				1.43%				2.94%

		12/31/19				1.45%				3.01%
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		Exhibit 12. Leverage is rising among nonfinancial global speculative-grade issuers

		Reporting Year		Debt / EBITDA

		2006		4.8

		2007		4.5

		2008		4.6

		2009		4.4

		2010		4.2

		2011		4.2

		2012		4.5

		2013		4.6

		2014		4.9

		2015		4.9

		2016		5.0

		2017		5.0

		2018		5.1
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		Exhibit 13. New issuers have weaker credit qualities


		CFR\Issue_Yr		2006		2007		2008		2009		2010		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		2018

		Ba1		7%		7%		18%		13%		4%		2%		1%		3%		5%		5%		6%		2%		2%

		Ba2		6%		3%		10%		7%		5%		4%		3%		4%		3%		6%		9%		3%		3%

		Ba3		10%		6%		15%		14%		8%		4%		10%		5%		4%		6%		6%		5%		8%

		B1		19%		17%		17%		24%		20%		21%		15%		14%		11%		11%		14%		11%		10%

		B2		43%		43%		27%		19%		45%		43%		45%		40%		40%		42%		35%		37%		32%

		B3		13%		22%		12%		15%		14%		16%		22%		29%		33%		26%		26%		39%		44%

		Caa and below		1%		3%		1%		9%		5%		9%		4%		5%		3%		3%		4%		2%		1%
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		Exhibit 14. One-year corporate default rate forecasts by industry

		MDY35 Industry Groups		1983-2018 Average		CTM Forecast		EDF Forecast

		Media: Advertising, Printing & Publishing		6.22%		3.81%		3.44%

		Services: Business		2.11%		3.59%		2.61%

		Retail		3.29%		3.48%		3.06%

		Hotel, Gaming, & Leisure		4.17%		3.23%		0.87%

		Services: Consumer		2.02%		3.13%		3.21%

		Consumer Goods: Durable		2.82%		3.02%		2.05%

		Environmental Industries		3.73%		2.99%		0.90%

		Consumer Goods: Non-durable		4.32%		2.81%		2.51%

		High Tech Industries		1.74%		2.57%		1.65%

		Wholesale		3.62%		2.56%		1.74%

		Transportation: Cargo		1.99%		2.55%		2.29%

		Healthcare & Pharmaceuticals		1.45%		2.50%		2.01%

		Media: Broadcasting & Subscription		3.58%		2.29%		2.70%

		Containers, Packaging, & Glass		2.35%		2.28%		1.94%

		Capital Equipment		1.80%		2.06%		1.84%

		Media: Diversified & Production		2.62%		1.95%		2.13%

		Energy: Oil & Gas		2.69%		1.86%		6.59%

		Telecommunications		2.54%		1.84%		2.91%

		Metals & Mining		3.56%		1.73%		3.75%

		Aerospace & Defense		1.01%		1.64%		0.75%

		Beverage, Food, & Tobacco		1.32%		1.51%		1.56%

		Chemicals, Plastics, & Rubber		1.12%		1.45%		1.97%

		Automotive		2.56%		1.37%		1.52%

		Construction & Building		2.85%		1.28%		2.81%

		Forest Products & Paper		3.45%		0.70%		1.44%

		Finance		0.99%		0.65%		0.82%

		Energy: Electricity		2.99%		0.64%		1.13%

		Banking		0.50%		0.63%		0.69%

		Insurance		0.33%		0.42%		0.59%

		Real Estate Finance		0.88%		0.39%		1.39%

		Government-Related Issuers		0.48%		0.38%		2.58%

		Transportation: Consumer		3.00%		0.32%		1.59%

		Utilities: Water		0.13%		0.15%		1.96%

		Utilities: Oil & Gas		0.18%		0.10%		1.78%

		Utilities: Electric		0.16%		0.07%		1.59%
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		Exhibit 15. Default rate forecasts under alternative scenarios

		Scenario				Baseline		The downside 25% scenario		The downside 10% scenario		
The downside 4% scenario

		Scenario description				In this scenario, there is a 50% probability that economic conditions will be better, broadly speaking, and a 50% probability that conditions will be worse		In this scenario, there is a 75% probability that economic conditions will be better, broadly speaking, and a 25% probability that conditions will be worse.		In this recession scenario, there is a 90% probability that the economy will perform better, broadly speaking, and a 10% probability that it will perform worse.		In this recession scenario, there is a 96% probability that the economy will perform better, broadly speaking, and a 4% probability that it will perform worse.

		Assumptions for
2019		US Unemployment*		3.3%		4.1%		7.2%		7.2%

				US HY Spread*		583 bps		711 bps		1187 bps		1249 bps

		All corporates
default rate		2018 Actual		1.12%		1.12%		1.12%		1.12%

				2019 Forecast		1.45%		1.99%		5.37%		6.29%

		Speculative-grade default rate		2018 Actual		2.31%		2.31%		2.31%		2.31%

				2019 Forecast		3.01%		4.08%		10.90%		12.72%



		* Average in Q4 2019.
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		Exhibit 16. Median ratings before default, 2018 vs. long-term average

		Months Prior to Default		2018		1983-2018

		0		20		19

		1		19.5		18

		2		19		18

		3		19		18

		4		19		17

		5		19		17

		6		19		17

		7		19		17

		8		19		17

		9		19		16

		10		19		16

		11		19		16

		12		19		16

		13		19		16

		14		19		16

		15		19		16

		16		19		16

		17		19		16

		18		19		16

		19		19		16

		20		19		16

		21		19		16

		22		18.5		16

		23		18		16

		24		18		16

		25		18		16

		26		18		16

		27		18		15

		28		18		15

		29		18		15

		30		17.5		15

		31		17		15

		32		17		15

		33		17		15

		34		17		15

		35		17		15

		36		17		15

		37		17		15

		38		17		15

		39		17		15

		40		17		15

		41		17		15

		42		17		15

		43		17		15

		44		17		15

		45		17		15

		46		17		15

		47		17		15

		48		17		15

		49		17		15

		50		17		14

		51		17		14

		52		17		14

		53		17		14

		54		17		14

		55		17		14

		56		17		14

		57		17		14

		58		17		14

		59		17		14

		60		17		14
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		Exhibit 17. One- and five-year average default position by cohort year, 1983-2018

		Cohort Date		1-Year		5-Year

		1/1/83		97.14%		87.20%

		1/1/84		90.67%		81.76%

		1/1/85		94.50%		83.24%

		1/1/86		90.96%		83.03%

		1/1/87		87.22%		83.98%

		1/1/88		91.22%		84.22%

		1/1/89		85.40%		85.36%

		1/1/90		91.32%		89.59%

		1/1/91		91.33%		91.07%

		1/1/92		96.17%		93.11%

		1/1/93		94.61%		92.43%

		1/1/94		94.38%		90.45%

		1/1/95		92.32%		89.06%

		1/1/96		96.18%		89.28%

		1/1/97		95.46%		87.74%

		1/1/98		88.61%		87.08%

		1/1/99		89.89%		87.40%

		1/1/00		89.99%		87.75%

		1/1/01		90.83%		88.20%

		1/1/02		89.61%		88.99%

		1/1/03		94.08%		91.76%

		1/1/04		95.39%		84.38%

		1/1/05		93.07%		82.60%

		1/1/06		93.07%		83.25%

		1/1/07		98.18%		83.23%

		1/1/08		80.97%		83.90%

		1/1/09		90.70%		87.51%

		1/1/10		93.48%		83.88%

		1/1/11		89.01%		82.65%

		1/1/12		94.50%		86.06%

		1/1/13		89.57%		85.91%

		1/1/14		90.01%		86.77%

		1/1/15		88.22%

		1/1/16		92.45%

		1/1/17		94.32%

		1/1/18		94.48%
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		Exhibit 18. Moody’s-rated 2018 corporate bond and loan defaults*

		Company		Domicile		Default Month		brd_def_typ		bond		loan		in Jan Cohort?

		American Tire Distributors, Inc.		United States		2018-10		Bankruptcy		$1,050		$1,391		1

		Andrade Gutierrez Engenharia S.A.		Brazil		2018-4		Payment Default		$345		$0		1

		Astaldi S.p.A.		Italy		2018-12		Payment Default		$857		$0		1

		Avanti Communications Group plc		United Kingdom		2018-2		Bankruptcy		$836		$0		1

		Bellatrix Exploration Ltd.		Canada		2018-9		Distressed Exchange		$80		$0		1

		BI-LO Holding Finance, LLC		United States		2018-3		Bankruptcy		$521		$0		1

		BI-LO, LLC		United States		2018-3		Bankruptcy		$425		$512		1

		Bon-Ton Stores Inc., (The)		United States		2018-1		Payment Default		$350		$0		1

		BrightHouse Group PLC		United Kingdom		2018-2		Distressed Exchange		$308		$0		1

		Cenveo Corporation		United States		2018-2		Bankruptcy		$935		$126		1

		Cenveo, Inc.		United States		2018-2		Bankruptcy		$0		$0		0

		CEVA Group plc		United Kingdom		2018-5		Distressed Exchange		$0		$953		1

		Charlotte Russe, Inc.		United States		2018-2		Distressed Exchange		$0		$214		0

		Checkout Holding Corp.		United States		2018-12		Bankruptcy		$0		$1,540		1

		Claires Stores, Inc.		United States		2018-3		Bankruptcy		$1,774		$107		1

		Community Choice Financial Inc.		United States		2018-12		Payment Default		$250		$0		1

		Community Health Systems, Inc.		United States		2018-6		Distressed Exchange		$3,217		$0		1

		Cooperativa Muratori e Cementisti C.M.C.		Italy		2018-12		Payment Default		$367		$0		1

		Davids Bridal, Inc.		United States		2018-11		Payment Default		$270		$481		1

		Del Monte Foods, Inc.		United States		2018-6		Distressed Exchange		$0		$223		1

		DFC Finance Corp.		United States		2018-12		Distressed Exchange		$953		$0		1

		Dixie Electric, LLC		United States		2018-9		Payment Default		$0		$267		1

		Electroingenieria S.A.		Argentina		2018-12		Distressed Exchange		$7		$0		1

		Eletson Holdings Inc.		Liberia		2018-2		Payment Default		$300		$0		1

		Elli Investments Limited		United Kingdom		2018-1		Payment Default		$240		$0		1

		EV Energy Partners, L.P.		United States		2018-4		Bankruptcy		$343		$0		1

		Fairway Group Acquisition Company		United States		2018-8		Distressed Exchange		$0		$100		1

		Fairway Group Holdings Corp.		United States		2018-8		Distressed Exchange		$0		$39		1

		Fieldwood Energy LLC		United States		2018-1		Payment Default		$0		$3,413		1

		FirstEnergy Generation, LLC		United States		2018-3		Bankruptcy		$0		$0		1

		FirstEnergy Nuclear Generation, LLC		United States		2018-3		Bankruptcy		$0		$0		1

		FirstEnergy Solutions Corp.		United States		2018-3		Bankruptcy		$696		$0		1

		FULLBEAUTY Brands Holdings Corp.		United States		2018-11		Payment Default		$0		$345		1

		Gibson Brands, Inc.		United States		2018-5		Bankruptcy		$375		$70		1

		Guitar Center Inc.		United States		2018-4		Distressed Exchange		$318		$0		1

		HGIM CORP.		United States		2018-3		Bankruptcy		$0		$1,100		1

		House of Fraser (UK & Ireland) Limited		United Kingdom		2018-7		Distressed Exchange		$217		$263		1

		Hovnanian Enterprises, Inc.		United States		2018-1		Distressed Exchange		$0		$0		1

		Huachen Energy Co., Ltd.		China		2018-9		Payment Default		$0		$7		1

		Ideal Standard International S.A.		Belgium		2018-4		Distressed Exchange		$856		$0		1

		iHeartCommunications, Inc.		United States		2018-3		Payment Default		$8,967		$6,671		1

		Imperial Metals Corporation		Canada		2018-9		Distressed Exchange		$0		$58		1

		Johnston Press plc		United Kingdom		2018-11		Bankruptcy		$282		$0		1

		Jupiter Resources Inc.		Canada		2018-10		Payment Default		$1,100		$0		1

		K. Hovnanian Enterprises, Inc.		United States		2018-1		Distressed Exchange		$185		$0		1

		Legacy Reserves LP		United States		2018-1		Distressed Exchange		$187		$0		1

		Legacy Reserves LP		United States		2018-9		Distressed Exchange		$130		$0		0

		MNC Investama Tbk. (P.T.)		Indonesia		2018-5		Distressed Exchange		$186		$0		1

		Murray Energy Corporation		United States		2018-6		Distressed Exchange		$744		$0		1

		NCSG Crane & Heavy Haul Corporation		Canada		2018-3		Payment Default		$305		$0		1

		New Trident Holdcorp, Inc.		United States		2018-4		Distressed Exchange		$0		$495		1

		Nine West Holdings, Inc.		United States		2018-4		Bankruptcy		$705		$885		1

		Noble Group Limited		Hong Kong		2018-3		Payment Default		$2,306		$1,143		1

		Northern Oil and Gas, Inc		United States		2018-5		Distressed Exchange		$497		$0		1

		NRG REMA LLC		United States		2018-7		Payment Default		$205		$0		1

		Odebrecht Engenharia e Construcao S.A. (OEC)		Brazil		2018-11		Payment Default		$519		$0		1

		PaperWorks Industries, Inc.		United States		2018-2		Distressed Exchange		$356		$0		1

		Parker Drilling Company		United States		2018-12		Bankruptcy		$585		$6		1

		Philadelphia Energy Solutions R&M LLC		United States		2018-1		Bankruptcy		$0		$541		1

		Proserv Operations Limited		United Kingdom		2018-5		Distressed Exchange		$0		$135		0

		Proserv US LLC		United States		2018-5		Distressed Exchange		$0		$345		0

		Remington Outdoor Company, Inc.		United States		2018-3		Bankruptcy		$226		$550		1

		Reward Science and Tech. Industry Grp. Co Ltd		China		2018-12		Payment Default		$44		$0		1

		RGL Reservoir Management Inc.		Canada		2018-1		Distressed Exchange		$0		$346		1

		Sears Holdings Corp.		United States		2018-3		Distressed Exchange		$481		$0		1

		Sears Holdings Corp.		United States		2018-10		Bankruptcy		$898		$1,006		0

		Sterling Mid-Holdings Limited		United Kingdom		2018-12		Distressed Exchange		$0		$0		1

		Tops Holding II Corporation		United States		2018-2		Bankruptcy		$9		$0		1

		Tops Holding LLC		United States		2018-2		Bankruptcy		$628		$0		1

		Transworld Systems, Inc.		United States		2018-5		Distressed Exchange		$419		$0		1

		Triple Point Group Holdings, Inc		United States		2018-4		Distressed Exchange		$0		$32		1

		Ultra Resources, Inc.		United States		2018-12		Distressed Exchange		$780		$0		1

		United Central Industrial Supply, LLC		United States		2018-8		Distressed Exchange		$0		$190		1

		United Distribution Group, Inc.		United States		2018-8		Distressed Exchange		$0		$0		1

		Westmoreland Coal Company		United States		2018-7		Payment Default		$350		$317		1

		Windstream Services, LLC		United States		2018-7		Distressed Exchange		$1,444		$0		1

		Wuzhou International Holdings Limited		China		2018-7		Payment Default		$330		$0		1

		*This list only includes companies that have rated bonds, loans and/or deposits within one year prior to default. 

		Only issuers included in the Jan 1st cohort are included in the annual default rates in this report. 

		The list only includes 77 companies, which initially defaulted in 2018. Besides these 77 companies, there are seven issuers, which initially defaulted in prior years but 

		experienced follow-on defaults on $12.4 billion of debt in 2018 ($8.8 billion in bonds and $3.7 billion in loans). We include such $12.4 billion in the 2018 default volume.
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		Exhibit 20. Annual Moody's-rated global corporate issuer default counts, 1920-2018*

		Year		IG		SG		All

		1920		8		25		33

		1921		7		25		32

		1922		10		23		33

		1923		5		22		27

		1924		3		37		40

		1925		7		34		41

		1926		4		18		22

		1927		1		15		16

		1928		0		8		8

		1929		3		12		15

		1930		2		21		23

		1931		6		78		84

		1932		10		108		118

		1933		9		189		198

		1934		5		60		65

		1935		9		51		60

		1936		3		19		22

		1937		4		18		22

		1938		9		17		26

		1939		2		13		15

		1940		2		22		24

		1941		0		10		10

		1942		0		4		4

		1943		0		3		3

		1944		0		3		3

		1945		0		2		2

		1946		0		0		0

		1947		0		2		2

		1948		0		0		0

		1949		0		5		5

		1950		0		0		0

		1951		0		1		1

		1952		0		0		0

		1953		0		0		0

		1954		0		1		1

		1955		0		1		1

		1956		0		0		0

		1957		0		1		1

		1958		0		0		0

		1959		0		0		0

		1960		0		2		2

		1961		0		3		3

		1962		0		4		4

		1963		0		3		3

		1964		0		0		0

		1965		0		0		0

		1966		0		1		1

		1967		0		0		0

		1968		0		1		1

		1969		0		0		0

		1970		2		25		27

		1971		0		3		3

		1972		0		5		5

		1973		2		3		5

		1974		0		3		3

		1975		0		4		4

		1976		0		2		2

		1977		1		3		4

		1978		0		4		4

		1979		0		1		1

		1980		0		4		4

		1981		0		2		2

		1982		2		11		13

		1983		0		13		13

		1984		2		11		13

		1985		0		16		16

		1986		3		33		36

		1987		0		31		31

		1988		0		33		33

		1989		4		50		54

		1990		1		89		90

		1991		1		68		69

		1992		0		33		33

		1993		0		23		23

		1994		0		19		19

		1995		0		29		29

		1996		0		18		18

		1997		0		25		25

		1998		1		51		52

		1999		1		107		108

		2000		4		124		128

		2001		4		186		190

		2002		14		133		147

		2003		0		91		91

		2004		0		41		41

		2005		2		31		33

		2006		0		31		31

		2007		0		19		19

		2008		21		118		139

		2009		14		258		272

		2010		3		61		64

		2011		6		43		49

		2012		1		66		67

		2013		3		67		70

		2014		2		55		57

		2015		0		109		109

		2016		0		137		137

		2017		0		102		102

		2018		0		71		71

		* only include companies in Jan 1 cohort
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		Exhibit 22. Annual rated global corporate bond and loan default volumes, 1970-2018*

				IG						SG						All Ratings

		Year		Bond		Loan		Total		Bond		Loan		Total		Bond		Loan		Total

		1970		$154		$0		$154		$756		$0		$756		$910		$0		$910

		1971		$0		$0		$0		$132		$0		$132		$132		$0		$132

		1972		$0		$0		$0		$215		$0		$215		$215		$0		$215

		1973		$17		$0		$17		$94		$0		$94		$112		$0		$112

		1974		$0		$0		$0		$69		$0		$69		$69		$0		$69

		1975		$0		$0		$0		$176		$0		$176		$176		$0		$176

		1976		$0		$0		$0		$34		$0		$34		$34		$0		$34

		1977		$68		$0		$68		$179		$0		$179		$247		$0		$247

		1978		$0		$0		$0		$112		$0		$112		$112		$0		$112

		1979		$0		$0		$0		$18		$0		$18		$18		$0		$18

		1980		$0		$0		$0		$302		$0		$302		$302		$0		$302

		1981		$0		$0		$0		$47		$0		$47		$47		$0		$47

		1982		$243		$0		$243		$515		$0		$515		$758		$0		$758

		1983		$0		$0		$0		$1,110		$0		$1,110		$1,110		$0		$1,110

		1984		$215		$0		$215		$367		$0		$367		$582		$0		$582

		1985		$0		$0		$0		$1,354		$0		$1,354		$1,354		$0		$1,354

		1986		$138		$0		$138		$3,213		$0		$3,213		$3,351		$0		$3,351

		1987		$0		$0		$0		$8,941		$242		$9,182		$8,941		$242		$9,182

		1988		$0		$0		$0		$5,642		$361		$6,003		$5,642		$361		$6,003

		1989		$1,506		$0		$1,506		$9,657		$0		$9,657		$11,162		$0		$11,162

		1990		$0		$0		$0		$20,429		$1,831		$22,260		$20,429		$1,831		$22,260

		1991		$1,348		$0		$1,348		$15,546		$678		$16,224		$16,894		$678		$17,572

		1992		$0		$0		$0		$6,667		$956		$7,623		$6,667		$956		$7,623

		1993		$0		$0		$0		$2,617		$487		$3,103		$2,617		$487		$3,103

		1994		$0		$0		$0		$2,713		$299		$3,013		$2,713		$299		$3,013

		1995		$0		$0		$0		$5,401		$372		$5,773		$5,401		$372		$5,773

		1996		$0		$0		$0		$4,106		$1,435		$5,541		$4,106		$1,435		$5,541

		1997		$0		$0		$0		$5,024		$948		$5,972		$5,024		$948		$5,972

		1998		$399		$0		$399		$9,469		$3,299		$12,768		$9,868		$3,299		$13,167

		1999		$461		$1,225		$1,686		$26,217		$14,054		$40,270		$26,678		$15,279		$41,956

		2000		$4,115		$3,950		$8,065		$25,360		$26,206		$51,566		$29,475		$30,156		$59,631

		2001		$21,195		$5,363		$26,558		$78,864		$34,103		$112,967		$100,059		$39,466		$139,525

		2002		$44,214		$13,658		$57,872		$115,779		$40,471		$156,250		$159,993		$54,129		$214,122

		2003		$0		$870		$870		$38,667		$10,308		$48,976		$38,667		$11,178		$49,845

		2004		$0		$0		$0		$16,409		$4,712		$21,122		$16,409		$4,712		$21,122

		2005		$2,155		$2,825		$4,980		$27,629		$8,745		$36,374		$29,784		$11,570		$41,354

		2006		$0		$0		$0		$7,758		$2,630		$10,388		$7,758		$2,630		$10,388

		2007		$0		$0		$0		$6,214		$1,983		$8,197		$6,214		$1,983		$8,197

		2008		$182,073		$10,380		$192,452		$51,362		$32,322		$83,684		$233,435		$42,701		$276,136

		2009		$35,704		$21,931		$57,634		$148,231		$122,350		$270,580		$183,934		$144,280		$328,215

		2010		$4,047		$0		$4,047		$21,323		$14,042		$35,365		$25,370		$14,042		$39,412

		2011		$6,561		$1,411		$7,972		$22,658		$4,906		$27,564		$29,220		$6,317		$35,537

		2012		$323		$0		$323		$34,835		$18,289		$53,125		$35,159		$18,289		$53,448

		2013		$2,408		$0		$2,408		$28,781		$13,826		$42,607		$31,190		$13,826		$45,015

		2014		$939		$0		$939		$40,361		$30,331		$70,692		$41,300		$30,331		$71,631

		2015		$0		$0		$0		$75,662		$19,794		$95,456		$75,662		$19,794		$95,456

		2016		$0		$0		$0		$90,573		$42,508		$133,082		$90,573		$42,508		$133,082

		2017		$0		$0		$0		$57,838		$26,528		$84,366		$57,838		$26,528		$84,366

		2018		$0		$0		$0		$46,501		$25,829		$72,330		$46,501		$25,829		$72,330

		* only include companies in Jan 1 cohort
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		Exhibit 23. Annual issuer default counts and volume by geographical region, 1986-2018*

				Count										Volume

		Year 		Africa & Middle East		Asia Pacific 		Europe		Latin America 		North America		Africa & Middle East		Asia Pacific 		Europe		Latin America 		North America

		1986		0		0		0		0		38		$0		$0		$0		$0		$4,142

		1987		0		0		0		0		32		$0		$0		$0		$0		$9,262

		1988		0		0		0		0		33		$0		$0		$0		$0		$6,003

		1989		0		4		0		0		51		$0		$969		$0		$0		$10,253

		1990		0		1		1		0		92		$0		$200		$516		$0		$22,097

		1991		0		0		2		0		71		$0		$0		$1,228		$0		$16,753

		1992		0		0		0		0		34		$0		$0		$0		$0		$7,673

		1993		0		0		0		0		24		$0		$0		$0		$0		$3,104

		1994		0		0		1		0		18		$0		$0		$774		$0		$2,238

		1995		0		0		0		1		30		$0		$0		$0		$100		$5,774

		1996		0		0		0		1		19		$0		$0		$0		$207		$5,930

		1997		0		2		0		2		21		$0		$614		$0		$310		$5,048

		1998		0		5		5		0		44		$0		$1,444		$707		$0		$11,241

		1999		0		9		9		8		88		$0		$4,458		$3,950		$2,018		$33,299

		2000		0		4		4		3		119		$0		$4,453		$866		$305		$54,074

		2001		4		15		15		7		150		$2,758		$7,832		$10,540		$2,034		$116,675

		2002		0		2		26		17		102		$0		$1,842		$45,418		$10,724		$156,437

		2003		0		3		8		11		70		$0		$625		$3,708		$4,152		$41,485

		2004		1		0		5		1		38		$183		$0		$2,311		$1,093		$18,304

		2005		0		0		1		1		32		$0		$0		$207		$100		$41,152

		2006		0		0		7		2		23		$0		$0		$1,601		$167		$9,113

		2007		0		0		4		0		15		$0		$0		$2,230		$0		$5,967

		2008		0		3		51		2		93		$0		$625		$54,356		$555		$228,446

		2009		1		16		31		11		226		$650		$6,989		$28,013		$3,031		$294,547

		2010		0		3		11		3		53		$0		$6,913		$10,490		$487		$25,270

		2011		0		0		15		1		36		$0		$0		$10,064		$358		$27,149

		2012		1		1		11		5		51		$48		$1,805		$17,275		$3,077		$33,780

		2013		0		2		25		10		36		$0		$546		$24,095		$4,880		$23,112

		2014		1		5		15		5		32		$350		$4,000		$13,635		$4,539		$53,092

		2015		1		9		29		9		69		$456		$4,114		$16,149		$4,314		$75,136

		2016		2		2		20		12		108		$945		$1,806		$17,333		$26,135		$89,310

		2017		1		7		27		3		66		$553		$2,336		$19,636		$20,835		$41,477

		2018		1		5		11		3		57		$300		$4,016		$7,285		$6,871		$56,586

		* include defaults outside of Jan 1 cohort.
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		Exhibit 24. 2018 defaulted corporate bond and loan recoveries*

						Loans						Bond

		Company Name		Default Type		1st Lien		2nd Lien		Sr. Unsec		1st Lien		2nd Lien		Sr. Unsec		Sr Sub

		Agrokor D.D.		Bankruptcy												27.07		

		American Tire Distributors, Inc.		Bankruptcy		88.84												18.00

		Andrade Gutierrez Engenharia S.A.		Payment Default												94.50		

		Avanti Communications Group plc		Bankruptcy										80.00				

		Bellatrix Exploration Ltd.		Distressed Exchange												61.25		

		BI-LO Holding Finance, LLC		Bankruptcy												59.50		

		BI-LO, LLC		Bankruptcy								100.13						

		Bon-Ton Stores Inc., (The)		Payment Default										18.50				

		BrightHouse Group PLC		Distressed Exchange								79.00						

		Cenveo Corporation		Bankruptcy								47.75		9.00		5.50		

		Charlotte Russe, Inc.		Distressed Exchange		40.44												

		CHS/Community Health Systems, Inc.		Distressed Exchange												79.08		

		Claire's Stores, Inc.		Bankruptcy		93.00						57.63		12.00		12.00		

		Community Choice Financial Inc.		Payment Default								31.50						

		Concordia International Corp.		Payment Default												9.5		

		Consolidated Infrastructure Group Limited		Distressed Exchange												99.94		

		David's Bridal, Inc.		Payment Default		57.50										38.00		

		Del Monte Foods, Inc.		Distressed Exchange				70.75										

		Denbury Resources Inc.		Distressed Exchange														73.25

		DFC Finance Corp.		Distressed Exchange								82.00						

		Dixie Electric, LLC		Payment Default		32.00												

		Eletson Holdings Inc.		Payment Default								53.25						

		EV Energy Partners, L.P.		Bankruptcy												46.00		

		EXCO Resources, Inc.		Bankruptcy												8		

		Fieldwood Energy LLC		Bankruptcy		97.61		20.50										

		FirstEnergy Solutions Corp.		Bankruptcy												47.47		

		Gibson Brands, Inc.		Bankruptcy								84.00						

		Guitar Center Inc.		Distressed Exchange												92.75		

		HGIM CORP.		Bankruptcy		41.67												

		House of Fraser (UK & Ireland) Limited		Distressed Exchange								69.43						

		Ideal Standard International S.A.		Distressed Exchange								27.50		6.00				

		iHeartCommunications, Inc.		Payment Default								79.48				15.88		

		Johnston Press plc		Bankruptcy								54.00						

		Jupiter Resources Inc.		Payment Default												34.00		

		K. Hovnanian Enterprises, Inc.		Distressed Exchange												112.00		

		LBI Media, Inc.		Bankruptcy										13				

		Legacy Reserves LP		Distressed Exchange												82.50		

		MNC Investama Tbk. (P.T.)		Distressed Exchange								94.63						

		Murray Energy Corporation		Distressed Exchange										59.63				

		NCSG Crane & Heavy Haul Corporation		Payment Default										54.00				

		New Trident Holdcorp, Inc.		Distressed Exchange		76.20		51.81										

		Nine West Holdings, Inc.		Bankruptcy		96.39				41.36						16.08		

		Noble Group Limited		Payment Default						42.50						45.44		

		Northern Oil and Gas, Inc		Distressed Exchange												104.50		

		Odebrecht Engenharia e Construcao S.A. (OEC)		Payment Default												13.00		

		PaperWorks Industries, Inc.		Distressed Exchange								50.00						

		Petroleos de Venezuela, S.A.		Payment Default												26		

		Philadelphia Energy Solutions R&M LLC		Bankruptcy		81.70												

		Proserv Operations Limited		Distressed Exchange		59.00												

		Proserv US LLC		Distressed Exchange		59.00												

		Sears Holdings Corp.		Distressed Exchange										74.5		41		

		Sears Holdings Corp.		Bankruptcy		100.50						25.00		25.00		8.75		

		Tops Holding II Corporation		Bankruptcy												73.00		

		Tops Holding LLC		Bankruptcy								45.00						

		Transworld Systems, Inc.		Distressed Exchange								26.00						

		Triple Point Group Holdings, Inc		Distressed Exchange				77.00										

		Ultra Resources, Inc.		Distressed Exchange												41.50		

		United Central Industrial Supply, LLC		Distressed Exchange				70.00										

		Westmoreland Coal Company		Payment Default				39.70				27.00						

		Windstream Services, LLC		Distressed Exchange												70.92		

		Wuzhou International Holdings Limited		Payment Default								44.95						

		* based on trading prices, data in percent
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		Exhibit 26. Annual defaulted corporate bond and loan recoveries*

				Loan		Bond

		Year		1st Lien		1st Lien		Sr. Unsec.		Sr. Sub.		Sub.		Jr. Sub.		All Bonds

		1983		n.a.		40.00		52.72		43.50		41.14		n.a.		44.53

		1984		n.a.		n.a.		49.41		67.88		44.26		n.a.		45.49

		1985		n.a.		83.63		60.16		29.63		39.68		48.50		43.60

		1986		n.a.		59.22		50.42		46.76		40.36		n.a.		46.75

		1987		n.a.		71.00		63.75		46.50		46.89		n.a.		51.30

		1988		n.a.		55.40		45.24		31.41		33.77		36.50		38.54

		1989		n.a.		46.54		43.57		35.72		26.81		16.85		32.54

		1990		72.00		33.81		38.16		25.53		19.50		10.70		25.80

		1991		67.88		48.39		36.66		41.82		24.42		7.79		35.51

		1992		60.58		62.05		49.19		49.40		38.04		13.50		45.89

		1993		53.40		n.a.		37.13		51.91		44.15		n.a.		43.08

		1994		67.59		69.25		53.73		29.61		38.01		40.00		45.57

		1995		75.44		62.02		47.60		34.30		41.54		n.a.		43.28

		1996		85.48		47.58		62.75		43.75		22.60		n.a.		41.54

		1997		81.31		72.00		56.10		44.73		33.10		30.58		47.56

		1998		56.67		46.82		39.54		44.99		18.19		62.00		38.30

		1999		73.55		39.14		38.02		26.91		35.64		n.a.		34.31

		2000		68.82		39.21		24.16		20.75		31.86		15.50		25.24

		2001		64.87		31.74		21.24		19.82		15.94		47.00		21.58

		2002		58.40		50.62		29.53		21.39		23.40		n.a.		29.49

		2003		73.43		69.20		41.87		37.82		12.31		n.a.		41.38

		2004		87.74		73.25		52.09		42.33		94.00		n.a.		58.50

		2005		83.78		69.21		54.88		32.77		51.25		n.a.		56.52

		2006		83.60		74.63		55.02		41.41		56.11		n.a.		55.02

		2007		68.63		82.31		53.65		56.15		n.a.		n.a.		55.06

		2008		61.69		52.46		33.53		23.32		29.47		n.a.		34.12

		2009		53.63		37.30		36.72		23.10		45.31		n.a.		33.92

		2010		70.87		57.63		50.69		37.50		33.66		n.a.		51.46

		2011		70.95		70.45		41.31		36.66		31.89		n.a.		45.70

		2012		66.44		57.60		43.28		33.75		37.35		n.a.		44.51

		2013		76.17		68.81		44.98		20.71		26.36		n.a.		46.13

		2014		78.36		73.56		46.97		39.08		38.78		n.a.		48.52

		2015		64.06		54.75		37.56		36.60		58.55		14.00		40.62

		2016		75.05		47.57		31.45		36.72		24.50		0.63		36.07

		2017		69.19		65.91		55.07		38.00		50.20		27.17		56.75

		2018		71.07		56.75		48.75		45.63		n.a.		n.a.		51.65

		*Measured by trading prices, data in percent
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		Exhibit 27. Defaulted corporated bond and loan recoveries by industry

				Recoveries*										Observation Counts

		Mdy35 industry group		1Lien Loan		1Lien Bond		Sr Unsec Bond		Sr. Sub Bond		Sub Bond		1Lien Loan		1Lien Bond		Sr Unsec Bond		Sr. Sub Bond		Sub Bond

		Aerospace & Defense		69.39		n.a.		45.66		23.85		44.25		3		0		11		9		4

		Automotive		67.83		57.94		42.48		23.16		49.46		35		4		36		28		5

		Banking		n.a.		7		40.69		25.08		30.96		0		1		57		8		62

		Beverage, Food, & Tobacco		83.15		51.71		42.62		26.2		37.08		14		13		25		16		8

		Capital Equipment		63.58		57.19		39.24		37.98		38.36		27		8		23		34		19

		Chemicals, Plastics, & Rubber		71.19		46.38		31.14		21.83		61.04		14		16		25		18		3

		Construction & Building		58.04		76.63		44.67		22.27		27.25		25		5		48		30		21

		Consumer Goods: Durable		75.52		34.55		27.4		34		29.11		8		5		14		11		9

		Consumer Goods: Non-durable		66.34		45.63		32.3		31.89		39.5		27		6		30		35		9

		Containers, Packaging, & Glass		72.7		58.83		48.49		41.15		42.04		6		8		10		8		3

		Energy: Electricity		62.01		97.8		59.52		56.67		27.42		3		8		20		5		2

		Energy: Oil & Gas		72.28		59.31		39.97		40.91		40.77		44		36		124		23		33

		Environmental Industries		49.84		13		28.7		27.08		5.44		6		1		5		6		2

		Finance		66.89		41.55		48.75		38.14		25.26		7		5		20		8		12

		Insurance		86.17		96.25		37.89		59.28		43.19		2		1		10		3		6

		Real Estate Finance		68.47		43.67		37.9		26.64		31.22		6		3		26		8		12

		Forest Products & Paper		72.07		51.43		37.16		20.54		1.47		6		15		37		9		3

		Healthcare & Pharmaceuticals		62.89		63.81		39.44		32.01		34.83		22		4		20		30		32

		High Tech Industries		60.16		53.51		33.07		24.89		24.19		17		14		30		27		45

		Hotel, Gaming, & Leisure		73.73		57.42		40.1		36.36		29.78		29		37		39		33		16

		Media: Advertising, Printing & Publishing		56.62		46.13		29.81		22		50.88		33		15		19		23		4

		Media: Broadcasting & Subscription		68.65		48.71		42.54		39.45		30.69		16		9		44		23		8

		Media: Diversified & Production		66.95		10.35		37.99		27.11		28.74		8		3		8		11		7

		Metals & Mining		74.16		39.42		36.7		24.96		44.82		12		37		68		9		12

		Retail		66.11		62.27		36.6		35.09		21.67		47		22		66		44		30

		Services: Business		81.08		68.08		57.83		36.79		n.a.		20		12		15		7		0

		Services: Consumer		67.27		55		79.06		57.5		n.a.		6		1		4		2		0

		Sovereign & Public Finance		n.a.		63.38		49.69		n.a.		n.a.		0		2		5		0		0

		Telecommunications		52.85		50.18		26.12		28.06		33.25		27		15		131		20		18

		Transportation: Cargo		65.94		51.38		42.28		35.57		36.11		14		12		27		13		3

		Transportation: Consumer		86.54		55.43		34.03		43.58		29.03		5		11		27		3		14

		Utilities: Electric		88.39		67.4		42.89		n.a.		19.58		4		12		18		0		5

		Utilities: Oil & Gas		n.a.		n.a.		64.56		n.a.		57.5		0		0		2		0		1

		Utilities: Water		n.a.		n.a.		92		n.a.		n.a.		0		0		1		0		0

		Wholesale		70.47		47.15		26.84		12.14		48.5		8		6		11		6		4



		*Measured by trading prices, data in percent
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		Exhibit 28. Average sr. unsecured bond recovery rates by year prior to default, 1983-2018*

				year 1		year 2		year 3		year 4		year 5

		Aaa**				3.3%		3.3%		61.9%		69.6%

		Aa		37.2%		39.0%		38.1%		44.0%		43.2%

		A		30.4%		42.6%		45.0%		44.5%		44.2%

		Baa		42.9%		44.2%		44.0%		43.9%		43.6%

		Ba		44.6%		43.3%		42.2%		41.8%		41.9%

		B		37.7%		36.9%		37.4%		37.9%		38.6%

		Caa_C		38.6%		39.0%		39.1%		39.5%		39.7%

		IG		40.0%		43.3%		44.0%		44.2%		43.9%

		SG		38.7%		38.6%		38.7%		39.1%		39.5%

		All Ratings		38.7%		38.8%		39.1%		39.5%		39.9%

		* Issuer-weighted, based on post default trading prices

		** The Aaa recovery rates are based on five observations, three of which are Icelandic banks that have an average recovery rate of 3.33%.
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		Exhibit 29. Average cumulative credit loss rates by letter rating, 1983-2018*

				Year 1		Year 2		Year 3		Year 4		Year 5

		Aaa		0.00%		0.01%		0.01%		0.01%		0.02%

		Aa		0.01%		0.04%		0.07%		0.11%		0.17%

		A		0.04%		0.10%		0.19%		0.30%		0.43%

		Baa		0.10%		0.25%		0.42%		0.63%		0.85%

		Ba		0.48%		1.40%		2.53%		3.72%		4.75%

		B		2.06%		4.97%		7.87%		10.45%		12.72%

		Caa_C		5.95%		10.57%		14.51%		17.74%		20.46%

		IG		0.05%		0.14%		0.24%		0.37%		0.51%

		SG		2.52%		5.14%		7.61%		9.76%		11.57%

		All Ratings		1.00%		1.99%		2.90%		3.66%		4.28%

		* Based on average default rates and senior unsecured bond recoveries measured on issuer-weighted basis.
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		Exhibit 30. Annual credit loss rates by letter rating, 1983-2018*

		Year		Aaa		Aa		A		Baa		Ba		B		Caa_C		IG		SG		All Ratings

		1983		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.55%		1.09%		20.01%		0.00%		1.92%		0.43%

		1984		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.32%		0.26%		2.70%		9.20%		0.09%		1.58%		0.44%

		1985		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.35%		2.91%		2.66%		0.00%		1.50%		0.38%

		1986		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.43%		1.17%		5.22%		8.48%		0.10%		3.06%		0.91%

		1987		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.10%		1.97%		3.56%		0.00%		1.56%		0.52%

		1988		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.74%		3.25%		6.85%		0.00%		2.11%		0.76%

		1989		0.00%		0.28%		0.00%		0.30%		1.67%		4.26%		11.47%		0.14%		3.33%		1.26%

		1990		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.16%		2.33%		8.50%		27.15%		0.04%		6.52%		2.21%

		1991		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.16%		2.43%		8.38%		9.72%		0.04%		5.76%		1.77%

		1992		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.17%		3.75%		8.38%		0.00%		2.51%		0.68%

		1993		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.39%		2.75%		8.51%		0.00%		2.14%		0.56%

		1994		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.94%		2.49%		0.00%		1.08%		0.30%

		1995		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.14%		2.11%		5.46%		0.00%		1.61%		0.47%

		1996		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.56%		3.72%		0.00%		0.61%		0.19%

		1997		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.08%		0.88%		4.02%		0.00%		0.83%		0.27%

		1998		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.07%		0.55%		2.28%		5.00%		0.02%		1.83%		0.68%

		1999		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.06%		0.85%		3.11%		9.40%		0.02%		3.32%		1.31%

		2000		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.26%		1.09%		4.18%		13.38%		0.10%		4.60%		1.86%

		2001		0.00%		0.00%		0.12%		0.14%		0.92%		7.24%		22.71%		0.10%		7.57%		2.89%

		2002		0.00%		0.00%		0.11%		0.71%		0.99%		3.21%		18.72%		0.30%		5.38%		2.05%

		2003		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.52%		1.56%		11.69%		0.00%		3.09%		1.07%

		2004		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.18%		0.38%		5.42%		0.00%		1.15%		0.40%

		2005		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.07%		0.00%		0.37%		3.20%		0.03%		0.78%		0.29%

		2006		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.09%		0.48%		2.60%		0.00%		0.75%		0.27%

		2007		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.26%		0.00%		0.44%		0.16%

		2008		0.00%		0.34%		0.27%		0.68%		1.56%		2.59%		7.12%		0.41%		3.60%		1.66%

		2009		0.00%		0.00%		0.15%		0.59%		1.12%		4.51%		16.43%		0.27%		7.65%		3.16%

		2010		0.00%		0.00%		0.08%		0.04%		0.00%		0.19%		4.17%		0.05%		1.48%		0.61%

		2011		0.00%		0.11%		0.00%		0.21%		0.09%		0.20%		3.50%		0.11%		1.19%		0.54%

		2012		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.04%		0.08%		0.31%		4.33%		0.02%		1.54%		0.69%

		2013		0.00%		0.00%		0.05%		0.07%		0.32%		0.50%		3.42%		0.05%		1.44%		0.68%

		2014		0.00%		0.00%		0.05%		0.03%		0.08%		0.26%		2.47%		0.03%		1.05%		0.51%

		2015		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.18%		1.49%		4.12%		0.00%		2.28%		1.09%

		2016		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.09%		1.07%		6.12%		0.00%		3.07%		1.48%

		2017		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.11%		0.20%		3.30%		0.00%		1.52%		0.74%

		2018		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.29%		2.55%		0.00%		1.18%		0.57%

		* Based on issuer-weighted annual default rates and senior unsecured bond recoveries measured on issuer-weighted basis.
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		Exhibit 31. 2018 one-year letter rating migration rates

		From\To		Aaa		Aa		A		Baa		Ba		B		Caa		Ca-C		WR		Def

		Aaa		92.45%		3.77%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.77%		0.00%

		Aa		0.00%		93.80%		3.49%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.71%		0.00%

		A		0.00%		3.34%		89.43%		3.65%		0.08%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.50%		0.00%

		Baa		0.00%		0.00%		3.38%		90.90%		1.32%		0.00%		0.06%		0.00%		4.35%		0.00%

		Ba		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		6.64%		79.04%		5.16%		0.34%		0.00%		8.82%		0.00%

		B		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.27%		77.71%		4.26%		0.10%		12.16%		0.51%

		Caa		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.15%		4.80%		74.30%		1.55%		16.17%		3.03%

		Ca-C		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		15.29%		41.18%		14.12%		29.41%
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		Exhibit 32. Average one-year letter rating migration rates, 1920-2018

		From\To		Aaa		Aa		A		Baa		Ba		B		Caa		Ca-C		WR		Def

		Aaa		86.90%		7.73%		0.79%		0.19%		0.03%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.36%		0.00%

		Aa		1.04%		84.19%		7.74%		0.71%		0.16%		0.05%		0.01%		0.00%		6.06%		0.06%

		A		0.07%		2.70%		85.17%		5.47%		0.63%		0.11%		0.03%		0.01%		5.73%		0.08%

		Baa		0.03%		0.23%		4.16%		83.11%		4.46%		0.71%		0.13%		0.02%		6.92%		0.24%

		Ba		0.01%		0.07%		0.48%		6.19%		74.20%		6.78%		0.67%		0.09%		10.39%		1.12%

		B		0.01%		0.04%		0.15%		0.60%		5.55%		71.88%		6.14%		0.46%		12.06%		3.12%

		Caa		0.00%		0.01%		0.02%		0.11%		0.49%		6.70%		67.98%		2.85%		14.16%		7.69%

		Ca-C		0.00%		0.01%		0.09%		0.03%		0.58%		2.75%		8.94%		46.67%		18.26%		22.66%
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		Exhibit 33. Average one-year letter rating migration rates, 1970-2018

		From\To		Aaa		Aa		A		Baa		Ba		B		Caa		Ca-C		WR		Def

		Aaa		87.76%		7.88%		0.59%		0.07%		0.02%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.68%		0.00%

		Aa		0.80%		85.24%		8.52%		0.42%		0.06%		0.03%		0.02%		0.00%		4.90%		0.02%

		A		0.05%		2.47%		86.87%		5.25%		0.48%		0.10%		0.04%		0.01%		4.69%		0.05%

		Baa		0.03%		0.14%		4.07%		85.89%		3.70%		0.67%		0.15%		0.02%		5.18%		0.16%

		Ba		0.01%		0.04%		0.41%		6.19%		76.50%		7.04%		0.71%		0.11%		8.14%		0.85%

		B		0.01%		0.03%		0.13%		0.44%		4.79%		73.59%		6.52%		0.51%		10.84%		3.14%

		Caa		0.00%		0.01%		0.02%		0.08%		0.33%		6.52%		68.17%		2.75%		14.60%		7.53%

		Ca-C		0.00%		0.00%		0.05%		0.00%		0.57%		2.25%		9.90%		38.79%		21.51%		26.94%
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		Exhibit 34. Average five-year letter rating migration rates, 1970-2018*

		From\To		Aaa		Aa		A		Baa		Ba		B		Caa		Ca-C		WR		Def

		Aaa		53.66%		23.29%		4.90%		0.63%		0.31%		0.03%		0.05%		0.00%		17.08%		0.07%

		Aa		2.15%		46.05%		23.66%		3.92%		0.79%		0.26%		0.12%		0.03%		22.78%		0.25%

		A		0.18%		7.22%		51.66%		14.51%		2.45%		0.74%		0.16%		0.02%		22.40%		0.65%

		Baa		0.14%		1.00%		12.16%		49.72%		8.01%		2.52%		0.58%		0.09%		24.38%		1.40%

		Ba		0.03%		0.19%		2.54%		14.37%		28.02%		11.48%		2.06%		0.13%		34.53%		6.66%

		B		0.02%		0.07%		0.44%		2.38%		7.39%		22.68%		6.34%		0.61%		43.94%		16.13%

		Caa		0.00%		0.00%		0.11%		0.62%		1.67%		8.15%		13.71%		1.00%		49.81%		24.94%

		Ca-C		0.00%		0.00%		0.03%		0.85%		1.79%		4.69%		3.14%		3.06%		50.74%		35.70%
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		Exhibit 35. 2018 one-year alphanumeric rating migration rates

		From\To		Aaa		Aa1		Aa2		Aa3		A1		A2		A3		Baa1		Baa2		Baa3		Ba1		Ba2		Ba3		B1		B2		B3		Caa1		Caa2		Caa3		Ca-C		WR		Def

		Aaa		92.45%		3.77%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.77%		0.00%

		Aa1		0.00%		100.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa2		0.00%		5.56%		84.44%		6.67%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.33%		0.00%

		Aa3		0.00%		0.75%		7.46%		82.09%		6.72%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.99%		0.00%

		A1		0.00%		0.00%		4.01%		5.76%		82.21%		3.51%		0.50%		0.00%		0.25%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.76%		0.00%

		A2		0.00%		0.00%		0.50%		0.50%		11.41%		80.40%		2.73%		1.24%		0.25%		0.00%		0.25%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.73%		0.00%

		A3		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.62%		6.80%		80.41%		7.01%		0.83%		0.41%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.92%		0.00%

		Baa1		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.50%		8.04%		83.08%		4.86%		0.50%		0.17%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.85%		0.00%

		Baa2		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.65%		0.49%		8.65%		79.45%		5.38%		0.16%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.22%		0.00%

		Baa3		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.19%		0.00%		0.37%		15.27%		75.05%		2.42%		1.30%		0.19%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.19%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.03%		0.00%

		Ba1		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.81%		15.16%		63.54%		6.14%		1.44%		2.53%		1.81%		0.36%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		7.22%		0.00%

		Ba2		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.44%		10.69%		70.99%		2.29%		1.91%		2.29%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		8.40%		0.00%

		Ba3		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.60%		2.70%		10.18%		68.86%		2.10%		1.50%		2.70%		0.60%		0.00%		0.30%		0.00%		10.48%		0.00%

		B1		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.66%		2.32%		9.93%		64.24%		7.29%		4.31%		0.33%		0.33%		0.00%		0.00%		10.60%		0.00%

		B2		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.34%		3.06%		11.91%		65.65%		5.44%		1.70%		0.68%		0.00%		0.00%		10.20%		1.02%

		B3		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.77%		3.58%		7.42%		64.19%		6.14%		2.05%		0.26%		0.26%		14.83%		0.51%

		Caa1		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.32%		0.64%		0.96%		6.72%		62.72%		10.40%		1.92%		0.48%		14.56%		1.28%

		Caa2		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.19%		0.19%		1.91%		5.52%		66.48%		6.67%		1.14%		16.38%		1.52%

		Caa3		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.49%		3.43%		14.22%		43.14%		5.88%		20.59%		12.26%

		Ca-C		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.18%		3.53%		10.59%		41.18%		14.12%		29.41%
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		Exhibit 36. Average one-year alphanumeric rating migration rates, 1983-2018

		From\To		Aaa		Aa1		Aa2		Aa3		A1		A2		A3		Baa1		Baa2		Baa3		Ba1		Ba2		Ba3		B1		B2		B3		Caa1		Caa2		Caa3		Ca-C		WR		Def

		Aaa		86.92%		5.39%		2.32%		0.55%		0.29%		0.15%		0.02%		0.06%		0.00%		0.02%		0.01%		0.01%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.25%		0.00%

		Aa1		1.70%		76.66%		8.04%		5.90%		1.43%		0.91%		0.18%		0.12%		0.08%		0.01%		0.04%		0.00%		0.01%		0.04%		0.03%		0.01%		0.02%		0.02%		0.00%		0.00%		4.82%		0.00%

		Aa2		1.04%		4.33%		73.29%		10.31%		3.52%		1.65%		0.41%		0.09%		0.16%		0.07%		0.03%		0.02%		0.00%		0.03%		0.01%		0.02%		0.00%		0.02%		0.00%		0.00%		5.01%		0.00%

		Aa3		0.15%		1.07%		4.18%		75.15%		8.79%		3.60%		0.84%		0.24%		0.25%		0.12%		0.03%		0.03%		0.01%		0.01%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.01%		0.00%		0.00%		5.48%		0.04%

		A1		0.05%		0.10%		1.06%		5.12%		75.75%		7.73%		2.84%		0.62%		0.45%		0.20%		0.18%		0.13%		0.05%		0.06%		0.01%		0.01%		0.02%		0.01%		0.01%		0.00%		5.56%		0.07%

		A2		0.06%		0.03%		0.21%		1.05%		5.83%		76.17%		7.37%		2.60%		1.02%		0.38%		0.18%		0.14%		0.17%		0.05%		0.03%		0.01%		0.02%		0.02%		0.01%		0.00%		4.61%		0.05%

		A3		0.04%		0.04%		0.10%		0.30%		1.52%		6.39%		75.08%		6.84%		2.74%		0.89%		0.36%		0.16%		0.13%		0.11%		0.04%		0.02%		0.03%		0.01%		0.00%		0.02%		5.15%		0.05%

		Baa1		0.02%		0.02%		0.08%		0.12%		0.21%		1.63%		6.75%		75.05%		6.98%		2.34%		0.65%		0.34%		0.22%		0.27%		0.06%		0.03%		0.05%		0.03%		0.01%		0.02%		5.01%		0.12%

		Baa2		0.04%		0.04%		0.02%		0.06%		0.17%		0.58%		1.97%		6.63%		75.27%		6.49%		1.37%		0.64%		0.45%		0.34%		0.20%		0.09%		0.11%		0.01%		0.02%		0.01%		5.34%		0.16%

		Baa3		0.03%		0.01%		0.02%		0.04%		0.07%		0.18%		0.48%		1.90%		8.85%		72.74%		4.81%		2.10%		0.99%		0.72%		0.29%		0.25%		0.15%		0.07%		0.06%		0.04%		6.00%		0.23%

		Ba1		0.02%		0.00%		0.02%		0.02%		0.15%		0.14%		0.21%		0.72%		2.50%		10.25%		65.29%		5.18%		4.12%		1.63%		0.64%		0.52%		0.13%		0.23%		0.05%		0.12%		7.66%		0.42%

		Ba2		0.00%		0.00%		0.02%		0.03%		0.09%		0.12%		0.16%		0.37%		0.70%		3.83%		8.01%		63.92%		6.58%		3.72%		1.40%		0.96%		0.31%		0.21%		0.09%		0.14%		8.64%		0.71%

		Ba3		0.00%		0.01%		0.01%		0.01%		0.06%		0.17%		0.18%		0.09%		0.46%		0.78%		2.88%		6.80%		64.34%		7.08%		3.27%		1.88%		0.63%		0.42%		0.10%		0.13%		9.40%		1.30%

		B1		0.01%		0.01%		0.02%		0.01%		0.05%		0.03%		0.08%		0.09%		0.21%		0.34%		0.72%		2.88%		6.65%		63.68%		6.09%		4.43%		1.29%		0.72%		0.21%		0.25%		10.35%		1.88%

		B2		0.00%		0.01%		0.00%		0.01%		0.02%		0.02%		0.09%		0.11%		0.13%		0.26%		0.22%		0.70%		2.05%		7.44%		61.95%		7.87%		3.60%		1.79%		0.43%		0.48%		9.97%		2.83%

		B3		0.01%		0.00%		0.02%		0.00%		0.03%		0.03%		0.06%		0.04%		0.04%		0.10%		0.14%		0.23%		0.60%		2.37%		6.33%		60.40%		7.28%		3.29%		1.13%		0.83%		12.46%		4.62%

		Caa1		0.00%		0.01%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.01%		0.00%		0.02%		0.01%		0.03%		0.06%		0.12%		0.24%		0.42%		1.39%		7.74%		59.35%		8.41%		2.63%		1.30%		14.09%		4.16%

		Caa2		0.00%		0.00%		0.02%		0.00%		0.02%		0.01%		0.00%		0.00%		0.05%		0.09%		0.04%		0.05%		0.15%		0.42%		0.81%		2.34%		7.86%		54.87%		5.98%		2.97%		15.48%		8.82%

		Caa3		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.06%		0.03%		0.04%		0.18%		0.17%		1.04%		3.17%		8.61%		44.82%		8.76%		14.75%		18.37%

		Ca-C		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.02%		0.03%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.23%		0.14%		0.21%		0.10%		0.29%		1.82%		2.11%		3.43%		4.51%		38.16%		21.84%		27.12%
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		Exhibit 37. Annual issuer-weighted corporate default rates by letter rating, 1920-2018

		Year		Aaa		Aa		A		Baa		Ba		B		Caa-C		IG		SG		All

		1920		0.00%		0.00%		0.32%		0.94%		2.15%		4.38%		0.00%		0.43%		3.01%		1.23%

		1921		0.00%		0.19%		0.35%		0.65%		0.44%		2.68%		13.33%		0.39%		2.15%		1.07%

		1922		0.00%		0.19%		0.17%		1.10%		1.08%		1.71%		7.63%		0.51%		1.76%		1.01%

		1923		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.62%		0.93%		2.27%		5.93%		0.24%		1.71%		0.80%

		1924		0.00%		0.37%		0.00%		0.13%		2.07%		2.71%		12.84%		0.14%		2.85%		1.15%

		1925		0.00%		0.00%		0.14%		0.71%		1.75%		2.59%		14.40%		0.32%		2.56%		1.17%

		1926		0.00%		0.40%		0.15%		0.11%		1.39%		2.90%		3.70%		0.19%		1.91%		0.77%

		1927		0.00%		0.00%		0.21%		0.00%		1.30%		1.98%		12.84%		0.07%		1.83%		0.74%

		1928		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.16%		1.32%		10.48%		0.00%		0.88%		0.36%

		1929		0.00%		0.29%		0.00%		0.44%		0.83%		0.92%		9.73%		0.24%		1.40%		0.71%

		1930		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.40%		0.92%		3.16%		7.72%		0.15%		2.20%		1.04%

		1931		0.00%		0.00%		0.27%		1.08%		3.01%		9.52%		31.67%		0.50%		7.90%		3.80%

		1932		0.00%		0.67%		1.10%		0.93%		6.10%		13.98%		24.06%		0.86%		10.99%		5.50%

		1933		0.00%		0.00%		0.26%		1.77%		11.71%		16.15%		25.92%		0.79%		15.77%		8.53%

		1934		0.00%		0.62%		0.31%		0.86%		2.52%		4.22%		16.50%		0.59%		5.89%		3.40%

		1935		0.00%		0.00%		1.43%		1.92%		5.12%		4.28%		13.02%		1.29%		6.25%		3.93%

		1936		0.00%		0.85%		0.54%		0.33%		1.23%		2.39%		7.80%		0.48%		2.71%		1.63%

		1937		0.00%		0.00%		0.51%		1.04%		0.99%		2.67%		9.07%		0.62%		2.74%		1.72%

		1938		0.00%		0.86%		1.64%		1.99%		0.99%		1.47%		12.81%		1.55%		2.59%		2.11%

		1939		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.00%		0.62%		1.74%		6.07%		0.41%		1.77%		1.22%

		1940		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.37%		0.43%		3.30%		11.83%		0.59%		3.55%		2.47%

		1941		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.97%		0.81%		5.07%		0.00%		1.71%		1.08%

		1942		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.78%		2.00%		0.00%		0.73%		0.46%

		1943		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.35%		0.00%		0.00%		0.61%		0.37%

		1944		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.49%		2.55%		0.00%		0.66%		0.39%

		1945		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.57%		0.00%		0.56%		0.31%

		1946		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1947		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.71%		2.78%		0.00%		0.63%		0.32%

		1948		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1949		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.36%		1.02%		8.57%		0.00%		1.92%		0.84%

		1950		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1951		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.76%		0.00%		0.43%		0.18%

		1952		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1953		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1954		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		7.14%		0.00%		0.47%		0.17%

		1955		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.61%		0.00%		0.00%		0.52%		0.17%

		1956		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1957		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.27%		0.00%		0.00%		0.45%		0.14%

		1958		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1959		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1960		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.25%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.75%		0.25%

		1961		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.60%		0.00%		8.70%		0.00%		1.07%		0.35%

		1962		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.75%		1.47%		0.00%		0.00%		1.52%		0.47%

		1963		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.16%		1.47%		0.00%		0.00%		1.15%		0.35%

		1964		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1965		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1966		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.44%		0.00%		0.00%		0.44%		0.12%

		1967		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1968		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.00%		0.00%		0.38%		0.11%

		1969		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1970		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.54%		4.24%		19.44%		50.00%		0.27%		8.68%		2.63%

		1971		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.89%		0.00%		12.50%		0.00%		1.16%		0.29%

		1972		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		6.90%		37.50%		0.00%		1.92%		0.45%

		1973		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.46%		0.00%		3.85%		37.50%		0.23%		1.28%		0.46%

		1974		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.51%		7.16%		0.00%		0.00%		1.33%		0.28%

		1975		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.03%		6.16%		0.00%		0.00%		1.74%		0.36%

		1976		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.87%		0.18%

		1977		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.29%		0.54%		3.23%		33.33%		0.11%		1.36%		0.35%

		1978		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.12%		5.41%		0.00%		0.00%		1.82%		0.35%

		1979		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.51%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.44%		0.09%

		1980		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.00%		33.33%		0.00%		1.63%		0.34%

		1981		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.40%		0.00%		0.00%		0.70%		0.16%

		1982		0.00%		0.00%		0.26%		0.33%		2.79%		2.22%		23.08%		0.22%		3.55%		1.04%

		1983		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.16%		2.30%		42.31%		0.00%		4.06%		0.90%

		1984		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.63%		0.52%		5.34%		18.18%		0.18%		3.13%		0.87%

		1985		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.87%		7.31%		6.67%		0.00%		3.77%		0.95%

		1986		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.87%		2.37%		10.54%		17.11%		0.21%		6.16%		1.83%

		1987		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.03%		5.44%		9.82%		0.00%		4.31%		1.42%

		1988		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.36%		5.93%		12.50%		0.00%		3.86%		1.39%

		1989		0.00%		0.50%		0.00%		0.53%		2.96%		7.55%		20.33%		0.25%		5.91%		2.23%

		1990		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.26%		3.77%		13.74%		43.91%		0.06%		10.54%		3.57%

		1991		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.25%		3.84%		13.24%		15.35%		0.06%		9.10%		2.80%

		1992		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.34%		7.37%		16.49%		0.00%		4.93%		1.34%

		1993		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.62%		4.38%		13.53%		0.00%		3.40%		0.90%

		1994		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.19%		5.39%		0.00%		2.34%		0.65%

		1995		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.27%		4.02%		10.42%		0.00%		3.06%		0.90%

		1996		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.51%		10.00%		0.00%		1.65%		0.51%

		1997		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.18%		2.00%		9.16%		0.00%		1.89%		0.62%

		1998		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.11%		0.90%		3.77%		8.27%		0.04%		3.02%		1.13%

		1999		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.09%		1.38%		5.02%		15.17%		0.03%		5.35%		2.12%

		2000		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.35%		1.44%		5.51%		17.64%		0.13%		6.07%		2.45%

		2001		0.00%		0.00%		0.16%		0.18%		1.17%		9.19%		28.84%		0.12%		9.61%		3.67%

		2002		0.00%		0.00%		0.16%		1.01%		1.41%		4.55%		26.57%		0.43%		7.64%		2.91%

		2003		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.89%		2.68%		20.12%		0.00%		5.31%		1.84%

		2004		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.38%		0.80%		11.30%		0.00%		2.41%		0.83%

		2005		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.16%		0.00%		0.82%		7.09%		0.06%		1.72%		0.64%

		2006		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.20%		1.07%		5.79%		0.00%		1.67%		0.59%

		2007		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.87%		0.00%		0.94%		0.35%

		2008		0.00%		0.50%		0.40%		1.02%		2.35%		3.90%		10.71%		0.62%		5.42%		2.50%

		2009		0.00%		0.00%		0.24%		0.93%		1.77%		7.12%		25.97%		0.43%		12.10%		4.99%

		2010		0.00%		0.00%		0.17%		0.08%		0.00%		0.39%		8.46%		0.10%		3.01%		1.23%

		2011		0.00%		0.19%		0.00%		0.36%		0.16%		0.35%		5.97%		0.19%		2.03%		0.92%

		2012		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.07%		0.14%		0.54%		7.64%		0.03%		2.71%		1.21%

		2013		0.00%		0.00%		0.09%		0.12%		0.58%		0.91%		6.21%		0.10%		2.63%		1.23%

		2014		0.00%		0.00%		0.09%		0.06%		0.14%		0.50%		4.66%		0.06%		1.98%		0.96%

		2015		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.29%		2.38%		6.61%		0.00%		3.66%		1.75%

		2016		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.14%		1.56%		8.93%		0.00%		4.48%		2.15%

		2017		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.25%		0.44%		7.36%		0.00%		3.39%		1.64%

		2018		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.57%		4.97%		0.00%		2.31%		1.12%

		Mean		0.00%		0.06%		0.09%		0.26%		1.01%		3.14%		10.39%		0.14%		2.81%		1.16%

		Median		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.52%		1.98%		7.64%		0.00%		1.91%		0.83%

		St Dev		0.00%		0.17%		0.26%		0.45%		1.61%		3.79%		11.14%		0.27%		2.95%		1.35%

		Min		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Max		0.00%		0.86%		1.64%		1.99%		11.71%		19.44%		50.00%		1.55%		15.77%		8.53%
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		Exhibit 39. Annual issuer-weighted corporate default rates by alphanumeric rating, 1983-2018

		Year		Aaa		Aa1		Aa2		Aa3		A1		A2		A3		Baa1		Baa2		Baa3		Ba1		Ba2		Ba3		B1		B2		B3		Caa1		Caa2		Caa3		Ca-C		IG 		SG		All

		1983		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.08%		1.01%		0.00%		8.52%				42.31%						0.00%		4.06%		0.90%

		1984		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.84%		0.00%		1.67%		0.00%		6.49%		0.00%		3.33%				18.18%						0.18%		3.13%		0.87%

		1985		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.64%		1.15%		4.53%		5.56%		14.21%				6.67%						0.00%		3.77%		0.95%

		1986		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.81%		1.94%		1.24%		1.10%		4.00%		8.66%		7.14%		15.80%				17.11%						0.21%		6.16%		1.83%

		1987		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.05%		0.93%		3.13%		4.17%		5.66%		8.20%				10.16%				0.00%		0.00%		4.31%		1.42%

		1988		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.77%		4.24%		4.46%		11.27%				10.53%				50.00%		0.00%		3.86%		1.39%

		1989		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.08%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.74%		0.80%		1.00%		1.82%		4.60%		6.71%		5.30%		13.45%				21.43%				0.00%		0.25%		5.91%		2.23%

		1990		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.96%		1.08%		5.84%		3.96%		6.86%		16.72%		25.21%				45.16%				33.33%		0.06%		10.54%		3.57%

		1991		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.70%		0.00%		0.00%		1.05%		0.00%		7.22%		7.46%		7.16%		30.14%				15.30%				16.67%		0.06%		9.10%		2.80%

		1992		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.76%		1.44%		1.41%		23.32%				18.41%				7.69%		0.00%		4.93%		1.34%

		1993		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.03%		0.00%		0.79%		2.81%		1.35%		12.00%				14.43%				9.09%		0.00%		3.40%		0.90%

		1994		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.51%		2.71%		9.50%				5.10%				7.14%		0.00%		2.34%		0.65%

		1995		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.68%		3.73%		5.71%		1.95%				6.14%				23.07%		0.00%		3.06%		0.90%

		1996		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.39%		1.25%		3.93%				10.73%				5.88%		0.00%		1.65%		0.51%

		1997		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.46%		0.33%		0.50%		7.07%				7.99%				15.19%		0.00%		1.89%		0.62%

		1998		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.29%		0.00%		0.00%		1.18%		1.57%		2.82%		4.08%		4.96%		4.08%		8.76%		37.50%		5.00%		0.04%		3.02%		1.13%

		1999		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.30%		0.47%		0.92%		2.67%		3.31%		4.06%		8.32%		9.82%		24.08%		14.44%		18.96%		0.03%		5.35%		2.12%

		2000		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.27%		0.00%		0.87%		0.48%		1.37%		2.54%		1.55%		4.00%		11.36%		13.40%		25.31%		18.74%		17.19%		0.13%		6.07%		2.45%

		2001		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.41%		0.00%		0.27%		0.25%		0.00%		0.00%		0.99%		2.61%		3.53%		9.56%		14.42%		25.56%		27.23%		38.52%		33.69%		0.12%		9.61%		3.67%

		2002		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.43%		0.98%		0.90%		1.17%		2.09%		1.13%		1.00%		1.92%		4.76%		6.97%		18.35%		21.68%		31.35%		37.96%		0.43%		7.64%		2.91%

		2003		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.54%		0.63%		1.41%		0.71%		2.66%		4.98%		9.47%		23.45%		27.17%		27.89%		0.00%		5.31%		1.84%

		2004		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.99%		0.00%		0.57%		2.17%		7.46%		8.68%		11.91%		27.26%		0.00%		2.41%		0.83%

		2005		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.22%		0.29%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.51%		1.96%		5.05%		4.85%		21.37%		13.44%		0.06%		1.72%		0.64%

		2006		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.66%		0.65%		0.31%		2.06%		2.33%		7.49%		13.17%		14.06%		0.00%		1.67%		0.59%

		2007		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.81%		10.38%		7.02%		41.04%		0.00%		0.94%		0.35%

		2008		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.49%		1.02%		0.23%		0.00%		0.97%		1.38%		0.61%		0.90%		2.86%		3.50%		3.06%		3.65%		4.61%		5.89%		17.41%		35.32%		42.40%		0.62%		5.42%		2.50%

		2009		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.69%		1.02%		0.87%		0.91%		1.42%		1.74%		2.18%		3.39%		6.96%		9.71%		11.46%		33.56%		55.43%		63.81%		0.43%		12.10%		4.99%

		2010		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.31%		0.00%		0.22%		0.00%		0.00%		0.25%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.86%		0.00%		0.29%		1.75%		7.23%		22.90%		26.14%		0.10%		3.01%		1.23%

		2011		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.42%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.20%		0.88%		0.00%		0.56%		0.00%		0.00%		0.47%		0.52%		1.95%		7.56%		15.97%		21.90%		0.19%		2.03%		0.92%

		2012		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.22%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.41%		0.00%		0.76%		0.76%		2.13%		10.06%		17.26%		43.76%		0.03%		2.71%		1.21%

		2013		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.22%		0.00%		0.16%		0.19%		0.00%		0.00%		1.57%		0.71%		1.22%		0.85%		2.26%		6.52%		10.36%		57.97%		0.10%		2.63%		1.23%

		2014		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.40%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.18%		0.00%		0.00%		0.36%		0.35%		1.06%		0.23%		2.18%		4.11%		11.16%		26.23%		0.06%		1.98%		0.96%

		2015		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.89%		0.00%		0.00%		0.70%		3.29%		2.88%		4.06%		5.15%		14.34%		36.60%		0.00%		3.66%		1.75%

		2016		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.40%		1.03%		1.02%		2.38%		3.77%		5.05%		19.26%		48.38%		0.00%		4.48%		2.15%

		2017		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.41%		0.36%		0.00%		0.40%		0.85%		1.44%		4.85%		16.30%		32.69%		0.00%		3.39%		1.64%

		2018		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.13%		0.58%		1.41%		1.65%		14.15%		30.66%		0.00%		2.31%		1.12%

		Mean 		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.08%		0.05%		0.02%		0.04%		0.12%		0.16%		0.31%		0.48%		0.69%		1.52%		2.39%		3.20%		7.47%				14.30%				26.10%		0.09%		4.32%		1.59%

		Median 		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.89%		1.49%		2.03%		4.97%				10.27%				26.18%		0.02%		3.53%		1.23%

		St Dev		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.31%		0.19%		0.08%		0.14%		0.30%		0.34%		0.52%		0.95%		1.15%		1.68%		2.45%		3.45%		7.45%				10.60%				16.67%		0.14%		2.67%		1.03%

		Min 		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.41%		1.65%		7.02%		0.00%		0.00%		0.94%		0.35%

		Max		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.49%		1.02%		0.41%		0.69%		1.02%		1.38%		1.94%		5.05%		5.84%		7.22%		8.66%		16.72%		30.14%		25.56%		45.16%		55.43%		63.81%		0.62%		12.10%		4.99%
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		Exhibit 41. Average cumulative issuer-weighted global default rates by letter rating, 1920-2018

		Rating\Year		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		0.00%		0.01%		0.03%		0.07%		0.14%		0.21%		0.30%		0.42%		0.55%		0.70%		0.83%		0.93%		1.04%		1.07%		1.10%		1.16%		1.22%		1.27%		1.32%		1.36%

		Aa		0.06%		0.18%		0.28%		0.43%		0.65%		0.91%		1.18%		1.43%		1.66%		1.93%		2.22%		2.54%		2.86%		3.16%		3.39%		3.57%		3.74%		3.93%		4.16%		4.37%

		A		0.08%		0.25%		0.50%		0.78%		1.09%		1.43%		1.78%		2.14%		2.53%		2.92%		3.33%		3.74%		4.10%		4.48%		4.90%		5.28%		5.59%		5.90%		6.20%		6.49%

		Baa		0.25%		0.70%		1.24%		1.82%		2.44%		3.05%		3.64%		4.25%		4.88%		5.50%		6.13%		6.76%		7.40%		7.97%		8.50%		9.05%		9.60%		10.09%		10.56%		11.03%

		Ba		1.19%		2.82%		4.62%		6.51%		8.34%		10.08%		11.67%		13.21%		14.71%		16.30%		17.67%		19.04%		20.35%		21.51%		22.61%		23.67%		24.71%		25.71%		26.61%		27.42%

		B		3.33%		7.58%		11.85%		15.77%		19.24%		22.27%		25.00%		27.33%		29.43%		31.26%		32.91%		34.41%		35.85%		37.34%		38.77%		40.19%		41.44%		42.47%		43.27%		43.86%

		Caa-C		9.74%		17.23%		23.34%		28.36%		32.50%		35.83%		38.67%		41.21%		43.59%		45.54%		47.45%		49.21%		50.74%		52.27%		53.88%		55.45%		56.88%		58.23%		59.55%		60.94%

		IG		0.14%		0.40%		0.71%		1.07%		1.45%		1.86%		2.26%		2.66%		3.08%		3.51%		3.95%		4.39%		4.81%		5.21%		5.59%		5.96%		6.28%		6.60%		6.91%		7.22%

		SG		3.68%		7.38%		10.85%		13.96%		16.70%		19.08%		21.19%		23.07%		24.82%		26.48%		27.95%		29.34%		30.67%		31.92%		33.12%		34.29%		35.38%		36.38%		37.25%		38.03%

		All		1.49%		3.00%		4.41%		5.66%		6.77%		7.75%		8.62%		9.40%		10.15%		10.87%		11.54%		12.19%		12.80%		13.37%		13.92%		14.43%		14.90%		15.35%		15.75%		16.14%
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		Exhibit 42. Average cumulative issuer-weighted global default rates by letter rating, 1970-2018

		Rating\Year		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		0.00%		0.01%		0.01%		0.03%		0.08%		0.13%		0.19%		0.25%		0.31%		0.37%		0.44%		0.51%		0.58%		0.62%		0.67%		0.71%		0.76%		0.78%		0.78%		0.78%

		Aa		0.02%		0.06%		0.11%		0.19%		0.29%		0.39%		0.51%		0.61%		0.69%		0.78%		0.88%		1.01%		1.15%		1.27%		1.36%		1.45%		1.57%		1.72%		1.95%		2.17%

		A		0.05%		0.15%		0.32%		0.50%		0.72%		0.96%		1.22%		1.50%		1.80%		2.10%		2.40%		2.69%		2.98%		3.30%		3.66%		4.02%		4.38%		4.76%		5.11%		5.48%

		Baa		0.16%		0.42%		0.75%		1.13%		1.52%		1.93%		2.32%		2.74%		3.20%		3.70%		4.23%		4.79%		5.36%		5.92%		6.47%		7.08%		7.69%		8.29%		8.81%		9.29%

		Ba		0.88%		2.43%		4.22%		6.14%		7.94%		9.59%		11.05%		12.48%		13.96%		15.50%		16.94%		18.40%		19.75%		21.04%		22.36%		23.67%		24.83%		25.87%		26.94%		27.77%

		B		3.32%		7.86%		12.53%		16.79%		20.65%		24.09%		27.19%		29.83%		32.23%		34.28%		36.01%		37.52%		38.93%		40.48%		41.98%		43.41%		44.63%		45.73%		46.64%		47.55%

		Caa-C		9.77%		17.42%		23.93%		29.39%		33.99%		37.60%		40.75%		43.68%		46.31%		48.20%		49.68%		50.40%		50.85%		50.93%		51.11%		51.46%		51.55%		51.55%		51.55%		51.55%

		IG		0.08%		0.23%		0.42%		0.65%		0.89%		1.15%		1.41%		1.69%		1.98%		2.28%		2.59%		2.91%		3.24%		3.56%		3.90%		4.24%		4.59%		4.94%		5.28%		5.61%

		SG		4.00%		8.10%		11.98%		15.44%		18.45%		21.03%		23.28%		25.26%		27.12%		28.80%		30.28%		31.64%		32.89%		34.12%		35.35%		36.56%		37.59%		38.51%		39.41%		40.16%

		All		1.52%		3.04%		4.43%		5.63%		6.65%		7.52%		8.27%		8.94%		9.57%		10.15%		10.69%		11.20%		11.69%		12.16%		12.64%		13.11%		13.55%		13.98%		14.38%		14.75%
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		Exhibit 43. Average cumulative issuer-weighted global default rates by letter rating, 1983-2018

		Rating\Year		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		0.00%		0.01%		0.01%		0.04%		0.06%		0.10%		0.13%		0.13%		0.13%		0.13%		0.13%		0.13%		0.13%		0.13%		0.13%		0.13%		0.13%		0.13%		0.13%		0.13%

		Aa		0.02%		0.06%		0.12%		0.20%		0.30%		0.39%		0.48%		0.57%		0.65%		0.74%		0.84%		0.97%		1.11%		1.20%		1.29%		1.38%		1.50%		1.66%		1.89%		2.09%

		A		0.06%		0.17%		0.35%		0.54%		0.77%		1.03%		1.30%		1.58%		1.87%		2.14%		2.41%		2.67%		2.96%		3.30%		3.68%		4.07%		4.46%		4.87%		5.22%		5.57%

		Baa		0.17%		0.44%		0.75%		1.12%		1.50%		1.90%		2.27%		2.64%		3.02%		3.42%		3.87%		4.34%		4.85%		5.33%		5.80%		6.35%		6.92%		7.46%		7.93%		8.26%

		Ba		0.87%		2.47%		4.38%		6.39%		8.18%		9.77%		11.21%		12.57%		13.91%		15.26%		16.43%		17.60%		18.67%		19.73%		20.86%		21.91%		22.81%		23.68%		24.65%		25.28%

		B		3.31%		7.88%		12.57%		16.84%		20.71%		24.19%		27.29%		29.93%		32.26%		34.22%		35.87%		37.32%		38.71%		40.24%		41.67%		43.03%		44.29%		45.49%		46.50%		47.52%

		Caa-C		9.70%		17.32%		23.84%		29.34%		33.93%		37.51%		40.63%		43.53%		46.19%		48.19%		49.75%		50.52%		51.00%		51.09%		51.29%		51.66%		51.77%		51.77%		51.77%		51.77%

		IG		0.09%		0.24%		0.43%		0.66%		0.90%		1.16%		1.41%		1.66%		1.91%		2.16%		2.43%		2.70%		3.00%		3.29%		3.60%		3.93%		4.26%		4.61%		4.93%		5.20%

		SG		4.12%		8.37%		12.42%		16.02%		19.12%		21.76%		24.07%		26.09%		27.91%		29.51%		30.85%		32.05%		33.16%		34.29%		35.41%		36.46%		37.37%		38.24%		39.10%		39.79%

		All		1.63%		3.26%		4.76%		6.04%		7.12%		8.03%		8.80%		9.47%		10.08%		10.61%		11.10%		11.55%		11.99%		12.43%		12.87%		13.31%		13.72%		14.14%		14.52%		14.84%
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		Exhibit 44. Average cumulative issuer-weighted global default rates by alphanumeric rating, 1983-2018

		Rating\Year		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		0.00%		0.01%		0.01%		0.04%		0.06%		0.10%		0.13%		0.13%		0.13%		0.13%		0.13%		0.13%		0.13%		0.13%		0.13%		0.13%		0.13%		0.13%		0.13%		0.13%

		Aa1		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.05%		0.09%		0.14%		0.14%		0.14%		0.16%		0.22%		0.27%		0.34%		0.48%		0.65%		0.82%		0.95%		1.06%		1.18%		1.31%		1.31%

		Aa2		0.00%		0.01%		0.11%		0.23%		0.35%		0.43%		0.52%		0.61%		0.73%		0.87%		0.99%		1.13%		1.25%		1.31%		1.37%		1.49%		1.71%		1.95%		2.19%		2.43%

		Aa3		0.05%		0.12%		0.17%		0.24%		0.37%		0.48%		0.62%		0.74%		0.82%		0.90%		1.01%		1.16%		1.30%		1.39%		1.46%		1.52%		1.56%		1.70%		1.96%		2.22%

		A1		0.07%		0.20%		0.41%		0.61%		0.81%		1.02%		1.22%		1.41%		1.55%		1.72%		1.92%		2.13%		2.36%		2.65%		2.94%		3.22%		3.51%		3.78%		3.95%		4.12%

		A2		0.05%		0.14%		0.29%		0.49%		0.72%		1.05%		1.40%		1.76%		2.13%		2.50%		2.86%		3.18%		3.50%		3.87%		4.29%		4.76%		5.32%		5.86%		6.29%		6.70%

		A3		0.05%		0.16%		0.36%		0.54%		0.80%		1.01%		1.27%		1.56%		1.88%		2.15%		2.38%		2.63%		2.94%		3.28%		3.72%		4.13%		4.41%		4.84%		5.29%		5.76%

		Baa1		0.12%		0.33%		0.58%		0.84%		1.07%		1.31%		1.53%		1.69%		1.86%		2.09%		2.39%		2.79%		3.21%		3.58%		4.03%		4.58%		5.10%		5.49%		5.68%		5.81%

		Baa2		0.16%		0.41%		0.68%		1.04%		1.36%		1.71%		2.09%		2.47%		2.88%		3.34%		3.89%		4.42%		4.97%		5.46%		5.94%		6.35%		6.71%		7.15%		7.68%		8.09%

		Baa3		0.24%		0.60%		1.03%		1.55%		2.17%		2.81%		3.37%		3.98%		4.57%		5.13%		5.66%		6.14%		6.71%		7.34%		7.82%		8.55%		9.47%		10.35%		11.16%		11.67%

		Ba1		0.43%		1.42%		2.63%		3.83%		5.09%		6.26%		7.17%		7.91%		8.66%		9.52%		10.38%		11.30%		12.10%		12.70%		13.56%		14.39%		14.98%		15.78%		17.07%		18.15%

		Ba2		0.74%		1.92%		3.30%		4.69%		5.97%		7.00%		8.01%		9.16%		10.47%		11.84%		12.85%		13.82%		14.47%		15.25%		16.24%		16.86%		17.49%		17.97%		18.57%		18.66%

		Ba3		1.36%		3.82%		6.78%		10.05%		12.74%		15.25%		17.60%		19.80%		21.79%		23.69%		25.36%		27.06%		28.92%		30.86%		32.52%		34.34%		35.99%		37.44%		38.42%		38.94%

		B1		1.99%		5.30%		8.93%		12.44%		16.01%		19.28%		22.48%		25.26%		27.73%		29.72%		31.51%		33.00%		34.65%		36.57%		38.07%		39.40%		40.68%		42.04%		43.43%		44.82%

		B2		3.00%		7.69%		12.37%		16.68%		20.28%		23.57%		26.40%		28.71%		30.89%		32.88%		34.50%		36.20%		37.52%		38.88%		40.57%		42.17%		43.52%		44.66%		45.18%		45.92%

		B3		4.90%		10.69%		16.55%		21.68%		26.25%		30.29%		33.69%		36.66%		39.09%		41.05%		42.59%		43.61%		44.66%		45.76%		46.65%		47.78%		48.97%		49.96%		50.89%		51.19%

		Caa		7.90%		15.33%		21.85%		27.42%		32.17%		35.96%		39.12%		42.13%		45.00%		47.28%		48.99%		49.69%		50.12%		50.24%		50.51%		51.04%		51.18%		51.18%		51.18%		51.18%

		Ca-C		30.67%		40.87%		47.70%		52.42%		55.14%		56.37%		58.85%		60.60%		61.52%		61.52%		62.08%		62.95%		63.48%		63.48%		63.48%		63.48%		63.48%		63.48%		63.48%		63.48%

		IG 		0.09%		0.24%		0.43%		0.66%		0.90%		1.16%		1.41%		1.66%		1.91%		2.16%		2.43%		2.70%		3.00%		3.29%		3.60%		3.93%		4.26%		4.61%		4.93%		5.20%

		SG		4.12%		8.37%		12.42%		16.02%		19.12%		21.76%		24.07%		26.09%		27.91%		29.51%		30.85%		32.05%		33.16%		34.29%		35.41%		36.46%		37.37%		38.24%		39.10%		39.79%

		All		1.63%		3.26%		4.76%		6.04%		7.12%		8.03%		8.80%		9.47%		10.08%		10.61%		11.10%		11.55%		11.99%		12.43%		12.87%		13.31%		13.72%		14.14%		14.52%		14.84%
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		Exhibit 45. Average cumulative issuer-weighted global default rates by alphanumeric rating, 1998-2018

		Rating\Year		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10

		Aaa		0.00%		0.03%		0.03%		0.03%		0.03%		0.03%		0.03%		0.03%		0.03%		0.03%

		Aa1		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.03%		0.08%		0.09%		0.09%		0.13%		0.22%

		Aa2		0.00%		0.01%		0.14%		0.28%		0.37%		0.47%		0.57%		0.69%		0.85%		0.99%

		Aa3		0.05%		0.13%		0.18%		0.24%		0.37%		0.52%		0.76%		0.96%		1.08%		1.22%

		A1		0.11%		0.23%		0.40%		0.60%		0.84%		1.11%		1.39%		1.66%		1.87%		2.11%

		A2		0.07%		0.19%		0.37%		0.54%		0.79%		1.18%		1.57%		2.01%		2.52%		3.12%

		A3		0.07%		0.18%		0.39%		0.59%		0.89%		1.07%		1.32%		1.63%		2.03%		2.42%

		Baa1		0.14%		0.36%		0.60%		0.85%		1.02%		1.24%		1.42%		1.59%		1.76%		2.03%

		Baa2		0.18%		0.41%		0.65%		0.91%		1.12%		1.37%		1.61%		1.86%		2.19%		2.52%

		Baa3		0.24%		0.57%		0.97%		1.40%		1.91%		2.37%		2.81%		3.37%		3.88%		4.50%

		Ba1		0.29%		1.12%		2.02%		2.84%		3.94%		4.85%		5.65%		6.32%		7.17%		8.14%

		Ba2		0.67%		1.63%		2.78%		3.93%		5.02%		5.82%		6.57%		7.77%		9.12%		10.65%

		Ba3		0.87%		2.46%		4.32%		6.47%		7.98%		9.51%		11.19%		13.06%		14.84%		16.38%

		B1		1.20%		3.65%		6.43%		9.29%		11.91%		14.25%		16.58%		18.68%		20.74%		22.64%

		B2		2.68%		7.06%		11.62%		15.95%		19.26%		22.21%		24.73%		26.94%		29.08%		30.99%

		B3		3.63%		8.87%		14.59%		19.46%		23.63%		27.20%		30.13%		32.80%		35.42%		37.50%

		Caa1		4.44%		10.50%		16.39%		21.57%		26.16%		29.71%		32.60%		35.06%		37.91%		40.55%

		Caa2		8.57%		16.36%		23.49%		29.86%		34.94%		39.52%		43.77%		48.03%		51.21%		51.88%

		Caa3		19.52%		32.55%		41.00%		46.30%		51.04%		54.96%		58.10%		60.51%		61.05%		61.05%

		Ca-C		32.94%		44.16%		51.67%		56.44%		59.35%		60.70%		63.35%		65.18%		66.14%		66.14%

		IG 		0.11%		0.27%		0.47%		0.68%		0.91%		1.15%		1.40%		1.67%		1.97%		2.29%

		SG		4.07%		8.24%		12.19%		15.60%		18.39%		20.68%		22.69%		24.53%		26.32%		27.88%

		All		1.73%		3.44%		5.00%		6.30%		7.33%		8.18%		8.91%		9.59%		10.24%		10.86%
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		Exhibit 46. Average cumulative issuer-weighted global default rates by broad industry group, 1970-2018

		Moody's 35 Industry Group\Year		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10

		Aerospace & Defense		0.84%		1.75%		2.56%		3.18%		3.71%		4.06%		4.30%		4.49%		4.59%		4.61%

		Automotive		2.38%		4.82%		7.16%		9.37%		11.46%		13.37%		15.15%		16.89%		18.46%		19.58%

		Banking		0.50%		0.99%		1.46%		1.92%		2.35%		2.74%		3.08%		3.41%		3.75%		4.09%

		Beverage, Food, & Tobacco		1.17%		2.31%		3.43%		4.37%		5.09%		5.74%		6.26%		6.68%		7.11%		7.42%

		Capital Equipment		1.56%		3.23%		4.87%		6.33%		7.56%		8.50%		9.34%		10.10%		10.81%		11.49%

		Chemicals, Plastics, & Rubber		1.02%		2.13%		3.19%		4.18%		5.09%		5.80%		6.31%		6.72%		7.14%		7.62%

		Construction & Building		2.65%		5.50%		8.23%		10.82%		13.13%		15.20%		16.93%		18.63%		20.18%		21.51%

		Consumer Goods: Durable		2.52%		5.52%		8.71%		11.71%		14.74%		17.32%		19.17%		20.97%		23.00%		24.90%

		Consumer Goods: Non-durable		3.72%		7.77%		11.58%		14.63%		17.04%		19.12%		21.05%		22.68%		23.90%		24.81%

		Containers, Packaging, & Glass		2.21%		4.68%		6.87%		8.90%		10.72%		12.29%		13.62%		14.97%		16.13%		17.19%

		Energy: Electricity		2.83%		5.78%		8.52%		10.77%		13.02%		15.19%		17.37%		19.43%		21.49%		23.72%

		Energy: Oil & Gas		2.44%		4.65%		6.57%		8.15%		9.47%		10.51%		11.39%		12.17%		12.92%		13.59%

		Environmental Industries		3.71%		7.11%		9.72%		11.76%		13.27%		14.53%		15.62%		16.84%		18.20%		19.72%

		Finance		0.94%		1.86%		2.68%		3.26%		3.77%		4.26%		4.74%		5.23%		5.75%		6.33%

		Insurance		0.33%		0.71%		1.09%		1.51%		1.93%		2.35%		2.76%		3.17%		3.60%		4.02%

		Real Estate Finance		0.88%		1.82%		2.69%		3.50%		4.07%		4.54%		4.93%		5.21%		5.49%		5.81%

		Forest Products & Paper		3.04%		5.91%		8.64%		11.01%		12.94%		14.68%		16.22%		17.53%		18.45%		19.21%

		Healthcare & Pharmaceuticals		1.37%		2.81%		4.12%		5.35%		6.42%		7.43%		8.38%		9.11%		9.87%		10.42%

		High Tech Industries		1.69%		3.51%		5.17%		6.68%		7.91%		9.00%		10.14%		11.33%		12.52%		13.67%

		Hotel, Gaming, & Leisure		4.03%		8.03%		11.54%		14.67%		17.34%		19.54%		21.40%		23.20%		25.01%		26.89%

		Media: Advertising, Printing & Publishing		6.01%		11.94%		17.18%		21.71%		26.00%		29.70%		32.45%		34.37%		36.16%		38.15%

		Media: Broadcasting & Subscription		3.45%		7.10%		10.85%		14.10%		17.13%		19.85%		22.11%		24.08%		25.81%		27.43%

		Media: Diversified & Production		2.34%		4.65%		6.65%		7.96%		8.90%		9.72%		10.09%		10.34%		10.62%		10.93%

		Metals & Mining		3.07%		6.14%		8.98%		11.47%		13.48%		15.31%		17.03%		18.54%		19.96%		21.36%

		Retail		3.02%		6.08%		9.14%		11.92%		14.32%		16.36%		18.10%		19.64%		21.09%		22.41%

		Services: Business		2.02%		4.12%		6.12%		7.88%		9.44%		10.84%		12.11%		13.15%		14.11%		15.00%

		Services: Consumer		2.00%		3.95%		5.49%		6.97%		8.34%		9.72%		11.17%		12.67%		14.06%		15.37%

		Sovereign & Public Finance		0.48%		0.95%		1.36%		1.67%		1.85%		1.96%		2.00%		2.00%		2.00%		2.00%

		Telecommunications		2.21%		4.31%		6.18%		7.64%		8.73%		9.49%		10.07%		10.44%		10.70%		10.89%

		Transportation: Cargo		1.97%		3.61%		4.98%		6.09%		6.93%		7.65%		8.26%		8.78%		9.24%		9.73%

		Transportation: Consumer		2.81%		5.44%		8.06%		10.62%		12.85%		14.69%		16.46%		18.30%		20.20%		22.04%

		Utilities: Electric		0.13%		0.25%		0.36%		0.46%		0.55%		0.65%		0.73%		0.82%		0.92%		1.02%

		Utilities: Oil & Gas		0.14%		0.26%		0.39%		0.52%		0.63%		0.75%		0.85%		0.90%		0.95%		1.00%

		Utilities: Water		0.12%		0.24%		0.30%		0.30%		0.30%		0.30%		0.30%		0.30%		0.30%		0.30%

		Wholesale		3.31%		7.14%		10.45%		12.77%		14.50%		16.07%		16.97%		17.71%		18.44%		19.28%
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		Exhibit 47. Annual default rates by broad industry group, 1970-2018

		Year		Aerospace & Defense		Automotive		Banking		Beverage, Food, & Tobacco		Capital Equipment		Chemicals, Plastics, & Rubber		Construction & Building		Consumer Goods: Durable		Consumer Goods: Non-durable		Containers, Packaging, & Glass		Energy: Electricity		Energy: Oil & Gas		Environmental Industries		Finance		Insurance		Real Estate Finance		Forest Products & Paper		Healthcare & Pharmaceuticals		High Tech Industries		Hotel, Gaming, & Leisure		Media: Advertising, Printing & Publishing		Media: Broadcasting & Subscription		Media: Diversified & Production		Metals & Mining		Retail		Services: Business		Services: Consumer		Sovereign & Public Finance		Telecommunications		Transportation: Cargo		Transportation: Consumer		Utilities: Electric		Utilities: Oil & Gas		Utilities: Water		Wholesale

		1970		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		10.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		25.00%				0.00%		0.00%		3.70%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		18.05%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1971		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		1.85%		4.76%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1972		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		1.09%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		3.64%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1973		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		7.14%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.45%		0.00%						0.00%		1.94%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1974		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.11%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.48%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1975		0.00%		3.03%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		4.76%		0.00%		0.00%		11.11%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.75%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1976		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.03%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.63%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1977		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.70%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		14.29%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		2.20%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1978		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.70%		0.00%		0.00%		1.32%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.13%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.85%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1979		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.78%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1980		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.23%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		33.33%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.70%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1981		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.18%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.11%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1982		0.00%		2.86%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.33%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.98%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.92%		0.00%		14.29%		0.00%		0.00%		2.38%		5.89%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.22%		1.18%		5.56%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1983		0.00%		8.11%		0.00%		1.47%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.44%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.72%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.89%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		19.05%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1984		0.00%		2.94%		0.00%		1.45%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.01%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.22%		4.84%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.26%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.21%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1985		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.83%		2.04%		0.00%		0.00%		1.82%		0.00%		0.00%		3.43%		0.00%		0.00%		3.45%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.52%		5.26%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.51%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.19%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1986		2.94%		0.00%		0.00%		1.21%		0.00%		1.85%		1.79%		5.88%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		8.37%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.43%		0.00%		2.38%		0.00%		3.85%		5.26%		19.78%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.16%		8.17%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.76%

		1987		0.00%		1.82%		0.28%		0.00%		2.47%		0.00%		4.64%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.54%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.74%		1.11%		6.49%		5.88%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.05%		8.33%		12.50%		0.00%		0.00%		1.09%		0.00%		0.00%		1.59%		0.00%		4.35%

		1988		2.38%		0.00%		1.45%		0.00%		0.00%		1.64%		2.82%		4.35%		3.74%		0.00%		4.55%		2.13%		0.00%		0.00%		1.52%		0.00%		0.00%		4.74%		1.68%		2.04%		0.00%		4.26%		3.70%		0.00%		1.91%		3.70%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.54%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1989		0.00%		7.69%		1.49%		2.25%		0.00%		0.00%		8.85%		0.00%		3.85%		5.56%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.67%		1.35%		8.33%		0.00%		2.53%		1.76%		13.81%		0.00%		4.35%		11.71%		0.00%		2.52%		3.70%		0.00%		10.53%		0.98%		1.14%		3.57%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1990		0.00%		3.97%		1.84%		5.61%		2.61%		0.00%		16.93%		4.76%		10.03%		0.00%		8.00%		1.46%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.15%		5.68%		26.10%		12.50%		6.43%		5.00%		3.96%		6.34%		13.79%		11.11%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		24.14%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1991		2.22%		4.28%		1.40%		0.00%		4.54%		0.00%		7.55%		5.88%		6.09%		5.56%		4.17%		3.06%		0.00%		0.00%		1.22%		0.00%		3.33%		4.88%		2.22%		2.70%		0.00%		4.94%		4.76%		2.04%		11.48%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.90%		2.58%		30.00%		0.54%		1.82%		0.00%		0.00%

		1992		0.00%		0.00%		0.32%		1.22%		2.99%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.98%		5.26%		0.00%		0.79%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.76%		0.00%		1.45%		3.35%		5.27%		0.00%		10.81%		10.84%		6.17%		2.86%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.58%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1993		2.27%		0.00%		0.30%		1.14%		4.88%		0.00%		1.70%		0.00%		2.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.25%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.33%		0.00%		9.01%		0.00%		1.75%		2.86%		4.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1994		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.06%		0.84%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.57%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.78%		1.03%		3.00%		5.36%		0.00%		2.44%		0.00%		0.00%		2.49%		3.13%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.25%		2.94%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.70%

		1995		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.94%		0.83%		0.00%		5.08%		0.00%		7.51%		0.00%		0.00%		0.64%		0.00%		0.00%		0.81%		5.71%		2.22%		1.00%		1.85%		2.65%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.45%		3.23%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.64%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.57%

		1996		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.83%		0.73%		0.00%		1.06%		0.00%		4.31%		3.23%		0.00%		0.57%		5.26%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.02%		2.29%		0.00%		0.00%		18.75%		0.00%		0.75%		2.56%		0.00%		0.00%		0.68%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1997		0.00%		1.35%		0.00%		0.78%		0.00%		0.00%		1.12%		0.00%		6.43%		2.56%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.63%		0.00%		0.00%		0.88%		1.77%		2.06%		0.00%		2.30%		0.00%		0.00%		3.59%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.54%		1.19%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.70%

		1998		0.00%		1.08%		0.30%		0.69%		0.00%		2.38%		0.00%		0.00%		4.42%		0.00%		0.00%		1.29%		5.88%		0.68%		0.00%		2.63%		1.33%		3.12%		0.73%		2.90%		2.38%		2.51%		5.56%		2.92%		5.45%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.94%		1.04%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		7.14%

		1999		0.00%		0.89%		0.14%		1.85%		1.40%		1.49%		6.44%		10.60%		4.33%		0.00%		0.00%		6.20%		4.55%		1.85%		0.00%		0.71%		2.44%		5.44%		2.65%		6.51%		3.85%		3.63%		0.00%		4.18%		1.93%		3.82%		6.90%		4.76%		1.99%		7.47%		0.00%		0.00%		1.45%		0.00%		5.78%

		2000		1.61%		4.75%		0.00%		2.87%		4.21%		1.45%		1.98%		3.45%		14.34%		8.28%		0.00%		0.40%		16.67%		0.62%		1.48%		0.00%		4.46%		4.85%		3.13%		6.15%		1.56%		1.54%		3.45%		6.87%		4.86%		2.35%		8.82%		4.55%		2.70%		3.96%		5.46%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		10.60%

		2001		4.74%		4.96%		0.07%		2.26%		5.18%		5.72%		3.84%		3.45%		15.50%		8.42%		1.67%		1.19%		11.77%		1.79%		0.00%		2.24%		16.84%		1.53%		4.45%		8.76%		3.28%		3.79%		3.57%		13.75%		6.58%		4.99%		3.13%		2.44%		10.27%		4.82%		1.79%		0.74%		0.00%		0.00%		13.26%

		2002		0.00%		2.40%		0.40%		1.63%		2.05%		0.00%		5.04%		3.13%		6.01%		5.26%		9.77%		2.33%		14.29%		0.00%		0.44%		0.83%		2.76%		0.73%		2.68%		1.85%		3.55%		13.83%		8.52%		7.24%		2.82%		2.55%		3.03%		0.00%		14.50%		4.53%		8.96%		0.00%		1.21%		3.70%		6.99%

		2003		0.00%		2.43%		0.08%		1.67%		2.50%		4.45%		2.41%		0.00%		2.74%		0.00%		11.27%		0.00%		0.00%		0.62%		0.79%		0.00%		1.33%		3.00%		3.42%		2.97%		1.72%		5.33%		0.00%		4.38%		2.91%		1.28%		0.00%		0.00%		8.37%		3.70%		3.60%		0.33%		1.24%		0.00%		9.79%

		2004		0.00%		2.35%		0.00%		1.66%		0.96%		0.00%		2.27%		2.70%		4.49%		1.56%		0.00%		0.35%		0.00%		0.00%		0.37%		0.00%		1.43%		0.77%		0.00%		4.14%		0.00%		4.68%		0.00%		1.94%		0.72%		2.48%		0.00%		0.00%		1.54%		0.00%		5.17%		0.30%		0.00%		0.00%		2.94%

		2005		0.00%		4.86%		0.07%		0.00%		0.95%		0.00%		0.00%		4.08%		1.59%		3.23%		3.64%		0.37%		0.00%		0.65%		0.00%		0.00%		1.61%		0.00%		0.00%		0.97%		0.00%		1.01%		0.00%		0.88%		1.61%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.44%		0.00%		8.20%		0.30%		0.00%		0.00%		3.13%

		2006		0.00%		5.21%		0.00%		1.13%		1.51%		0.00%		2.05%		1.89%		3.04%		1.67%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.68%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.56%		0.84%		0.00%		3.03%		0.00%		0.00%		0.75%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.52%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		2007		0.00%		1.56%		0.00%		1.06%		0.50%		0.00%		1.02%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.30%		0.79%		0.00%		0.00%		3.26%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.25%		0.78%		2.33%		0.00%		0.93%		1.12%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		2008		1.56%		4.03%		3.03%		1.58%		2.75%		1.94%		5.27%		2.00%		6.28%		8.71%		0.00%		1.65%		5.56%		4.10%		0.00%		2.31%		7.12%		0.83%		0.00%		10.07%		7.60%		1.93%		7.41%		0.78%		2.87%		0.65%		0.00%		0.00%		2.45%		4.80%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		2009		4.59%		18.64%		0.93%		4.31%		10.09%		7.57%		14.72%		23.45%		6.73%		9.33%		1.92%		2.00%		0.00%		4.94%		0.32%		6.36%		17.37%		0.78%		6.85%		17.93%		36.35%		22.30%		0.00%		9.97%		3.74%		3.83%		6.21%		0.00%		6.00%		6.96%		3.20%		0.30%		0.00%		0.00%		9.09%

		2010		0.00%		1.03%		0.41%		0.57%		3.60%		0.00%		1.77%		0.00%		3.82%		1.64%		6.00%		0.98%		10.53%		1.95%		0.37%		0.86%		2.04%		1.50%		1.53%		4.50%		15.35%		2.05%		0.00%		0.00%		4.09%		1.86%		0.00%		0.00%		1.57%		1.37%		0.00%		0.00%		0.99%		0.00%		3.03%

		2011		0.00%		0.91%		0.54%		0.00%		1.94%		0.00%		2.29%		0.00%		0.00%		3.51%		3.92%		0.99%		0.00%		0.58%		0.37%		0.78%		1.85%		0.00%		0.00%		3.52%		8.94%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.26%		1.32%		1.61%		0.00%		0.00%		5.67%		5.66%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		2012		1.28%		0.00%		0.49%		1.61%		2.29%		1.42%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.56%		5.46%		0.91%		4.55%		1.72%		0.37%		0.00%		4.01%		0.71%		1.15%		3.92%		16.29%		1.00%		0.00%		2.15%		2.16%		1.67%		6.10%		0.00%		1.71%		1.11%		1.96%		0.54%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		2013		1.25%		0.85%		1.21%		1.59%		0.59%		0.65%		2.48%		0.00%		2.08%		1.56%		1.82%		1.62%		4.76%		0.00%		0.38%		0.67%		0.00%		1.94%		0.59%		2.40%		20.25%		0.88%		0.00%		1.90%		1.36%		1.93%		0.00%		0.00%		1.66%		2.14%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		2014		1.30%		0.00%		0.67%		0.00%		0.00%		0.58%		0.52%		2.17%		0.00%		0.00%		7.14%		0.50%		0.00%		0.52%		0.00%		0.00%		2.00%		0.00%		2.70%		1.56%		8.70%		0.00%		0.00%		5.16%		2.36%		2.46%		3.00%		1.10%		1.64%		0.96%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		2015		2.69%		0.00%		1.55%		1.93%		0.00%		0.00%		2.26%		2.00%		4.64%		0.00%		0.00%		7.13%		4.35%		0.50%		0.72%		0.53%		4.17%		0.00%		0.47%		2.33%		2.38%		0.96%		4.17%		6.64%		2.12%		2.16%		4.14%		0.00%		0.56%		0.00%		0.00%		0.25%		0.00%		0.00%		1.82%

		2016		1.32%		1.49%		0.15%		0.50%		0.84%		1.62%		1.35%		2.33%		1.45%		0.00%		1.89%		14.34%		8.17%		2.26%		0.00%		1.01%		4.17%		0.67%		0.81%		0.73%		16.57%		0.00%		0.00%		9.04%		3.71%		1.10%		0.00%		0.00%		1.61%		1.99%		1.59%		0.25%		0.00%		0.00%		4.97%

		2017		2.74%		0.00%		0.53%		0.00%		0.85%		0.98%		0.45%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.36%		6.89%		11.11%		1.93%		0.00%		0.49%		13.56%		0.69%		1.27%		0.00%		0.00%		3.77%		3.57%		1.94%		7.08%		3.75%		1.18%		0.00%		1.61%		2.93%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.42%

		2018		0.00%		0.85%		0.00%		1.13%		0.00%		0.00%		3.53%		5.88%		1.43%		0.00%		6.88%		3.12%		0.00%		1.32%		0.00%		0.00%		2.70%		1.24%		0.39%		0.00%		7.05%		0.96%		0.00%		1.87%		7.27%		1.86%		0.00%		0.00%		1.04%		1.92%		0.00%		0.24%		0.00%		0.00%		3.18%
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		Exhibit 51. Annual volume-weighted corporate bond default rates by letter rating, 1994-2018*

		Year		Aaa		Aa		A		Baa		Ba		B		Caa-C		Inv-Grade		Spec-Grade		All- Rated

		1994		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		2.294		22.755		0.000		2.125		0.433

		1995		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		4.793		9.108		0.000		3.081		0.714

		1996		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		2.288		18.461		0.000		2.341		0.668

		1997		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.051		3.065		6.415		0.000		1.909		0.494

		1998		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.654		3.285		11.306		0.000		2.872		0.853

		1999		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.140		1.154		5.499		21.194		0.031		5.875		1.131

		2000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.623		1.948		5.296		19.985		0.137		5.630		1.302

		2001		0.000		0.000		0.720		0.957		1.276		14.339		54.455		0.545		15.801		3.042

		2002		0.000		0.000		2.718		1.979		5.250		16.148		77.821		1.758		21.556		4.819

		2003		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		3.622		3.745		17.012		0.000		6.122		1.070

		2004		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.258		9.190		0.000		1.879		0.328

		2005		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.201		0.000		0.899		18.181		0.073		3.787		0.754

		2006		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.033		1.065		3.999		0.000		1.050		0.212

		2007		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		4.834		0.000		0.796		0.155

		2008		0.000		0.816		2.370		1.108		8.274		1.051		11.158		1.466		5.802		2.220

		2009		0.000		0.000		0.014		0.751		3.601		6.466		37.815		0.217		16.255		2.754

		2010		0.000		0.000		0.147		0.021		0.000		0.130		6.021		0.077		1.643		0.339

		2011		0.000		0.114		0.000		0.403		0.000		0.173		7.145		0.149		1.461		0.397

		2012		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.018		0.000		0.218		11.103		0.007		2.036		0.396

		2013		0.000		0.000		0.060		0.024		0.000		0.841		4.365		0.039		1.073		0.254

		2014		0.000		0.000		0.023		0.000		0.108		0.324		9.244		0.010		1.737		0.388

		2015		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.813		1.376		17.030		0.000		3.468		0.789

		2016		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.134		0.938		19.308		0.000		3.488		0.738

		2017		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.096		0.058		9.700		0.000		1.611		0.317

		2018		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.553		11.302		0.000		1.837		0.338

		Mean		0.000		0.037		0.242		0.249		1.081		3.004		17.556		0.180		4.609		0.996

		Median		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.051		1.065		11.302		0.000		2.341		0.668

		StDev		0.000		0.164		0.710		0.487		2.049		4.161		16.799		0.448		5.319		1.103

		Min		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		3.999		0.000		0.796		0.155

		Max		0.000		0.816		2.718		1.979		8.274		16.148		77.821		1.758		21.556		4.819

		*Data in percent
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		Exhibit 52. Average volume-weighted corporate bond default rates by letter rating, 1994-2018*

		Rating \ Year		1		2		3		4		5

		Aaa		0.000		0.043		0.043		0.043		0.043

		Aa		0.029		0.076		0.105		0.143		0.198

		A		0.223		0.424		0.593		0.718		0.869

		Baa		0.128		0.275		0.392		0.600		0.888

		Ba		0.632		1.611		2.492		3.382		4.012

		B		2.452		5.688		8.812		11.577		13.444

		Caa-C		14.570		24.041		30.888		34.402		36.643

		Inv-Grade		0.150		0.301		0.423		0.556		0.728

		Spec-Grade		3.723		7.061		9.882		12.000		13.432

		All Rated		0.849		1.624		2.273		2.788		3.198

		*Data in percent
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		Exhibit 53. Cumulative issuer-weighted default rates by annual cohort, 1970-2018

		1/1/70

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		39		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.70%		2.70%		2.70%

		Aa		77		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.45%		1.45%		1.45%		2.94%		2.94%		2.94%		2.94%

		A		254		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.41%		0.41%		0.84%		0.84%		0.84%		0.84%		0.84%		1.29%		1.29%		1.29%		1.29%		1.29%		1.29%		1.79%		1.79%		2.84%		2.84%

		Baa		372		0.54%		0.54%		0.54%		1.12%		1.42%		1.42%		1.73%		2.37%		3.04%		3.04%		3.40%		3.40%		4.59%		5.00%		5.43%		5.87%		7.25%		8.29%		9.35%		9.92%

		Ba		238		4.24%		5.12%		5.57%		6.05%		7.04%		8.07%		8.61%		9.21%		10.46%		10.46%		10.46%		12.02%		14.56%		15.49%		15.49%		17.58%		21.08%		23.61%		23.61%		25.08%

		B		36		19.44%		19.44%		22.32%		22.32%		22.32%		22.32%		22.32%		22.32%		22.32%		22.32%		22.32%		22.32%		30.50%		30.50%		30.50%		30.50%		36.29%		36.29%		36.29%		36.29%

		Caa-C		16		50.00%		56.25%		75.00%		81.25%		81.25%		81.25%		81.25%		90.63%		90.63%		90.63%		90.63%		90.63%		90.63%		90.63%		90.63%		90.63%		90.63%		90.63%		90.63%		90.63%

		IG		742		0.27%		0.27%		0.27%		0.70%		0.84%		0.99%		1.14%		1.44%		1.76%		1.76%		2.09%		2.09%		2.61%		2.97%		3.15%		3.34%		4.30%		4.91%		5.73%		5.95%

		SG		290		8.68%		9.76%		11.60%		12.38%		13.19%		14.04%		14.47%		15.44%		16.45%		16.45%		16.45%		17.69%		21.01%		21.73%		21.73%		23.35%		26.97%		28.93%		28.93%		30.10%

		All		1032		2.63%		2.93%		3.43%		3.96%		4.27%		4.60%		4.82%		5.28%		5.76%		5.76%		6.01%		6.28%		7.37%		7.79%		7.94%		8.39%		9.79%		10.61%		11.29%		11.65%

		1/1/71

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		40		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.70%		2.70%		2.70%		2.70%

		Aa		74		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.75%

		A		282		0.00%		0.00%		0.37%		0.37%		0.74%		0.74%		0.74%		0.74%		0.74%		1.14%		1.14%		1.55%		1.96%		1.96%		1.96%		2.40%		2.40%		3.30%		3.30%		3.30%

		Baa		398		0.00%		0.00%		0.53%		0.80%		1.08%		1.37%		1.97%		2.60%		2.60%		2.93%		2.93%		4.06%		4.45%		4.86%		5.28%		6.58%		7.55%		8.55%		9.08%		10.22%

		Ba		228		0.89%		1.33%		1.82%		2.81%		3.84%		4.38%		4.99%		6.24%		6.24%		6.24%		7.80%		10.32%		11.25%		11.25%		13.31%		17.94%		20.49%		20.49%		21.96%		21.96%

		B		27		0.00%		3.85%		3.85%		3.85%		3.85%		3.85%		3.85%		3.85%		3.85%		3.85%		3.85%		15.87%		15.87%		15.87%		15.87%		23.51%		23.51%		23.51%		23.51%		23.51%

		Caa-C		8		12.50%		50.00%		62.50%		62.50%		62.50%		62.50%		81.25%		81.25%		81.25%		81.25%		81.25%		81.25%		81.25%		81.25%		81.25%		81.25%		81.25%		81.25%		81.25%		81.25%

		IG		794		0.00%		0.00%		0.39%		0.53%		0.80%		0.94%		1.22%		1.51%		1.51%		1.82%		1.82%		2.47%		2.80%		2.97%		3.15%		3.86%		4.43%		5.20%		5.40%		6.02%

		SG		263		1.16%		3.11%		3.94%		4.81%		5.71%		6.17%		7.22%		8.30%		8.30%		8.30%		9.62%		13.17%		13.95%		13.95%		15.67%		20.48%		22.59%		22.59%		23.84%		23.84%

		All		1057		0.29%		0.77%		1.27%		1.57%		1.99%		2.20%		2.65%		3.11%		3.11%		3.35%		3.61%		4.80%		5.20%		5.34%		5.78%		7.12%		7.92%		8.56%		8.91%		9.44%

		1/1/72

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		41		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.63%		2.63%		2.63%		2.63%		2.63%

		Aa		78		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.67%		1.67%

		A		303		0.00%		0.34%		0.34%		0.34%		0.34%		0.34%		0.34%		0.34%		0.34%		0.34%		0.72%		1.10%		1.10%		1.10%		1.50%		1.50%		2.34%		2.34%		2.80%		3.27%

		Baa		431		0.00%		0.49%		0.74%		1.25%		1.51%		2.06%		2.64%		2.64%		3.27%		3.27%		3.98%		4.34%		5.09%		5.48%		6.68%		7.57%		8.48%		9.48%		11.07%		13.83%

		Ba		224		0.00%		0.48%		1.46%		2.47%		3.00%		3.59%		4.81%		4.81%		4.81%		6.29%		9.48%		10.35%		10.35%		13.24%		17.53%		19.85%		19.85%		21.19%		22.62%		28.73%

		B		29		6.90%		6.90%		6.90%		6.90%		6.90%		6.90%		6.90%		6.90%		6.90%		6.90%		17.85%		17.85%		17.85%		17.85%		25.32%		25.32%		25.32%		25.32%		25.32%		25.32%

		Caa-C		8		37.50%		50.00%		50.00%		50.00%		50.00%		66.67%		66.67%		66.67%		66.67%		66.67%		66.67%		66.67%		66.67%		66.67%		66.67%		66.67%		66.67%		66.67%		66.67%		

		IG		853		0.00%		0.37%		0.49%		0.74%		0.87%		1.13%		1.40%		1.40%		1.68%		1.68%		2.14%		2.45%		2.77%		2.93%		3.59%		4.11%		4.83%		5.21%		6.19%		7.40%

		SG		261		1.92%		2.73%		3.58%		4.46%		4.91%		5.92%		6.96%		6.96%		6.96%		8.22%		12.23%		12.97%		12.97%		15.41%		19.91%		21.87%		21.87%		23.01%		24.28%		29.70%

		All		1114		0.45%		0.92%		1.21%		1.60%		1.80%		2.21%		2.64%		2.64%		2.87%		3.11%		4.22%		4.60%		4.86%		5.40%		6.65%		7.39%		7.99%		8.48%		9.49%		11.22%

		1/1/73

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		41		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.63%		2.63%		2.63%		2.63%		2.63%		2.63%

		Aa		81		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.59%		1.59%		1.59%

		A		309		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.37%		0.74%		0.74%		0.74%		1.13%		1.13%		1.95%		1.95%		2.40%		2.85%		3.32%

		Baa		441		0.46%		0.69%		1.18%		1.43%		1.94%		2.48%		2.48%		3.08%		3.08%		3.75%		4.43%		5.14%		5.87%		7.01%		7.85%		8.70%		9.65%		11.65%		13.76%		13.76%

		Ba		205		0.00%		1.02%		2.08%		2.63%		3.24%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		5.99%		10.01%		10.87%		10.87%		12.77%		17.03%		20.52%		20.52%		21.82%		23.22%		30.45%		31.96%

		B		27		3.85%		3.85%		3.85%		3.85%		3.85%		3.85%		3.85%		3.85%		3.85%		15.16%		15.16%		15.16%		15.16%		22.87%		22.87%		22.87%		22.87%		22.87%		22.87%		22.87%

		Caa-C		6		37.50%		37.50%		37.50%		37.50%		58.33%		58.33%		58.33%		58.33%		58.33%		58.33%		58.33%		58.33%		58.33%		58.33%		58.33%		58.33%		58.33%		58.33%				

		IG		872		0.23%		0.35%		0.59%		0.71%		0.96%		1.22%		1.22%		1.49%		1.49%		1.93%		2.37%		2.68%		2.99%		3.63%		4.13%		4.82%		5.18%		6.31%		7.29%		7.49%

		SG		238		1.28%		2.16%		3.09%		3.57%		4.61%		5.70%		5.70%		5.70%		6.97%		11.74%		12.48%		12.48%		14.10%		18.61%		21.58%		21.58%		22.72%		23.97%		30.47%		31.83%

		All		1110		0.46%		0.73%		1.11%		1.31%		1.71%		2.13%		2.13%		2.35%		2.58%		3.78%		4.27%		4.53%		5.05%		6.26%		7.12%		7.71%		8.18%		9.31%		11.00%		11.34%

		1/1/74

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		44		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.50%		2.50%		2.50%		2.50%		2.50%		2.50%		2.50%

		Aa		89		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.27%		1.27%		1.27%		1.27%		1.27%		1.27%		1.27%		1.27%		2.74%		2.74%		2.74%		2.74%

		A		307		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.37%		0.74%		0.74%		0.74%		1.13%		1.13%		1.93%		1.93%		2.37%		2.82%		3.27%		3.27%

		Baa		431		0.00%		0.48%		0.73%		1.24%		1.79%		1.79%		2.38%		2.38%		3.05%		3.73%		4.44%		5.18%		5.56%		6.40%		7.27%		8.22%		9.72%		11.83%		11.83%		11.83%

		Ba		197		0.51%		1.60%		2.17%		2.79%		4.09%		4.09%		4.09%		4.85%		8.92%		9.81%		9.81%		11.70%		17.94%		21.39%		21.39%		22.72%		25.53%		32.82%		34.35%		36.17%

		B		29		7.16%		7.16%		7.16%		7.16%		7.16%		7.16%		7.16%		11.80%		22.18%		22.18%		22.18%		22.18%		29.96%		29.96%		29.96%		29.96%		29.96%		29.96%		29.96%		29.96%

		Caa-C		3		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%						

		IG		871		0.00%		0.24%		0.36%		0.60%		0.86%		0.86%		1.13%		1.13%		1.70%		2.14%		2.44%		2.75%		3.06%		3.56%		4.24%		4.60%		5.52%		6.48%		6.67%		6.67%

		SG		229		1.33%		2.27%		2.76%		3.83%		4.93%		4.93%		4.93%		6.23%		11.03%		11.78%		11.78%		13.41%		19.68%		22.65%		22.65%		23.80%		26.34%		32.98%		34.38%		36.02%

		All		1100		0.28%		0.65%		0.85%		1.25%		1.66%		1.66%		1.88%		2.11%		3.41%		3.90%		4.15%		4.67%		5.87%		6.72%		7.30%		7.76%		8.89%		10.55%		10.89%		11.07%

		1/1/75

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		52		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.04%		2.04%		2.04%		2.04%		2.04%		2.04%		2.04%		2.04%

		Aa		103		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.05%		1.05%		1.05%		1.05%		1.05%		1.05%		2.23%		2.23%		3.45%		3.45%		3.45%		3.45%		3.45%

		A		321		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.35%		0.35%		0.35%		0.73%		0.73%		1.51%		1.51%		1.93%		2.79%		3.24%		3.73%		3.73%

		Baa		412		0.00%		0.00%		0.27%		0.83%		0.83%		1.44%		1.44%		2.45%		3.14%		3.86%		4.59%		4.98%		5.83%		6.26%		7.21%		9.21%		11.30%		11.30%		11.30%		11.30%

		Ba		200		1.03%		2.12%		3.27%		3.89%		3.89%		3.89%		4.59%		8.44%		9.28%		9.28%		11.09%		17.02%		20.31%		21.47%		22.73%		24.06%		29.62%		31.06%		32.74%		32.74%

		B		33		6.16%		6.16%		6.16%		9.51%		9.51%		9.51%		13.44%		22.10%		22.10%		22.10%		22.10%		28.59%		28.59%		28.59%		28.59%		38.79%		48.99%		48.99%		48.99%		48.99%

		Caa-C		3		0.00%		0.00%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%								

		IG		888		0.00%		0.00%		0.12%		0.36%		0.36%		0.62%		0.62%		1.17%		1.59%		1.88%		2.17%		2.47%		2.94%		3.58%		3.92%		4.97%		6.06%		6.24%		6.44%		6.44%

		SG		236		1.74%		2.66%		4.12%		5.14%		5.14%		5.14%		6.33%		10.80%		11.50%		11.50%		13.04%		18.91%		21.69%		22.65%		23.71%		26.02%		32.04%		33.30%		34.75%		34.75%

		All		1124		0.36%		0.55%		0.93%		1.32%		1.32%		1.53%		1.75%		2.99%		3.45%		3.70%		4.18%		5.33%		6.13%		6.81%		7.25%		8.46%		10.17%		10.49%		10.84%		10.84%

		1/1/76

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		66		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.70%		1.70%		1.70%		1.70%		1.70%		1.70%		1.70%		1.70%		1.70%

		Aa		112		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.97%		0.97%		0.97%		0.97%		0.97%		0.97%		2.06%		2.06%		3.19%		3.19%		3.19%		3.19%		3.19%		3.19%

		A		367		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.61%		0.61%		0.61%		1.27%		1.27%		2.32%		2.32%		3.07%		4.24%		4.24%		4.68%		4.68%		5.16%

		Baa		371		0.00%		0.29%		0.58%		0.58%		0.91%		0.91%		2.35%		3.09%		3.86%		4.65%		5.06%		5.96%		5.96%		6.98%		9.12%		10.79%		11.36%		11.36%		11.36%		11.36%

		Ba		206		1.00%		2.04%		3.16%		3.16%		3.79%		4.43%		7.20%		7.96%		7.96%		9.59%		14.85%		17.80%		18.83%		19.96%		21.15%		27.30%		28.58%		30.03%		30.03%		30.03%

		B		27		0.00%		0.00%		4.00%		4.00%		4.00%		8.80%		19.53%		19.53%		19.53%		19.53%		28.47%		28.47%		28.47%		28.47%		42.78%		57.08%		57.08%		57.08%		57.08%		57.08%

		Caa-C		3		0.00%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%										

		IG		916		0.00%		0.11%		0.23%		0.23%		0.35%		0.35%		1.00%		1.52%		1.79%		2.07%		2.50%		2.95%		3.55%		3.88%		5.04%		6.06%		6.23%		6.42%		6.42%		6.63%

		SG		236		0.87%		2.25%		3.69%		3.69%		4.24%		5.36%		8.96%		9.62%		9.62%		11.06%		16.54%		19.16%		20.07%		21.07%		23.22%		29.96%		31.15%		32.50%		32.50%		32.50%

		All		1152		0.18%		0.54%		0.91%		0.91%		1.11%		1.31%		2.48%		3.03%		3.26%		3.72%		4.92%		5.69%		6.33%		6.75%		8.03%		9.80%		10.10%		10.43%		10.43%		10.61%

		1/1/77

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		67		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.70%		1.70%		1.70%		1.70%		1.70%		1.70%		1.70%		1.70%		1.70%		1.70%

		Aa		119		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.91%		0.91%		0.91%		0.91%		0.91%		0.91%		1.94%		1.94%		3.00%		3.00%		3.00%		3.00%		3.00%		3.00%		3.00%

		A		388		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.58%		0.58%		0.58%		1.20%		1.20%		2.84%		2.84%		3.90%		5.00%		5.00%		5.42%		5.42%		5.88%		5.88%

		Baa		355		0.29%		0.60%		0.60%		0.60%		0.60%		2.06%		2.81%		3.59%		4.40%		4.82%		5.73%		5.73%		6.77%		8.40%		10.09%		10.66%		10.66%		10.66%		10.66%		10.66%

		Ba		195		0.54%		1.67%		1.67%		2.27%		2.92%		5.72%		6.48%		6.48%		8.11%		13.37%		16.30%		17.32%		18.44%		19.64%		25.81%		27.09%		28.55%		28.55%		28.55%		28.55%

		B		31		3.23%		6.56%		6.56%		10.63%		14.88%		24.90%		24.90%		24.90%		24.90%		33.24%		33.24%		33.24%		33.24%		46.59%		59.94%		59.94%		59.94%		59.94%		59.94%		59.94%

		Caa-C		3		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%												

		IG		929		0.11%		0.22%		0.22%		0.22%		0.22%		0.85%		1.36%		1.62%		1.89%		2.31%		2.74%		3.63%		3.95%		5.07%		6.06%		6.23%		6.41%		6.41%		6.62%		6.62%

		SG		229		1.36%		2.79%		2.79%		3.84%		4.96%		8.55%		9.21%		9.21%		10.64%		16.05%		18.63%		19.53%		20.51%		22.64%		29.34%		30.52%		31.86%		31.86%		31.86%		31.86%

		All		1158		0.35%		0.72%		0.72%		0.91%		1.11%		2.25%		2.78%		3.00%		3.45%		4.63%		5.37%		6.26%		6.66%		7.91%		9.62%		9.91%		10.24%		10.24%		10.42%		10.42%

		1/1/78

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		71		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.56%		1.56%		1.56%		3.15%		3.15%		3.15%		3.15%		3.15%		3.15%		3.15%		3.15%

		Aa		131		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.83%		0.83%		0.83%		0.83%		0.83%		0.83%		1.75%		1.75%		1.75%		1.75%		1.75%		1.75%		1.75%		1.75%		1.75%		1.75%

		A		380		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.58%		0.58%		0.58%		1.21%		1.21%		2.55%		2.55%		4.00%		4.74%		4.74%		5.17%		5.17%		5.64%		5.64%		5.64%

		Baa		341		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.42%		1.78%		2.55%		2.94%		3.35%		4.65%		5.10%		6.11%		7.68%		9.86%		10.41%		10.41%		10.41%		10.41%		10.41%		10.41%

		Ba		187		1.12%		1.12%		1.12%		1.77%		4.58%		6.09%		6.09%		9.33%		15.44%		17.43%		18.44%		19.56%		21.94%		28.12%		29.41%		32.29%		32.29%		32.29%		32.29%		32.29%

		B		37		5.41%		5.41%		11.71%		14.98%		22.38%		22.38%		26.94%		26.94%		32.56%		38.69%		38.69%		38.69%		47.45%		60.59%		60.59%		60.59%		60.59%		60.59%		60.59%		60.59%

		Caa-C		3		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		50.00%		50.00%		50.00%		50.00%		50.00%														

		IG		923		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.61%		0.99%		1.24%		1.37%		1.78%		2.34%		3.21%		3.51%		4.76%		5.73%		5.89%		6.07%		6.07%		6.27%		6.27%		6.27%

		SG		227		1.82%		1.82%		2.84%		3.91%		7.37%		8.61%		9.28%		12.01%		18.68%		21.16%		22.00%		22.94%		26.01%		32.61%		33.77%		36.37%		36.37%		36.37%		36.37%		36.37%

		All		1150		0.35%		0.35%		0.54%		0.74%		1.84%		2.36%		2.68%		3.23%		4.60%		5.44%		6.30%		6.69%		8.18%		9.85%		10.13%		10.60%		10.60%		10.77%		10.77%		10.77%

		1/1/79

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		75		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.47%		1.47%		1.47%		2.96%		2.96%		2.96%		2.96%		2.96%		2.96%		2.96%		2.96%		2.96%

		Aa		132		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.81%		0.81%		0.81%		0.81%		0.81%		0.81%		1.72%		1.72%		1.72%		1.72%		1.72%		1.72%		1.72%		1.72%		1.72%		1.72%		1.72%

		A		376		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.57%		0.57%		0.57%		1.19%		1.19%		2.52%		2.52%		3.59%		4.32%		4.32%		4.75%		4.75%		5.20%		5.20%		5.20%		5.20%

		Baa		336		0.00%		0.31%		0.31%		1.70%		2.06%		2.43%		2.82%		2.82%		4.09%		4.53%		5.52%		8.12%		10.28%		10.83%		10.83%		10.83%		10.83%		10.83%		10.83%		10.83%

		Ba		207		0.51%		0.51%		1.07%		3.49%		6.07%		9.49%		12.27%		18.90%		20.55%		21.40%		22.33%		25.39%		31.71%		32.79%		35.19%		35.19%		35.19%		35.19%		35.19%		35.19%

		B		34		0.00%		6.45%		9.79%		17.01%		17.01%		21.62%		26.52%		38.95%		45.74%		45.74%		45.74%		56.59%		56.59%														

		Caa-C		3		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		50.00%		50.00%		50.00%		50.00%		50.00%																

		IG		919		0.00%		0.11%		0.11%		0.71%		1.08%		1.20%		1.33%		1.60%		2.14%		3.00%		3.30%		4.68%		5.63%		5.79%		5.97%		5.97%		6.16%		6.16%		6.16%		6.16%

		SG		244		0.44%		1.35%		2.29%		5.35%		7.55%		11.06%		14.06%		21.82%		23.96%		24.70%		25.52%		29.15%		35.00%		36.03%		38.31%		38.31%		38.31%		38.31%		38.31%		38.31%

		All		1163		0.09%		0.36%		0.55%		1.61%		2.31%		3.03%		3.66%		5.20%		6.00%		6.83%		7.21%		8.91%		10.52%		10.80%		11.25%		11.25%		11.42%		11.42%		11.42%		11.42%

		1/1/80

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		87		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.27%		1.27%		1.27%		2.57%		2.57%		2.57%		2.57%		2.57%		2.57%		2.57%		2.57%		2.57%		2.57%

		Aa		130		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.90%		1.80%		1.80%		1.80%		1.80%		1.80%		1.80%		1.80%		1.80%		1.80%		1.80%		1.80%		1.80%

		A		381		0.00%		0.00%		0.28%		0.83%		0.83%		0.83%		1.73%		2.04%		3.01%		3.01%		4.06%		4.78%		4.78%		5.19%		5.19%		5.64%		5.64%		5.64%		5.64%		6.66%

		Baa		336		0.00%		0.00%		1.01%		1.36%		1.73%		2.46%		2.46%		3.29%		4.14%		5.53%		7.98%		10.50%		11.53%		11.53%		11.53%		11.53%		11.53%		11.53%		11.53%		11.53%

		Ba		207		0.00%		0.52%		3.89%		5.09%		8.86%		12.10%		18.21%		20.48%		21.26%		23.94%		26.81%		32.98%		35.28%		37.72%		37.72%		37.72%		37.72%		39.24%		39.24%		39.24%

		B		41		5.00%		7.57%		15.72%		21.54%		27.95%		31.55%		44.78%		49.38%		49.38%		49.38%		61.43%		69.15%		69.15%		69.15%		69.15%		69.15%		69.15%		69.15%		69.15%		69.15%

		Caa-C		6		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		55.56%		55.56%		55.56%		55.56%		55.56%																		

		IG		934		0.00%		0.00%		0.46%		0.82%		0.94%		1.18%		1.56%		2.23%		3.05%		3.48%		4.81%		5.87%		6.18%		6.35%		6.35%		6.54%		6.54%		6.54%		6.54%		6.98%

		SG		254		1.63%		2.48%		6.55%		8.49%		12.59%		15.79%		23.19%		25.69%		26.33%		28.55%		32.53%		38.69%		40.72%		42.88%		42.88%		42.88%		42.88%		44.21%		44.21%		44.21%

		All		1188		0.34%		0.52%		1.72%		2.38%		3.25%		4.06%		5.72%		6.70%		7.49%		8.20%		9.93%		11.72%		12.26%		12.69%		12.69%		12.85%		12.85%		13.02%		13.02%		13.39%

		1/1/81

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		91		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.22%		1.22%		1.22%		2.49%		2.49%		2.49%		2.49%		2.49%		2.49%		2.49%		2.49%		2.49%		2.49%		2.49%

		Aa		135		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.83%		2.50%		2.50%		2.50%		2.50%		2.50%		2.50%		2.50%		2.50%		2.50%		2.50%		2.50%		2.50%		3.73%

		A		386		0.00%		0.27%		0.27%		0.27%		0.27%		1.15%		1.46%		2.11%		2.11%		3.15%		3.88%		3.88%		4.29%		4.29%		4.74%		4.74%		4.74%		4.74%		5.75%		6.27%

		Baa		339		0.00%		0.64%		1.96%		2.66%		3.37%		3.37%		3.77%		4.59%		5.91%		8.26%		10.18%		11.16%		11.16%		11.16%		11.16%		11.16%		11.16%		11.16%		11.90%		12.70%

		Ba		241		0.00%		3.65%		5.13%		8.17%		11.87%		18.56%		21.07%		21.72%		24.73%		28.83%		35.16%		37.24%		39.44%		39.44%		39.44%		39.44%		40.85%		42.29%		42.29%		42.29%

		B		46		4.40%		11.39%		16.32%		24.34%		27.25%		41.23%		41.23%		41.23%		41.23%		51.52%		57.58%		57.58%		57.58%		57.58%		57.58%		57.58%		57.58%		57.58%		57.58%		57.58%

		Caa-C		7		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		16.67%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%

		IG		951		0.00%		0.33%		0.78%		1.02%		1.25%		1.62%		2.14%		2.93%		3.35%		4.64%		5.52%		5.82%		5.99%		5.99%		6.17%		6.17%		6.17%		6.17%		6.80%		7.46%

		SG		294		0.70%		4.79%		6.78%		10.51%		13.98%		21.89%		24.47%		25.00%		27.47%		32.22%		38.31%		40.09%		41.96%		41.96%		41.96%		41.96%		43.15%		44.36%		44.36%		44.36%

		All		1245		0.16%		1.35%		2.14%		3.14%		4.07%		6.01%		6.93%		7.68%		8.46%		10.34%		12.04%		12.55%		12.96%		12.96%		13.11%		13.11%		13.28%		13.44%		13.97%		14.53%

		1/1/82

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		94		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.18%		1.18%		1.18%		2.41%		2.41%		2.41%		2.41%		2.41%		2.41%		2.41%		2.41%		2.41%		2.41%		2.41%		2.41%

		Aa		147		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.76%		2.28%		2.28%		2.28%		2.28%		2.28%		2.28%		2.28%		3.29%		3.29%		3.29%		3.29%		3.29%		4.46%		4.46%

		A		395		0.26%		0.26%		0.26%		0.26%		1.11%		1.11%		1.74%		1.74%		3.10%		3.80%		3.80%		4.20%		4.20%		4.20%		4.20%		4.20%		4.20%		4.69%		5.18%		8.27%

		Baa		326		0.33%		0.33%		1.39%		2.13%		2.51%		3.32%		4.16%		5.50%		7.87%		9.81%		10.81%		10.81%		10.81%		10.81%		10.81%		10.81%		10.81%		12.34%		13.15%		13.15%

		Ba		254		2.79%		5.36%		8.05%		11.79%		18.63%		20.84%		21.42%		24.08%		28.54%		32.63%		34.54%		36.55%		36.55%		36.55%		36.55%		37.90%		39.38%		39.38%		39.38%		42.66%

		B		45		2.22%		9.10%		14.08%		16.77%		29.17%		29.17%		29.17%		29.17%		34.62%		53.19%		53.19%		53.19%		53.19%		53.19%		53.19%		53.19%		53.19%		53.19%		53.19%		53.19%

		Caa-C		13		23.08%		46.15%		46.15%		46.15%		55.13%		64.10%		64.10%		64.10%		64.10%		64.10%		64.10%		64.10%		64.10%		64.10%		64.10%		64.10%		64.10%		64.10%		64.10%		64.10%

		IG		962		0.22%		0.22%		0.55%		0.79%		1.27%		1.77%		2.55%		2.95%		4.36%		5.22%		5.52%		5.68%		5.68%		5.86%		5.86%		5.86%		5.86%		6.48%		7.12%		8.43%

		SG		312		3.55%		7.66%		10.57%		14.00%		21.66%		23.90%		24.37%		26.56%		30.88%		36.35%		37.96%		39.66%		39.66%		39.66%		39.66%		40.78%		41.99%		41.99%		41.99%		44.69%

		All		1274		1.04%		2.03%		2.98%		3.95%		6.07%		6.95%		7.66%		8.41%		10.33%		11.98%		12.47%		12.87%		12.87%		13.02%		13.02%		13.18%		13.34%		13.86%		14.39%		15.86%

		1/1/83

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		99		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.27%		2.27%		2.27%		3.53%		3.53%		3.53%		3.53%		3.53%		3.53%		3.53%		3.53%		3.53%		3.53%		3.53%		3.53%		3.53%

		Aa		233		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.47%		1.91%		1.91%		1.91%		1.91%		1.91%		1.91%		1.91%		2.56%		2.56%		2.56%		2.56%		2.56%		2.56%		3.34%		4.17%

		A		475		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.23%		0.23%		0.99%		0.99%		2.34%		3.47%		4.05%		4.36%		4.36%		4.36%		4.36%		4.36%		4.36%		4.36%		4.77%		6.04%		6.47%

		Baa		324		0.00%		0.99%		1.34%		2.80%		3.21%		3.63%		4.55%		6.95%		8.97%		8.97%		8.97%		8.97%		8.97%		8.97%		8.97%		8.97%		10.50%		12.12%		13.82%		17.30%

		Ba		178		1.16%		2.44%		4.44%		10.32%		11.99%		15.59%		19.87%		23.35%		26.93%		26.93%		28.59%		28.59%		28.59%		28.59%		28.59%		30.97%		33.53%		36.19%		41.50%		44.16%

		B		135		2.30%		7.13%		13.84%		24.32%		27.16%		28.13%		30.39%		37.60%		48.55%		53.35%		55.80%		55.80%		55.80%		55.80%		59.49%		59.49%		59.49%		59.49%		59.49%		59.49%

		Caa-C		20		42.31%		53.85%		59.62%		59.62%		73.08%		73.08%		73.08%		73.08%		73.08%		73.08%		73.08%		73.08%		73.08%		73.08%		73.08%		73.08%		73.08%		73.08%		73.08%		73.08%

		IG		1131		0.00%		0.28%		0.37%		0.86%		1.28%		2.04%		2.27%		3.56%		4.53%		4.78%		4.92%		4.92%		5.07%		5.07%		5.07%		5.07%		5.42%		5.96%		7.07%		8.23%

		SG		333		4.06%		7.43%		11.64%		19.11%		22.02%		24.23%		27.37%		32.16%		38.08%		39.67%		41.47%		41.47%		41.47%		41.47%		42.66%		44.06%		45.54%		47.09%		50.20%		51.81%

		All		1464		0.90%		1.84%		2.81%		4.75%		5.67%		6.71%		7.45%		9.29%		11.00%		11.43%		11.78%		11.78%		11.91%		11.91%		12.05%		12.19%		12.65%		13.27%		14.55%		15.72%

		1/1/84

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		85		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.28%		1.28%		1.28%		2.73%		2.73%		2.73%		2.73%		2.73%		2.73%		2.73%		2.73%		2.73%		2.73%		2.73%		2.73%		2.73%		2.73%

		Aa		249		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.86%		1.76%		1.76%		1.76%		1.76%		1.76%		1.76%		1.76%		2.37%		2.37%		2.37%		2.37%		2.37%		2.37%		3.09%		3.84%		3.84%

		A		496		0.00%		0.21%		0.43%		0.66%		1.60%		1.60%		3.11%		4.15%		4.69%		4.69%		4.69%		4.69%		4.69%		4.69%		4.69%		4.69%		5.07%		6.23%		6.62%		7.07%

		Baa		331		0.63%		0.63%		0.96%		1.36%		1.77%		2.67%		3.62%		5.12%		5.12%		5.69%		5.69%		5.69%		5.69%		6.40%		6.40%		7.20%		8.90%		11.57%		14.31%		14.31%

		Ba		195		0.52%		2.16%		9.11%		11.68%		15.16%		18.40%		24.39%		29.69%		30.77%		31.94%		31.94%		31.94%		31.94%		31.94%		31.94%		35.78%		37.79%		39.79%		43.81%		43.81%

		B		154		5.34%		12.26%		21.66%		24.74%		27.98%		33.68%		41.81%		47.80%		49.67%		53.69%		53.69%		53.69%		53.69%		53.69%		57.25%		57.25%		57.25%		57.25%		57.25%		57.25%

		Caa-C		11		18.18%		29.87%		29.87%		47.40%		47.40%		47.40%		47.40%		47.40%		47.40%		47.40%		47.40%		47.40%		47.40%		47.40%		47.40%		47.40%		47.40%		47.40%		47.40%		47.40%

		IG		1161		0.18%		0.27%		0.45%		0.95%		1.68%		1.89%		2.91%		3.73%		3.97%		4.11%		4.11%		4.26%		4.26%		4.42%		4.42%		4.59%		5.12%		6.39%		7.34%		7.55%

		SG		360		3.13%		7.28%		15.12%		18.18%		21.48%		25.75%		32.43%		37.71%		38.96%		41.06%		41.06%		41.06%		41.06%		41.06%		42.20%		44.61%		45.89%		47.18%		49.79%		49.79%

		All		1521		0.87%		1.91%		3.86%		4.93%		6.22%		7.25%		9.33%		10.94%		11.35%		11.78%		11.78%		11.91%		11.91%		12.04%		12.18%		12.61%		13.21%		14.44%		15.56%		15.74%

		1/1/85

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		91		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.35%		1.35%		1.35%		1.35%		1.35%		1.35%		1.35%		1.35%		1.35%		1.35%		1.35%		1.35%		1.35%		1.35%		1.35%

		Aa		302		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.77%		0.77%		0.77%		0.77%		0.77%		0.77%		0.77%		1.33%		1.33%		1.33%		1.33%		1.33%		1.33%		1.99%		2.68%		2.68%		2.68%

		A		557		0.00%		0.19%		1.22%		2.31%		2.31%		3.97%		4.95%		5.21%		5.21%		5.21%		5.21%		5.21%		5.21%		5.21%		5.21%		5.57%		6.32%		6.70%		7.13%		7.13%

		Baa		336		0.00%		1.01%		1.36%		1.76%		2.65%		3.10%		4.60%		5.11%		5.69%		5.69%		5.69%		5.69%		6.44%		6.44%		8.95%		10.77%		13.58%		16.54%		16.54%		16.54%

		Ba		236		0.87%		5.93%		8.65%		12.09%		17.18%		23.35%		29.11%		30.72%		31.61%		31.61%		31.61%		31.61%		31.61%		31.61%		33.17%		34.88%		38.31%		41.73%		41.73%		41.73%

		B		182		7.31%		16.03%		20.97%		24.30%		30.01%		38.32%		43.78%		45.48%		49.52%		49.52%		52.05%		52.05%		52.05%		55.47%		55.47%		55.47%		55.47%		55.47%		55.47%		55.47%

		Caa-C		15		6.67%		13.33%		22.00%		31.75%		31.75%		31.75%		31.75%		31.75%		31.75%		31.75%		59.05%		59.05%		59.05%		59.05%		59.05%		59.05%		59.05%		59.05%		59.05%		59.05%

		IG		1286		0.00%		0.34%		0.87%		1.64%		1.84%		2.79%		3.56%		3.79%		3.92%		3.92%		4.06%		4.06%		4.21%		4.21%		4.70%		5.22%		6.27%		7.18%		7.38%		7.38%

		SG		433		3.77%		10.46%		14.35%		17.92%		23.14%		29.91%		35.27%		36.80%		38.52%		38.52%		40.68%		40.68%		40.68%		41.58%		42.60%		43.73%		45.98%		48.25%		48.25%		48.25%

		All		1719		0.95%		2.90%		4.26%		5.70%		7.03%		9.18%		10.84%		11.31%		11.71%		11.71%		12.18%		12.18%		12.30%		12.43%		12.98%		13.55%		14.72%		15.78%		15.95%		15.95%

		1/1/86

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		136		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		351		0.00%		0.00%		0.64%		0.64%		1.34%		1.34%		1.34%		1.34%		1.34%		1.79%		1.79%		1.79%		1.79%		1.79%		1.79%		2.38%		2.99%		2.99%		2.99%		2.99%

		A		625		0.00%		0.18%		0.73%		0.92%		1.90%		2.51%		2.51%		2.51%		2.51%		2.51%		2.51%		2.51%		2.51%		2.51%		3.16%		3.83%		4.53%		4.92%		4.92%		5.34%

		Baa		364		0.87%		1.17%		2.55%		3.66%		5.22%		6.48%		7.38%		7.87%		8.40%		8.40%		8.40%		9.05%		9.05%		10.46%		11.23%		12.79%		14.40%		14.40%		14.40%		14.40%

		Ba		314		2.37%		6.92%		9.39%		13.63%		20.33%		26.42%		28.44%		30.62%		31.42%		31.42%		31.42%		32.44%		32.44%		32.44%		33.88%		39.73%		42.67%		42.67%		42.67%		44.31%

		B		223		10.54%		14.88%		19.03%		24.04%		31.75%		39.12%		43.84%		46.52%		46.52%		48.66%		48.66%		48.66%		51.10%		56.85%		59.94%		59.94%		59.94%		59.94%		59.94%		59.94%

		Caa-C		19		17.11%		23.48%		31.13%		31.13%		31.13%		31.13%		31.13%		31.13%		31.13%		77.05%		77.05%		77.05%		77.05%		77.05%		77.05%		77.05%		77.05%		77.05%		77.05%		77.05%

		IG		1476		0.21%		0.36%		1.06%		1.39%		2.33%		2.87%		3.05%		3.16%		3.26%		3.38%		3.38%		3.50%		3.50%		3.78%		4.22%		4.96%		5.73%		5.90%		5.90%		6.08%

		SG		556		6.16%		10.69%		14.03%		18.48%		25.41%		31.81%		34.70%		36.98%		37.49%		39.23%		39.23%		39.91%		40.65%		42.34%		44.15%		47.92%		49.83%		49.83%		49.83%		50.92%

		All		2032		1.83%		3.14%		4.53%		5.84%		8.09%		9.83%		10.51%		11.00%		11.17%		11.55%		11.55%		11.75%		11.86%		12.32%		12.93%		14.04%		14.94%		15.08%		15.08%		15.38%

		1/1/87

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		156		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		365		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.32%		0.32%		0.32%		0.32%		0.32%		0.74%		0.74%		0.74%		0.74%		0.74%		0.74%		1.27%		1.83%		1.83%		1.83%		1.83%		1.83%

		A		594		0.00%		0.00%		0.19%		1.14%		1.74%		1.74%		1.74%		1.74%		1.74%		1.74%		1.74%		1.74%		1.74%		2.06%		2.71%		3.41%		4.15%		4.15%		4.55%		4.97%

		Baa		402		0.00%		0.87%		1.79%		3.42%		4.82%		6.29%		7.52%		7.52%		7.52%		7.52%		8.06%		8.65%		9.84%		10.51%		11.86%		12.55%		12.55%		12.55%		12.55%		12.55%

		Ba		422		3.03%		4.98%		8.71%		15.92%		23.85%		26.51%		29.01%		30.71%		31.34%		32.03%		33.58%		33.58%		33.58%		34.73%		38.16%		44.09%		44.09%		44.09%		45.53%		47.04%

		B		303		5.44%		11.87%		19.38%		29.45%		38.07%		43.13%		44.85%		44.85%		46.05%		46.05%		46.05%		47.59%		51.09%		56.52%		58.41%		60.49%		60.49%		60.49%		60.49%		60.49%

		Caa-C		33		9.82%		16.76%		16.76%		50.06%		50.06%		50.06%		50.06%		50.06%		75.03%		75.03%		75.03%		75.03%		75.03%		75.03%		75.03%		75.03%		75.03%		75.03%		75.03%		75.03%

		IG		1517		0.00%		0.22%		0.52%		1.38%		1.95%		2.29%		2.57%		2.57%		2.68%		2.68%		2.79%		2.92%		3.17%		3.44%		4.13%		4.70%		5.01%		5.01%		5.18%		5.35%

		SG		758		4.31%		8.34%		13.45%		22.40%		30.37%		33.80%		35.93%		36.96%		38.53%		38.95%		39.91%		40.45%		41.69%		44.34%		47.05%		51.31%		51.31%		51.31%		52.18%		53.12%

		All		2275		1.42%		2.87%		4.64%		7.78%		10.32%		11.40%		12.10%		12.33%		12.73%		12.82%		13.09%		13.28%		13.69%		14.33%		15.32%		16.46%		16.70%		16.70%		16.97%		17.24%

		1/1/88

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		154		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		401		0.00%		0.53%		0.80%		0.80%		0.80%		0.80%		0.80%		1.16%		1.16%		1.16%		1.16%		1.16%		1.61%		2.07%		2.54%		2.54%		2.54%		2.54%		2.54%		2.54%

		A		605		0.00%		0.18%		0.90%		1.45%		1.45%		1.45%		1.45%		1.45%		1.45%		1.45%		1.45%		1.45%		1.45%		2.10%		2.43%		3.16%		3.16%		3.56%		3.96%		3.96%

		Baa		380		0.00%		0.29%		1.20%		2.50%		4.18%		5.69%		5.69%		5.69%		5.69%		6.19%		6.19%		6.76%		7.37%		9.25%		11.20%		11.20%		11.20%		11.20%		11.20%		11.20%

		Ba		463		1.36%		6.46%		11.96%		20.06%		22.53%		24.95%		25.89%		26.41%		27.54%		28.80%		29.56%		30.34%		31.22%		35.81%		41.61%		41.61%		41.61%		42.88%		44.31%		47.59%

		B		385		5.93%		12.97%		26.18%		34.77%		39.25%		42.29%		43.76%		46.35%		46.35%		47.38%		52.01%		54.76%		59.19%		60.76%		62.55%		62.55%		62.55%		62.55%		62.55%		62.55%

		Caa-C		40		12.50%		15.74%		44.55%		44.55%		44.55%		44.55%		44.55%		72.27%		72.27%		72.27%		72.27%		72.27%		72.27%		72.27%		72.27%		72.27%		72.27%		72.27%		72.27%		72.27%

		IG		1540		0.00%		0.28%		0.85%		1.37%		1.76%		2.11%		2.11%		2.20%		2.20%		2.31%		2.31%		2.43%		2.68%		3.45%		4.12%		4.41%		4.41%		4.56%		4.72%		4.72%

		SG		888		3.86%		9.72%		18.97%		27.07%		30.27%		32.86%		33.95%		35.82%		36.50%		37.63%		39.80%		41.24%		43.33%		46.65%		50.76%		50.76%		50.76%		51.54%		52.39%		54.26%

		All		2428		1.39%		3.58%		6.95%		9.78%		10.95%		11.87%		12.13%		12.64%		12.79%		13.11%		13.55%		13.92%		14.50%		15.69%		16.94%		17.16%		17.16%		17.40%		17.66%		17.92%

		1/1/89

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		172		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		412		0.50%		0.50%		0.50%		0.50%		0.50%		0.50%		0.83%		0.83%		0.83%		0.83%		0.83%		1.26%		1.68%		2.13%		2.13%		2.13%		2.13%		2.13%		2.13%		3.28%

		A		642		0.00%		0.33%		0.83%		0.83%		0.83%		0.83%		0.83%		0.83%		0.83%		0.83%		0.83%		0.83%		1.74%		2.05%		2.39%		2.39%		2.76%		3.14%		3.14%		4.41%

		Baa		398		0.53%		1.62%		2.21%		4.04%		4.72%		4.72%		4.72%		4.72%		5.17%		5.17%		5.66%		6.20%		8.41%		10.11%		10.73%		10.73%		10.73%		10.73%		10.73%		11.50%

		Ba		437		2.96%		9.82%		17.81%		20.09%		22.71%		23.14%		23.63%		24.73%		25.96%		28.13%		28.86%		30.51%		34.71%		40.99%		40.99%		40.99%		40.99%		42.17%		44.80%		46.34%

		B		423		7.55%		21.06%		29.53%		34.63%		37.94%		40.21%		43.56%		44.35%		46.80%		49.59%		51.88%		55.70%		55.70%		58.76%		58.76%		58.76%		61.05%		61.05%		61.05%		66.25%

		Caa-C		49		20.33%		49.04%		55.41%		55.41%		55.41%		55.41%		55.41%		55.41%		55.41%		55.41%		55.41%		55.41%		77.70%		77.70%		77.70%		77.70%		77.70%		77.70%		77.70%		77.70%

		IG		1624		0.25%		0.64%		0.99%		1.41%		1.57%		1.57%		1.66%		1.66%		1.76%		1.76%		1.86%		2.09%		3.04%		3.65%		3.91%		3.91%		4.06%		4.20%		4.20%		5.17%

		SG		909		5.91%		16.42%		24.55%		28.01%		30.84%		32.05%		33.71%		34.64%		36.34%		38.73%		40.02%		42.39%		45.34%		50.17%		50.17%		50.17%		50.85%		51.59%		53.19%		55.87%

		All		2533		2.23%		5.96%		8.75%		10.06%		10.94%		11.24%		11.70%		11.91%		12.35%		12.83%		13.16%		13.78%		15.06%		16.39%		16.59%		16.59%		16.81%		17.05%		17.29%		18.44%

		1/1/90

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		193		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		462		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.28%		0.28%		0.28%		0.28%		0.28%		0.28%		0.64%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		2.04%		3.58%

		A		668		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.27%		0.55%		0.84%		1.15%		1.15%		1.49%		1.49%		1.49%		2.68%		4.30%

		Baa		390		0.26%		0.84%		1.14%		1.50%		1.50%		1.50%		1.50%		1.50%		1.50%		1.99%		2.52%		5.24%		8.04%		8.63%		8.63%		8.63%		9.37%		9.37%		10.21%		12.75%

		Ba		422		3.77%		12.23%		14.72%		17.53%		17.93%		18.88%		19.40%		20.57%		22.66%		23.36%		25.68%		31.31%		35.54%		35.54%		35.54%		35.54%		36.70%		39.15%		40.51%		41.86%

		B		447		13.74%		23.16%		30.02%		33.17%		35.52%		38.33%		39.67%		42.67%		45.24%		47.44%		51.35%		51.35%		54.60%		54.60%		54.60%		56.87%		56.87%		56.87%		64.96%		67.88%

		Caa-C		56		43.91%		47.92%		56.60%		56.60%		56.60%		56.60%		56.60%		56.60%		56.60%		78.30%		78.30%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%

		IG		1713		0.06%		0.19%		0.25%		0.33%		0.33%		0.41%		0.41%		0.41%		0.41%		0.50%		0.71%		1.47%		2.25%		2.49%		2.49%		2.62%		2.76%		2.76%		3.67%		5.20%

		SG		925		10.54%		19.25%		23.86%		26.72%		28.02%		29.75%		30.60%		32.48%		34.73%		36.36%		39.07%		42.90%		46.50%		46.50%		46.50%		47.19%		47.91%		49.45%		52.75%		54.52%

		All		2638		3.57%		6.43%		7.85%		8.70%		9.03%		9.50%		9.70%		10.10%		10.54%		10.93%		11.58%		12.85%		14.08%		14.27%		14.27%		14.48%		14.69%		14.92%		16.13%		17.61%

		1/1/91

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		180		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		494		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.25%		0.25%		0.25%		0.25%		0.25%		0.25%		0.59%		0.95%		0.95%		0.95%		0.95%		0.95%		0.95%		1.90%		3.83%		3.83%

		A		656		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.26%		0.52%		0.80%		1.10%		1.10%		1.42%		1.42%		1.42%		2.56%		4.11%		4.53%

		Baa		414		0.25%		0.25%		0.25%		0.25%		0.25%		0.25%		0.25%		0.25%		0.67%		1.11%		3.39%		5.76%		6.26%		6.26%		6.26%		6.87%		7.51%		8.20%		9.59%		9.59%

		Ba		357		3.84%		5.15%		7.05%		7.46%		7.95%		8.50%		9.72%		11.94%		12.68%		15.20%		20.44%		24.12%		24.12%		25.30%		25.30%		26.62%		26.62%		28.08%		29.80%		29.80%

		B		373		13.24%		22.08%		26.72%		29.10%		32.39%		33.73%		36.04%		38.80%		41.12%		45.34%		46.90%		52.11%		52.11%		52.11%		54.63%		54.63%		57.30%		66.45%		73.16%		73.16%

		Caa-C		62		15.35%		18.60%		22.14%		26.47%		31.72%		31.72%		37.41%		37.41%		47.84%		47.84%		60.88%		60.88%		60.88%		60.88%		60.88%		60.88%		60.88%		60.88%		60.88%		60.88%

		IG		1744		0.06%		0.06%		0.06%		0.06%		0.13%		0.13%		0.13%		0.13%		0.23%		0.42%		1.12%		1.85%		2.07%		2.07%		2.19%		2.32%		2.45%		3.30%		4.73%		4.88%

		SG		792		9.10%		14.06%		17.30%		18.80%		20.78%		21.62%		23.50%		25.79%		27.49%		30.37%		34.46%		38.26%		38.26%		38.96%		39.72%		40.51%		41.32%		44.87%		47.83%		47.83%

		All		2536		2.80%		4.21%		5.07%		5.44%		5.95%		6.13%		6.52%		6.94%		7.31%		7.94%		9.16%		10.34%		10.53%		10.62%		10.82%		11.03%		11.26%		12.43%		13.98%		14.11%

		1/1/92

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		166		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		500		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.23%		0.23%		0.23%		0.23%		0.23%		0.23%		0.54%		0.54%		0.54%		0.54%		0.54%		0.54%		0.54%		0.54%		1.46%		1.95%		1.95%

		A		756		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.23%		0.46%		0.93%		1.19%		1.19%		1.19%		1.19%		1.19%		2.86%		4.90%		5.64%		6.39%

		Baa		425		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.39%		0.80%		2.93%		4.27%		4.74%		4.74%		5.27%		5.84%		6.42%		7.05%		8.31%		8.31%		8.98%

		Ba		339		0.34%		1.09%		1.09%		1.59%		1.59%		2.76%		4.86%		6.29%		7.93%		12.99%		17.43%		17.43%		18.58%		19.83%		21.19%		21.19%		24.47%		26.23%		26.23%		26.23%

		B		300		7.37%		13.88%		17.28%		21.30%		23.32%		25.67%		28.40%		30.73%		36.29%		37.81%		44.47%		44.47%		44.47%		44.47%		44.47%		44.47%		50.02%		59.23%		59.23%		59.23%

		Caa-C		73		16.49%		22.06%		26.75%		29.47%		32.67%		36.04%		36.04%		43.14%		43.14%		51.27%		51.27%		51.27%		51.27%		51.27%		51.27%		67.51%		67.51%		67.51%		67.51%		67.51%

		IG		1847		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.07%		0.07%		0.07%		0.07%		0.15%		0.33%		0.96%		1.44%		1.64%		1.64%		1.76%		1.87%		1.99%		2.77%		4.09%		4.51%		4.95%

		SG		712		4.93%		8.55%		10.41%		12.53%		13.63%		15.43%		17.62%		19.67%		22.46%		26.37%		31.07%		31.07%		31.72%		32.45%		33.25%		34.08%		37.82%		41.98%		41.98%		41.98%

		All		2559		1.34%		2.26%		2.69%		3.21%		3.44%		3.80%		4.20%		4.61%		5.19%		6.33%		7.44%		7.61%		7.70%		7.89%		8.08%		8.29%		9.40%		10.99%		11.35%		11.73%

		1/1/93

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		135		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		503		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.42%		0.88%		0.88%		0.88%

		A		824		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.20%		0.59%		1.01%		1.23%		1.23%		1.23%		1.23%		1.23%		2.40%		3.91%		4.23%		4.55%		4.88%

		Baa		478		0.00%		0.00%		0.25%		0.25%		0.53%		0.84%		1.47%		2.14%		3.88%		4.97%		5.74%		5.74%		6.18%		6.64%		7.13%		8.68%		10.80%		11.35%		12.51%		13.12%

		Ba		353		0.62%		0.62%		1.86%		2.74%		3.69%		5.39%		7.79%		8.47%		12.69%		17.12%		17.12%		17.12%		18.10%		19.18%		19.18%		21.75%		24.40%		24.40%		24.40%		24.40%

		B		289		4.38%		8.43%		14.03%		15.59%		18.16%		20.38%		23.93%		31.87%		35.18%		38.77%		40.02%		40.02%		40.02%		41.78%		43.79%		48.38%		56.63%		56.63%		56.63%		56.63%

		Caa-C		75		13.53%		19.28%		23.89%		26.61%		26.61%		26.61%		32.73%		32.73%		40.20%		40.20%		40.20%		48.74%		48.74%		48.74%		48.74%		48.74%		48.74%		48.74%		48.74%		48.74%

		IG		1940		0.00%		0.00%		0.06%		0.06%		0.13%		0.20%		0.35%		0.58%		1.15%		1.58%		1.86%		1.86%		1.96%		2.06%		2.17%		2.99%		4.19%		4.57%		4.97%		5.24%

		SG		717		3.40%		5.61%		8.95%		10.28%		11.79%		13.59%		16.58%		19.93%		23.91%		27.71%		28.16%		28.68%		29.24%		30.47%		31.13%		34.17%		38.26%		38.26%		38.26%		38.26%

		All		2657		0.90%		1.45%		2.27%		2.57%		2.94%		3.35%		4.01%		4.78%		5.92%		6.91%		7.21%		7.29%		7.46%		7.72%		7.91%		9.00%		10.53%		10.86%		11.20%		11.44%

		1/1/94

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		137		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		475		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.45%		0.45%		0.45%		0.45%

		A		1004		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.15%		0.46%		0.77%		1.12%		1.12%		1.12%		1.12%		1.12%		2.03%		3.45%		3.71%		4.50%		4.77%		4.77%

		Baa		539		0.00%		0.20%		0.20%		0.42%		0.65%		1.87%		2.38%		3.71%		4.55%		5.14%		5.14%		5.47%		5.83%		6.21%		7.89%		10.09%		10.55%		11.51%		12.02%		12.02%

		Ba		397		0.00%		0.90%		1.21%		2.24%		4.31%		7.43%		10.35%		13.48%		17.41%		18.01%		18.01%		18.82%		20.64%		20.64%		23.99%		30.10%		30.10%		30.10%		31.65%		31.65%

		B		381		4.19%		9.15%		12.62%		14.27%		17.18%		21.90%		27.29%		33.12%		37.91%		41.39%		43.31%		43.31%		44.49%		45.81%		48.91%		52.15%		52.15%		52.15%		52.15%		52.15%

		Caa-C		84		5.39%		10.41%		14.37%		14.37%		14.37%		23.74%		23.74%		32.21%		32.21%		32.21%		43.51%		43.51%		43.51%		43.51%		43.51%		43.51%		43.51%		43.51%		43.51%		43.51%

		IG		2155		0.00%		0.05%		0.05%		0.11%		0.17%		0.47%		0.67%		1.14%		1.50%		1.80%		1.80%		1.88%		1.97%		2.06%		2.85%		3.99%		4.31%		4.88%		5.12%		5.12%

		SG		862		2.34%		5.36%		7.34%		8.56%		10.88%		14.94%		18.69%		23.01%		27.09%		28.79%		29.96%		30.41%		31.90%		32.44%		35.58%		40.32%		40.32%		40.32%		41.20%		41.20%

		All		3017		0.65%		1.49%		2.00%		2.34%		2.89%		3.97%		4.84%		6.04%		7.07%		7.62%		7.81%		7.95%		8.25%		8.40%		9.49%		11.05%		11.33%		11.82%		12.12%		12.12%

		1/1/95

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		139		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		562		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.38%		0.79%		0.79%		0.79%		0.79%		0.79%

		A		1080		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.13%		0.40%		0.83%		1.13%		1.13%		1.13%		1.13%		1.13%		1.96%		3.03%		3.26%		3.99%		4.24%		4.24%		4.52%

		Baa		553		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.22%		1.35%		1.83%		3.32%		4.10%		4.38%		4.38%		4.70%		5.03%		5.40%		7.01%		9.11%		9.54%		10.45%		10.93%		10.93%		10.93%

		Ba		409		0.27%		0.55%		1.76%		3.56%		7.05%		9.58%		12.71%		15.14%		16.70%		16.70%		17.41%		18.96%		18.96%		21.93%		29.67%		29.67%		29.67%		31.08%		31.08%		31.08%

		B		501		4.02%		6.56%		8.99%		12.34%		16.66%		22.08%		31.19%		38.63%		42.94%		45.28%		45.98%		46.74%		47.57%		49.44%		52.36%		52.36%		52.36%		52.36%		52.36%		52.36%

		Caa-C		95		10.42%		16.27%		16.27%		20.37%		30.60%		40.51%		53.15%		59.85%		59.85%		59.85%		59.85%		59.85%		59.85%		59.85%		59.85%		59.85%		59.85%		59.85%		59.85%		59.85%

		IG		2334		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.05%		0.33%		0.50%		0.98%		1.36%		1.56%		1.56%		1.64%		1.72%		1.81%		2.54%		3.58%		3.89%		4.42%		4.64%		4.64%		4.76%

		SG		1005		3.06%		4.92%		6.64%		9.40%		13.63%		17.81%		24.03%		28.92%		31.74%		32.91%		33.59%		34.70%		35.10%		37.45%		42.50%		42.50%		42.50%		43.19%		43.19%		43.19%

		All		3339		0.90%		1.43%		1.89%		2.63%		3.84%		4.90%		6.63%		7.96%		8.70%		8.93%		9.12%		9.38%		9.52%		10.49%		12.11%		12.37%		12.80%		13.08%		13.08%		13.18%

		1/1/96

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		142		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		604		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.35%		0.72%		0.72%		0.72%		0.72%		0.72%		0.72%

		A		1155		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.12%		0.36%		0.62%		0.89%		0.89%		0.89%		0.89%		0.89%		1.64%		2.78%		2.99%		3.64%		3.86%		3.86%		4.10%		4.10%

		Baa		651		0.00%		0.00%		0.18%		0.72%		1.30%		2.69%		3.31%		3.75%		3.99%		4.24%		4.79%		4.79%		6.39%		8.08%		8.43%		9.54%		9.94%		9.94%		9.94%		11.20%

		Ba		466		0.00%		0.71%		2.11%		5.67%		7.60%		11.05%		13.73%		15.40%		15.40%		16.53%		17.75%		18.44%		20.73%		25.76%		25.76%		25.76%		26.78%		26.78%		26.78%		26.78%

		B		571		1.51%		4.02%		8.77%		12.08%		17.72%		25.28%		32.83%		36.84%		39.31%		39.91%		40.55%		41.27%		43.77%		48.97%		48.97%		48.97%		48.97%		48.97%		48.97%		51.59%

		Caa-C		109		10.00%		14.75%		19.06%		32.88%		42.15%		53.27%		57.52%		57.52%		57.52%		57.52%		57.52%		57.52%		57.52%		57.52%		57.52%		57.52%		57.52%		57.52%		57.52%		57.52%

		IG		2552		0.00%		0.00%		0.05%		0.19%		0.39%		0.87%		1.15%		1.38%		1.45%		1.51%		1.66%		1.66%		2.38%		3.38%		3.65%		4.21%		4.40%		4.40%		4.50%		4.82%

		SG		1146		1.65%		3.59%		6.88%		10.98%		15.04%		20.73%		25.76%		28.45%		29.62%		30.45%		31.35%		32.02%		34.30%		39.17%		39.17%		39.17%		39.69%		39.69%		39.69%		40.90%

		All		3698		0.51%		1.08%		2.03%		3.23%		4.39%		6.13%		7.52%		8.30%		8.59%		8.81%		9.09%		9.21%		10.18%		11.80%		12.02%		12.47%		12.71%		12.71%		12.79%		13.22%

		1/1/97

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		138		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		683		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.30%		0.62%		0.62%		0.62%		0.62%		0.62%		0.62%		0.62%

		A		1177		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.11%		0.32%		0.54%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		2.00%		3.01%		3.20%		3.96%		4.35%		5.16%		5.37%		5.37%		5.37%

		Baa		822		0.00%		0.13%		0.55%		0.98%		2.04%		2.69%		3.03%		3.22%		3.61%		4.04%		4.04%		5.05%		6.92%		7.20%		8.06%		8.67%		8.67%		8.67%		10.27%		10.27%

		Ba		582		0.18%		1.39%		5.13%		8.26%		10.80%		14.15%		15.68%		15.68%		16.53%		17.43%		17.93%		19.57%		23.07%		23.07%		23.07%		23.76%		23.76%		23.76%		26.15%		26.15%

		B		690		2.00%		6.35%		10.28%		15.61%		25.12%		31.44%		35.28%		37.79%		38.21%		39.68%		40.76%		43.84%		50.29%		50.29%		50.29%		50.29%		51.16%		51.16%		51.16%		52.08%

		Caa-C		135		9.16%		16.11%		28.05%		42.27%		51.46%		54.32%		54.32%		54.32%		63.45%		63.45%		63.45%		63.45%		63.45%		63.45%		63.45%		63.45%		63.45%		63.45%		63.45%		63.45%

		IG		2820		0.00%		0.04%		0.16%		0.33%		0.74%		1.02%		1.33%		1.38%		1.49%		1.62%		1.62%		2.31%		3.32%		3.55%		4.12%		4.45%		4.79%		4.88%		5.32%		5.32%

		SG		1407		1.89%		5.13%		9.55%		14.41%		20.63%		25.33%		27.87%		29.07%		29.86%		30.97%		31.71%		33.91%		38.57%		38.57%		38.57%		38.93%		39.29%		39.29%		40.50%		40.91%

		All		4227		0.62%		1.66%		3.05%		4.54%		6.55%		8.00%		8.86%		9.19%		9.45%		9.78%		9.93%		10.90%		12.59%		12.77%		13.21%		13.54%		13.87%		13.94%		14.51%		14.59%

		1/1/98

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		125		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		737		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.23%		0.23%		0.23%		0.23%		0.23%		0.51%		0.81%		1.11%		1.11%		1.11%		1.11%		1.11%		1.11%		1.50%

		A		1178		0.00%		0.00%		0.10%		0.29%		0.50%		0.95%		0.95%		0.95%		0.95%		0.95%		1.87%		2.98%		3.15%		3.69%		4.25%		5.21%		5.41%		5.41%		5.41%		5.85%

		Baa		972		0.11%		0.44%		0.79%		1.76%		2.81%		3.09%		3.39%		3.71%		4.05%		4.05%		4.90%		6.71%		7.18%		7.91%		8.17%		8.43%		8.43%		9.82%		9.82%		9.82%

		Ba		702		0.90%		3.50%		6.54%		10.12%		13.20%		15.04%		15.30%		15.93%		16.28%		16.66%		18.29%		22.20%		22.20%		22.20%		23.21%		23.21%		23.21%		24.88%		26.05%		26.05%

		B		936		3.77%		9.51%		16.39%		25.99%		31.86%		36.61%		40.16%		40.97%		43.08%		44.79%		46.74%		50.36%		50.36%		50.36%		50.36%		50.87%		50.87%		51.43%		51.43%		52.02%

		Caa-C		154		8.27%		26.02%		37.16%		52.07%		57.88%		62.16%		65.31%		68.46%		68.46%		68.46%		84.23%		84.23%		84.23%														

		IG		3012		0.04%		0.14%		0.29%		0.69%		1.12%		1.39%		1.54%		1.64%		1.75%		1.75%		2.39%		3.45%		3.73%		4.25%		4.55%		5.03%		5.11%		5.53%		5.53%		5.80%

		SG		1792		3.02%		8.43%		14.04%		21.45%		26.11%		29.49%		31.54%		32.35%		33.55%		34.56%		36.44%		39.99%		39.99%		39.99%		40.47%		40.71%		40.71%		41.76%		42.31%		42.59%

		All		4804		1.13%		3.12%		5.15%		7.90%		9.72%		10.96%		11.66%		11.95%		12.35%		12.60%		13.52%		15.15%		15.36%		15.73%		16.07%		16.47%		16.53%		17.09%		17.21%		17.48%

		1/1/99

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		112		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		733		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.21%		0.21%		0.21%		0.21%		0.21%		0.47%		1.03%		1.30%		1.30%		1.30%		1.30%		1.30%		1.30%		1.66%		1.66%

		A		1220		0.00%		0.00%		0.18%		0.28%		0.69%		0.69%		0.69%		0.69%		0.69%		1.68%		2.85%		2.85%		3.51%		4.02%		4.91%		5.10%		5.10%		5.10%		5.51%		5.51%

		Baa		1115		0.09%		0.48%		1.30%		2.53%		3.00%		3.25%		3.52%		3.82%		3.82%		4.71%		6.82%		7.22%		7.85%		8.29%		8.52%		8.52%		9.74%		9.74%		9.74%		9.74%

		Ba		690		1.38%		3.54%		6.00%		8.68%		10.63%		10.87%		11.45%		12.07%		12.41%		15.01%		18.53%		18.97%		18.97%		19.93%		19.93%		19.93%		20.46%		22.09%		22.09%		22.09%

		B		1083		5.02%		13.47%		23.14%		31.46%		36.18%		40.04%		41.53%		43.54%		45.31%		47.41%		52.22%		52.22%		52.65%		52.65%		53.13%		53.13%		55.35%		55.92%		57.68%		58.34%

		Caa-C		319		15.17%		23.62%		39.19%		43.22%		47.16%		48.73%		49.61%		49.61%		50.81%		52.18%		52.18%		52.18%		53.83%		53.83%		53.83%		53.83%		53.83%		53.83%		53.83%		53.83%

		IG		3180		0.03%		0.17%		0.53%		1.00%		1.32%		1.46%		1.55%		1.65%		1.65%		2.34%		3.54%		3.80%		4.34%		4.69%		5.12%		5.20%		5.58%		5.58%		5.83%		5.83%

		SG		2092		5.35%		11.71%		19.71%		25.46%		29.04%		31.27%		32.33%		33.52%		34.59%		36.73%		40.26%		40.44%		40.82%		41.21%		41.42%		41.42%		42.52%		43.43%		44.15%		44.40%

		All		5272		2.12%		4.62%		7.85%		10.26%		11.69%		12.50%		12.88%		13.29%		13.58%		14.63%		16.41%		16.63%		17.11%		17.46%		17.82%		17.87%		18.42%		18.65%		19.00%		19.06%

		1/1/00

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19

		Aaa		117		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		729		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.54%		0.80%		0.80%		0.80%		0.80%		0.80%		0.80%		1.15%		1.15%

		A		1251		0.00%		0.17%		0.35%		0.73%		0.84%		0.84%		0.84%		0.84%		2.04%		3.29%		3.29%		3.91%		4.40%		5.23%		5.41%		5.76%		5.76%		6.15%		6.15%

		Baa		1190		0.35%		0.80%		1.90%		2.53%		2.76%		3.13%		3.39%		3.39%		3.84%		5.99%		6.35%		6.90%		7.48%		7.68%		7.68%		8.33%		8.33%		8.33%		8.33%

		Ba		654		1.44%		3.31%		5.36%		7.01%		7.01%		7.81%		8.11%		8.44%		11.67%		16.57%		16.99%		16.99%		17.92%		17.92%		17.92%		18.94%		20.51%		20.51%		20.51%

		B		1159		5.51%		15.48%		24.08%		29.21%		32.97%		34.79%		37.67%		39.46%		41.91%		47.78%		48.14%		48.52%		48.52%		48.97%		49.45%		51.53%		52.59%		54.29%		54.93%

		Caa-C		331		17.64%		38.55%		48.24%		54.49%		59.06%		60.17%		60.17%		60.17%		60.17%		61.98%		61.98%		63.98%		63.98%		63.98%		63.98%		63.98%		63.98%		63.98%		63.98%

		IG		3287		0.13%		0.36%		0.83%		1.20%		1.33%		1.46%		1.55%		1.55%		2.18%		3.41%		3.64%		4.14%		4.53%		4.93%		5.00%		5.36%		5.36%		5.59%		5.59%

		SG		2144		6.07%		15.01%		21.58%		25.57%		28.03%		29.37%		30.91%		31.89%		34.33%		39.18%		39.52%		39.88%		40.26%		40.45%		40.65%		41.94%		43.04%		43.74%		43.99%

		All		5431		2.45%		6.03%		8.78%		10.43%		11.33%		11.83%		12.33%		12.60%		13.68%		15.80%		16.06%		16.50%		16.87%		17.21%		17.31%		17.88%		18.14%		18.47%		18.53%

		1/1/01

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18

		Aaa		117		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		757		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.50%		0.74%		0.74%		1.03%		1.03%		1.03%		1.03%		1.35%		1.35%

		A		1296		0.16%		0.41%		0.68%		0.68%		0.68%		0.68%		0.68%		2.02%		3.16%		3.30%		3.87%		4.17%		4.94%		5.26%		5.75%		5.75%		6.10%		6.10%

		Baa		1168		0.18%		1.42%		2.02%		2.46%		2.81%		3.06%		3.06%		3.34%		5.37%		5.54%		6.06%		6.96%		7.16%		7.16%		7.56%		7.78%		7.78%		8.00%

		Ba		618		1.17%		2.82%		4.64%		4.64%		5.69%		5.99%		6.33%		9.65%		15.12%		15.56%		15.56%		16.52%		16.52%		16.52%		17.57%		18.65%		19.22%		19.22%

		B		1102		9.19%		18.83%		24.42%		28.16%		29.96%		33.04%		34.83%		37.70%		45.51%		45.88%		46.29%		46.29%		46.77%		47.28%		49.61%		51.43%		53.37%		54.11%

		Caa-C		325		28.84%		40.38%		52.76%		58.98%		61.06%		61.06%		61.06%		61.06%		62.83%		62.83%		64.78%		64.78%		64.78%		64.78%		64.78%		64.78%		64.78%		64.78%

		IG		3338		0.12%		0.66%		0.97%		1.12%		1.25%		1.33%		1.33%		1.97%		3.10%		3.32%		3.78%		4.21%		4.64%		4.77%		5.10%		5.17%		5.39%		5.46%

		SG		2045		9.61%		16.89%		21.85%		24.45%		25.95%		27.63%		28.64%		31.31%		37.29%		37.64%		38.01%		38.41%		38.62%		38.83%		40.21%		41.40%		42.39%		42.65%

		All		5383		3.67%		6.65%		8.55%		9.48%		10.01%		10.52%		10.78%		11.88%		14.14%		14.38%		14.81%		15.21%		15.58%		15.72%		16.27%		16.58%		16.95%		17.06%

		1/1/02

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17

		Aaa		125		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		765		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.46%		0.70%		0.70%		0.96%		0.96%		0.96%		0.96%		1.27%		1.27%

		A		1301		0.16%		0.33%		0.33%		0.33%		0.33%		0.33%		1.58%		2.53%		2.78%		3.31%		3.73%		4.44%		4.74%		5.19%		5.19%		5.52%		5.52%

		Baa		1256		1.01%		1.45%		1.54%		1.75%		1.86%		1.86%		2.24%		4.03%		4.03%		4.19%		5.00%		5.17%		5.17%		5.53%		5.72%		5.72%		5.92%

		Ba		597		1.41%		3.70%		4.58%		5.54%		6.37%		6.69%		9.49%		14.68%		15.08%		15.52%		16.89%		16.89%		16.89%		18.37%		18.88%		19.42%		19.42%

		B		897		4.55%		9.67%		12.67%		15.01%		18.06%		19.71%		23.97%		33.69%		35.24%		36.56%		36.56%		37.05%		37.60%		39.44%		41.99%		44.72%		45.49%

		Caa-C		366		26.57%		40.58%		48.49%		49.85%		52.66%		53.76%		55.30%		59.99%		59.99%		61.81%		61.81%		61.81%		61.81%		61.81%		61.81%		61.81%		61.81%

		IG		3447		0.43%		0.65%		0.69%		0.76%		0.80%		0.80%		1.43%		2.42%		2.62%		2.94%		3.38%		3.79%		3.91%		4.21%		4.28%		4.47%		4.54%

		SG		1860		7.64%		13.11%		15.99%		17.63%		19.70%		20.68%		23.90%		30.87%		31.72%		32.67%		33.27%		33.47%		33.69%		35.07%		36.27%		37.53%		37.80%

		All		5307		2.91%		4.85%		5.75%		6.27%		6.84%		7.08%		8.29%		10.63%		10.97%		11.42%		11.89%		12.24%		12.38%		12.89%		13.19%		13.59%		13.70%

		1/1/03

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16

		Aaa		124		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		699		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.47%		0.70%		0.70%		0.97%		0.97%		0.97%		0.97%		1.27%		1.27%

		A		1290		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.21%		2.02%		2.26%		2.91%		3.18%		3.88%		4.17%		4.61%		4.61%		4.94%		4.94%

		Baa		1213		0.00%		0.00%		0.20%		0.30%		0.41%		0.53%		1.68%		1.68%		1.68%		2.42%		2.58%		2.58%		2.92%		3.09%		3.09%		3.28%

		Ba		585		0.89%		1.29%		1.95%		2.44%		2.73%		5.56%		10.67%		11.41%		11.41%		12.71%		12.71%		12.71%		13.65%		14.61%		15.12%		15.12%

		B		880		2.68%		4.63%		6.82%		9.38%		10.75%		15.24%		24.69%		26.29%		27.37%		28.94%		29.75%		30.19%		32.12%		34.13%		36.24%		37.96%

		Caa-C		366		20.12%		30.87%		33.54%		37.20%		38.03%		39.14%		48.15%		48.15%		52.92%		52.92%		52.92%		52.92%		52.92%		52.92%		52.92%		52.92%

		IG		3326		0.00%		0.00%		0.07%		0.11%		0.15%		0.67%		1.39%		1.59%		1.89%		2.26%		2.65%		2.76%		3.06%		3.12%		3.31%		3.38%

		SG		1831		5.31%		8.12%		9.80%		11.70%		12.56%		15.88%		23.36%		24.40%		25.40%		26.65%		27.02%		27.22%		28.46%		29.75%		30.89%		31.61%

		All		5157		1.84%		2.75%		3.31%		3.87%		4.13%		5.34%		7.72%		8.12%		8.58%		9.15%		9.53%		9.66%		10.16%		10.48%		10.88%		11.08%

		1/1/04

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15

		Aaa		143		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		662		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.20%		0.20%		0.67%		0.90%		0.90%		1.17%		1.17%		1.17%		1.17%		1.48%		1.48%

		A		1294		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.13%		1.56%		1.79%		2.39%		2.52%		3.31%		3.58%		4.00%		4.00%		4.31%		4.31%

		Baa		1274		0.00%		0.18%		0.18%		0.18%		0.28%		1.90%		1.90%		1.90%		2.70%		2.84%		2.84%		3.29%		3.45%		3.45%		3.62%

		Ba		563		0.38%		0.58%		1.30%		1.84%		4.57%		9.93%		10.28%		10.28%		11.14%		11.14%		11.14%		12.59%		13.57%		14.10%		14.10%

		B		963		0.80%		2.08%		4.05%		4.91%		9.11%		19.68%		20.94%		21.78%		23.65%		24.30%		24.66%		25.87%		27.15%		29.43%		30.89%

		Caa-C		329		11.30%		17.65%		21.94%		24.91%		27.64%		41.02%		42.13%		49.27%		50.76%		50.76%		50.76%		50.76%		53.00%		53.00%		53.00%

		IG		3373		0.00%		0.07%		0.07%		0.07%		0.59%		1.35%		1.53%		1.81%		2.16%		2.57%		2.68%		3.01%		3.07%		3.25%		3.31%

		SG		1855		2.41%		4.11%		5.96%		6.98%		10.44%		19.42%		20.33%		21.51%		22.94%		23.26%		23.44%		24.60%		25.81%		27.11%		27.79%

		All		5228		0.83%		1.42%		1.98%		2.26%		3.55%		6.45%		6.82%		7.31%		7.91%		8.30%		8.42%		8.93%		9.24%		9.66%		9.85%

		1/1/05

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14

		Aaa		132		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		680		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.19%		0.19%		0.82%		1.03%		1.03%		1.28%		1.28%		1.28%		1.28%		1.56%		1.56%

		A		1346		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.76%		1.25%		1.46%		2.02%		2.14%		2.77%		3.03%		3.42%		3.42%		3.72%		3.72%

		Baa		1296		0.16%		0.16%		0.16%		0.66%		2.07%		2.07%		2.07%		2.81%		3.07%		3.07%		3.49%		3.64%		3.64%		3.80%

		Ba		552		0.00%		0.66%		0.91%		3.68%		8.99%		9.62%		9.62%		10.75%		10.75%		10.75%		12.45%		12.88%		13.80%		13.80%

		B		1049		0.82%		2.64%		3.66%		8.51%		19.93%		21.14%		22.08%		23.94%		25.05%		25.36%		26.76%		28.63%		30.26%		31.59%

		Caa-C		360		7.09%		10.97%		14.12%		21.20%		37.92%		41.10%		50.08%		51.26%		52.58%		54.22%		56.05%		58.05%		58.05%		58.05%

		IG		3454		0.06%		0.06%		0.06%		0.58%		1.29%		1.50%		1.76%		2.08%		2.47%		2.57%		2.88%		2.93%		3.10%		3.16%

		SG		1961		1.72%		3.55%		4.69%		9.19%		19.36%		20.64%		22.14%		23.63%		24.34%		24.65%		26.16%		27.38%		28.52%		29.13%

		All		5415		0.64%		1.24%		1.59%		3.26%		6.69%		7.19%		7.78%		8.39%		8.85%		9.00%		9.59%		9.92%		10.30%		10.48%

		1/1/06

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13

		Aaa		127		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		697		0.00%		0.00%		0.17%		0.17%		0.76%		0.96%		0.96%		1.19%		1.19%		1.19%		1.19%		1.45%		1.45%

		A		1406		0.00%		0.00%		0.68%		1.04%		1.23%		1.74%		1.85%		2.64%		2.88%		3.24%		3.24%		3.51%		3.51%

		Baa		1283		0.00%		0.00%		0.56%		1.58%		1.58%		1.58%		2.18%		2.42%		2.42%		2.70%		2.84%		2.84%		2.99%

		Ba		559		0.20%		0.20%		3.13%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		10.46%		10.80%		11.15%		13.36%		13.73%		14.54%		14.95%

		B		1120		1.07%		2.02%		8.15%		18.76%		21.03%		22.61%		25.08%		26.05%		26.60%		29.04%		31.75%		34.69%		35.90%

		Caa-C		385		5.79%		9.76%		19.49%		38.43%		43.79%		50.22%		51.06%		53.07%		54.27%		55.61%		60.21%		60.21%		60.21%

		IG		3513		0.00%		0.00%		0.51%		1.02%		1.22%		1.46%		1.72%		2.17%		2.26%		2.50%		2.55%		2.71%		2.77%

		SG		2064		1.67%		2.86%		8.58%		19.18%		21.17%		22.84%		24.53%		25.37%		25.90%		28.06%		29.89%		31.55%		32.26%

		All		5577		0.59%		0.99%		3.14%		6.83%		7.58%		8.22%		8.86%		9.41%		9.62%		10.34%		10.82%		11.33%		11.54%

		1/1/07

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12

		Aaa		136		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		744		0.00%		0.15%		0.15%		0.68%		0.85%		0.85%		1.06%		1.06%		1.06%		1.06%		1.29%		1.29%

		A		1401		0.00%		0.72%		1.05%		1.23%		1.71%		1.91%		2.86%		3.08%		3.42%		3.42%		3.67%		3.67%

		Baa		1278		0.00%		0.71%		1.75%		1.75%		1.75%		2.32%		2.55%		2.55%		2.81%		2.94%		3.08%		3.22%

		Ba		618		0.00%		1.79%		7.67%		8.37%		8.37%		9.70%		10.52%		10.82%		13.02%		14.30%		15.01%		15.74%

		B		1147		0.00%		6.46%		17.91%		20.82%		22.84%		25.55%		26.89%		27.90%		30.67%		33.43%		35.46%		36.57%

		Caa-C		432		4.87%		15.92%		34.00%		38.77%		42.73%		45.24%		48.24%		49.12%		50.14%		58.09%		60.88%		60.88%

		IG		3559		0.00%		0.57%		1.07%		1.25%		1.48%		1.76%		2.26%		2.35%		2.57%		2.62%		2.82%		2.87%

		SG		2197		0.94%		6.88%		17.88%		20.44%		22.04%		24.19%		25.53%		26.22%		28.47%		31.00%		32.46%		33.25%

		All		5756		0.35%		2.80%		6.99%		7.98%		8.63%		9.46%		10.19%		10.44%		11.19%		11.87%		12.37%		12.60%

		1/1/08

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11

		Aaa		170		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		828		0.50%		0.50%		0.94%		1.40%		1.40%		1.74%		1.91%		2.27%		2.27%		2.67%		2.67%

		A		1320		0.40%		0.91%		1.09%		1.37%		1.78%		2.76%		2.88%		3.11%		3.11%		3.25%		3.25%

		Baa		1246		1.02%		1.84%		1.84%		1.84%		2.15%		2.26%		2.26%		2.26%		2.51%		2.64%		2.90%

		Ba		625		2.35%		7.21%		7.41%		7.41%		8.56%		9.27%		9.77%		11.93%		13.06%		13.99%		14.62%

		B		1017		3.90%		14.81%		17.58%		19.52%		21.74%		22.82%		23.83%		27.12%		29.29%		31.71%		32.87%

		Caa-C		665		10.71%		28.46%		34.18%		37.52%		40.85%		43.73%		46.33%		48.51%		54.82%		56.19%		57.02%

		IG		3564		0.62%		1.10%		1.26%		1.48%		1.74%		2.21%		2.29%		2.46%		2.55%		2.73%		2.83%

		SG		2307		5.42%		16.59%		19.46%		21.13%		23.24%		24.59%		25.72%		28.23%		30.62%		32.11%		32.93%

		All		5871		2.50%		7.13%		8.31%		9.02%		9.89%		10.62%		11.02%		11.84%		12.56%		13.08%		13.36%

		1/1/09

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10

		Aaa		148		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		742		0.00%		0.15%		0.47%		0.47%		0.82%		1.00%		1.56%		1.56%		1.97%		1.97%

		A		1305		0.24%		0.41%		0.67%		0.96%		1.89%		2.00%		2.22%		2.22%		2.35%		2.35%

		Baa		1235		0.93%		0.93%		1.21%		1.41%		1.52%		1.63%		1.63%		1.86%		1.98%		2.23%

		Ba		599		1.77%		2.16%		2.16%		3.52%		4.22%		4.99%		6.63%		7.48%		8.40%		9.35%

		B		859		7.12%		8.33%		9.87%		11.61%		12.50%		13.79%		18.37%		20.61%		23.14%		23.96%

		Caa-C		765		25.97%		33.26%		36.50%		40.57%		43.42%		45.81%		47.48%		53.36%		54.94%		55.56%

		IG		3430		0.43%		0.52%		0.80%		0.98%		1.43%		1.55%		1.76%		1.85%		2.03%		2.12%

		SG		2223		12.10%		15.10%		16.70%		18.98%		20.34%		21.70%		24.31%		26.72%		28.28%		29.05%

		All		5653		4.99%		6.19%		6.92%		7.80%		8.54%		9.03%		9.93%		10.65%		11.20%		11.46%

		1/1/10

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9

		Aaa		99		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		581		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.24%		0.24%

		A		1248		0.17%		0.52%		0.80%		1.59%		1.90%		2.33%		2.33%		2.57%		2.57%

		Baa		1342		0.08%		0.32%		0.49%		0.84%		0.94%		1.04%		1.34%		1.45%		1.89%

		Ba		593		0.00%		0.00%		0.63%		1.50%		1.98%		3.74%		4.54%		5.39%		5.98%

		B		824		0.39%		1.83%		3.76%		4.58%		6.72%		11.18%		13.54%		15.56%		16.33%

		Caa-C		731		8.46%		12.90%		18.65%		22.88%		26.08%		28.79%		34.57%		37.12%		38.60%

		IG		3270		0.10%		0.33%		0.50%		0.94%		1.10%		1.30%		1.43%		1.60%		1.78%

		SG		2148		3.01%		4.99%		7.72%		9.56%		11.40%		14.34%		16.96%		18.62%		19.47%

		All		5418		1.23%		2.09%		3.16%		4.07%		4.75%		5.79%		6.63%		7.23%		7.58%

		1/1/11

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8

		Aaa		86		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		548		0.19%		0.19%		0.19%		0.19%		0.19%		0.19%		0.43%		0.43%

		A		1238		0.00%		0.09%		0.75%		0.85%		0.95%		0.95%		1.18%		1.18%

		Baa		1436		0.36%		0.44%		0.84%		1.09%		1.18%		1.54%		1.64%		2.04%

		Ba		651		0.16%		1.21%		1.94%		2.75%		4.87%		5.76%		6.49%		7.25%

		B		954		0.35%		1.78%		3.10%		5.19%		9.66%		13.37%		15.32%		16.16%

		Caa-C		751		5.97%		13.14%		17.88%		21.71%		25.46%		31.21%		33.72%		35.73%

		IG		3308		0.19%		0.25%		0.67%		0.82%		0.89%		1.05%		1.22%		1.39%

		SG		2356		2.03%		5.05%		7.12%		9.22%		12.63%		15.71%		17.28%		18.31%

		All		5664		0.92%		2.14%		3.16%		3.99%		5.17%		6.26%		6.86%		7.28%

		1/1/12

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7

		Aaa		84		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		440		0.00%		0.00%		0.25%		0.25%		0.25%		0.25%		0.25%

		A		1207		0.00%		0.09%		0.09%		0.09%		0.09%		0.20%		0.20%

		Baa		1471		0.07%		0.44%		0.51%		0.51%		0.76%		0.94%		1.31%

		Ba		728		0.14%		1.49%		1.98%		3.41%		4.91%		5.93%		6.37%

		B		996		0.54%		1.67%		3.84%		7.88%		11.29%		13.95%		14.65%

		Caa-C		840		7.64%		12.82%		17.10%		22.47%		28.23%		31.79%		35.30%

		IG		3202		0.03%		0.24%		0.31%		0.31%		0.42%		0.54%		0.71%

		SG		2564		2.71%		5.14%		7.39%		10.86%		14.15%		16.37%		17.55%

		All		5766		1.21%		2.34%		3.28%		4.58%		5.83%		6.67%		7.16%

		1/1/13

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6

		Aaa		60		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		301		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		A		1171		0.09%		0.18%		0.18%		0.18%		0.18%		0.18%

		Baa		1660		0.12%		0.19%		0.19%		0.32%		0.40%		0.71%

		Ba		708		0.58%		1.07%		1.96%		3.26%		4.89%		5.11%

		B		1055		0.91%		2.44%		6.76%		10.79%		12.75%		13.67%

		Caa-C		947		6.21%		10.23%		17.04%		23.18%		27.75%		31.80%

		IG		3192		0.10%		0.16%		0.16%		0.23%		0.27%		0.43%

		SG		2710		2.63%		4.68%		8.75%		12.53%		15.03%		16.44%

		All		5902		1.23%		2.15%		3.78%		5.27%		6.20%		6.79%

		1/1/14

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5

		Aaa		55		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		296		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		A		1164		0.09%		0.09%		0.09%		0.09%		0.09%

		Baa		1723		0.06%		0.06%		0.19%		0.19%		0.47%

		Ba		737		0.14%		0.62%		1.62%		2.72%		2.91%

		B		1104		0.50%		3.63%		7.31%		10.00%		11.45%

		Caa-C		1147		4.66%		11.78%		18.53%		24.46%		28.85%

		IG		3238		0.06%		0.06%		0.13%		0.13%		0.28%

		SG		2988		1.98%		5.84%		9.84%		13.07%		14.97%

		All		6226		0.96%		2.67%		4.40%		5.68%		6.48%

		1/1/15

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4

		Aaa		55		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		306		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		A		1233		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Baa		1727		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.27%

		Ba		743		0.29%		1.50%		2.33%		2.50%

		B		1088		2.38%		5.82%		7.56%		9.47%

		Caa-C		1370		6.61%		12.91%		19.10%		23.33%

		IG		3321		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.14%

		SG		3201		3.66%		7.72%		10.88%		13.12%

		All		6522		1.75%		3.61%		4.98%		5.96%

		1/1/16

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3

		Aaa		51		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		310		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		A		1289		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Baa		1712		0.00%		0.00%		0.19%

		Ba		757		0.14%		0.43%		0.59%

		B		1027		1.56%		2.87%		4.44%

		Caa-C		1439		8.93%		15.66%		19.79%

		IG		3362		0.00%		0.00%		0.10%

		SG		3223		4.48%		7.79%		9.98%

		All		6585		2.15%		3.65%		4.64%

		1/1/17

		Rating		n(0)		1		2

		Aaa		51		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		303		0.00%		0.00%

		A		1256		0.00%		0.00%

		Baa		1699		0.00%		0.00%

		Ba		826		0.25%		0.25%

		B		994		0.44%		1.09%

		Caa-C		1450		7.36%		12.84%

		IG		3309		0.00%		0.00%

		SG		3270		3.39%		5.87%

		All		6579		1.64%		2.78%

		1/1/18

		Rating		n(0)		1

		Aaa		53		0.00%

		Aa		258		0.00%

		A		1287		0.00%

		Baa		1747		0.00%

		Ba		873		0.00%

		B		987		0.57%

		Caa-C		1439		4.97%

		IG		3345		0.00%

		SG		3299		2.31%

		All		6644		1.12%
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Stress Testing Methodology: Recovery Assumptions 
(cont’d.)

• Other rating agencies and arrangers have published similar reports stressing CLO default and recovery rates, but no other research assumes
across the board recoveries at a level as low as 40%

• S&P published a CLO stress analysis(1) in November 2019 in which all currently rated ‘CCC’ obligors default, recovering 45%, and all
currently rated ‘B-’ obligors are downgraded to ‘CCC’ with price declining to 60%

• In J.P. Morgan’s breakeven analysis from fall 2018 (2), they stress recovery rates down to a 40-60% range to generate a principal loss in
the BB tranche and note that these scenarios are severe as “at the peak of the Great Recession, the first-lien loan recovery rate dropped
to average 48.33 cents … rose to 71 cents in 2010”

• Morgan Stanley’s breakeven default rate analysis (3) in September 2019 uses 60% recovery rates in CLO tranche stresses

• Moody’s discussed in a report(4) published in August 2018 that it expect loan recoveries to decline in the next downturn due to lower
subordinated debt cushion

• However, Moody’s projects a recovery of 61% for first lien bank loans in the next downturn, still much higher than the 40%
unsecured recovery rate used in the CMIAO stress analysis

• Furthermore, since CLOs do not have any market value triggers that would require the sale of a loan upon default, ultimate recovery rates
should be taken into consideration, as CLO managers can decide the best way to optimize recovery

• The table below from a Moody’s report(5) shows that ultimate recovery rates are often much higher than the recovery implied by trading price
(on previous page) at the time of default

(1) “To B- or Not to B-? A CLO Scenario Analysis in Three Acts”, dated November 26, 3019, (https://www.spglobal.com/ratings/en/research/articles/191126-clo-spotlight-to-b-or-not-to-b-a-clo-scenario-analysis-
in-three-acts-11228414)

(2) “The Late Cycle Show: ABS East CLO Feedback”, dated September 28, 2018, (https://markets.jpmorgan.com/#research.article_page&action=open&doc=GPS-2787208-0) 
(3) “A Default! A Default! Our Breakeven Analysis for a Default!”, dated September 19, 2019, (https://ny.matrix.ms.com/eqr/article/webapp/64c4e444-bec7-11e9-8328-83238dcc6754?ch=rpint&sch=ar)
(4) Moody’s Convergence of bonds and loans sets stage for worse recoveries in the next downtown, dated August 16, 2018 (https://www.moodys.com/researchdocumentcontentpage.aspx?docid=PBC_1128748)
(5) Moody’s Annual default study: Defaults will rise modestly in 2019 amid higher volatility, dated February 1, 2019 (https://www.moodys.com/researchdocumentcontentpage.aspx?docid=PBC_1156859)

Priority Position 2018 2017 1987-2018
Loans 85.0% 84.3% 80.3%
Senior Secured Bonds 55.0% 65.7% 62.2%
Senior Unsecured Bonds 35.5% 58.3% 47.7%
Subordinated Bonds n.a. 62.9% 28.0%

Default Year
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		Exhibit 1. Defaults continued downward path in 2018

		Year		Default Counts		Default Volume ($ Billion)

		1970		29		$0.98

		1971		3		$0.13

		1972		8		$0.27

		1973		5		$0.11

		1974		3		$0.07

		1975		5		$0.27

		1976		3		$0.04

		1977		5		$0.25

		1978		4		$0.11

		1979		1		$0.02

		1980		4		$0.30

		1981		2		$0.05

		1982		14		$0.79

		1983		14		$1.14

		1984		13		$0.58

		1985		16		$1.35

		1986		38		$4.14

		1987		32		$9.26

		1988		33		$6.00

		1989		55		$11.22

		1990		94		$22.81

		1991		73		$17.98

		1992		34		$7.67

		1993		24		$3.10

		1994		19		$3.01

		1995		31		$5.87

		1996		20		$6.14

		1997		25		$5.97

		1998		54		$13.39

		1999		114		$43.73

		2000		130		$59.70

		2001		191		$139.84

		2002		147		$214.42

		2003		92		$49.97

		2004		45		$21.89

		2005		34		$41.46

		2006		32		$10.88

		2007		19		$8.20

		2008		149		$283.98

		2009		285		$333.23

		2010		70		$43.16

		2011		52		$37.57

		2012		69		$55.98

		2013		73		$52.63

		2014		58		$75.62

		2015		117		$100.17

		2016		144		$135.53

		2017		104		$84.84

		2018		77		$75.06
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		Exhibit 2. Default rate fell in 2018

		Year		All Corporate		Speculative-Grade

		1920		1.23%		3.01%

		1921		1.07%		2.15%

		1922		1.01%		1.76%

		1923		0.80%		1.71%

		1924		1.15%		2.85%

		1925		1.17%		2.56%

		1926		0.77%		1.91%

		1927		0.74%		1.83%

		1928		0.36%		0.88%

		1929		0.71%		1.40%

		1930		1.04%		2.20%

		1931		3.80%		7.90%

		1932		5.50%		10.99%

		1933		8.53%		15.77%

		1934		3.40%		5.89%

		1935		3.93%		6.25%

		1936		1.63%		2.71%

		1937		1.72%		2.74%

		1938		2.11%		2.59%

		1939		1.22%		1.77%

		1940		2.47%		3.55%

		1941		1.08%		1.71%

		1942		0.46%		0.73%

		1943		0.37%		0.61%

		1944		0.39%		0.66%

		1945		0.31%		0.56%

		1946		0.00%		0.00%

		1947		0.32%		0.63%

		1948		0.00%		0.00%

		1949		0.84%		1.92%

		1950		0.00%		0.00%

		1951		0.18%		0.43%

		1952		0.00%		0.00%

		1953		0.00%		0.00%

		1954		0.17%		0.47%

		1955		0.17%		0.52%

		1956		0.00%		0.00%

		1957		0.14%		0.45%

		1958		0.00%		0.00%

		1959		0.00%		0.00%

		1960		0.25%		0.75%

		1961		0.35%		1.07%

		1962		0.47%		1.52%

		1963		0.35%		1.15%

		1964		0.00%		0.00%

		1965		0.00%		0.00%

		1966		0.12%		0.44%

		1967		0.00%		0.00%

		1968		0.11%		0.38%

		1969		0.00%		0.00%

		1970		2.63%		8.68%

		1971		0.29%		1.16%

		1972		0.45%		1.92%

		1973		0.46%		1.28%

		1974		0.28%		1.33%

		1975		0.36%		1.74%

		1976		0.18%		0.87%

		1977		0.35%		1.36%

		1978		0.35%		1.82%

		1979		0.09%		0.44%

		1980		0.34%		1.63%

		1981		0.16%		0.70%

		1982		1.04%		3.55%

		1983		0.90%		4.06%

		1984		0.87%		3.13%

		1985		0.95%		3.77%

		1986		1.83%		6.16%

		1987		1.42%		4.31%

		1988		1.39%		3.86%

		1989		2.23%		5.91%

		1990		3.57%		10.54%

		1991		2.80%		9.10%

		1992		1.34%		4.93%

		1993		0.90%		3.40%

		1994		0.65%		2.34%

		1995		0.90%		3.06%

		1996		0.51%		1.65%

		1997		0.62%		1.89%

		1998		1.13%		3.02%

		1999		2.12%		5.35%

		2000		2.45%		6.07%

		2001		3.67%		9.61%

		2002		2.91%		7.64%

		2003		1.84%		5.31%

		2004		0.83%		2.41%

		2005		0.64%		1.72%

		2006		0.59%		1.67%

		2007		0.35%		0.94%

		2008		2.50%		5.42%

		2009		4.99%		12.10%

		2010		1.23%		3.01%

		2011		0.92%		2.03%

		2012		1.21%		2.71%

		2013		1.23%		2.63%

		2014		0.96%		1.98%

		2015		1.75%		3.66%

		2016		2.15%		4.48%

		2017		1.64%		3.39%

		2018		1.12%		2.31%
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		Exhibit 3. Retail had the most defaults in 2018

				Percent by count						Percent by volume

		MDY35 Industry Group*		2018		2017		Change		2018		2017		Change

		Aerospace & Defense		0%		2%		-2%		0%		0%		-0%

		Automotive		1%		0%		1%		3%		0%		3%

		Banking		0%		7%		-7%		0%		6%		-6%

		Beverage, Food, & Tobacco		3%		0%		3%		0%		0%		0%

		Capital Equipment		0%		2%		-2%		0%		1%		-1%

		Chemicals, Plastics, & Rubber		0%		2%		-2%		0%		0%		-0%

		Construction & Building		10%		1%		9%		3%		1%		3%

		Consumer Goods: Durable		4%		0%		4%		3%		0%		3%

		Consumer Goods: Non-durable		1%		0%		1%		2%		0%		2%

		Energy: Electricity		5%		3%		2%		1%		3%		-2%

		Energy: Oil & Gas		19%		26%		-6%		23%		46%		-24%

		Environmental Industries		0%		3%		-3%		0%		1%		-1%

		Finance		4%		4%		0%		2%		2%		0%

		Real Estate Finance		0%		1%		-1%		0%		2%		-2%

		Forest Products & Paper		1%		6%		-4%		0%		2%		-2%

		Healthcare & Pharmaceuticals		3%		1%		2%		9%		2%		7%

		High Tech Industries		1%		3%		-2%		0%		2%		-2%

		Media: Advertising, Printing & Publishing		4%		0%		4%		2%		0%		2%

		Media: Broadcasting & Subscription		1%		4%		-3%		21%		4%		17%

		Media: Diversified & Production		0%		1%		-1%		0%		1%		-1%

		Metals & Mining		4%		3%		1%		2%		1%		1%

		Retail		21%		13%		8%		15%		11%		4%

		Services: Business		8%		11%		-3%		9%		3%		5%

		Services: Consumer		0%		1%		-1%		0%		0%		-0%

		Telecommunications		3%		4%		-1%		3%		9%		-6%

		Transportation: Cargo		3%		3%		-0%		2%		1%		1%

		Utilities: Electric		1%		0%		1%		0%		0%		0%

		Wholesale		3%		2%		1%		0%		0%		-0%

		*We omitted those industries which had no defaults in 2017 and 2018
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		Exhibit 4. Retail led the one-year default rate in 2018


		MDY35 Industry Group		Default Rate*

		Retail		7.27%

		Media: Advertising, Printing & Publishing		7.05%

		Energy: Electricity		6.88%

		Consumer Goods: Durable		5.88%

		Construction & Building		3.53%

		Wholesale		3.18%

		Energy: Oil & Gas		3.12%

		Forest Products & Paper		2.70%

		Transportation: Cargo		1.92%

		Metals & Mining		1.87%

		Services: Business		1.86%

		Consumer Goods: Non-durable		1.43%

		FIRE: Finance		1.32%

		Healthcare & Pharmaceuticals		1.24%

		Beverage, Food, & Tobacco		1.13%

		Telecommunications		1.04%

		Media: Broadcasting & Subscription		0.96%

		Automotive		0.85%

		High Tech Industries		0.39%

		Utilities: Electric		0.24%

		Aerospace & Defense		0.00%

		Banking		0.00%

		Capital Equipment		0.00%

		Chemicals, Plastics, & Rubber		0.00%

		Containers, Packaging, & Glass		0.00%

		Environmental Industries		0.00%

		FIRE: Insurance		0.00%

		FIRE: Real Estate Finance		0.00%

		Hotel, Gaming, & Leisure		0.00%

		Media: Diversified & Production		0.00%

		Services: Consumer		0.00%

		Sovereign & Public Finance		0.00%

		Transportation: Consumer		0.00%

		Utilities: Oil & Gas		0.00%

		Utilities: Water		0.00%

		*Issuer-weighted. Includes investment-grade and speculative-grade issuers.
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		Exhibit 5. Upgrades outpaced downgrades in 2018

		Year		Rating Drift

		1985		-19.7%

		1986		-30.7%

		1987		-14.2%

		1988		-15.4%

		1989		-23.7%

		1990		-37.0%

		1991		-26.5%

		1992		-15.1%

		1993		0.3%

		1994		1.0%

		1995		-2.6%

		1996		7.2%

		1997		-1.4%

		1998		-22.8%

		1999		-9.0%

		2000		-4.0%

		2001		-26.0%

		2002		-36.1%

		2003		-13.1%

		2004		6.8%

		2005		7.1%

		2006		6.9%

		2007		15.2%

		2008		-33.7%

		2009		-54.0%

		2010		-3.4%

		2011		-20.9%

		2012		-27.8%

		2013		-9.8%

		2014		-1.0%

		2015		-8.7%

		2016		-15.6%

		2017		0.7%

		2018		2.3%
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		Exhibit 6. Credit quality improved significantly in Metals & Mining in 2018

		MDY35 Industry Group		2018 Drift		2017 Drift		Average Drift

		Metals & Mining		35%		37%		-18%

		Environmental Industries		25%		-23%		-13%

		Forest Products & Paper		16%		-16%		-21%

		Banking		13%		2%		-9%

		Sovereign & Public Finance		11%		-6%		-10%

		Energy: Oil & Gas		11%		11%		-12%

		FIRE: Finance		10%		13%		-9%

		Aerospace & Defense		6%		12%		-8%

		FIRE: Insurance		5%		-3%		-14%

		Utilities: Water		4%		5%		-6%

		Utilities: Oil & Gas		4%		0%		-4%

		Transportation: Consumer		3%		9%		-18%

		Transportation: Cargo		3%		-8%		-13%

		Chemicals, Plastics, & Rubber		2%		-2%		-8%

		High Tech Industries		2%		2%		-12%

		Capital Equipment		1%		6%		-11%

		FIRE: Real Estate		-2%		5%		-5%

		Hotel, Gaming, & Leisure		-2%		3%		-18%

		Wholesale		-3%		-5%		-14%

		Containers, Packaging, & Glass		-3%		0%		-14%

		Healthcare & Pharmaceuticals		-4%		-3%		-9%

		Utilities: Electric		-4%		-1%		-4%

		Automotive		-5%		16%		-16%

		Services: Business		-5%		-8%		-10%

		Media: Broadcasting & Subscription		-6%		-5%		-10%

		Services: Consumer		-7%		-2%		-17%

		Construction & Building		-7%		11%		-19%

		Telecommunications		-8%		-9%		-12%

		Consumer Goods: Durable		-10%		-13%		-18%

		Retail		-12%		-25%		-20%

		Energy: Electricity		-14%		5%		-30%

		Media: Diversified & Production		-17%		-28%		-13%

		Beverage, Food, & Tobacco		-18%		-9%		-10%

		Media: Advertising, Printing & Publishing		-19%		-22%		-28%

		Consumer Goods: Non-durable		-27%		-26%		-22%
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		Exhibit 7 - Average corporate debt recovery rates measured by trading prices*


				Issuer-weighted recoveries						Volume-weighted recoveries

		Priority Position		2018		2017		1983-2018		2018		2017		1983-2018

		1st Lien Bank Loan		71.07%		69.19%		67.19%		77.67%		74.72%		64.07%

		2nd Lien Bank Loan		54.96%		17.87%		32.27%		33.45%		30.29%		28.68%

		Sr. Unsecured Bank Loan		41.93%		9.00%		45.75%		42.26%		9.00%		40.29%

		1st Lien Bond		56.75%		65.91%		53.99%		68.75%		67.09%		55.23%

		2nd Lien Bond		35.16%		52.75%		44.07%		43.62%		36.61%		43.74%

		Sr. Unsecured Bond		48.75%		55.07%		38.15%		42.47%		41.03%		33.87%

		Sr. Subordinated Bond		45.63%		38.00%		31.08%		25.60%		50.62%		26.33%

		Subordinated Bond		n.a.		50.20%		31.98%		n.a.		68.34%		27.52%

		Jr. Subordinated Bond		n.a.		27.17%		23.67%		n.a.		44.99%		26.78%

		* We use market prices (bids) to proxy recoveries in this exhibit
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		Exhibit 8. Recovery observation counts and dollar volume

				Issuer counts						Dollar volume (in billions of USD)

		Priority Position		2018		2017		1983-2018		2018		2017		1983-2018

		1st Lien Bank Loan		13		26		501		7.2		20.4		299.2

		2nd Lien Bank Loan		6		5		78		2.6		1.2		155.1

		Sr. Unsecured Bank Loan		2		1		69		1.4		0.0		35.2

		1st Lien Bond		19		22		347		13.5		10.9		149.8

		2nd Lien Bond		10		5		80		2.6		2.5		39.6

		Sr. Unsecured Bond		28		40		1056		25.1		35.0		742.0

		Sr. Subordinated Bond		2		2		512		1.2		0.9		115.7

		Subordinated Bond		0		3		414		0.0		0.9		81.3

		Jr. Subordinated Bond		0		3		27		0.0		2.7		6.5
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		Exhibit 9 - Average corporate debt recovery rates measured by ultimate recoveries, 1987-2018

				Emergence Year						Default Year

		Priority Position		2018		2017		1987-2018		2018		2017		1987-2018

		Loans		85.0%		83.3%		80.3%		85.0%		84.3%		80.3%

		Senior Secured Bonds		53.8%		68.0%		62.2%		55.0%		65.7%		62.2%

		Senior Unsecured Bonds		38.5%		56.4%		47.7%		35.5%		58.3%		47.7%

		Subordinated Bonds		0.0%		51.2%		28.0%		n.a.		62.9%		28.0%
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		Exhibit 10. Annual credit loss rates down in 2018

		Year		Investment-Grade		Speculative-Grade		All Corporates

		1983		0.00%		1.92%		0.43%

		1984		0.09%		1.58%		0.44%

		1985		0.00%		1.50%		0.38%

		1986		0.10%		3.06%		0.91%

		1987		0.00%		1.56%		0.52%

		1988		0.00%		2.11%		0.76%

		1989		0.14%		3.33%		1.26%

		1990		0.04%		6.52%		2.21%

		1991		0.04%		5.76%		1.77%

		1992		0.00%		2.51%		0.68%

		1993		0.00%		2.14%		0.56%

		1994		0.00%		1.08%		0.30%

		1995		0.00%		1.61%		0.47%

		1996		0.00%		0.61%		0.19%

		1997		0.00%		0.83%		0.27%

		1998		0.02%		1.83%		0.68%

		1999		0.02%		3.32%		1.31%

		2000		0.10%		4.60%		1.86%

		2001		0.10%		7.57%		2.89%

		2002		0.30%		5.38%		2.05%

		2003		0.00%		3.09%		1.07%

		2004		0.00%		1.15%		0.40%

		2005		0.03%		0.78%		0.29%

		2006		0.00%		0.75%		0.27%

		2007		0.00%		0.44%		0.16%

		2008		0.41%		3.60%		1.66%

		2009		0.27%		7.65%		3.16%

		2010		0.05%		1.48%		0.61%

		2011		0.11%		1.19%		0.54%

		2012		0.02%		1.54%		0.69%

		2013		0.05%		1.44%		0.68%

		2014		0.03%		1.05%		0.51%

		2015		0.00%		2.28%		1.09%

		2016		0.00%		3.07%		1.48%

		2017		0.00%		1.52%		0.74%

		2018		0.00%		1.18%		0.57%
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		Exhibit 11. Default rates to trend up in the second half of 2019

		Trailing_12m_ending		All Corporates (actual)		All Corporates (baseline forecast)		Speculative-Grade (actual)		Speculative-Grade (baseline forecast)

		12/31/93		0.90%				3.40%

		1/31/94		1.01%				3.81%

		2/28/94		1.05%				3.95%

		3/31/94		0.82%				3.15%

		4/30/94		0.69%				2.65%

		5/31/94		0.61%				2.32%

		6/30/94		0.56%				2.13%

		7/31/94		0.55%				2.06%

		8/31/94		0.55%				2.03%

		9/30/94		0.65%				2.39%

		10/31/94		0.67%				2.41%

		11/30/94		0.65%				2.35%

		12/31/94		0.65%				2.34%

		1/31/95		0.58%				2.05%

		2/28/95		0.47%				1.68%

		3/31/95		0.40%				1.42%

		4/30/95		0.49%				1.76%

		5/31/95		0.59%				1.96%

		6/30/95		0.61%				2.00%

		7/31/95		0.61%				2.09%

		8/31/95		0.63%				2.19%

		9/30/95		0.66%				2.27%

		10/31/95		0.75%				2.57%

		11/30/95		0.87%				2.97%

		12/31/95		0.90%				3.06%

		1/31/96		0.89%				3.05%

		2/29/96		0.92%				3.17%

		3/31/96		0.94%				3.22%

		4/30/96		0.88%				3.00%

		5/31/96		0.78%				2.65%

		6/30/96		0.83%				2.80%

		7/31/96		0.76%				2.58%

		8/31/96		0.64%				2.14%

		9/30/96		0.63%				2.10%

		10/31/96		0.57%				1.88%

		11/30/96		0.51%				1.66%

		12/31/96		0.51%				1.65%

		1/31/97		0.53%				1.71%

		2/28/97		0.44%				1.42%

		3/31/97		0.43%				1.39%

		4/30/97		0.38%				1.19%

		5/31/97		0.48%				1.49%

		6/30/97		0.45%				1.39%

		7/31/97		0.52%				1.62%

		8/31/97		0.59%				1.84%

		9/30/97		0.59%				1.81%

		10/31/97		0.60%				1.84%

		11/30/97		0.70%				2.13%

		12/31/97		0.62%				1.89%

		1/31/98		0.63%				1.93%

		2/28/98		0.73%				2.20%

		3/31/98		0.74%				2.25%

		4/30/98		0.83%				2.49%

		5/31/98		0.82%				2.49%

		6/30/98		0.86%				2.60%

		7/31/98		0.83%				2.44%

		8/31/98		0.84%				2.46%

		9/30/98		0.87%				2.52%

		10/31/98		0.88%				2.44%

		11/30/98		0.95%				2.59%

		12/31/98		1.13%				3.02%

		1/31/99		1.21%				3.14%

		2/28/99		1.26%				3.24%

		3/31/99		1.40%				3.58%

		4/30/99		1.53%				3.87%

		5/31/99		1.82%				4.60%

		6/30/99		1.92%				4.76%

		7/31/99		2.11%				5.24%

		8/31/99		2.11%				5.25%

		9/30/99		2.22%				5.51%

		10/31/99		2.25%				5.66%

		11/30/99		2.20%				5.54%

		12/31/99		2.12%				5.35%

		1/31/00		2.13%				5.37%

		2/29/00		2.10%				5.31%

		3/31/00		2.12%				5.41%

		4/30/00		2.14%				5.46%

		5/31/00		2.06%				5.20%

		6/30/00		2.10%				5.31%

		7/31/00		1.95%				4.94%

		8/31/00		2.02%				5.09%

		9/30/00		2.09%				5.26%

		10/31/00		2.00%				4.95%

		11/30/00		2.25%				5.54%

		12/31/00		2.45%				6.07%

		1/31/01		2.54%				6.28%

		2/28/01		2.66%				6.58%

		3/31/01		2.87%				7.17%

		4/30/01		2.94%				7.34%

		5/31/01		2.98%				7.48%

		6/30/01		3.07%				7.72%

		7/31/01		3.20%				8.03%

		8/31/01		3.33%				8.54%

		9/30/01		3.43%				8.86%

		10/31/01		3.60%				9.31%

		11/30/01		3.56%				9.31%

		12/31/01		3.67%				9.61%

		1/31/02		3.69%				9.78%

		2/28/02		3.58%				9.53%

		3/31/02		3.51%				9.43%

		4/30/02		3.45%				9.31%

		5/31/02		3.56%				9.58%

		6/30/02		3.47%				9.39%

		7/31/02		3.45%				9.15%

		8/31/02		3.39%				8.97%

		9/30/02		3.34%				8.82%

		10/31/02		3.21%				8.41%

		11/30/02		3.06%				8.01%

		12/31/02		2.91%				7.63%

		1/31/03		2.70%				7.02%

		2/28/03		2.74%				7.21%

		3/31/03		2.56%				6.60%

		4/30/03		2.48%				6.54%

		5/31/03		2.33%				6.37%

		6/30/03		2.27%				6.18%

		7/31/03		2.21%				6.02%

		8/31/03		2.19%				6.07%

		9/30/03		2.07%				5.71%

		10/31/03		2.03%				5.77%

		11/30/03		1.89%				5.33%

		12/31/03		1.84%				5.31%

		1/31/04		1.77%				5.11%

		2/29/04		1.59%				4.60%

		3/31/04		1.51%				4.32%

		4/30/04		1.41%				4.08%

		5/31/04		1.25%				3.61%

		6/30/04		1.15%				3.32%

		7/31/04		0.91%				2.61%

		8/31/04		0.73%				2.11%

		9/30/04		0.81%				2.36%

		10/31/04		0.81%				2.34%

		11/30/04		0.86%				2.50%

		12/31/04		0.83%				2.41%

		1/31/05		0.80%				2.32%

		2/28/05		0.90%				2.60%

		3/31/05		0.84%				2.40%

		4/30/05		0.81%				2.31%

		5/31/05		0.79%				2.24%

		6/30/05		0.70%				1.98%

		7/31/05		0.72%				2.02%

		8/31/05		0.78%				2.18%

		9/30/05		0.74%				2.05%

		10/31/05		0.74%				1.98%

		11/30/05		0.68%				1.81%

		12/31/05		0.64%				1.72%

		1/31/06		0.66%				1.75%

		2/28/06		0.60%				1.60%

		3/31/06		0.58%				1.58%

		4/30/06		0.56%				1.50%

		5/31/06		0.63%				1.74%

		6/30/06		0.65%				1.77%

		7/31/06		0.62%				1.70%

		8/31/06		0.57%				1.54%

		9/30/06		0.55%				1.54%

		10/31/06		0.61%				1.72%

		11/30/06		0.65%				1.82%

		12/31/06		0.59%				1.67%

		1/31/07		0.61%				1.70%

		2/28/07		0.62%				1.74%

		3/31/07		0.56%				1.56%

		4/30/07		0.58%				1.58%

		5/31/07		0.54%				1.51%

		6/30/07		0.52%				1.42%

		7/31/07		0.55%				1.50%

		8/31/07		0.53%				1.45%

		9/30/07		0.48%				1.30%

		10/31/07		0.40%				1.10%

		11/30/07		0.35%				0.95%

		12/31/07		0.35%				0.94%

		1/31/08		0.43%				1.16%

		2/29/08		0.46%				1.25%

		3/31/08		0.55%				1.49%

		4/30/08		0.64%				1.73%

		5/31/08		0.74%				1.97%

		6/30/08		0.80%				2.08%

		7/31/08		0.96%				2.42%

		8/31/08		0.99%				2.56%

		9/30/08		1.17%				2.73%

		10/31/08		1.95%				4.15%

		11/30/08		2.07%				4.42%

		12/31/08		2.49%				5.42%

		1/31/09		2.80%				6.17%

		2/28/09		3.02%				6.62%

		3/31/09		3.79%				8.48%

		4/30/09		4.16%				9.51%

		5/31/09		4.56%				10.52%

		6/30/09		5.06%				11.73%

		7/31/09		5.26%				12.20%

		8/31/09		5.52%				12.72%

		9/30/09		5.73%				13.37%

		10/31/09		5.09%				12.38%

		11/30/09		5.16%				12.53%

		12/31/09		4.99%				12.10%

		1/31/10		4.81%				11.77%

		2/28/10		4.45%				10.94%

		3/31/10		3.77%				9.45%

		4/30/10		3.37%				8.33%

		5/31/10		2.86%				7.09%

		6/30/10		2.30%				5.74%

		7/31/10		2.00%				5.03%

		8/31/10		1.76%				4.51%

		9/30/10		1.43%				3.67%

		10/31/10		1.34%				3.43%

		11/30/10		1.32%				3.31%

		12/31/10		1.23%				3.01%

		1/31/11		1.09%				2.62%

		2/28/11		1.15%				2.64%

		3/31/11		1.11%				2.49%

		4/30/11		1.06%				2.40%

		5/31/11		1.07%				2.42%

		6/30/11		1.03%				2.30%

		7/31/11		0.96%				2.08%

		8/31/11		0.93%				2.01%

		9/30/11		0.87%				1.90%

		10/31/11		0.88%				1.87%

		11/30/11		0.90%				1.98%

		12/31/11		0.92%				2.03%

		1/31/12		1.09%				2.41%

		2/29/12		1.06%				2.47%

		3/31/12		1.25%				2.95%

		4/30/12		1.26%				2.93%

		5/31/12		1.33%				3.08%

		6/30/12		1.38%				3.14%

		7/31/12		1.36%				3.07%

		8/31/12		1.41%				3.16%

		9/30/12		1.47%				3.31%

		10/31/12		1.38%				3.12%

		11/30/12		1.22%				2.70%

		12/31/12		1.21%				2.71%

		1/31/13		1.10%				2.48%

		2/28/13		1.18%				2.56%

		3/31/13		1.11%				2.41%

		4/30/13		1.12%				2.44%

		5/31/13		1.17%				2.52%

		6/30/13		1.21%				2.67%

		7/31/13		1.27%				2.78%

		8/31/13		1.28%				2.82%

		9/30/13		1.29%				2.85%

		10/31/13		1.28%				2.79%

		11/30/13		1.21%				2.62%

		12/31/13		1.23%				2.63%

		1/31/14		1.15%				2.47%

		2/28/14		1.06%				2.29%

		3/31/14		1.01%				2.19%

		4/30/14		1.13%				2.45%

		5/31/14		1.00%				2.19%

		6/30/14		1.00%				2.18%

		7/31/14		0.96%				2.09%

		8/31/14		1.01%				2.12%

		9/30/14		0.99%				2.08%

		10/31/14		1.03%				2.15%

		11/30/14		1.02%				2.12%

		12/31/14		0.94%				1.94%

		1/31/15		0.98%				2.02%

		2/28/15		1.06%				2.19%

		3/31/15		1.09%				2.25%

		4/30/15		1.03%				2.12%

		5/31/15		1.10%				2.34%

		6/30/15		1.16%				2.46%

		7/31/15		1.17%				2.46%

		8/31/15		1.17%				2.46%

		9/30/15		1.29%				2.71%

		10/31/15		1.35%				2.83%

		11/30/15		1.44%				3.01%

		12/31/15		1.75%				3.66%

		1/31/16		1.74%				3.63%

		2/29/16		1.89%				3.92%

		3/31/16		1.98%				4.13%

		4/30/16		2.05%				4.26%

		5/31/16		2.28%				4.74%

		6/30/16		2.26%				4.70%

		7/31/16		2.33%				4.83%

		8/31/16		2.35%				4.86%

		9/30/16		2.23%				4.63%

		10/31/16		2.35%				4.85%

		11/30/16		2.28%				4.72%

		12/31/16		2.15%				4.48%

		1/31/17		2.24%				4.66%

		2/28/17		2.06%				4.19%

		3/31/17		1.92%				3.89%

		4/30/17		1.86%				3.80%

		5/31/17		1.65%				3.39%

		6/30/17		1.64%				3.39%

		7/31/17		1.60%				3.31%

		8/31/17		1.53%				3.17%

		9/30/17		1.51%				3.09%

		10/31/17		1.46%				2.99%

		11/30/17		1.58%				3.25%

		12/31/17		1.64%				3.39%

		1/31/18		1.56%				3.23%

		2/28/18		1.67%				3.46%

		3/31/18		1.70%				3.53%

		4/30/18		1.65%				3.43%

		5/31/18		1.63%				3.40%

		6/30/18		1.47%				3.06%

		7/31/18		1.43%				2.96%

		8/31/18		1.43%				2.96%

		9/30/18		1.34%				2.76%

		10/31/18		1.27%				2.61%

		11/30/18		1.15%				2.38%

		12/31/18		1.12%				2.31%

		1/31/19				1.08%				2.23%

		2/28/19				1.04%				2.14%

		3/31/19				0.97%				1.98%

		4/30/19				0.96%				1.98%

		5/31/19				0.99%				2.04%

		6/30/19				1.06%				2.16%

		7/31/19				1.11%				2.28%

		8/31/19				1.19%				2.44%

		9/30/19				1.24%				2.57%

		10/31/19				1.35%				2.78%

		11/30/19				1.43%				2.94%

		12/31/19				1.45%				3.01%
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		Exhibit 12. Leverage is rising among nonfinancial global speculative-grade issuers

		Reporting Year		Debt / EBITDA

		2006		4.8

		2007		4.5

		2008		4.6

		2009		4.4

		2010		4.2

		2011		4.2

		2012		4.5

		2013		4.6

		2014		4.9

		2015		4.9

		2016		5.0

		2017		5.0

		2018		5.1
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		Exhibit 13. New issuers have weaker credit qualities


		CFR\Issue_Yr		2006		2007		2008		2009		2010		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		2018

		Ba1		7%		7%		18%		13%		4%		2%		1%		3%		5%		5%		6%		2%		2%

		Ba2		6%		3%		10%		7%		5%		4%		3%		4%		3%		6%		9%		3%		3%

		Ba3		10%		6%		15%		14%		8%		4%		10%		5%		4%		6%		6%		5%		8%

		B1		19%		17%		17%		24%		20%		21%		15%		14%		11%		11%		14%		11%		10%

		B2		43%		43%		27%		19%		45%		43%		45%		40%		40%		42%		35%		37%		32%

		B3		13%		22%		12%		15%		14%		16%		22%		29%		33%		26%		26%		39%		44%

		Caa and below		1%		3%		1%		9%		5%		9%		4%		5%		3%		3%		4%		2%		1%
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		Exhibit 14. One-year corporate default rate forecasts by industry

		MDY35 Industry Groups		1983-2018 Average		CTM Forecast		EDF Forecast

		Media: Advertising, Printing & Publishing		6.22%		3.81%		3.44%

		Services: Business		2.11%		3.59%		2.61%

		Retail		3.29%		3.48%		3.06%

		Hotel, Gaming, & Leisure		4.17%		3.23%		0.87%

		Services: Consumer		2.02%		3.13%		3.21%

		Consumer Goods: Durable		2.82%		3.02%		2.05%

		Environmental Industries		3.73%		2.99%		0.90%

		Consumer Goods: Non-durable		4.32%		2.81%		2.51%

		High Tech Industries		1.74%		2.57%		1.65%

		Wholesale		3.62%		2.56%		1.74%

		Transportation: Cargo		1.99%		2.55%		2.29%

		Healthcare & Pharmaceuticals		1.45%		2.50%		2.01%

		Media: Broadcasting & Subscription		3.58%		2.29%		2.70%

		Containers, Packaging, & Glass		2.35%		2.28%		1.94%

		Capital Equipment		1.80%		2.06%		1.84%

		Media: Diversified & Production		2.62%		1.95%		2.13%

		Energy: Oil & Gas		2.69%		1.86%		6.59%

		Telecommunications		2.54%		1.84%		2.91%

		Metals & Mining		3.56%		1.73%		3.75%

		Aerospace & Defense		1.01%		1.64%		0.75%

		Beverage, Food, & Tobacco		1.32%		1.51%		1.56%

		Chemicals, Plastics, & Rubber		1.12%		1.45%		1.97%

		Automotive		2.56%		1.37%		1.52%

		Construction & Building		2.85%		1.28%		2.81%

		Forest Products & Paper		3.45%		0.70%		1.44%

		Finance		0.99%		0.65%		0.82%

		Energy: Electricity		2.99%		0.64%		1.13%

		Banking		0.50%		0.63%		0.69%

		Insurance		0.33%		0.42%		0.59%

		Real Estate Finance		0.88%		0.39%		1.39%

		Government-Related Issuers		0.48%		0.38%		2.58%

		Transportation: Consumer		3.00%		0.32%		1.59%

		Utilities: Water		0.13%		0.15%		1.96%

		Utilities: Oil & Gas		0.18%		0.10%		1.78%

		Utilities: Electric		0.16%		0.07%		1.59%
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		Exhibit 15. Default rate forecasts under alternative scenarios

		Scenario				Baseline		The downside 25% scenario		The downside 10% scenario		
The downside 4% scenario

		Scenario description				In this scenario, there is a 50% probability that economic conditions will be better, broadly speaking, and a 50% probability that conditions will be worse		In this scenario, there is a 75% probability that economic conditions will be better, broadly speaking, and a 25% probability that conditions will be worse.		In this recession scenario, there is a 90% probability that the economy will perform better, broadly speaking, and a 10% probability that it will perform worse.		In this recession scenario, there is a 96% probability that the economy will perform better, broadly speaking, and a 4% probability that it will perform worse.

		Assumptions for
2019		US Unemployment*		3.3%		4.1%		7.2%		7.2%

				US HY Spread*		583 bps		711 bps		1187 bps		1249 bps

		All corporates
default rate		2018 Actual		1.12%		1.12%		1.12%		1.12%

				2019 Forecast		1.45%		1.99%		5.37%		6.29%

		Speculative-grade default rate		2018 Actual		2.31%		2.31%		2.31%		2.31%

				2019 Forecast		3.01%		4.08%		10.90%		12.72%



		* Average in Q4 2019.
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		Exhibit 16. Median ratings before default, 2018 vs. long-term average

		Months Prior to Default		2018		1983-2018

		0		20		19

		1		19.5		18

		2		19		18

		3		19		18

		4		19		17

		5		19		17

		6		19		17

		7		19		17

		8		19		17

		9		19		16

		10		19		16

		11		19		16

		12		19		16

		13		19		16

		14		19		16

		15		19		16

		16		19		16

		17		19		16

		18		19		16

		19		19		16

		20		19		16

		21		19		16

		22		18.5		16

		23		18		16

		24		18		16

		25		18		16

		26		18		16

		27		18		15

		28		18		15

		29		18		15

		30		17.5		15

		31		17		15

		32		17		15

		33		17		15

		34		17		15

		35		17		15

		36		17		15

		37		17		15

		38		17		15

		39		17		15

		40		17		15

		41		17		15

		42		17		15

		43		17		15

		44		17		15

		45		17		15

		46		17		15

		47		17		15

		48		17		15

		49		17		15

		50		17		14

		51		17		14

		52		17		14

		53		17		14

		54		17		14

		55		17		14

		56		17		14

		57		17		14

		58		17		14

		59		17		14

		60		17		14
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		Exhibit 17. One- and five-year average default position by cohort year, 1983-2018

		Cohort Date		1-Year		5-Year

		1/1/83		97.14%		87.20%

		1/1/84		90.67%		81.76%

		1/1/85		94.50%		83.24%

		1/1/86		90.96%		83.03%

		1/1/87		87.22%		83.98%

		1/1/88		91.22%		84.22%

		1/1/89		85.40%		85.36%

		1/1/90		91.32%		89.59%

		1/1/91		91.33%		91.07%

		1/1/92		96.17%		93.11%

		1/1/93		94.61%		92.43%

		1/1/94		94.38%		90.45%

		1/1/95		92.32%		89.06%

		1/1/96		96.18%		89.28%

		1/1/97		95.46%		87.74%

		1/1/98		88.61%		87.08%

		1/1/99		89.89%		87.40%

		1/1/00		89.99%		87.75%

		1/1/01		90.83%		88.20%

		1/1/02		89.61%		88.99%

		1/1/03		94.08%		91.76%

		1/1/04		95.39%		84.38%

		1/1/05		93.07%		82.60%

		1/1/06		93.07%		83.25%

		1/1/07		98.18%		83.23%

		1/1/08		80.97%		83.90%

		1/1/09		90.70%		87.51%

		1/1/10		93.48%		83.88%

		1/1/11		89.01%		82.65%

		1/1/12		94.50%		86.06%

		1/1/13		89.57%		85.91%

		1/1/14		90.01%		86.77%

		1/1/15		88.22%

		1/1/16		92.45%

		1/1/17		94.32%

		1/1/18		94.48%
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		Exhibit 18. Moody’s-rated 2018 corporate bond and loan defaults*

		Company		Domicile		Default Month		brd_def_typ		bond		loan		in Jan Cohort?

		American Tire Distributors, Inc.		United States		2018-10		Bankruptcy		$1,050		$1,391		1

		Andrade Gutierrez Engenharia S.A.		Brazil		2018-4		Payment Default		$345		$0		1

		Astaldi S.p.A.		Italy		2018-12		Payment Default		$857		$0		1

		Avanti Communications Group plc		United Kingdom		2018-2		Bankruptcy		$836		$0		1

		Bellatrix Exploration Ltd.		Canada		2018-9		Distressed Exchange		$80		$0		1

		BI-LO Holding Finance, LLC		United States		2018-3		Bankruptcy		$521		$0		1

		BI-LO, LLC		United States		2018-3		Bankruptcy		$425		$512		1

		Bon-Ton Stores Inc., (The)		United States		2018-1		Payment Default		$350		$0		1

		BrightHouse Group PLC		United Kingdom		2018-2		Distressed Exchange		$308		$0		1

		Cenveo Corporation		United States		2018-2		Bankruptcy		$935		$126		1

		Cenveo, Inc.		United States		2018-2		Bankruptcy		$0		$0		0

		CEVA Group plc		United Kingdom		2018-5		Distressed Exchange		$0		$953		1

		Charlotte Russe, Inc.		United States		2018-2		Distressed Exchange		$0		$214		0

		Checkout Holding Corp.		United States		2018-12		Bankruptcy		$0		$1,540		1

		Claires Stores, Inc.		United States		2018-3		Bankruptcy		$1,774		$107		1

		Community Choice Financial Inc.		United States		2018-12		Payment Default		$250		$0		1

		Community Health Systems, Inc.		United States		2018-6		Distressed Exchange		$3,217		$0		1

		Cooperativa Muratori e Cementisti C.M.C.		Italy		2018-12		Payment Default		$367		$0		1

		Davids Bridal, Inc.		United States		2018-11		Payment Default		$270		$481		1

		Del Monte Foods, Inc.		United States		2018-6		Distressed Exchange		$0		$223		1

		DFC Finance Corp.		United States		2018-12		Distressed Exchange		$953		$0		1

		Dixie Electric, LLC		United States		2018-9		Payment Default		$0		$267		1

		Electroingenieria S.A.		Argentina		2018-12		Distressed Exchange		$7		$0		1

		Eletson Holdings Inc.		Liberia		2018-2		Payment Default		$300		$0		1

		Elli Investments Limited		United Kingdom		2018-1		Payment Default		$240		$0		1

		EV Energy Partners, L.P.		United States		2018-4		Bankruptcy		$343		$0		1

		Fairway Group Acquisition Company		United States		2018-8		Distressed Exchange		$0		$100		1

		Fairway Group Holdings Corp.		United States		2018-8		Distressed Exchange		$0		$39		1

		Fieldwood Energy LLC		United States		2018-1		Payment Default		$0		$3,413		1

		FirstEnergy Generation, LLC		United States		2018-3		Bankruptcy		$0		$0		1

		FirstEnergy Nuclear Generation, LLC		United States		2018-3		Bankruptcy		$0		$0		1

		FirstEnergy Solutions Corp.		United States		2018-3		Bankruptcy		$696		$0		1

		FULLBEAUTY Brands Holdings Corp.		United States		2018-11		Payment Default		$0		$345		1

		Gibson Brands, Inc.		United States		2018-5		Bankruptcy		$375		$70		1

		Guitar Center Inc.		United States		2018-4		Distressed Exchange		$318		$0		1

		HGIM CORP.		United States		2018-3		Bankruptcy		$0		$1,100		1

		House of Fraser (UK & Ireland) Limited		United Kingdom		2018-7		Distressed Exchange		$217		$263		1

		Hovnanian Enterprises, Inc.		United States		2018-1		Distressed Exchange		$0		$0		1

		Huachen Energy Co., Ltd.		China		2018-9		Payment Default		$0		$7		1

		Ideal Standard International S.A.		Belgium		2018-4		Distressed Exchange		$856		$0		1

		iHeartCommunications, Inc.		United States		2018-3		Payment Default		$8,967		$6,671		1

		Imperial Metals Corporation		Canada		2018-9		Distressed Exchange		$0		$58		1

		Johnston Press plc		United Kingdom		2018-11		Bankruptcy		$282		$0		1

		Jupiter Resources Inc.		Canada		2018-10		Payment Default		$1,100		$0		1

		K. Hovnanian Enterprises, Inc.		United States		2018-1		Distressed Exchange		$185		$0		1

		Legacy Reserves LP		United States		2018-1		Distressed Exchange		$187		$0		1

		Legacy Reserves LP		United States		2018-9		Distressed Exchange		$130		$0		0

		MNC Investama Tbk. (P.T.)		Indonesia		2018-5		Distressed Exchange		$186		$0		1

		Murray Energy Corporation		United States		2018-6		Distressed Exchange		$744		$0		1

		NCSG Crane & Heavy Haul Corporation		Canada		2018-3		Payment Default		$305		$0		1

		New Trident Holdcorp, Inc.		United States		2018-4		Distressed Exchange		$0		$495		1

		Nine West Holdings, Inc.		United States		2018-4		Bankruptcy		$705		$885		1

		Noble Group Limited		Hong Kong		2018-3		Payment Default		$2,306		$1,143		1

		Northern Oil and Gas, Inc		United States		2018-5		Distressed Exchange		$497		$0		1

		NRG REMA LLC		United States		2018-7		Payment Default		$205		$0		1

		Odebrecht Engenharia e Construcao S.A. (OEC)		Brazil		2018-11		Payment Default		$519		$0		1

		PaperWorks Industries, Inc.		United States		2018-2		Distressed Exchange		$356		$0		1

		Parker Drilling Company		United States		2018-12		Bankruptcy		$585		$6		1

		Philadelphia Energy Solutions R&M LLC		United States		2018-1		Bankruptcy		$0		$541		1

		Proserv Operations Limited		United Kingdom		2018-5		Distressed Exchange		$0		$135		0

		Proserv US LLC		United States		2018-5		Distressed Exchange		$0		$345		0

		Remington Outdoor Company, Inc.		United States		2018-3		Bankruptcy		$226		$550		1

		Reward Science and Tech. Industry Grp. Co Ltd		China		2018-12		Payment Default		$44		$0		1

		RGL Reservoir Management Inc.		Canada		2018-1		Distressed Exchange		$0		$346		1

		Sears Holdings Corp.		United States		2018-3		Distressed Exchange		$481		$0		1

		Sears Holdings Corp.		United States		2018-10		Bankruptcy		$898		$1,006		0

		Sterling Mid-Holdings Limited		United Kingdom		2018-12		Distressed Exchange		$0		$0		1

		Tops Holding II Corporation		United States		2018-2		Bankruptcy		$9		$0		1

		Tops Holding LLC		United States		2018-2		Bankruptcy		$628		$0		1

		Transworld Systems, Inc.		United States		2018-5		Distressed Exchange		$419		$0		1

		Triple Point Group Holdings, Inc		United States		2018-4		Distressed Exchange		$0		$32		1

		Ultra Resources, Inc.		United States		2018-12		Distressed Exchange		$780		$0		1

		United Central Industrial Supply, LLC		United States		2018-8		Distressed Exchange		$0		$190		1

		United Distribution Group, Inc.		United States		2018-8		Distressed Exchange		$0		$0		1

		Westmoreland Coal Company		United States		2018-7		Payment Default		$350		$317		1

		Windstream Services, LLC		United States		2018-7		Distressed Exchange		$1,444		$0		1

		Wuzhou International Holdings Limited		China		2018-7		Payment Default		$330		$0		1

		*This list only includes companies that have rated bonds, loans and/or deposits within one year prior to default. 

		Only issuers included in the Jan 1st cohort are included in the annual default rates in this report. 

		The list only includes 77 companies, which initially defaulted in 2018. Besides these 77 companies, there are seven issuers, which initially defaulted in prior years but 

		experienced follow-on defaults on $12.4 billion of debt in 2018 ($8.8 billion in bonds and $3.7 billion in loans). We include such $12.4 billion in the 2018 default volume.
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		Exhibit 20. Annual Moody's-rated global corporate issuer default counts, 1920-2018*

		Year		IG		SG		All

		1920		8		25		33

		1921		7		25		32

		1922		10		23		33

		1923		5		22		27

		1924		3		37		40

		1925		7		34		41

		1926		4		18		22

		1927		1		15		16

		1928		0		8		8

		1929		3		12		15

		1930		2		21		23

		1931		6		78		84

		1932		10		108		118

		1933		9		189		198

		1934		5		60		65

		1935		9		51		60

		1936		3		19		22

		1937		4		18		22

		1938		9		17		26

		1939		2		13		15

		1940		2		22		24

		1941		0		10		10

		1942		0		4		4

		1943		0		3		3

		1944		0		3		3

		1945		0		2		2

		1946		0		0		0

		1947		0		2		2

		1948		0		0		0

		1949		0		5		5

		1950		0		0		0

		1951		0		1		1

		1952		0		0		0

		1953		0		0		0

		1954		0		1		1

		1955		0		1		1

		1956		0		0		0

		1957		0		1		1

		1958		0		0		0

		1959		0		0		0

		1960		0		2		2

		1961		0		3		3

		1962		0		4		4

		1963		0		3		3

		1964		0		0		0

		1965		0		0		0

		1966		0		1		1

		1967		0		0		0

		1968		0		1		1

		1969		0		0		0

		1970		2		25		27

		1971		0		3		3

		1972		0		5		5

		1973		2		3		5

		1974		0		3		3

		1975		0		4		4

		1976		0		2		2

		1977		1		3		4

		1978		0		4		4

		1979		0		1		1

		1980		0		4		4

		1981		0		2		2

		1982		2		11		13

		1983		0		13		13

		1984		2		11		13

		1985		0		16		16

		1986		3		33		36

		1987		0		31		31

		1988		0		33		33

		1989		4		50		54

		1990		1		89		90

		1991		1		68		69

		1992		0		33		33

		1993		0		23		23

		1994		0		19		19

		1995		0		29		29

		1996		0		18		18

		1997		0		25		25

		1998		1		51		52

		1999		1		107		108

		2000		4		124		128

		2001		4		186		190

		2002		14		133		147

		2003		0		91		91

		2004		0		41		41

		2005		2		31		33

		2006		0		31		31

		2007		0		19		19

		2008		21		118		139

		2009		14		258		272

		2010		3		61		64

		2011		6		43		49

		2012		1		66		67

		2013		3		67		70

		2014		2		55		57

		2015		0		109		109

		2016		0		137		137

		2017		0		102		102

		2018		0		71		71

		* only include companies in Jan 1 cohort
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		Exhibit 22. Annual rated global corporate bond and loan default volumes, 1970-2018*

				IG						SG						All Ratings

		Year		Bond		Loan		Total		Bond		Loan		Total		Bond		Loan		Total

		1970		$154		$0		$154		$756		$0		$756		$910		$0		$910

		1971		$0		$0		$0		$132		$0		$132		$132		$0		$132

		1972		$0		$0		$0		$215		$0		$215		$215		$0		$215

		1973		$17		$0		$17		$94		$0		$94		$112		$0		$112

		1974		$0		$0		$0		$69		$0		$69		$69		$0		$69

		1975		$0		$0		$0		$176		$0		$176		$176		$0		$176

		1976		$0		$0		$0		$34		$0		$34		$34		$0		$34

		1977		$68		$0		$68		$179		$0		$179		$247		$0		$247

		1978		$0		$0		$0		$112		$0		$112		$112		$0		$112

		1979		$0		$0		$0		$18		$0		$18		$18		$0		$18

		1980		$0		$0		$0		$302		$0		$302		$302		$0		$302

		1981		$0		$0		$0		$47		$0		$47		$47		$0		$47

		1982		$243		$0		$243		$515		$0		$515		$758		$0		$758

		1983		$0		$0		$0		$1,110		$0		$1,110		$1,110		$0		$1,110

		1984		$215		$0		$215		$367		$0		$367		$582		$0		$582

		1985		$0		$0		$0		$1,354		$0		$1,354		$1,354		$0		$1,354

		1986		$138		$0		$138		$3,213		$0		$3,213		$3,351		$0		$3,351

		1987		$0		$0		$0		$8,941		$242		$9,182		$8,941		$242		$9,182

		1988		$0		$0		$0		$5,642		$361		$6,003		$5,642		$361		$6,003

		1989		$1,506		$0		$1,506		$9,657		$0		$9,657		$11,162		$0		$11,162

		1990		$0		$0		$0		$20,429		$1,831		$22,260		$20,429		$1,831		$22,260

		1991		$1,348		$0		$1,348		$15,546		$678		$16,224		$16,894		$678		$17,572

		1992		$0		$0		$0		$6,667		$956		$7,623		$6,667		$956		$7,623

		1993		$0		$0		$0		$2,617		$487		$3,103		$2,617		$487		$3,103

		1994		$0		$0		$0		$2,713		$299		$3,013		$2,713		$299		$3,013

		1995		$0		$0		$0		$5,401		$372		$5,773		$5,401		$372		$5,773

		1996		$0		$0		$0		$4,106		$1,435		$5,541		$4,106		$1,435		$5,541

		1997		$0		$0		$0		$5,024		$948		$5,972		$5,024		$948		$5,972

		1998		$399		$0		$399		$9,469		$3,299		$12,768		$9,868		$3,299		$13,167

		1999		$461		$1,225		$1,686		$26,217		$14,054		$40,270		$26,678		$15,279		$41,956

		2000		$4,115		$3,950		$8,065		$25,360		$26,206		$51,566		$29,475		$30,156		$59,631

		2001		$21,195		$5,363		$26,558		$78,864		$34,103		$112,967		$100,059		$39,466		$139,525

		2002		$44,214		$13,658		$57,872		$115,779		$40,471		$156,250		$159,993		$54,129		$214,122

		2003		$0		$870		$870		$38,667		$10,308		$48,976		$38,667		$11,178		$49,845

		2004		$0		$0		$0		$16,409		$4,712		$21,122		$16,409		$4,712		$21,122

		2005		$2,155		$2,825		$4,980		$27,629		$8,745		$36,374		$29,784		$11,570		$41,354

		2006		$0		$0		$0		$7,758		$2,630		$10,388		$7,758		$2,630		$10,388

		2007		$0		$0		$0		$6,214		$1,983		$8,197		$6,214		$1,983		$8,197

		2008		$182,073		$10,380		$192,452		$51,362		$32,322		$83,684		$233,435		$42,701		$276,136

		2009		$35,704		$21,931		$57,634		$148,231		$122,350		$270,580		$183,934		$144,280		$328,215

		2010		$4,047		$0		$4,047		$21,323		$14,042		$35,365		$25,370		$14,042		$39,412

		2011		$6,561		$1,411		$7,972		$22,658		$4,906		$27,564		$29,220		$6,317		$35,537

		2012		$323		$0		$323		$34,835		$18,289		$53,125		$35,159		$18,289		$53,448

		2013		$2,408		$0		$2,408		$28,781		$13,826		$42,607		$31,190		$13,826		$45,015

		2014		$939		$0		$939		$40,361		$30,331		$70,692		$41,300		$30,331		$71,631

		2015		$0		$0		$0		$75,662		$19,794		$95,456		$75,662		$19,794		$95,456

		2016		$0		$0		$0		$90,573		$42,508		$133,082		$90,573		$42,508		$133,082

		2017		$0		$0		$0		$57,838		$26,528		$84,366		$57,838		$26,528		$84,366

		2018		$0		$0		$0		$46,501		$25,829		$72,330		$46,501		$25,829		$72,330

		* only include companies in Jan 1 cohort
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		Exhibit 23. Annual issuer default counts and volume by geographical region, 1986-2018*

				Count										Volume

		Year 		Africa & Middle East		Asia Pacific 		Europe		Latin America 		North America		Africa & Middle East		Asia Pacific 		Europe		Latin America 		North America

		1986		0		0		0		0		38		$0		$0		$0		$0		$4,142

		1987		0		0		0		0		32		$0		$0		$0		$0		$9,262

		1988		0		0		0		0		33		$0		$0		$0		$0		$6,003

		1989		0		4		0		0		51		$0		$969		$0		$0		$10,253

		1990		0		1		1		0		92		$0		$200		$516		$0		$22,097

		1991		0		0		2		0		71		$0		$0		$1,228		$0		$16,753

		1992		0		0		0		0		34		$0		$0		$0		$0		$7,673

		1993		0		0		0		0		24		$0		$0		$0		$0		$3,104

		1994		0		0		1		0		18		$0		$0		$774		$0		$2,238

		1995		0		0		0		1		30		$0		$0		$0		$100		$5,774

		1996		0		0		0		1		19		$0		$0		$0		$207		$5,930

		1997		0		2		0		2		21		$0		$614		$0		$310		$5,048

		1998		0		5		5		0		44		$0		$1,444		$707		$0		$11,241

		1999		0		9		9		8		88		$0		$4,458		$3,950		$2,018		$33,299

		2000		0		4		4		3		119		$0		$4,453		$866		$305		$54,074

		2001		4		15		15		7		150		$2,758		$7,832		$10,540		$2,034		$116,675

		2002		0		2		26		17		102		$0		$1,842		$45,418		$10,724		$156,437

		2003		0		3		8		11		70		$0		$625		$3,708		$4,152		$41,485

		2004		1		0		5		1		38		$183		$0		$2,311		$1,093		$18,304

		2005		0		0		1		1		32		$0		$0		$207		$100		$41,152

		2006		0		0		7		2		23		$0		$0		$1,601		$167		$9,113

		2007		0		0		4		0		15		$0		$0		$2,230		$0		$5,967

		2008		0		3		51		2		93		$0		$625		$54,356		$555		$228,446

		2009		1		16		31		11		226		$650		$6,989		$28,013		$3,031		$294,547

		2010		0		3		11		3		53		$0		$6,913		$10,490		$487		$25,270

		2011		0		0		15		1		36		$0		$0		$10,064		$358		$27,149

		2012		1		1		11		5		51		$48		$1,805		$17,275		$3,077		$33,780

		2013		0		2		25		10		36		$0		$546		$24,095		$4,880		$23,112

		2014		1		5		15		5		32		$350		$4,000		$13,635		$4,539		$53,092

		2015		1		9		29		9		69		$456		$4,114		$16,149		$4,314		$75,136

		2016		2		2		20		12		108		$945		$1,806		$17,333		$26,135		$89,310

		2017		1		7		27		3		66		$553		$2,336		$19,636		$20,835		$41,477

		2018		1		5		11		3		57		$300		$4,016		$7,285		$6,871		$56,586

		* include defaults outside of Jan 1 cohort.
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		Exhibit 24. 2018 defaulted corporate bond and loan recoveries*

						Loans						Bond

		Company Name		Default Type		1st Lien		2nd Lien		Sr. Unsec		1st Lien		2nd Lien		Sr. Unsec		Sr Sub

		Agrokor D.D.		Bankruptcy												27.07		

		American Tire Distributors, Inc.		Bankruptcy		88.84												18.00

		Andrade Gutierrez Engenharia S.A.		Payment Default												94.50		

		Avanti Communications Group plc		Bankruptcy										80.00				

		Bellatrix Exploration Ltd.		Distressed Exchange												61.25		

		BI-LO Holding Finance, LLC		Bankruptcy												59.50		

		BI-LO, LLC		Bankruptcy								100.13						

		Bon-Ton Stores Inc., (The)		Payment Default										18.50				

		BrightHouse Group PLC		Distressed Exchange								79.00						

		Cenveo Corporation		Bankruptcy								47.75		9.00		5.50		

		Charlotte Russe, Inc.		Distressed Exchange		40.44												

		CHS/Community Health Systems, Inc.		Distressed Exchange												79.08		

		Claire's Stores, Inc.		Bankruptcy		93.00						57.63		12.00		12.00		

		Community Choice Financial Inc.		Payment Default								31.50						

		Concordia International Corp.		Payment Default												9.5		

		Consolidated Infrastructure Group Limited		Distressed Exchange												99.94		

		David's Bridal, Inc.		Payment Default		57.50										38.00		

		Del Monte Foods, Inc.		Distressed Exchange				70.75										

		Denbury Resources Inc.		Distressed Exchange														73.25

		DFC Finance Corp.		Distressed Exchange								82.00						

		Dixie Electric, LLC		Payment Default		32.00												

		Eletson Holdings Inc.		Payment Default								53.25						

		EV Energy Partners, L.P.		Bankruptcy												46.00		

		EXCO Resources, Inc.		Bankruptcy												8		

		Fieldwood Energy LLC		Bankruptcy		97.61		20.50										

		FirstEnergy Solutions Corp.		Bankruptcy												47.47		

		Gibson Brands, Inc.		Bankruptcy								84.00						

		Guitar Center Inc.		Distressed Exchange												92.75		

		HGIM CORP.		Bankruptcy		41.67												

		House of Fraser (UK & Ireland) Limited		Distressed Exchange								69.43						

		Ideal Standard International S.A.		Distressed Exchange								27.50		6.00				

		iHeartCommunications, Inc.		Payment Default								79.48				15.88		

		Johnston Press plc		Bankruptcy								54.00						

		Jupiter Resources Inc.		Payment Default												34.00		

		K. Hovnanian Enterprises, Inc.		Distressed Exchange												112.00		

		LBI Media, Inc.		Bankruptcy										13				

		Legacy Reserves LP		Distressed Exchange												82.50		

		MNC Investama Tbk. (P.T.)		Distressed Exchange								94.63						

		Murray Energy Corporation		Distressed Exchange										59.63				

		NCSG Crane & Heavy Haul Corporation		Payment Default										54.00				

		New Trident Holdcorp, Inc.		Distressed Exchange		76.20		51.81										

		Nine West Holdings, Inc.		Bankruptcy		96.39				41.36						16.08		

		Noble Group Limited		Payment Default						42.50						45.44		

		Northern Oil and Gas, Inc		Distressed Exchange												104.50		

		Odebrecht Engenharia e Construcao S.A. (OEC)		Payment Default												13.00		

		PaperWorks Industries, Inc.		Distressed Exchange								50.00						

		Petroleos de Venezuela, S.A.		Payment Default												26		

		Philadelphia Energy Solutions R&M LLC		Bankruptcy		81.70												

		Proserv Operations Limited		Distressed Exchange		59.00												

		Proserv US LLC		Distressed Exchange		59.00												

		Sears Holdings Corp.		Distressed Exchange										74.5		41		

		Sears Holdings Corp.		Bankruptcy		100.50						25.00		25.00		8.75		

		Tops Holding II Corporation		Bankruptcy												73.00		

		Tops Holding LLC		Bankruptcy								45.00						

		Transworld Systems, Inc.		Distressed Exchange								26.00						

		Triple Point Group Holdings, Inc		Distressed Exchange				77.00										

		Ultra Resources, Inc.		Distressed Exchange												41.50		

		United Central Industrial Supply, LLC		Distressed Exchange				70.00										

		Westmoreland Coal Company		Payment Default				39.70				27.00						

		Windstream Services, LLC		Distressed Exchange												70.92		

		Wuzhou International Holdings Limited		Payment Default								44.95						

		* based on trading prices, data in percent
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		Exhibit 26. Annual defaulted corporate bond and loan recoveries*

				Loan		Bond

		Year		1st Lien		1st Lien		Sr. Unsec.		Sr. Sub.		Sub.		Jr. Sub.		All Bonds

		1983		n.a.		40.00		52.72		43.50		41.14		n.a.		44.53

		1984		n.a.		n.a.		49.41		67.88		44.26		n.a.		45.49

		1985		n.a.		83.63		60.16		29.63		39.68		48.50		43.60

		1986		n.a.		59.22		50.42		46.76		40.36		n.a.		46.75

		1987		n.a.		71.00		63.75		46.50		46.89		n.a.		51.30

		1988		n.a.		55.40		45.24		31.41		33.77		36.50		38.54

		1989		n.a.		46.54		43.57		35.72		26.81		16.85		32.54

		1990		72.00		33.81		38.16		25.53		19.50		10.70		25.80

		1991		67.88		48.39		36.66		41.82		24.42		7.79		35.51

		1992		60.58		62.05		49.19		49.40		38.04		13.50		45.89

		1993		53.40		n.a.		37.13		51.91		44.15		n.a.		43.08

		1994		67.59		69.25		53.73		29.61		38.01		40.00		45.57

		1995		75.44		62.02		47.60		34.30		41.54		n.a.		43.28

		1996		85.48		47.58		62.75		43.75		22.60		n.a.		41.54

		1997		81.31		72.00		56.10		44.73		33.10		30.58		47.56

		1998		56.67		46.82		39.54		44.99		18.19		62.00		38.30

		1999		73.55		39.14		38.02		26.91		35.64		n.a.		34.31

		2000		68.82		39.21		24.16		20.75		31.86		15.50		25.24

		2001		64.87		31.74		21.24		19.82		15.94		47.00		21.58

		2002		58.40		50.62		29.53		21.39		23.40		n.a.		29.49

		2003		73.43		69.20		41.87		37.82		12.31		n.a.		41.38

		2004		87.74		73.25		52.09		42.33		94.00		n.a.		58.50

		2005		83.78		69.21		54.88		32.77		51.25		n.a.		56.52

		2006		83.60		74.63		55.02		41.41		56.11		n.a.		55.02

		2007		68.63		82.31		53.65		56.15		n.a.		n.a.		55.06

		2008		61.69		52.46		33.53		23.32		29.47		n.a.		34.12

		2009		53.63		37.30		36.72		23.10		45.31		n.a.		33.92

		2010		70.87		57.63		50.69		37.50		33.66		n.a.		51.46

		2011		70.95		70.45		41.31		36.66		31.89		n.a.		45.70

		2012		66.44		57.60		43.28		33.75		37.35		n.a.		44.51

		2013		76.17		68.81		44.98		20.71		26.36		n.a.		46.13

		2014		78.36		73.56		46.97		39.08		38.78		n.a.		48.52

		2015		64.06		54.75		37.56		36.60		58.55		14.00		40.62

		2016		75.05		47.57		31.45		36.72		24.50		0.63		36.07

		2017		69.19		65.91		55.07		38.00		50.20		27.17		56.75

		2018		71.07		56.75		48.75		45.63		n.a.		n.a.		51.65

		*Measured by trading prices, data in percent
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		Exhibit 27. Defaulted corporated bond and loan recoveries by industry

				Recoveries*										Observation Counts

		Mdy35 industry group		1Lien Loan		1Lien Bond		Sr Unsec Bond		Sr. Sub Bond		Sub Bond		1Lien Loan		1Lien Bond		Sr Unsec Bond		Sr. Sub Bond		Sub Bond

		Aerospace & Defense		69.39		n.a.		45.66		23.85		44.25		3		0		11		9		4

		Automotive		67.83		57.94		42.48		23.16		49.46		35		4		36		28		5

		Banking		n.a.		7		40.69		25.08		30.96		0		1		57		8		62

		Beverage, Food, & Tobacco		83.15		51.71		42.62		26.2		37.08		14		13		25		16		8

		Capital Equipment		63.58		57.19		39.24		37.98		38.36		27		8		23		34		19

		Chemicals, Plastics, & Rubber		71.19		46.38		31.14		21.83		61.04		14		16		25		18		3

		Construction & Building		58.04		76.63		44.67		22.27		27.25		25		5		48		30		21

		Consumer Goods: Durable		75.52		34.55		27.4		34		29.11		8		5		14		11		9

		Consumer Goods: Non-durable		66.34		45.63		32.3		31.89		39.5		27		6		30		35		9

		Containers, Packaging, & Glass		72.7		58.83		48.49		41.15		42.04		6		8		10		8		3

		Energy: Electricity		62.01		97.8		59.52		56.67		27.42		3		8		20		5		2

		Energy: Oil & Gas		72.28		59.31		39.97		40.91		40.77		44		36		124		23		33

		Environmental Industries		49.84		13		28.7		27.08		5.44		6		1		5		6		2

		Finance		66.89		41.55		48.75		38.14		25.26		7		5		20		8		12

		Insurance		86.17		96.25		37.89		59.28		43.19		2		1		10		3		6

		Real Estate Finance		68.47		43.67		37.9		26.64		31.22		6		3		26		8		12

		Forest Products & Paper		72.07		51.43		37.16		20.54		1.47		6		15		37		9		3

		Healthcare & Pharmaceuticals		62.89		63.81		39.44		32.01		34.83		22		4		20		30		32

		High Tech Industries		60.16		53.51		33.07		24.89		24.19		17		14		30		27		45

		Hotel, Gaming, & Leisure		73.73		57.42		40.1		36.36		29.78		29		37		39		33		16

		Media: Advertising, Printing & Publishing		56.62		46.13		29.81		22		50.88		33		15		19		23		4

		Media: Broadcasting & Subscription		68.65		48.71		42.54		39.45		30.69		16		9		44		23		8

		Media: Diversified & Production		66.95		10.35		37.99		27.11		28.74		8		3		8		11		7

		Metals & Mining		74.16		39.42		36.7		24.96		44.82		12		37		68		9		12

		Retail		66.11		62.27		36.6		35.09		21.67		47		22		66		44		30

		Services: Business		81.08		68.08		57.83		36.79		n.a.		20		12		15		7		0

		Services: Consumer		67.27		55		79.06		57.5		n.a.		6		1		4		2		0

		Sovereign & Public Finance		n.a.		63.38		49.69		n.a.		n.a.		0		2		5		0		0

		Telecommunications		52.85		50.18		26.12		28.06		33.25		27		15		131		20		18

		Transportation: Cargo		65.94		51.38		42.28		35.57		36.11		14		12		27		13		3

		Transportation: Consumer		86.54		55.43		34.03		43.58		29.03		5		11		27		3		14

		Utilities: Electric		88.39		67.4		42.89		n.a.		19.58		4		12		18		0		5

		Utilities: Oil & Gas		n.a.		n.a.		64.56		n.a.		57.5		0		0		2		0		1

		Utilities: Water		n.a.		n.a.		92		n.a.		n.a.		0		0		1		0		0

		Wholesale		70.47		47.15		26.84		12.14		48.5		8		6		11		6		4



		*Measured by trading prices, data in percent
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		Exhibit 28. Average sr. unsecured bond recovery rates by year prior to default, 1983-2018*

				year 1		year 2		year 3		year 4		year 5

		Aaa**				3.3%		3.3%		61.9%		69.6%

		Aa		37.2%		39.0%		38.1%		44.0%		43.2%

		A		30.4%		42.6%		45.0%		44.5%		44.2%

		Baa		42.9%		44.2%		44.0%		43.9%		43.6%

		Ba		44.6%		43.3%		42.2%		41.8%		41.9%

		B		37.7%		36.9%		37.4%		37.9%		38.6%

		Caa_C		38.6%		39.0%		39.1%		39.5%		39.7%

		IG		40.0%		43.3%		44.0%		44.2%		43.9%

		SG		38.7%		38.6%		38.7%		39.1%		39.5%

		All Ratings		38.7%		38.8%		39.1%		39.5%		39.9%

		* Issuer-weighted, based on post default trading prices

		** The Aaa recovery rates are based on five observations, three of which are Icelandic banks that have an average recovery rate of 3.33%.
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		Exhibit 29. Average cumulative credit loss rates by letter rating, 1983-2018*

				Year 1		Year 2		Year 3		Year 4		Year 5

		Aaa		0.00%		0.01%		0.01%		0.01%		0.02%

		Aa		0.01%		0.04%		0.07%		0.11%		0.17%

		A		0.04%		0.10%		0.19%		0.30%		0.43%

		Baa		0.10%		0.25%		0.42%		0.63%		0.85%

		Ba		0.48%		1.40%		2.53%		3.72%		4.75%

		B		2.06%		4.97%		7.87%		10.45%		12.72%

		Caa_C		5.95%		10.57%		14.51%		17.74%		20.46%

		IG		0.05%		0.14%		0.24%		0.37%		0.51%

		SG		2.52%		5.14%		7.61%		9.76%		11.57%

		All Ratings		1.00%		1.99%		2.90%		3.66%		4.28%

		* Based on average default rates and senior unsecured bond recoveries measured on issuer-weighted basis.
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		Exhibit 30. Annual credit loss rates by letter rating, 1983-2018*

		Year		Aaa		Aa		A		Baa		Ba		B		Caa_C		IG		SG		All Ratings

		1983		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.55%		1.09%		20.01%		0.00%		1.92%		0.43%

		1984		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.32%		0.26%		2.70%		9.20%		0.09%		1.58%		0.44%

		1985		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.35%		2.91%		2.66%		0.00%		1.50%		0.38%

		1986		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.43%		1.17%		5.22%		8.48%		0.10%		3.06%		0.91%

		1987		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.10%		1.97%		3.56%		0.00%		1.56%		0.52%

		1988		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.74%		3.25%		6.85%		0.00%		2.11%		0.76%

		1989		0.00%		0.28%		0.00%		0.30%		1.67%		4.26%		11.47%		0.14%		3.33%		1.26%

		1990		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.16%		2.33%		8.50%		27.15%		0.04%		6.52%		2.21%

		1991		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.16%		2.43%		8.38%		9.72%		0.04%		5.76%		1.77%

		1992		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.17%		3.75%		8.38%		0.00%		2.51%		0.68%

		1993		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.39%		2.75%		8.51%		0.00%		2.14%		0.56%

		1994		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.94%		2.49%		0.00%		1.08%		0.30%

		1995		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.14%		2.11%		5.46%		0.00%		1.61%		0.47%

		1996		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.56%		3.72%		0.00%		0.61%		0.19%

		1997		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.08%		0.88%		4.02%		0.00%		0.83%		0.27%

		1998		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.07%		0.55%		2.28%		5.00%		0.02%		1.83%		0.68%

		1999		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.06%		0.85%		3.11%		9.40%		0.02%		3.32%		1.31%

		2000		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.26%		1.09%		4.18%		13.38%		0.10%		4.60%		1.86%

		2001		0.00%		0.00%		0.12%		0.14%		0.92%		7.24%		22.71%		0.10%		7.57%		2.89%

		2002		0.00%		0.00%		0.11%		0.71%		0.99%		3.21%		18.72%		0.30%		5.38%		2.05%

		2003		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.52%		1.56%		11.69%		0.00%		3.09%		1.07%

		2004		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.18%		0.38%		5.42%		0.00%		1.15%		0.40%

		2005		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.07%		0.00%		0.37%		3.20%		0.03%		0.78%		0.29%

		2006		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.09%		0.48%		2.60%		0.00%		0.75%		0.27%

		2007		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.26%		0.00%		0.44%		0.16%

		2008		0.00%		0.34%		0.27%		0.68%		1.56%		2.59%		7.12%		0.41%		3.60%		1.66%

		2009		0.00%		0.00%		0.15%		0.59%		1.12%		4.51%		16.43%		0.27%		7.65%		3.16%

		2010		0.00%		0.00%		0.08%		0.04%		0.00%		0.19%		4.17%		0.05%		1.48%		0.61%

		2011		0.00%		0.11%		0.00%		0.21%		0.09%		0.20%		3.50%		0.11%		1.19%		0.54%

		2012		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.04%		0.08%		0.31%		4.33%		0.02%		1.54%		0.69%

		2013		0.00%		0.00%		0.05%		0.07%		0.32%		0.50%		3.42%		0.05%		1.44%		0.68%

		2014		0.00%		0.00%		0.05%		0.03%		0.08%		0.26%		2.47%		0.03%		1.05%		0.51%

		2015		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.18%		1.49%		4.12%		0.00%		2.28%		1.09%

		2016		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.09%		1.07%		6.12%		0.00%		3.07%		1.48%

		2017		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.11%		0.20%		3.30%		0.00%		1.52%		0.74%

		2018		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.29%		2.55%		0.00%		1.18%		0.57%

		* Based on issuer-weighted annual default rates and senior unsecured bond recoveries measured on issuer-weighted basis.
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		Exhibit 31. 2018 one-year letter rating migration rates

		From\To		Aaa		Aa		A		Baa		Ba		B		Caa		Ca-C		WR		Def

		Aaa		92.45%		3.77%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.77%		0.00%

		Aa		0.00%		93.80%		3.49%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.71%		0.00%

		A		0.00%		3.34%		89.43%		3.65%		0.08%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.50%		0.00%

		Baa		0.00%		0.00%		3.38%		90.90%		1.32%		0.00%		0.06%		0.00%		4.35%		0.00%

		Ba		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		6.64%		79.04%		5.16%		0.34%		0.00%		8.82%		0.00%

		B		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.27%		77.71%		4.26%		0.10%		12.16%		0.51%

		Caa		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.15%		4.80%		74.30%		1.55%		16.17%		3.03%

		Ca-C		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		15.29%		41.18%		14.12%		29.41%
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		Exhibit 32. Average one-year letter rating migration rates, 1920-2018

		From\To		Aaa		Aa		A		Baa		Ba		B		Caa		Ca-C		WR		Def

		Aaa		86.90%		7.73%		0.79%		0.19%		0.03%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.36%		0.00%

		Aa		1.04%		84.19%		7.74%		0.71%		0.16%		0.05%		0.01%		0.00%		6.06%		0.06%

		A		0.07%		2.70%		85.17%		5.47%		0.63%		0.11%		0.03%		0.01%		5.73%		0.08%

		Baa		0.03%		0.23%		4.16%		83.11%		4.46%		0.71%		0.13%		0.02%		6.92%		0.24%

		Ba		0.01%		0.07%		0.48%		6.19%		74.20%		6.78%		0.67%		0.09%		10.39%		1.12%

		B		0.01%		0.04%		0.15%		0.60%		5.55%		71.88%		6.14%		0.46%		12.06%		3.12%

		Caa		0.00%		0.01%		0.02%		0.11%		0.49%		6.70%		67.98%		2.85%		14.16%		7.69%

		Ca-C		0.00%		0.01%		0.09%		0.03%		0.58%		2.75%		8.94%		46.67%		18.26%		22.66%
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		Exhibit 33. Average one-year letter rating migration rates, 1970-2018

		From\To		Aaa		Aa		A		Baa		Ba		B		Caa		Ca-C		WR		Def

		Aaa		87.76%		7.88%		0.59%		0.07%		0.02%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.68%		0.00%

		Aa		0.80%		85.24%		8.52%		0.42%		0.06%		0.03%		0.02%		0.00%		4.90%		0.02%

		A		0.05%		2.47%		86.87%		5.25%		0.48%		0.10%		0.04%		0.01%		4.69%		0.05%

		Baa		0.03%		0.14%		4.07%		85.89%		3.70%		0.67%		0.15%		0.02%		5.18%		0.16%

		Ba		0.01%		0.04%		0.41%		6.19%		76.50%		7.04%		0.71%		0.11%		8.14%		0.85%

		B		0.01%		0.03%		0.13%		0.44%		4.79%		73.59%		6.52%		0.51%		10.84%		3.14%

		Caa		0.00%		0.01%		0.02%		0.08%		0.33%		6.52%		68.17%		2.75%		14.60%		7.53%

		Ca-C		0.00%		0.00%		0.05%		0.00%		0.57%		2.25%		9.90%		38.79%		21.51%		26.94%
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		Exhibit 34. Average five-year letter rating migration rates, 1970-2018*

		From\To		Aaa		Aa		A		Baa		Ba		B		Caa		Ca-C		WR		Def

		Aaa		53.66%		23.29%		4.90%		0.63%		0.31%		0.03%		0.05%		0.00%		17.08%		0.07%

		Aa		2.15%		46.05%		23.66%		3.92%		0.79%		0.26%		0.12%		0.03%		22.78%		0.25%

		A		0.18%		7.22%		51.66%		14.51%		2.45%		0.74%		0.16%		0.02%		22.40%		0.65%

		Baa		0.14%		1.00%		12.16%		49.72%		8.01%		2.52%		0.58%		0.09%		24.38%		1.40%

		Ba		0.03%		0.19%		2.54%		14.37%		28.02%		11.48%		2.06%		0.13%		34.53%		6.66%

		B		0.02%		0.07%		0.44%		2.38%		7.39%		22.68%		6.34%		0.61%		43.94%		16.13%

		Caa		0.00%		0.00%		0.11%		0.62%		1.67%		8.15%		13.71%		1.00%		49.81%		24.94%

		Ca-C		0.00%		0.00%		0.03%		0.85%		1.79%		4.69%		3.14%		3.06%		50.74%		35.70%
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		Exhibit 35. 2018 one-year alphanumeric rating migration rates

		From\To		Aaa		Aa1		Aa2		Aa3		A1		A2		A3		Baa1		Baa2		Baa3		Ba1		Ba2		Ba3		B1		B2		B3		Caa1		Caa2		Caa3		Ca-C		WR		Def

		Aaa		92.45%		3.77%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.77%		0.00%

		Aa1		0.00%		100.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa2		0.00%		5.56%		84.44%		6.67%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.33%		0.00%

		Aa3		0.00%		0.75%		7.46%		82.09%		6.72%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.99%		0.00%

		A1		0.00%		0.00%		4.01%		5.76%		82.21%		3.51%		0.50%		0.00%		0.25%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.76%		0.00%

		A2		0.00%		0.00%		0.50%		0.50%		11.41%		80.40%		2.73%		1.24%		0.25%		0.00%		0.25%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.73%		0.00%

		A3		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.62%		6.80%		80.41%		7.01%		0.83%		0.41%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.92%		0.00%

		Baa1		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.50%		8.04%		83.08%		4.86%		0.50%		0.17%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.85%		0.00%

		Baa2		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.65%		0.49%		8.65%		79.45%		5.38%		0.16%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.22%		0.00%

		Baa3		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.19%		0.00%		0.37%		15.27%		75.05%		2.42%		1.30%		0.19%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.19%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.03%		0.00%

		Ba1		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.81%		15.16%		63.54%		6.14%		1.44%		2.53%		1.81%		0.36%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		7.22%		0.00%

		Ba2		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.44%		10.69%		70.99%		2.29%		1.91%		2.29%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		8.40%		0.00%

		Ba3		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.60%		2.70%		10.18%		68.86%		2.10%		1.50%		2.70%		0.60%		0.00%		0.30%		0.00%		10.48%		0.00%

		B1		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.66%		2.32%		9.93%		64.24%		7.29%		4.31%		0.33%		0.33%		0.00%		0.00%		10.60%		0.00%

		B2		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.34%		3.06%		11.91%		65.65%		5.44%		1.70%		0.68%		0.00%		0.00%		10.20%		1.02%

		B3		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.77%		3.58%		7.42%		64.19%		6.14%		2.05%		0.26%		0.26%		14.83%		0.51%

		Caa1		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.32%		0.64%		0.96%		6.72%		62.72%		10.40%		1.92%		0.48%		14.56%		1.28%

		Caa2		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.19%		0.19%		1.91%		5.52%		66.48%		6.67%		1.14%		16.38%		1.52%

		Caa3		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.49%		3.43%		14.22%		43.14%		5.88%		20.59%		12.26%

		Ca-C		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.18%		3.53%		10.59%		41.18%		14.12%		29.41%
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		Exhibit 36. Average one-year alphanumeric rating migration rates, 1983-2018

		From\To		Aaa		Aa1		Aa2		Aa3		A1		A2		A3		Baa1		Baa2		Baa3		Ba1		Ba2		Ba3		B1		B2		B3		Caa1		Caa2		Caa3		Ca-C		WR		Def

		Aaa		86.92%		5.39%		2.32%		0.55%		0.29%		0.15%		0.02%		0.06%		0.00%		0.02%		0.01%		0.01%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.25%		0.00%

		Aa1		1.70%		76.66%		8.04%		5.90%		1.43%		0.91%		0.18%		0.12%		0.08%		0.01%		0.04%		0.00%		0.01%		0.04%		0.03%		0.01%		0.02%		0.02%		0.00%		0.00%		4.82%		0.00%

		Aa2		1.04%		4.33%		73.29%		10.31%		3.52%		1.65%		0.41%		0.09%		0.16%		0.07%		0.03%		0.02%		0.00%		0.03%		0.01%		0.02%		0.00%		0.02%		0.00%		0.00%		5.01%		0.00%

		Aa3		0.15%		1.07%		4.18%		75.15%		8.79%		3.60%		0.84%		0.24%		0.25%		0.12%		0.03%		0.03%		0.01%		0.01%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.01%		0.00%		0.00%		5.48%		0.04%

		A1		0.05%		0.10%		1.06%		5.12%		75.75%		7.73%		2.84%		0.62%		0.45%		0.20%		0.18%		0.13%		0.05%		0.06%		0.01%		0.01%		0.02%		0.01%		0.01%		0.00%		5.56%		0.07%

		A2		0.06%		0.03%		0.21%		1.05%		5.83%		76.17%		7.37%		2.60%		1.02%		0.38%		0.18%		0.14%		0.17%		0.05%		0.03%		0.01%		0.02%		0.02%		0.01%		0.00%		4.61%		0.05%

		A3		0.04%		0.04%		0.10%		0.30%		1.52%		6.39%		75.08%		6.84%		2.74%		0.89%		0.36%		0.16%		0.13%		0.11%		0.04%		0.02%		0.03%		0.01%		0.00%		0.02%		5.15%		0.05%

		Baa1		0.02%		0.02%		0.08%		0.12%		0.21%		1.63%		6.75%		75.05%		6.98%		2.34%		0.65%		0.34%		0.22%		0.27%		0.06%		0.03%		0.05%		0.03%		0.01%		0.02%		5.01%		0.12%

		Baa2		0.04%		0.04%		0.02%		0.06%		0.17%		0.58%		1.97%		6.63%		75.27%		6.49%		1.37%		0.64%		0.45%		0.34%		0.20%		0.09%		0.11%		0.01%		0.02%		0.01%		5.34%		0.16%

		Baa3		0.03%		0.01%		0.02%		0.04%		0.07%		0.18%		0.48%		1.90%		8.85%		72.74%		4.81%		2.10%		0.99%		0.72%		0.29%		0.25%		0.15%		0.07%		0.06%		0.04%		6.00%		0.23%

		Ba1		0.02%		0.00%		0.02%		0.02%		0.15%		0.14%		0.21%		0.72%		2.50%		10.25%		65.29%		5.18%		4.12%		1.63%		0.64%		0.52%		0.13%		0.23%		0.05%		0.12%		7.66%		0.42%

		Ba2		0.00%		0.00%		0.02%		0.03%		0.09%		0.12%		0.16%		0.37%		0.70%		3.83%		8.01%		63.92%		6.58%		3.72%		1.40%		0.96%		0.31%		0.21%		0.09%		0.14%		8.64%		0.71%

		Ba3		0.00%		0.01%		0.01%		0.01%		0.06%		0.17%		0.18%		0.09%		0.46%		0.78%		2.88%		6.80%		64.34%		7.08%		3.27%		1.88%		0.63%		0.42%		0.10%		0.13%		9.40%		1.30%

		B1		0.01%		0.01%		0.02%		0.01%		0.05%		0.03%		0.08%		0.09%		0.21%		0.34%		0.72%		2.88%		6.65%		63.68%		6.09%		4.43%		1.29%		0.72%		0.21%		0.25%		10.35%		1.88%

		B2		0.00%		0.01%		0.00%		0.01%		0.02%		0.02%		0.09%		0.11%		0.13%		0.26%		0.22%		0.70%		2.05%		7.44%		61.95%		7.87%		3.60%		1.79%		0.43%		0.48%		9.97%		2.83%

		B3		0.01%		0.00%		0.02%		0.00%		0.03%		0.03%		0.06%		0.04%		0.04%		0.10%		0.14%		0.23%		0.60%		2.37%		6.33%		60.40%		7.28%		3.29%		1.13%		0.83%		12.46%		4.62%

		Caa1		0.00%		0.01%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.01%		0.00%		0.02%		0.01%		0.03%		0.06%		0.12%		0.24%		0.42%		1.39%		7.74%		59.35%		8.41%		2.63%		1.30%		14.09%		4.16%

		Caa2		0.00%		0.00%		0.02%		0.00%		0.02%		0.01%		0.00%		0.00%		0.05%		0.09%		0.04%		0.05%		0.15%		0.42%		0.81%		2.34%		7.86%		54.87%		5.98%		2.97%		15.48%		8.82%

		Caa3		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.06%		0.03%		0.04%		0.18%		0.17%		1.04%		3.17%		8.61%		44.82%		8.76%		14.75%		18.37%

		Ca-C		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.02%		0.03%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.23%		0.14%		0.21%		0.10%		0.29%		1.82%		2.11%		3.43%		4.51%		38.16%		21.84%		27.12%
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		Exhibit 37. Annual issuer-weighted corporate default rates by letter rating, 1920-2018

		Year		Aaa		Aa		A		Baa		Ba		B		Caa-C		IG		SG		All

		1920		0.00%		0.00%		0.32%		0.94%		2.15%		4.38%		0.00%		0.43%		3.01%		1.23%

		1921		0.00%		0.19%		0.35%		0.65%		0.44%		2.68%		13.33%		0.39%		2.15%		1.07%

		1922		0.00%		0.19%		0.17%		1.10%		1.08%		1.71%		7.63%		0.51%		1.76%		1.01%

		1923		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.62%		0.93%		2.27%		5.93%		0.24%		1.71%		0.80%

		1924		0.00%		0.37%		0.00%		0.13%		2.07%		2.71%		12.84%		0.14%		2.85%		1.15%

		1925		0.00%		0.00%		0.14%		0.71%		1.75%		2.59%		14.40%		0.32%		2.56%		1.17%

		1926		0.00%		0.40%		0.15%		0.11%		1.39%		2.90%		3.70%		0.19%		1.91%		0.77%

		1927		0.00%		0.00%		0.21%		0.00%		1.30%		1.98%		12.84%		0.07%		1.83%		0.74%

		1928		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.16%		1.32%		10.48%		0.00%		0.88%		0.36%

		1929		0.00%		0.29%		0.00%		0.44%		0.83%		0.92%		9.73%		0.24%		1.40%		0.71%

		1930		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.40%		0.92%		3.16%		7.72%		0.15%		2.20%		1.04%

		1931		0.00%		0.00%		0.27%		1.08%		3.01%		9.52%		31.67%		0.50%		7.90%		3.80%

		1932		0.00%		0.67%		1.10%		0.93%		6.10%		13.98%		24.06%		0.86%		10.99%		5.50%

		1933		0.00%		0.00%		0.26%		1.77%		11.71%		16.15%		25.92%		0.79%		15.77%		8.53%

		1934		0.00%		0.62%		0.31%		0.86%		2.52%		4.22%		16.50%		0.59%		5.89%		3.40%

		1935		0.00%		0.00%		1.43%		1.92%		5.12%		4.28%		13.02%		1.29%		6.25%		3.93%

		1936		0.00%		0.85%		0.54%		0.33%		1.23%		2.39%		7.80%		0.48%		2.71%		1.63%

		1937		0.00%		0.00%		0.51%		1.04%		0.99%		2.67%		9.07%		0.62%		2.74%		1.72%

		1938		0.00%		0.86%		1.64%		1.99%		0.99%		1.47%		12.81%		1.55%		2.59%		2.11%

		1939		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.00%		0.62%		1.74%		6.07%		0.41%		1.77%		1.22%

		1940		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.37%		0.43%		3.30%		11.83%		0.59%		3.55%		2.47%

		1941		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.97%		0.81%		5.07%		0.00%		1.71%		1.08%

		1942		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.78%		2.00%		0.00%		0.73%		0.46%

		1943		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.35%		0.00%		0.00%		0.61%		0.37%

		1944		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.49%		2.55%		0.00%		0.66%		0.39%

		1945		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.57%		0.00%		0.56%		0.31%

		1946		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1947		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.71%		2.78%		0.00%		0.63%		0.32%

		1948		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1949		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.36%		1.02%		8.57%		0.00%		1.92%		0.84%

		1950		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1951		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.76%		0.00%		0.43%		0.18%

		1952		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1953		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1954		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		7.14%		0.00%		0.47%		0.17%

		1955		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.61%		0.00%		0.00%		0.52%		0.17%

		1956		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1957		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.27%		0.00%		0.00%		0.45%		0.14%

		1958		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1959		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1960		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.25%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.75%		0.25%

		1961		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.60%		0.00%		8.70%		0.00%		1.07%		0.35%

		1962		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.75%		1.47%		0.00%		0.00%		1.52%		0.47%

		1963		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.16%		1.47%		0.00%		0.00%		1.15%		0.35%

		1964		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1965		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1966		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.44%		0.00%		0.00%		0.44%		0.12%

		1967		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1968		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.00%		0.00%		0.38%		0.11%

		1969		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1970		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.54%		4.24%		19.44%		50.00%		0.27%		8.68%		2.63%

		1971		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.89%		0.00%		12.50%		0.00%		1.16%		0.29%

		1972		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		6.90%		37.50%		0.00%		1.92%		0.45%

		1973		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.46%		0.00%		3.85%		37.50%		0.23%		1.28%		0.46%

		1974		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.51%		7.16%		0.00%		0.00%		1.33%		0.28%

		1975		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.03%		6.16%		0.00%		0.00%		1.74%		0.36%

		1976		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.87%		0.18%

		1977		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.29%		0.54%		3.23%		33.33%		0.11%		1.36%		0.35%

		1978		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.12%		5.41%		0.00%		0.00%		1.82%		0.35%

		1979		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.51%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.44%		0.09%

		1980		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.00%		33.33%		0.00%		1.63%		0.34%

		1981		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.40%		0.00%		0.00%		0.70%		0.16%

		1982		0.00%		0.00%		0.26%		0.33%		2.79%		2.22%		23.08%		0.22%		3.55%		1.04%

		1983		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.16%		2.30%		42.31%		0.00%		4.06%		0.90%

		1984		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.63%		0.52%		5.34%		18.18%		0.18%		3.13%		0.87%

		1985		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.87%		7.31%		6.67%		0.00%		3.77%		0.95%

		1986		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.87%		2.37%		10.54%		17.11%		0.21%		6.16%		1.83%

		1987		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.03%		5.44%		9.82%		0.00%		4.31%		1.42%

		1988		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.36%		5.93%		12.50%		0.00%		3.86%		1.39%

		1989		0.00%		0.50%		0.00%		0.53%		2.96%		7.55%		20.33%		0.25%		5.91%		2.23%

		1990		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.26%		3.77%		13.74%		43.91%		0.06%		10.54%		3.57%

		1991		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.25%		3.84%		13.24%		15.35%		0.06%		9.10%		2.80%

		1992		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.34%		7.37%		16.49%		0.00%		4.93%		1.34%

		1993		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.62%		4.38%		13.53%		0.00%		3.40%		0.90%

		1994		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.19%		5.39%		0.00%		2.34%		0.65%

		1995		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.27%		4.02%		10.42%		0.00%		3.06%		0.90%

		1996		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.51%		10.00%		0.00%		1.65%		0.51%

		1997		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.18%		2.00%		9.16%		0.00%		1.89%		0.62%

		1998		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.11%		0.90%		3.77%		8.27%		0.04%		3.02%		1.13%

		1999		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.09%		1.38%		5.02%		15.17%		0.03%		5.35%		2.12%

		2000		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.35%		1.44%		5.51%		17.64%		0.13%		6.07%		2.45%

		2001		0.00%		0.00%		0.16%		0.18%		1.17%		9.19%		28.84%		0.12%		9.61%		3.67%

		2002		0.00%		0.00%		0.16%		1.01%		1.41%		4.55%		26.57%		0.43%		7.64%		2.91%

		2003		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.89%		2.68%		20.12%		0.00%		5.31%		1.84%

		2004		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.38%		0.80%		11.30%		0.00%		2.41%		0.83%

		2005		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.16%		0.00%		0.82%		7.09%		0.06%		1.72%		0.64%

		2006		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.20%		1.07%		5.79%		0.00%		1.67%		0.59%

		2007		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.87%		0.00%		0.94%		0.35%

		2008		0.00%		0.50%		0.40%		1.02%		2.35%		3.90%		10.71%		0.62%		5.42%		2.50%

		2009		0.00%		0.00%		0.24%		0.93%		1.77%		7.12%		25.97%		0.43%		12.10%		4.99%

		2010		0.00%		0.00%		0.17%		0.08%		0.00%		0.39%		8.46%		0.10%		3.01%		1.23%

		2011		0.00%		0.19%		0.00%		0.36%		0.16%		0.35%		5.97%		0.19%		2.03%		0.92%

		2012		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.07%		0.14%		0.54%		7.64%		0.03%		2.71%		1.21%

		2013		0.00%		0.00%		0.09%		0.12%		0.58%		0.91%		6.21%		0.10%		2.63%		1.23%

		2014		0.00%		0.00%		0.09%		0.06%		0.14%		0.50%		4.66%		0.06%		1.98%		0.96%

		2015		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.29%		2.38%		6.61%		0.00%		3.66%		1.75%

		2016		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.14%		1.56%		8.93%		0.00%		4.48%		2.15%

		2017		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.25%		0.44%		7.36%		0.00%		3.39%		1.64%

		2018		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.57%		4.97%		0.00%		2.31%		1.12%

		Mean		0.00%		0.06%		0.09%		0.26%		1.01%		3.14%		10.39%		0.14%		2.81%		1.16%

		Median		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.52%		1.98%		7.64%		0.00%		1.91%		0.83%

		St Dev		0.00%		0.17%		0.26%		0.45%		1.61%		3.79%		11.14%		0.27%		2.95%		1.35%

		Min		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Max		0.00%		0.86%		1.64%		1.99%		11.71%		19.44%		50.00%		1.55%		15.77%		8.53%
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		Exhibit 39. Annual issuer-weighted corporate default rates by alphanumeric rating, 1983-2018

		Year		Aaa		Aa1		Aa2		Aa3		A1		A2		A3		Baa1		Baa2		Baa3		Ba1		Ba2		Ba3		B1		B2		B3		Caa1		Caa2		Caa3		Ca-C		IG 		SG		All

		1983		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.08%		1.01%		0.00%		8.52%				42.31%						0.00%		4.06%		0.90%

		1984		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.84%		0.00%		1.67%		0.00%		6.49%		0.00%		3.33%				18.18%						0.18%		3.13%		0.87%

		1985		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.64%		1.15%		4.53%		5.56%		14.21%				6.67%						0.00%		3.77%		0.95%

		1986		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.81%		1.94%		1.24%		1.10%		4.00%		8.66%		7.14%		15.80%				17.11%						0.21%		6.16%		1.83%

		1987		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.05%		0.93%		3.13%		4.17%		5.66%		8.20%				10.16%				0.00%		0.00%		4.31%		1.42%

		1988		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.77%		4.24%		4.46%		11.27%				10.53%				50.00%		0.00%		3.86%		1.39%

		1989		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.08%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.74%		0.80%		1.00%		1.82%		4.60%		6.71%		5.30%		13.45%				21.43%				0.00%		0.25%		5.91%		2.23%

		1990		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.96%		1.08%		5.84%		3.96%		6.86%		16.72%		25.21%				45.16%				33.33%		0.06%		10.54%		3.57%

		1991		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.70%		0.00%		0.00%		1.05%		0.00%		7.22%		7.46%		7.16%		30.14%				15.30%				16.67%		0.06%		9.10%		2.80%

		1992		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.76%		1.44%		1.41%		23.32%				18.41%				7.69%		0.00%		4.93%		1.34%

		1993		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.03%		0.00%		0.79%		2.81%		1.35%		12.00%				14.43%				9.09%		0.00%		3.40%		0.90%

		1994		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.51%		2.71%		9.50%				5.10%				7.14%		0.00%		2.34%		0.65%

		1995		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.68%		3.73%		5.71%		1.95%				6.14%				23.07%		0.00%		3.06%		0.90%

		1996		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.39%		1.25%		3.93%				10.73%				5.88%		0.00%		1.65%		0.51%

		1997		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.46%		0.33%		0.50%		7.07%				7.99%				15.19%		0.00%		1.89%		0.62%

		1998		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.29%		0.00%		0.00%		1.18%		1.57%		2.82%		4.08%		4.96%		4.08%		8.76%		37.50%		5.00%		0.04%		3.02%		1.13%

		1999		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.30%		0.47%		0.92%		2.67%		3.31%		4.06%		8.32%		9.82%		24.08%		14.44%		18.96%		0.03%		5.35%		2.12%

		2000		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.27%		0.00%		0.87%		0.48%		1.37%		2.54%		1.55%		4.00%		11.36%		13.40%		25.31%		18.74%		17.19%		0.13%		6.07%		2.45%

		2001		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.41%		0.00%		0.27%		0.25%		0.00%		0.00%		0.99%		2.61%		3.53%		9.56%		14.42%		25.56%		27.23%		38.52%		33.69%		0.12%		9.61%		3.67%

		2002		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.43%		0.98%		0.90%		1.17%		2.09%		1.13%		1.00%		1.92%		4.76%		6.97%		18.35%		21.68%		31.35%		37.96%		0.43%		7.64%		2.91%

		2003		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.54%		0.63%		1.41%		0.71%		2.66%		4.98%		9.47%		23.45%		27.17%		27.89%		0.00%		5.31%		1.84%

		2004		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.99%		0.00%		0.57%		2.17%		7.46%		8.68%		11.91%		27.26%		0.00%		2.41%		0.83%

		2005		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.22%		0.29%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.51%		1.96%		5.05%		4.85%		21.37%		13.44%		0.06%		1.72%		0.64%

		2006		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.66%		0.65%		0.31%		2.06%		2.33%		7.49%		13.17%		14.06%		0.00%		1.67%		0.59%

		2007		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.81%		10.38%		7.02%		41.04%		0.00%		0.94%		0.35%

		2008		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.49%		1.02%		0.23%		0.00%		0.97%		1.38%		0.61%		0.90%		2.86%		3.50%		3.06%		3.65%		4.61%		5.89%		17.41%		35.32%		42.40%		0.62%		5.42%		2.50%

		2009		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.69%		1.02%		0.87%		0.91%		1.42%		1.74%		2.18%		3.39%		6.96%		9.71%		11.46%		33.56%		55.43%		63.81%		0.43%		12.10%		4.99%

		2010		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.31%		0.00%		0.22%		0.00%		0.00%		0.25%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.86%		0.00%		0.29%		1.75%		7.23%		22.90%		26.14%		0.10%		3.01%		1.23%

		2011		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.42%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.20%		0.88%		0.00%		0.56%		0.00%		0.00%		0.47%		0.52%		1.95%		7.56%		15.97%		21.90%		0.19%		2.03%		0.92%

		2012		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.22%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.41%		0.00%		0.76%		0.76%		2.13%		10.06%		17.26%		43.76%		0.03%		2.71%		1.21%

		2013		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.22%		0.00%		0.16%		0.19%		0.00%		0.00%		1.57%		0.71%		1.22%		0.85%		2.26%		6.52%		10.36%		57.97%		0.10%		2.63%		1.23%

		2014		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.40%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.18%		0.00%		0.00%		0.36%		0.35%		1.06%		0.23%		2.18%		4.11%		11.16%		26.23%		0.06%		1.98%		0.96%

		2015		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.89%		0.00%		0.00%		0.70%		3.29%		2.88%		4.06%		5.15%		14.34%		36.60%		0.00%		3.66%		1.75%

		2016		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.40%		1.03%		1.02%		2.38%		3.77%		5.05%		19.26%		48.38%		0.00%		4.48%		2.15%

		2017		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.41%		0.36%		0.00%		0.40%		0.85%		1.44%		4.85%		16.30%		32.69%		0.00%		3.39%		1.64%

		2018		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.13%		0.58%		1.41%		1.65%		14.15%		30.66%		0.00%		2.31%		1.12%

		Mean 		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.08%		0.05%		0.02%		0.04%		0.12%		0.16%		0.31%		0.48%		0.69%		1.52%		2.39%		3.20%		7.47%				14.30%				26.10%		0.09%		4.32%		1.59%

		Median 		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.89%		1.49%		2.03%		4.97%				10.27%				26.18%		0.02%		3.53%		1.23%

		St Dev		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.31%		0.19%		0.08%		0.14%		0.30%		0.34%		0.52%		0.95%		1.15%		1.68%		2.45%		3.45%		7.45%				10.60%				16.67%		0.14%		2.67%		1.03%

		Min 		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.41%		1.65%		7.02%		0.00%		0.00%		0.94%		0.35%

		Max		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.49%		1.02%		0.41%		0.69%		1.02%		1.38%		1.94%		5.05%		5.84%		7.22%		8.66%		16.72%		30.14%		25.56%		45.16%		55.43%		63.81%		0.62%		12.10%		4.99%
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		Exhibit 41. Average cumulative issuer-weighted global default rates by letter rating, 1920-2018

		Rating\Year		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		0.00%		0.01%		0.03%		0.07%		0.14%		0.21%		0.30%		0.42%		0.55%		0.70%		0.83%		0.93%		1.04%		1.07%		1.10%		1.16%		1.22%		1.27%		1.32%		1.36%

		Aa		0.06%		0.18%		0.28%		0.43%		0.65%		0.91%		1.18%		1.43%		1.66%		1.93%		2.22%		2.54%		2.86%		3.16%		3.39%		3.57%		3.74%		3.93%		4.16%		4.37%

		A		0.08%		0.25%		0.50%		0.78%		1.09%		1.43%		1.78%		2.14%		2.53%		2.92%		3.33%		3.74%		4.10%		4.48%		4.90%		5.28%		5.59%		5.90%		6.20%		6.49%

		Baa		0.25%		0.70%		1.24%		1.82%		2.44%		3.05%		3.64%		4.25%		4.88%		5.50%		6.13%		6.76%		7.40%		7.97%		8.50%		9.05%		9.60%		10.09%		10.56%		11.03%

		Ba		1.19%		2.82%		4.62%		6.51%		8.34%		10.08%		11.67%		13.21%		14.71%		16.30%		17.67%		19.04%		20.35%		21.51%		22.61%		23.67%		24.71%		25.71%		26.61%		27.42%

		B		3.33%		7.58%		11.85%		15.77%		19.24%		22.27%		25.00%		27.33%		29.43%		31.26%		32.91%		34.41%		35.85%		37.34%		38.77%		40.19%		41.44%		42.47%		43.27%		43.86%

		Caa-C		9.74%		17.23%		23.34%		28.36%		32.50%		35.83%		38.67%		41.21%		43.59%		45.54%		47.45%		49.21%		50.74%		52.27%		53.88%		55.45%		56.88%		58.23%		59.55%		60.94%

		IG		0.14%		0.40%		0.71%		1.07%		1.45%		1.86%		2.26%		2.66%		3.08%		3.51%		3.95%		4.39%		4.81%		5.21%		5.59%		5.96%		6.28%		6.60%		6.91%		7.22%

		SG		3.68%		7.38%		10.85%		13.96%		16.70%		19.08%		21.19%		23.07%		24.82%		26.48%		27.95%		29.34%		30.67%		31.92%		33.12%		34.29%		35.38%		36.38%		37.25%		38.03%

		All		1.49%		3.00%		4.41%		5.66%		6.77%		7.75%		8.62%		9.40%		10.15%		10.87%		11.54%		12.19%		12.80%		13.37%		13.92%		14.43%		14.90%		15.35%		15.75%		16.14%
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		Exhibit 42. Average cumulative issuer-weighted global default rates by letter rating, 1970-2018

		Rating\Year		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		0.00%		0.01%		0.01%		0.03%		0.08%		0.13%		0.19%		0.25%		0.31%		0.37%		0.44%		0.51%		0.58%		0.62%		0.67%		0.71%		0.76%		0.78%		0.78%		0.78%

		Aa		0.02%		0.06%		0.11%		0.19%		0.29%		0.39%		0.51%		0.61%		0.69%		0.78%		0.88%		1.01%		1.15%		1.27%		1.36%		1.45%		1.57%		1.72%		1.95%		2.17%

		A		0.05%		0.15%		0.32%		0.50%		0.72%		0.96%		1.22%		1.50%		1.80%		2.10%		2.40%		2.69%		2.98%		3.30%		3.66%		4.02%		4.38%		4.76%		5.11%		5.48%

		Baa		0.16%		0.42%		0.75%		1.13%		1.52%		1.93%		2.32%		2.74%		3.20%		3.70%		4.23%		4.79%		5.36%		5.92%		6.47%		7.08%		7.69%		8.29%		8.81%		9.29%

		Ba		0.88%		2.43%		4.22%		6.14%		7.94%		9.59%		11.05%		12.48%		13.96%		15.50%		16.94%		18.40%		19.75%		21.04%		22.36%		23.67%		24.83%		25.87%		26.94%		27.77%

		B		3.32%		7.86%		12.53%		16.79%		20.65%		24.09%		27.19%		29.83%		32.23%		34.28%		36.01%		37.52%		38.93%		40.48%		41.98%		43.41%		44.63%		45.73%		46.64%		47.55%

		Caa-C		9.77%		17.42%		23.93%		29.39%		33.99%		37.60%		40.75%		43.68%		46.31%		48.20%		49.68%		50.40%		50.85%		50.93%		51.11%		51.46%		51.55%		51.55%		51.55%		51.55%

		IG		0.08%		0.23%		0.42%		0.65%		0.89%		1.15%		1.41%		1.69%		1.98%		2.28%		2.59%		2.91%		3.24%		3.56%		3.90%		4.24%		4.59%		4.94%		5.28%		5.61%

		SG		4.00%		8.10%		11.98%		15.44%		18.45%		21.03%		23.28%		25.26%		27.12%		28.80%		30.28%		31.64%		32.89%		34.12%		35.35%		36.56%		37.59%		38.51%		39.41%		40.16%

		All		1.52%		3.04%		4.43%		5.63%		6.65%		7.52%		8.27%		8.94%		9.57%		10.15%		10.69%		11.20%		11.69%		12.16%		12.64%		13.11%		13.55%		13.98%		14.38%		14.75%
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		Exhibit 43. Average cumulative issuer-weighted global default rates by letter rating, 1983-2018

		Rating\Year		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		0.00%		0.01%		0.01%		0.04%		0.06%		0.10%		0.13%		0.13%		0.13%		0.13%		0.13%		0.13%		0.13%		0.13%		0.13%		0.13%		0.13%		0.13%		0.13%		0.13%

		Aa		0.02%		0.06%		0.12%		0.20%		0.30%		0.39%		0.48%		0.57%		0.65%		0.74%		0.84%		0.97%		1.11%		1.20%		1.29%		1.38%		1.50%		1.66%		1.89%		2.09%

		A		0.06%		0.17%		0.35%		0.54%		0.77%		1.03%		1.30%		1.58%		1.87%		2.14%		2.41%		2.67%		2.96%		3.30%		3.68%		4.07%		4.46%		4.87%		5.22%		5.57%

		Baa		0.17%		0.44%		0.75%		1.12%		1.50%		1.90%		2.27%		2.64%		3.02%		3.42%		3.87%		4.34%		4.85%		5.33%		5.80%		6.35%		6.92%		7.46%		7.93%		8.26%

		Ba		0.87%		2.47%		4.38%		6.39%		8.18%		9.77%		11.21%		12.57%		13.91%		15.26%		16.43%		17.60%		18.67%		19.73%		20.86%		21.91%		22.81%		23.68%		24.65%		25.28%

		B		3.31%		7.88%		12.57%		16.84%		20.71%		24.19%		27.29%		29.93%		32.26%		34.22%		35.87%		37.32%		38.71%		40.24%		41.67%		43.03%		44.29%		45.49%		46.50%		47.52%

		Caa-C		9.70%		17.32%		23.84%		29.34%		33.93%		37.51%		40.63%		43.53%		46.19%		48.19%		49.75%		50.52%		51.00%		51.09%		51.29%		51.66%		51.77%		51.77%		51.77%		51.77%

		IG		0.09%		0.24%		0.43%		0.66%		0.90%		1.16%		1.41%		1.66%		1.91%		2.16%		2.43%		2.70%		3.00%		3.29%		3.60%		3.93%		4.26%		4.61%		4.93%		5.20%

		SG		4.12%		8.37%		12.42%		16.02%		19.12%		21.76%		24.07%		26.09%		27.91%		29.51%		30.85%		32.05%		33.16%		34.29%		35.41%		36.46%		37.37%		38.24%		39.10%		39.79%

		All		1.63%		3.26%		4.76%		6.04%		7.12%		8.03%		8.80%		9.47%		10.08%		10.61%		11.10%		11.55%		11.99%		12.43%		12.87%		13.31%		13.72%		14.14%		14.52%		14.84%
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		Exhibit 44. Average cumulative issuer-weighted global default rates by alphanumeric rating, 1983-2018

		Rating\Year		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		0.00%		0.01%		0.01%		0.04%		0.06%		0.10%		0.13%		0.13%		0.13%		0.13%		0.13%		0.13%		0.13%		0.13%		0.13%		0.13%		0.13%		0.13%		0.13%		0.13%

		Aa1		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.05%		0.09%		0.14%		0.14%		0.14%		0.16%		0.22%		0.27%		0.34%		0.48%		0.65%		0.82%		0.95%		1.06%		1.18%		1.31%		1.31%

		Aa2		0.00%		0.01%		0.11%		0.23%		0.35%		0.43%		0.52%		0.61%		0.73%		0.87%		0.99%		1.13%		1.25%		1.31%		1.37%		1.49%		1.71%		1.95%		2.19%		2.43%

		Aa3		0.05%		0.12%		0.17%		0.24%		0.37%		0.48%		0.62%		0.74%		0.82%		0.90%		1.01%		1.16%		1.30%		1.39%		1.46%		1.52%		1.56%		1.70%		1.96%		2.22%

		A1		0.07%		0.20%		0.41%		0.61%		0.81%		1.02%		1.22%		1.41%		1.55%		1.72%		1.92%		2.13%		2.36%		2.65%		2.94%		3.22%		3.51%		3.78%		3.95%		4.12%

		A2		0.05%		0.14%		0.29%		0.49%		0.72%		1.05%		1.40%		1.76%		2.13%		2.50%		2.86%		3.18%		3.50%		3.87%		4.29%		4.76%		5.32%		5.86%		6.29%		6.70%

		A3		0.05%		0.16%		0.36%		0.54%		0.80%		1.01%		1.27%		1.56%		1.88%		2.15%		2.38%		2.63%		2.94%		3.28%		3.72%		4.13%		4.41%		4.84%		5.29%		5.76%

		Baa1		0.12%		0.33%		0.58%		0.84%		1.07%		1.31%		1.53%		1.69%		1.86%		2.09%		2.39%		2.79%		3.21%		3.58%		4.03%		4.58%		5.10%		5.49%		5.68%		5.81%

		Baa2		0.16%		0.41%		0.68%		1.04%		1.36%		1.71%		2.09%		2.47%		2.88%		3.34%		3.89%		4.42%		4.97%		5.46%		5.94%		6.35%		6.71%		7.15%		7.68%		8.09%

		Baa3		0.24%		0.60%		1.03%		1.55%		2.17%		2.81%		3.37%		3.98%		4.57%		5.13%		5.66%		6.14%		6.71%		7.34%		7.82%		8.55%		9.47%		10.35%		11.16%		11.67%

		Ba1		0.43%		1.42%		2.63%		3.83%		5.09%		6.26%		7.17%		7.91%		8.66%		9.52%		10.38%		11.30%		12.10%		12.70%		13.56%		14.39%		14.98%		15.78%		17.07%		18.15%

		Ba2		0.74%		1.92%		3.30%		4.69%		5.97%		7.00%		8.01%		9.16%		10.47%		11.84%		12.85%		13.82%		14.47%		15.25%		16.24%		16.86%		17.49%		17.97%		18.57%		18.66%

		Ba3		1.36%		3.82%		6.78%		10.05%		12.74%		15.25%		17.60%		19.80%		21.79%		23.69%		25.36%		27.06%		28.92%		30.86%		32.52%		34.34%		35.99%		37.44%		38.42%		38.94%

		B1		1.99%		5.30%		8.93%		12.44%		16.01%		19.28%		22.48%		25.26%		27.73%		29.72%		31.51%		33.00%		34.65%		36.57%		38.07%		39.40%		40.68%		42.04%		43.43%		44.82%

		B2		3.00%		7.69%		12.37%		16.68%		20.28%		23.57%		26.40%		28.71%		30.89%		32.88%		34.50%		36.20%		37.52%		38.88%		40.57%		42.17%		43.52%		44.66%		45.18%		45.92%

		B3		4.90%		10.69%		16.55%		21.68%		26.25%		30.29%		33.69%		36.66%		39.09%		41.05%		42.59%		43.61%		44.66%		45.76%		46.65%		47.78%		48.97%		49.96%		50.89%		51.19%

		Caa		7.90%		15.33%		21.85%		27.42%		32.17%		35.96%		39.12%		42.13%		45.00%		47.28%		48.99%		49.69%		50.12%		50.24%		50.51%		51.04%		51.18%		51.18%		51.18%		51.18%

		Ca-C		30.67%		40.87%		47.70%		52.42%		55.14%		56.37%		58.85%		60.60%		61.52%		61.52%		62.08%		62.95%		63.48%		63.48%		63.48%		63.48%		63.48%		63.48%		63.48%		63.48%

		IG 		0.09%		0.24%		0.43%		0.66%		0.90%		1.16%		1.41%		1.66%		1.91%		2.16%		2.43%		2.70%		3.00%		3.29%		3.60%		3.93%		4.26%		4.61%		4.93%		5.20%

		SG		4.12%		8.37%		12.42%		16.02%		19.12%		21.76%		24.07%		26.09%		27.91%		29.51%		30.85%		32.05%		33.16%		34.29%		35.41%		36.46%		37.37%		38.24%		39.10%		39.79%

		All		1.63%		3.26%		4.76%		6.04%		7.12%		8.03%		8.80%		9.47%		10.08%		10.61%		11.10%		11.55%		11.99%		12.43%		12.87%		13.31%		13.72%		14.14%		14.52%		14.84%
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		Exhibit 45. Average cumulative issuer-weighted global default rates by alphanumeric rating, 1998-2018

		Rating\Year		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10

		Aaa		0.00%		0.03%		0.03%		0.03%		0.03%		0.03%		0.03%		0.03%		0.03%		0.03%

		Aa1		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.03%		0.08%		0.09%		0.09%		0.13%		0.22%

		Aa2		0.00%		0.01%		0.14%		0.28%		0.37%		0.47%		0.57%		0.69%		0.85%		0.99%

		Aa3		0.05%		0.13%		0.18%		0.24%		0.37%		0.52%		0.76%		0.96%		1.08%		1.22%

		A1		0.11%		0.23%		0.40%		0.60%		0.84%		1.11%		1.39%		1.66%		1.87%		2.11%

		A2		0.07%		0.19%		0.37%		0.54%		0.79%		1.18%		1.57%		2.01%		2.52%		3.12%

		A3		0.07%		0.18%		0.39%		0.59%		0.89%		1.07%		1.32%		1.63%		2.03%		2.42%

		Baa1		0.14%		0.36%		0.60%		0.85%		1.02%		1.24%		1.42%		1.59%		1.76%		2.03%

		Baa2		0.18%		0.41%		0.65%		0.91%		1.12%		1.37%		1.61%		1.86%		2.19%		2.52%

		Baa3		0.24%		0.57%		0.97%		1.40%		1.91%		2.37%		2.81%		3.37%		3.88%		4.50%

		Ba1		0.29%		1.12%		2.02%		2.84%		3.94%		4.85%		5.65%		6.32%		7.17%		8.14%

		Ba2		0.67%		1.63%		2.78%		3.93%		5.02%		5.82%		6.57%		7.77%		9.12%		10.65%

		Ba3		0.87%		2.46%		4.32%		6.47%		7.98%		9.51%		11.19%		13.06%		14.84%		16.38%

		B1		1.20%		3.65%		6.43%		9.29%		11.91%		14.25%		16.58%		18.68%		20.74%		22.64%

		B2		2.68%		7.06%		11.62%		15.95%		19.26%		22.21%		24.73%		26.94%		29.08%		30.99%

		B3		3.63%		8.87%		14.59%		19.46%		23.63%		27.20%		30.13%		32.80%		35.42%		37.50%

		Caa1		4.44%		10.50%		16.39%		21.57%		26.16%		29.71%		32.60%		35.06%		37.91%		40.55%

		Caa2		8.57%		16.36%		23.49%		29.86%		34.94%		39.52%		43.77%		48.03%		51.21%		51.88%

		Caa3		19.52%		32.55%		41.00%		46.30%		51.04%		54.96%		58.10%		60.51%		61.05%		61.05%

		Ca-C		32.94%		44.16%		51.67%		56.44%		59.35%		60.70%		63.35%		65.18%		66.14%		66.14%

		IG 		0.11%		0.27%		0.47%		0.68%		0.91%		1.15%		1.40%		1.67%		1.97%		2.29%

		SG		4.07%		8.24%		12.19%		15.60%		18.39%		20.68%		22.69%		24.53%		26.32%		27.88%

		All		1.73%		3.44%		5.00%		6.30%		7.33%		8.18%		8.91%		9.59%		10.24%		10.86%
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		Exhibit 46. Average cumulative issuer-weighted global default rates by broad industry group, 1970-2018

		Moody's 35 Industry Group\Year		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10

		Aerospace & Defense		0.84%		1.75%		2.56%		3.18%		3.71%		4.06%		4.30%		4.49%		4.59%		4.61%

		Automotive		2.38%		4.82%		7.16%		9.37%		11.46%		13.37%		15.15%		16.89%		18.46%		19.58%

		Banking		0.50%		0.99%		1.46%		1.92%		2.35%		2.74%		3.08%		3.41%		3.75%		4.09%

		Beverage, Food, & Tobacco		1.17%		2.31%		3.43%		4.37%		5.09%		5.74%		6.26%		6.68%		7.11%		7.42%

		Capital Equipment		1.56%		3.23%		4.87%		6.33%		7.56%		8.50%		9.34%		10.10%		10.81%		11.49%

		Chemicals, Plastics, & Rubber		1.02%		2.13%		3.19%		4.18%		5.09%		5.80%		6.31%		6.72%		7.14%		7.62%

		Construction & Building		2.65%		5.50%		8.23%		10.82%		13.13%		15.20%		16.93%		18.63%		20.18%		21.51%

		Consumer Goods: Durable		2.52%		5.52%		8.71%		11.71%		14.74%		17.32%		19.17%		20.97%		23.00%		24.90%

		Consumer Goods: Non-durable		3.72%		7.77%		11.58%		14.63%		17.04%		19.12%		21.05%		22.68%		23.90%		24.81%

		Containers, Packaging, & Glass		2.21%		4.68%		6.87%		8.90%		10.72%		12.29%		13.62%		14.97%		16.13%		17.19%

		Energy: Electricity		2.83%		5.78%		8.52%		10.77%		13.02%		15.19%		17.37%		19.43%		21.49%		23.72%

		Energy: Oil & Gas		2.44%		4.65%		6.57%		8.15%		9.47%		10.51%		11.39%		12.17%		12.92%		13.59%

		Environmental Industries		3.71%		7.11%		9.72%		11.76%		13.27%		14.53%		15.62%		16.84%		18.20%		19.72%

		Finance		0.94%		1.86%		2.68%		3.26%		3.77%		4.26%		4.74%		5.23%		5.75%		6.33%

		Insurance		0.33%		0.71%		1.09%		1.51%		1.93%		2.35%		2.76%		3.17%		3.60%		4.02%

		Real Estate Finance		0.88%		1.82%		2.69%		3.50%		4.07%		4.54%		4.93%		5.21%		5.49%		5.81%

		Forest Products & Paper		3.04%		5.91%		8.64%		11.01%		12.94%		14.68%		16.22%		17.53%		18.45%		19.21%

		Healthcare & Pharmaceuticals		1.37%		2.81%		4.12%		5.35%		6.42%		7.43%		8.38%		9.11%		9.87%		10.42%

		High Tech Industries		1.69%		3.51%		5.17%		6.68%		7.91%		9.00%		10.14%		11.33%		12.52%		13.67%

		Hotel, Gaming, & Leisure		4.03%		8.03%		11.54%		14.67%		17.34%		19.54%		21.40%		23.20%		25.01%		26.89%

		Media: Advertising, Printing & Publishing		6.01%		11.94%		17.18%		21.71%		26.00%		29.70%		32.45%		34.37%		36.16%		38.15%

		Media: Broadcasting & Subscription		3.45%		7.10%		10.85%		14.10%		17.13%		19.85%		22.11%		24.08%		25.81%		27.43%

		Media: Diversified & Production		2.34%		4.65%		6.65%		7.96%		8.90%		9.72%		10.09%		10.34%		10.62%		10.93%

		Metals & Mining		3.07%		6.14%		8.98%		11.47%		13.48%		15.31%		17.03%		18.54%		19.96%		21.36%

		Retail		3.02%		6.08%		9.14%		11.92%		14.32%		16.36%		18.10%		19.64%		21.09%		22.41%

		Services: Business		2.02%		4.12%		6.12%		7.88%		9.44%		10.84%		12.11%		13.15%		14.11%		15.00%

		Services: Consumer		2.00%		3.95%		5.49%		6.97%		8.34%		9.72%		11.17%		12.67%		14.06%		15.37%

		Sovereign & Public Finance		0.48%		0.95%		1.36%		1.67%		1.85%		1.96%		2.00%		2.00%		2.00%		2.00%

		Telecommunications		2.21%		4.31%		6.18%		7.64%		8.73%		9.49%		10.07%		10.44%		10.70%		10.89%

		Transportation: Cargo		1.97%		3.61%		4.98%		6.09%		6.93%		7.65%		8.26%		8.78%		9.24%		9.73%

		Transportation: Consumer		2.81%		5.44%		8.06%		10.62%		12.85%		14.69%		16.46%		18.30%		20.20%		22.04%

		Utilities: Electric		0.13%		0.25%		0.36%		0.46%		0.55%		0.65%		0.73%		0.82%		0.92%		1.02%

		Utilities: Oil & Gas		0.14%		0.26%		0.39%		0.52%		0.63%		0.75%		0.85%		0.90%		0.95%		1.00%

		Utilities: Water		0.12%		0.24%		0.30%		0.30%		0.30%		0.30%		0.30%		0.30%		0.30%		0.30%

		Wholesale		3.31%		7.14%		10.45%		12.77%		14.50%		16.07%		16.97%		17.71%		18.44%		19.28%
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		Exhibit 47. Annual default rates by broad industry group, 1970-2018

		Year		Aerospace & Defense		Automotive		Banking		Beverage, Food, & Tobacco		Capital Equipment		Chemicals, Plastics, & Rubber		Construction & Building		Consumer Goods: Durable		Consumer Goods: Non-durable		Containers, Packaging, & Glass		Energy: Electricity		Energy: Oil & Gas		Environmental Industries		Finance		Insurance		Real Estate Finance		Forest Products & Paper		Healthcare & Pharmaceuticals		High Tech Industries		Hotel, Gaming, & Leisure		Media: Advertising, Printing & Publishing		Media: Broadcasting & Subscription		Media: Diversified & Production		Metals & Mining		Retail		Services: Business		Services: Consumer		Sovereign & Public Finance		Telecommunications		Transportation: Cargo		Transportation: Consumer		Utilities: Electric		Utilities: Oil & Gas		Utilities: Water		Wholesale

		1970		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		10.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		25.00%				0.00%		0.00%		3.70%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%						0.00%		18.05%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1971		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		1.85%		4.76%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1972		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		1.09%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		3.64%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1973		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		7.14%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.45%		0.00%						0.00%		1.94%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1974		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.11%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.48%		0.00%						0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1975		0.00%		3.03%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		4.76%		0.00%		0.00%		11.11%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.75%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1976		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.03%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.63%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1977		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.70%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		14.29%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		2.20%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1978		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.70%		0.00%		0.00%		1.32%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.13%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.85%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1979		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.78%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1980		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.23%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		33.33%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.70%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1981		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.18%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.11%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1982		0.00%		2.86%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.33%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.98%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.92%		0.00%		14.29%		0.00%		0.00%		2.38%		5.89%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.22%		1.18%		5.56%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1983		0.00%		8.11%		0.00%		1.47%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.44%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.72%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.89%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		19.05%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1984		0.00%		2.94%		0.00%		1.45%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.01%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.22%		4.84%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.26%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.21%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1985		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.83%		2.04%		0.00%		0.00%		1.82%		0.00%		0.00%		3.43%		0.00%		0.00%		3.45%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.52%		5.26%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.51%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.19%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1986		2.94%		0.00%		0.00%		1.21%		0.00%		1.85%		1.79%		5.88%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		8.37%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.43%		0.00%		2.38%		0.00%		3.85%		5.26%		19.78%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.16%		8.17%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.76%

		1987		0.00%		1.82%		0.28%		0.00%		2.47%		0.00%		4.64%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.54%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.74%		1.11%		6.49%		5.88%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.05%		8.33%		12.50%		0.00%		0.00%		1.09%		0.00%		0.00%		1.59%		0.00%		4.35%

		1988		2.38%		0.00%		1.45%		0.00%		0.00%		1.64%		2.82%		4.35%		3.74%		0.00%		4.55%		2.13%		0.00%		0.00%		1.52%		0.00%		0.00%		4.74%		1.68%		2.04%		0.00%		4.26%		3.70%		0.00%		1.91%		3.70%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.54%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1989		0.00%		7.69%		1.49%		2.25%		0.00%		0.00%		8.85%		0.00%		3.85%		5.56%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.67%		1.35%		8.33%		0.00%		2.53%		1.76%		13.81%		0.00%		4.35%		11.71%		0.00%		2.52%		3.70%		0.00%		10.53%		0.98%		1.14%		3.57%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1990		0.00%		3.97%		1.84%		5.61%		2.61%		0.00%		16.93%		4.76%		10.03%		0.00%		8.00%		1.46%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.15%		5.68%		26.10%		12.50%		6.43%		5.00%		3.96%		6.34%		13.79%		11.11%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		24.14%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1991		2.22%		4.28%		1.40%		0.00%		4.54%		0.00%		7.55%		5.88%		6.09%		5.56%		4.17%		3.06%		0.00%		0.00%		1.22%		0.00%		3.33%		4.88%		2.22%		2.70%		0.00%		4.94%		4.76%		2.04%		11.48%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.90%		2.58%		30.00%		0.54%		1.82%		0.00%		0.00%

		1992		0.00%		0.00%		0.32%		1.22%		2.99%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.98%		5.26%		0.00%		0.79%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		4.76%		0.00%		1.45%		3.35%		5.27%		0.00%		10.81%		10.84%		6.17%		2.86%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.58%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1993		2.27%		0.00%		0.30%		1.14%		4.88%		0.00%		1.70%		0.00%		2.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.25%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.33%		0.00%		9.01%		0.00%		1.75%		2.86%		4.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1994		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.06%		0.84%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.57%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.78%		1.03%		3.00%		5.36%		0.00%		2.44%		0.00%		0.00%		2.49%		3.13%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.25%		2.94%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.70%

		1995		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.94%		0.83%		0.00%		5.08%		0.00%		7.51%		0.00%		0.00%		0.64%		0.00%		0.00%		0.81%		5.71%		2.22%		1.00%		1.85%		2.65%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.45%		3.23%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.64%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.57%

		1996		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.83%		0.73%		0.00%		1.06%		0.00%		4.31%		3.23%		0.00%		0.57%		5.26%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.02%		2.29%		0.00%		0.00%		18.75%		0.00%		0.75%		2.56%		0.00%		0.00%		0.68%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		1997		0.00%		1.35%		0.00%		0.78%		0.00%		0.00%		1.12%		0.00%		6.43%		2.56%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.63%		0.00%		0.00%		0.88%		1.77%		2.06%		0.00%		2.30%		0.00%		0.00%		3.59%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.54%		1.19%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.70%

		1998		0.00%		1.08%		0.30%		0.69%		0.00%		2.38%		0.00%		0.00%		4.42%		0.00%		0.00%		1.29%		5.88%		0.68%		0.00%		2.63%		1.33%		3.12%		0.73%		2.90%		2.38%		2.51%		5.56%		2.92%		5.45%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.94%		1.04%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		7.14%

		1999		0.00%		0.89%		0.14%		1.85%		1.40%		1.49%		6.44%		10.60%		4.33%		0.00%		0.00%		6.20%		4.55%		1.85%		0.00%		0.71%		2.44%		5.44%		2.65%		6.51%		3.85%		3.63%		0.00%		4.18%		1.93%		3.82%		6.90%		4.76%		1.99%		7.47%		0.00%		0.00%		1.45%		0.00%		5.78%

		2000		1.61%		4.75%		0.00%		2.87%		4.21%		1.45%		1.98%		3.45%		14.34%		8.28%		0.00%		0.40%		16.67%		0.62%		1.48%		0.00%		4.46%		4.85%		3.13%		6.15%		1.56%		1.54%		3.45%		6.87%		4.86%		2.35%		8.82%		4.55%		2.70%		3.96%		5.46%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		10.60%

		2001		4.74%		4.96%		0.07%		2.26%		5.18%		5.72%		3.84%		3.45%		15.50%		8.42%		1.67%		1.19%		11.77%		1.79%		0.00%		2.24%		16.84%		1.53%		4.45%		8.76%		3.28%		3.79%		3.57%		13.75%		6.58%		4.99%		3.13%		2.44%		10.27%		4.82%		1.79%		0.74%		0.00%		0.00%		13.26%

		2002		0.00%		2.40%		0.40%		1.63%		2.05%		0.00%		5.04%		3.13%		6.01%		5.26%		9.77%		2.33%		14.29%		0.00%		0.44%		0.83%		2.76%		0.73%		2.68%		1.85%		3.55%		13.83%		8.52%		7.24%		2.82%		2.55%		3.03%		0.00%		14.50%		4.53%		8.96%		0.00%		1.21%		3.70%		6.99%

		2003		0.00%		2.43%		0.08%		1.67%		2.50%		4.45%		2.41%		0.00%		2.74%		0.00%		11.27%		0.00%		0.00%		0.62%		0.79%		0.00%		1.33%		3.00%		3.42%		2.97%		1.72%		5.33%		0.00%		4.38%		2.91%		1.28%		0.00%		0.00%		8.37%		3.70%		3.60%		0.33%		1.24%		0.00%		9.79%

		2004		0.00%		2.35%		0.00%		1.66%		0.96%		0.00%		2.27%		2.70%		4.49%		1.56%		0.00%		0.35%		0.00%		0.00%		0.37%		0.00%		1.43%		0.77%		0.00%		4.14%		0.00%		4.68%		0.00%		1.94%		0.72%		2.48%		0.00%		0.00%		1.54%		0.00%		5.17%		0.30%		0.00%		0.00%		2.94%

		2005		0.00%		4.86%		0.07%		0.00%		0.95%		0.00%		0.00%		4.08%		1.59%		3.23%		3.64%		0.37%		0.00%		0.65%		0.00%		0.00%		1.61%		0.00%		0.00%		0.97%		0.00%		1.01%		0.00%		0.88%		1.61%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.44%		0.00%		8.20%		0.30%		0.00%		0.00%		3.13%

		2006		0.00%		5.21%		0.00%		1.13%		1.51%		0.00%		2.05%		1.89%		3.04%		1.67%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.68%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.56%		0.84%		0.00%		3.03%		0.00%		0.00%		0.75%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.52%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		2007		0.00%		1.56%		0.00%		1.06%		0.50%		0.00%		1.02%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.30%		0.79%		0.00%		0.00%		3.26%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.25%		0.78%		2.33%		0.00%		0.93%		1.12%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		2008		1.56%		4.03%		3.03%		1.58%		2.75%		1.94%		5.27%		2.00%		6.28%		8.71%		0.00%		1.65%		5.56%		4.10%		0.00%		2.31%		7.12%		0.83%		0.00%		10.07%		7.60%		1.93%		7.41%		0.78%		2.87%		0.65%		0.00%		0.00%		2.45%		4.80%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		2009		4.59%		18.64%		0.93%		4.31%		10.09%		7.57%		14.72%		23.45%		6.73%		9.33%		1.92%		2.00%		0.00%		4.94%		0.32%		6.36%		17.37%		0.78%		6.85%		17.93%		36.35%		22.30%		0.00%		9.97%		3.74%		3.83%		6.21%		0.00%		6.00%		6.96%		3.20%		0.30%		0.00%		0.00%		9.09%

		2010		0.00%		1.03%		0.41%		0.57%		3.60%		0.00%		1.77%		0.00%		3.82%		1.64%		6.00%		0.98%		10.53%		1.95%		0.37%		0.86%		2.04%		1.50%		1.53%		4.50%		15.35%		2.05%		0.00%		0.00%		4.09%		1.86%		0.00%		0.00%		1.57%		1.37%		0.00%		0.00%		0.99%		0.00%		3.03%

		2011		0.00%		0.91%		0.54%		0.00%		1.94%		0.00%		2.29%		0.00%		0.00%		3.51%		3.92%		0.99%		0.00%		0.58%		0.37%		0.78%		1.85%		0.00%		0.00%		3.52%		8.94%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.26%		1.32%		1.61%		0.00%		0.00%		5.67%		5.66%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		2012		1.28%		0.00%		0.49%		1.61%		2.29%		1.42%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.56%		5.46%		0.91%		4.55%		1.72%		0.37%		0.00%		4.01%		0.71%		1.15%		3.92%		16.29%		1.00%		0.00%		2.15%		2.16%		1.67%		6.10%		0.00%		1.71%		1.11%		1.96%		0.54%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		2013		1.25%		0.85%		1.21%		1.59%		0.59%		0.65%		2.48%		0.00%		2.08%		1.56%		1.82%		1.62%		4.76%		0.00%		0.38%		0.67%		0.00%		1.94%		0.59%		2.40%		20.25%		0.88%		0.00%		1.90%		1.36%		1.93%		0.00%		0.00%		1.66%		2.14%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		2014		1.30%		0.00%		0.67%		0.00%		0.00%		0.58%		0.52%		2.17%		0.00%		0.00%		7.14%		0.50%		0.00%		0.52%		0.00%		0.00%		2.00%		0.00%		2.70%		1.56%		8.70%		0.00%		0.00%		5.16%		2.36%		2.46%		3.00%		1.10%		1.64%		0.96%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		2015		2.69%		0.00%		1.55%		1.93%		0.00%		0.00%		2.26%		2.00%		4.64%		0.00%		0.00%		7.13%		4.35%		0.50%		0.72%		0.53%		4.17%		0.00%		0.47%		2.33%		2.38%		0.96%		4.17%		6.64%		2.12%		2.16%		4.14%		0.00%		0.56%		0.00%		0.00%		0.25%		0.00%		0.00%		1.82%

		2016		1.32%		1.49%		0.15%		0.50%		0.84%		1.62%		1.35%		2.33%		1.45%		0.00%		1.89%		14.34%		8.17%		2.26%		0.00%		1.01%		4.17%		0.67%		0.81%		0.73%		16.57%		0.00%		0.00%		9.04%		3.71%		1.10%		0.00%		0.00%		1.61%		1.99%		1.59%		0.25%		0.00%		0.00%		4.97%

		2017		2.74%		0.00%		0.53%		0.00%		0.85%		0.98%		0.45%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		5.36%		6.89%		11.11%		1.93%		0.00%		0.49%		13.56%		0.69%		1.27%		0.00%		0.00%		3.77%		3.57%		1.94%		7.08%		3.75%		1.18%		0.00%		1.61%		2.93%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.42%

		2018		0.00%		0.85%		0.00%		1.13%		0.00%		0.00%		3.53%		5.88%		1.43%		0.00%		6.88%		3.12%		0.00%		1.32%		0.00%		0.00%		2.70%		1.24%		0.39%		0.00%		7.05%		0.96%		0.00%		1.87%		7.27%		1.86%		0.00%		0.00%		1.04%		1.92%		0.00%		0.24%		0.00%		0.00%		3.18%
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		Exhibit 51. Annual volume-weighted corporate bond default rates by letter rating, 1994-2018*

		Year		Aaa		Aa		A		Baa		Ba		B		Caa-C		Inv-Grade		Spec-Grade		All- Rated

		1994		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		2.294		22.755		0.000		2.125		0.433

		1995		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		4.793		9.108		0.000		3.081		0.714

		1996		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		2.288		18.461		0.000		2.341		0.668

		1997		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.051		3.065		6.415		0.000		1.909		0.494

		1998		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.654		3.285		11.306		0.000		2.872		0.853

		1999		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.140		1.154		5.499		21.194		0.031		5.875		1.131

		2000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.623		1.948		5.296		19.985		0.137		5.630		1.302

		2001		0.000		0.000		0.720		0.957		1.276		14.339		54.455		0.545		15.801		3.042

		2002		0.000		0.000		2.718		1.979		5.250		16.148		77.821		1.758		21.556		4.819

		2003		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		3.622		3.745		17.012		0.000		6.122		1.070

		2004		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.258		9.190		0.000		1.879		0.328

		2005		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.201		0.000		0.899		18.181		0.073		3.787		0.754

		2006		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.033		1.065		3.999		0.000		1.050		0.212

		2007		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		4.834		0.000		0.796		0.155

		2008		0.000		0.816		2.370		1.108		8.274		1.051		11.158		1.466		5.802		2.220

		2009		0.000		0.000		0.014		0.751		3.601		6.466		37.815		0.217		16.255		2.754

		2010		0.000		0.000		0.147		0.021		0.000		0.130		6.021		0.077		1.643		0.339

		2011		0.000		0.114		0.000		0.403		0.000		0.173		7.145		0.149		1.461		0.397

		2012		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.018		0.000		0.218		11.103		0.007		2.036		0.396

		2013		0.000		0.000		0.060		0.024		0.000		0.841		4.365		0.039		1.073		0.254

		2014		0.000		0.000		0.023		0.000		0.108		0.324		9.244		0.010		1.737		0.388

		2015		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.813		1.376		17.030		0.000		3.468		0.789

		2016		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.134		0.938		19.308		0.000		3.488		0.738

		2017		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.096		0.058		9.700		0.000		1.611		0.317

		2018		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.553		11.302		0.000		1.837		0.338

		Mean		0.000		0.037		0.242		0.249		1.081		3.004		17.556		0.180		4.609		0.996

		Median		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.051		1.065		11.302		0.000		2.341		0.668

		StDev		0.000		0.164		0.710		0.487		2.049		4.161		16.799		0.448		5.319		1.103

		Min		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		3.999		0.000		0.796		0.155

		Max		0.000		0.816		2.718		1.979		8.274		16.148		77.821		1.758		21.556		4.819

		*Data in percent
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		Exhibit 52. Average volume-weighted corporate bond default rates by letter rating, 1994-2018*

		Rating \ Year		1		2		3		4		5

		Aaa		0.000		0.043		0.043		0.043		0.043

		Aa		0.029		0.076		0.105		0.143		0.198

		A		0.223		0.424		0.593		0.718		0.869

		Baa		0.128		0.275		0.392		0.600		0.888

		Ba		0.632		1.611		2.492		3.382		4.012

		B		2.452		5.688		8.812		11.577		13.444

		Caa-C		14.570		24.041		30.888		34.402		36.643

		Inv-Grade		0.150		0.301		0.423		0.556		0.728

		Spec-Grade		3.723		7.061		9.882		12.000		13.432

		All Rated		0.849		1.624		2.273		2.788		3.198

		*Data in percent
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		Exhibit 53. Cumulative issuer-weighted default rates by annual cohort, 1970-2018

		1/1/70

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		39		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.70%		2.70%		2.70%

		Aa		77		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.45%		1.45%		1.45%		2.94%		2.94%		2.94%		2.94%

		A		254		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.41%		0.41%		0.84%		0.84%		0.84%		0.84%		0.84%		1.29%		1.29%		1.29%		1.29%		1.29%		1.29%		1.79%		1.79%		2.84%		2.84%

		Baa		372		0.54%		0.54%		0.54%		1.12%		1.42%		1.42%		1.73%		2.37%		3.04%		3.04%		3.40%		3.40%		4.59%		5.00%		5.43%		5.87%		7.25%		8.29%		9.35%		9.92%

		Ba		238		4.24%		5.12%		5.57%		6.05%		7.04%		8.07%		8.61%		9.21%		10.46%		10.46%		10.46%		12.02%		14.56%		15.49%		15.49%		17.58%		21.08%		23.61%		23.61%		25.08%

		B		36		19.44%		19.44%		22.32%		22.32%		22.32%		22.32%		22.32%		22.32%		22.32%		22.32%		22.32%		22.32%		30.50%		30.50%		30.50%		30.50%		36.29%		36.29%		36.29%		36.29%

		Caa-C		16		50.00%		56.25%		75.00%		81.25%		81.25%		81.25%		81.25%		90.63%		90.63%		90.63%		90.63%		90.63%		90.63%		90.63%		90.63%		90.63%		90.63%		90.63%		90.63%		90.63%

		IG		742		0.27%		0.27%		0.27%		0.70%		0.84%		0.99%		1.14%		1.44%		1.76%		1.76%		2.09%		2.09%		2.61%		2.97%		3.15%		3.34%		4.30%		4.91%		5.73%		5.95%

		SG		290		8.68%		9.76%		11.60%		12.38%		13.19%		14.04%		14.47%		15.44%		16.45%		16.45%		16.45%		17.69%		21.01%		21.73%		21.73%		23.35%		26.97%		28.93%		28.93%		30.10%

		All		1032		2.63%		2.93%		3.43%		3.96%		4.27%		4.60%		4.82%		5.28%		5.76%		5.76%		6.01%		6.28%		7.37%		7.79%		7.94%		8.39%		9.79%		10.61%		11.29%		11.65%

		1/1/71

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		40		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.70%		2.70%		2.70%		2.70%

		Aa		74		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.75%

		A		282		0.00%		0.00%		0.37%		0.37%		0.74%		0.74%		0.74%		0.74%		0.74%		1.14%		1.14%		1.55%		1.96%		1.96%		1.96%		2.40%		2.40%		3.30%		3.30%		3.30%

		Baa		398		0.00%		0.00%		0.53%		0.80%		1.08%		1.37%		1.97%		2.60%		2.60%		2.93%		2.93%		4.06%		4.45%		4.86%		5.28%		6.58%		7.55%		8.55%		9.08%		10.22%

		Ba		228		0.89%		1.33%		1.82%		2.81%		3.84%		4.38%		4.99%		6.24%		6.24%		6.24%		7.80%		10.32%		11.25%		11.25%		13.31%		17.94%		20.49%		20.49%		21.96%		21.96%

		B		27		0.00%		3.85%		3.85%		3.85%		3.85%		3.85%		3.85%		3.85%		3.85%		3.85%		3.85%		15.87%		15.87%		15.87%		15.87%		23.51%		23.51%		23.51%		23.51%		23.51%

		Caa-C		8		12.50%		50.00%		62.50%		62.50%		62.50%		62.50%		81.25%		81.25%		81.25%		81.25%		81.25%		81.25%		81.25%		81.25%		81.25%		81.25%		81.25%		81.25%		81.25%		81.25%

		IG		794		0.00%		0.00%		0.39%		0.53%		0.80%		0.94%		1.22%		1.51%		1.51%		1.82%		1.82%		2.47%		2.80%		2.97%		3.15%		3.86%		4.43%		5.20%		5.40%		6.02%

		SG		263		1.16%		3.11%		3.94%		4.81%		5.71%		6.17%		7.22%		8.30%		8.30%		8.30%		9.62%		13.17%		13.95%		13.95%		15.67%		20.48%		22.59%		22.59%		23.84%		23.84%

		All		1057		0.29%		0.77%		1.27%		1.57%		1.99%		2.20%		2.65%		3.11%		3.11%		3.35%		3.61%		4.80%		5.20%		5.34%		5.78%		7.12%		7.92%		8.56%		8.91%		9.44%

		1/1/72

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		41		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.63%		2.63%		2.63%		2.63%		2.63%

		Aa		78		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.67%		1.67%

		A		303		0.00%		0.34%		0.34%		0.34%		0.34%		0.34%		0.34%		0.34%		0.34%		0.34%		0.72%		1.10%		1.10%		1.10%		1.50%		1.50%		2.34%		2.34%		2.80%		3.27%

		Baa		431		0.00%		0.49%		0.74%		1.25%		1.51%		2.06%		2.64%		2.64%		3.27%		3.27%		3.98%		4.34%		5.09%		5.48%		6.68%		7.57%		8.48%		9.48%		11.07%		13.83%

		Ba		224		0.00%		0.48%		1.46%		2.47%		3.00%		3.59%		4.81%		4.81%		4.81%		6.29%		9.48%		10.35%		10.35%		13.24%		17.53%		19.85%		19.85%		21.19%		22.62%		28.73%

		B		29		6.90%		6.90%		6.90%		6.90%		6.90%		6.90%		6.90%		6.90%		6.90%		6.90%		17.85%		17.85%		17.85%		17.85%		25.32%		25.32%		25.32%		25.32%		25.32%		25.32%

		Caa-C		8		37.50%		50.00%		50.00%		50.00%		50.00%		66.67%		66.67%		66.67%		66.67%		66.67%		66.67%		66.67%		66.67%		66.67%		66.67%		66.67%		66.67%		66.67%		66.67%		

		IG		853		0.00%		0.37%		0.49%		0.74%		0.87%		1.13%		1.40%		1.40%		1.68%		1.68%		2.14%		2.45%		2.77%		2.93%		3.59%		4.11%		4.83%		5.21%		6.19%		7.40%

		SG		261		1.92%		2.73%		3.58%		4.46%		4.91%		5.92%		6.96%		6.96%		6.96%		8.22%		12.23%		12.97%		12.97%		15.41%		19.91%		21.87%		21.87%		23.01%		24.28%		29.70%

		All		1114		0.45%		0.92%		1.21%		1.60%		1.80%		2.21%		2.64%		2.64%		2.87%		3.11%		4.22%		4.60%		4.86%		5.40%		6.65%		7.39%		7.99%		8.48%		9.49%		11.22%

		1/1/73

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		41		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.63%		2.63%		2.63%		2.63%		2.63%		2.63%

		Aa		81		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.59%		1.59%		1.59%

		A		309		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.37%		0.74%		0.74%		0.74%		1.13%		1.13%		1.95%		1.95%		2.40%		2.85%		3.32%

		Baa		441		0.46%		0.69%		1.18%		1.43%		1.94%		2.48%		2.48%		3.08%		3.08%		3.75%		4.43%		5.14%		5.87%		7.01%		7.85%		8.70%		9.65%		11.65%		13.76%		13.76%

		Ba		205		0.00%		1.02%		2.08%		2.63%		3.24%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		5.99%		10.01%		10.87%		10.87%		12.77%		17.03%		20.52%		20.52%		21.82%		23.22%		30.45%		31.96%

		B		27		3.85%		3.85%		3.85%		3.85%		3.85%		3.85%		3.85%		3.85%		3.85%		15.16%		15.16%		15.16%		15.16%		22.87%		22.87%		22.87%		22.87%		22.87%		22.87%		22.87%

		Caa-C		6		37.50%		37.50%		37.50%		37.50%		58.33%		58.33%		58.33%		58.33%		58.33%		58.33%		58.33%		58.33%		58.33%		58.33%		58.33%		58.33%		58.33%		58.33%				

		IG		872		0.23%		0.35%		0.59%		0.71%		0.96%		1.22%		1.22%		1.49%		1.49%		1.93%		2.37%		2.68%		2.99%		3.63%		4.13%		4.82%		5.18%		6.31%		7.29%		7.49%

		SG		238		1.28%		2.16%		3.09%		3.57%		4.61%		5.70%		5.70%		5.70%		6.97%		11.74%		12.48%		12.48%		14.10%		18.61%		21.58%		21.58%		22.72%		23.97%		30.47%		31.83%

		All		1110		0.46%		0.73%		1.11%		1.31%		1.71%		2.13%		2.13%		2.35%		2.58%		3.78%		4.27%		4.53%		5.05%		6.26%		7.12%		7.71%		8.18%		9.31%		11.00%		11.34%

		1/1/74

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		44		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.50%		2.50%		2.50%		2.50%		2.50%		2.50%		2.50%

		Aa		89		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.27%		1.27%		1.27%		1.27%		1.27%		1.27%		1.27%		1.27%		2.74%		2.74%		2.74%		2.74%

		A		307		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.37%		0.74%		0.74%		0.74%		1.13%		1.13%		1.93%		1.93%		2.37%		2.82%		3.27%		3.27%

		Baa		431		0.00%		0.48%		0.73%		1.24%		1.79%		1.79%		2.38%		2.38%		3.05%		3.73%		4.44%		5.18%		5.56%		6.40%		7.27%		8.22%		9.72%		11.83%		11.83%		11.83%

		Ba		197		0.51%		1.60%		2.17%		2.79%		4.09%		4.09%		4.09%		4.85%		8.92%		9.81%		9.81%		11.70%		17.94%		21.39%		21.39%		22.72%		25.53%		32.82%		34.35%		36.17%

		B		29		7.16%		7.16%		7.16%		7.16%		7.16%		7.16%		7.16%		11.80%		22.18%		22.18%		22.18%		22.18%		29.96%		29.96%		29.96%		29.96%		29.96%		29.96%		29.96%		29.96%

		Caa-C		3		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%						

		IG		871		0.00%		0.24%		0.36%		0.60%		0.86%		0.86%		1.13%		1.13%		1.70%		2.14%		2.44%		2.75%		3.06%		3.56%		4.24%		4.60%		5.52%		6.48%		6.67%		6.67%

		SG		229		1.33%		2.27%		2.76%		3.83%		4.93%		4.93%		4.93%		6.23%		11.03%		11.78%		11.78%		13.41%		19.68%		22.65%		22.65%		23.80%		26.34%		32.98%		34.38%		36.02%

		All		1100		0.28%		0.65%		0.85%		1.25%		1.66%		1.66%		1.88%		2.11%		3.41%		3.90%		4.15%		4.67%		5.87%		6.72%		7.30%		7.76%		8.89%		10.55%		10.89%		11.07%

		1/1/75

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		52		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.04%		2.04%		2.04%		2.04%		2.04%		2.04%		2.04%		2.04%

		Aa		103		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.05%		1.05%		1.05%		1.05%		1.05%		1.05%		2.23%		2.23%		3.45%		3.45%		3.45%		3.45%		3.45%

		A		321		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.35%		0.35%		0.35%		0.73%		0.73%		1.51%		1.51%		1.93%		2.79%		3.24%		3.73%		3.73%

		Baa		412		0.00%		0.00%		0.27%		0.83%		0.83%		1.44%		1.44%		2.45%		3.14%		3.86%		4.59%		4.98%		5.83%		6.26%		7.21%		9.21%		11.30%		11.30%		11.30%		11.30%

		Ba		200		1.03%		2.12%		3.27%		3.89%		3.89%		3.89%		4.59%		8.44%		9.28%		9.28%		11.09%		17.02%		20.31%		21.47%		22.73%		24.06%		29.62%		31.06%		32.74%		32.74%

		B		33		6.16%		6.16%		6.16%		9.51%		9.51%		9.51%		13.44%		22.10%		22.10%		22.10%		22.10%		28.59%		28.59%		28.59%		28.59%		38.79%		48.99%		48.99%		48.99%		48.99%

		Caa-C		3		0.00%		0.00%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%								

		IG		888		0.00%		0.00%		0.12%		0.36%		0.36%		0.62%		0.62%		1.17%		1.59%		1.88%		2.17%		2.47%		2.94%		3.58%		3.92%		4.97%		6.06%		6.24%		6.44%		6.44%

		SG		236		1.74%		2.66%		4.12%		5.14%		5.14%		5.14%		6.33%		10.80%		11.50%		11.50%		13.04%		18.91%		21.69%		22.65%		23.71%		26.02%		32.04%		33.30%		34.75%		34.75%

		All		1124		0.36%		0.55%		0.93%		1.32%		1.32%		1.53%		1.75%		2.99%		3.45%		3.70%		4.18%		5.33%		6.13%		6.81%		7.25%		8.46%		10.17%		10.49%		10.84%		10.84%

		1/1/76

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		66		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.70%		1.70%		1.70%		1.70%		1.70%		1.70%		1.70%		1.70%		1.70%

		Aa		112		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.97%		0.97%		0.97%		0.97%		0.97%		0.97%		2.06%		2.06%		3.19%		3.19%		3.19%		3.19%		3.19%		3.19%

		A		367		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.61%		0.61%		0.61%		1.27%		1.27%		2.32%		2.32%		3.07%		4.24%		4.24%		4.68%		4.68%		5.16%

		Baa		371		0.00%		0.29%		0.58%		0.58%		0.91%		0.91%		2.35%		3.09%		3.86%		4.65%		5.06%		5.96%		5.96%		6.98%		9.12%		10.79%		11.36%		11.36%		11.36%		11.36%

		Ba		206		1.00%		2.04%		3.16%		3.16%		3.79%		4.43%		7.20%		7.96%		7.96%		9.59%		14.85%		17.80%		18.83%		19.96%		21.15%		27.30%		28.58%		30.03%		30.03%		30.03%

		B		27		0.00%		0.00%		4.00%		4.00%		4.00%		8.80%		19.53%		19.53%		19.53%		19.53%		28.47%		28.47%		28.47%		28.47%		42.78%		57.08%		57.08%		57.08%		57.08%		57.08%

		Caa-C		3		0.00%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%										

		IG		916		0.00%		0.11%		0.23%		0.23%		0.35%		0.35%		1.00%		1.52%		1.79%		2.07%		2.50%		2.95%		3.55%		3.88%		5.04%		6.06%		6.23%		6.42%		6.42%		6.63%

		SG		236		0.87%		2.25%		3.69%		3.69%		4.24%		5.36%		8.96%		9.62%		9.62%		11.06%		16.54%		19.16%		20.07%		21.07%		23.22%		29.96%		31.15%		32.50%		32.50%		32.50%

		All		1152		0.18%		0.54%		0.91%		0.91%		1.11%		1.31%		2.48%		3.03%		3.26%		3.72%		4.92%		5.69%		6.33%		6.75%		8.03%		9.80%		10.10%		10.43%		10.43%		10.61%

		1/1/77

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		67		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.70%		1.70%		1.70%		1.70%		1.70%		1.70%		1.70%		1.70%		1.70%		1.70%

		Aa		119		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.91%		0.91%		0.91%		0.91%		0.91%		0.91%		1.94%		1.94%		3.00%		3.00%		3.00%		3.00%		3.00%		3.00%		3.00%

		A		388		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.58%		0.58%		0.58%		1.20%		1.20%		2.84%		2.84%		3.90%		5.00%		5.00%		5.42%		5.42%		5.88%		5.88%

		Baa		355		0.29%		0.60%		0.60%		0.60%		0.60%		2.06%		2.81%		3.59%		4.40%		4.82%		5.73%		5.73%		6.77%		8.40%		10.09%		10.66%		10.66%		10.66%		10.66%		10.66%

		Ba		195		0.54%		1.67%		1.67%		2.27%		2.92%		5.72%		6.48%		6.48%		8.11%		13.37%		16.30%		17.32%		18.44%		19.64%		25.81%		27.09%		28.55%		28.55%		28.55%		28.55%

		B		31		3.23%		6.56%		6.56%		10.63%		14.88%		24.90%		24.90%		24.90%		24.90%		33.24%		33.24%		33.24%		33.24%		46.59%		59.94%		59.94%		59.94%		59.94%		59.94%		59.94%

		Caa-C		3		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%												

		IG		929		0.11%		0.22%		0.22%		0.22%		0.22%		0.85%		1.36%		1.62%		1.89%		2.31%		2.74%		3.63%		3.95%		5.07%		6.06%		6.23%		6.41%		6.41%		6.62%		6.62%

		SG		229		1.36%		2.79%		2.79%		3.84%		4.96%		8.55%		9.21%		9.21%		10.64%		16.05%		18.63%		19.53%		20.51%		22.64%		29.34%		30.52%		31.86%		31.86%		31.86%		31.86%

		All		1158		0.35%		0.72%		0.72%		0.91%		1.11%		2.25%		2.78%		3.00%		3.45%		4.63%		5.37%		6.26%		6.66%		7.91%		9.62%		9.91%		10.24%		10.24%		10.42%		10.42%

		1/1/78

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		71		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.56%		1.56%		1.56%		3.15%		3.15%		3.15%		3.15%		3.15%		3.15%		3.15%		3.15%

		Aa		131		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.83%		0.83%		0.83%		0.83%		0.83%		0.83%		1.75%		1.75%		1.75%		1.75%		1.75%		1.75%		1.75%		1.75%		1.75%		1.75%

		A		380		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.58%		0.58%		0.58%		1.21%		1.21%		2.55%		2.55%		4.00%		4.74%		4.74%		5.17%		5.17%		5.64%		5.64%		5.64%

		Baa		341		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.42%		1.78%		2.55%		2.94%		3.35%		4.65%		5.10%		6.11%		7.68%		9.86%		10.41%		10.41%		10.41%		10.41%		10.41%		10.41%

		Ba		187		1.12%		1.12%		1.12%		1.77%		4.58%		6.09%		6.09%		9.33%		15.44%		17.43%		18.44%		19.56%		21.94%		28.12%		29.41%		32.29%		32.29%		32.29%		32.29%		32.29%

		B		37		5.41%		5.41%		11.71%		14.98%		22.38%		22.38%		26.94%		26.94%		32.56%		38.69%		38.69%		38.69%		47.45%		60.59%		60.59%		60.59%		60.59%		60.59%		60.59%		60.59%

		Caa-C		3		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		50.00%		50.00%		50.00%		50.00%		50.00%														

		IG		923		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.61%		0.99%		1.24%		1.37%		1.78%		2.34%		3.21%		3.51%		4.76%		5.73%		5.89%		6.07%		6.07%		6.27%		6.27%		6.27%

		SG		227		1.82%		1.82%		2.84%		3.91%		7.37%		8.61%		9.28%		12.01%		18.68%		21.16%		22.00%		22.94%		26.01%		32.61%		33.77%		36.37%		36.37%		36.37%		36.37%		36.37%

		All		1150		0.35%		0.35%		0.54%		0.74%		1.84%		2.36%		2.68%		3.23%		4.60%		5.44%		6.30%		6.69%		8.18%		9.85%		10.13%		10.60%		10.60%		10.77%		10.77%		10.77%

		1/1/79

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		75		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.47%		1.47%		1.47%		2.96%		2.96%		2.96%		2.96%		2.96%		2.96%		2.96%		2.96%		2.96%

		Aa		132		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.81%		0.81%		0.81%		0.81%		0.81%		0.81%		1.72%		1.72%		1.72%		1.72%		1.72%		1.72%		1.72%		1.72%		1.72%		1.72%		1.72%

		A		376		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.57%		0.57%		0.57%		1.19%		1.19%		2.52%		2.52%		3.59%		4.32%		4.32%		4.75%		4.75%		5.20%		5.20%		5.20%		5.20%

		Baa		336		0.00%		0.31%		0.31%		1.70%		2.06%		2.43%		2.82%		2.82%		4.09%		4.53%		5.52%		8.12%		10.28%		10.83%		10.83%		10.83%		10.83%		10.83%		10.83%		10.83%

		Ba		207		0.51%		0.51%		1.07%		3.49%		6.07%		9.49%		12.27%		18.90%		20.55%		21.40%		22.33%		25.39%		31.71%		32.79%		35.19%		35.19%		35.19%		35.19%		35.19%		35.19%

		B		34		0.00%		6.45%		9.79%		17.01%		17.01%		21.62%		26.52%		38.95%		45.74%		45.74%		45.74%		56.59%		56.59%														

		Caa-C		3		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		50.00%		50.00%		50.00%		50.00%		50.00%																

		IG		919		0.00%		0.11%		0.11%		0.71%		1.08%		1.20%		1.33%		1.60%		2.14%		3.00%		3.30%		4.68%		5.63%		5.79%		5.97%		5.97%		6.16%		6.16%		6.16%		6.16%

		SG		244		0.44%		1.35%		2.29%		5.35%		7.55%		11.06%		14.06%		21.82%		23.96%		24.70%		25.52%		29.15%		35.00%		36.03%		38.31%		38.31%		38.31%		38.31%		38.31%		38.31%

		All		1163		0.09%		0.36%		0.55%		1.61%		2.31%		3.03%		3.66%		5.20%		6.00%		6.83%		7.21%		8.91%		10.52%		10.80%		11.25%		11.25%		11.42%		11.42%		11.42%		11.42%

		1/1/80

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		87		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.27%		1.27%		1.27%		2.57%		2.57%		2.57%		2.57%		2.57%		2.57%		2.57%		2.57%		2.57%		2.57%

		Aa		130		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.90%		1.80%		1.80%		1.80%		1.80%		1.80%		1.80%		1.80%		1.80%		1.80%		1.80%		1.80%		1.80%

		A		381		0.00%		0.00%		0.28%		0.83%		0.83%		0.83%		1.73%		2.04%		3.01%		3.01%		4.06%		4.78%		4.78%		5.19%		5.19%		5.64%		5.64%		5.64%		5.64%		6.66%

		Baa		336		0.00%		0.00%		1.01%		1.36%		1.73%		2.46%		2.46%		3.29%		4.14%		5.53%		7.98%		10.50%		11.53%		11.53%		11.53%		11.53%		11.53%		11.53%		11.53%		11.53%

		Ba		207		0.00%		0.52%		3.89%		5.09%		8.86%		12.10%		18.21%		20.48%		21.26%		23.94%		26.81%		32.98%		35.28%		37.72%		37.72%		37.72%		37.72%		39.24%		39.24%		39.24%

		B		41		5.00%		7.57%		15.72%		21.54%		27.95%		31.55%		44.78%		49.38%		49.38%		49.38%		61.43%		69.15%		69.15%		69.15%		69.15%		69.15%		69.15%		69.15%		69.15%		69.15%

		Caa-C		6		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		55.56%		55.56%		55.56%		55.56%		55.56%																		

		IG		934		0.00%		0.00%		0.46%		0.82%		0.94%		1.18%		1.56%		2.23%		3.05%		3.48%		4.81%		5.87%		6.18%		6.35%		6.35%		6.54%		6.54%		6.54%		6.54%		6.98%

		SG		254		1.63%		2.48%		6.55%		8.49%		12.59%		15.79%		23.19%		25.69%		26.33%		28.55%		32.53%		38.69%		40.72%		42.88%		42.88%		42.88%		42.88%		44.21%		44.21%		44.21%

		All		1188		0.34%		0.52%		1.72%		2.38%		3.25%		4.06%		5.72%		6.70%		7.49%		8.20%		9.93%		11.72%		12.26%		12.69%		12.69%		12.85%		12.85%		13.02%		13.02%		13.39%

		1/1/81

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		91		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.22%		1.22%		1.22%		2.49%		2.49%		2.49%		2.49%		2.49%		2.49%		2.49%		2.49%		2.49%		2.49%		2.49%

		Aa		135		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.83%		2.50%		2.50%		2.50%		2.50%		2.50%		2.50%		2.50%		2.50%		2.50%		2.50%		2.50%		2.50%		3.73%

		A		386		0.00%		0.27%		0.27%		0.27%		0.27%		1.15%		1.46%		2.11%		2.11%		3.15%		3.88%		3.88%		4.29%		4.29%		4.74%		4.74%		4.74%		4.74%		5.75%		6.27%

		Baa		339		0.00%		0.64%		1.96%		2.66%		3.37%		3.37%		3.77%		4.59%		5.91%		8.26%		10.18%		11.16%		11.16%		11.16%		11.16%		11.16%		11.16%		11.16%		11.90%		12.70%

		Ba		241		0.00%		3.65%		5.13%		8.17%		11.87%		18.56%		21.07%		21.72%		24.73%		28.83%		35.16%		37.24%		39.44%		39.44%		39.44%		39.44%		40.85%		42.29%		42.29%		42.29%

		B		46		4.40%		11.39%		16.32%		24.34%		27.25%		41.23%		41.23%		41.23%		41.23%		51.52%		57.58%		57.58%		57.58%		57.58%		57.58%		57.58%		57.58%		57.58%		57.58%		57.58%

		Caa-C		7		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		16.67%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%		33.33%

		IG		951		0.00%		0.33%		0.78%		1.02%		1.25%		1.62%		2.14%		2.93%		3.35%		4.64%		5.52%		5.82%		5.99%		5.99%		6.17%		6.17%		6.17%		6.17%		6.80%		7.46%

		SG		294		0.70%		4.79%		6.78%		10.51%		13.98%		21.89%		24.47%		25.00%		27.47%		32.22%		38.31%		40.09%		41.96%		41.96%		41.96%		41.96%		43.15%		44.36%		44.36%		44.36%

		All		1245		0.16%		1.35%		2.14%		3.14%		4.07%		6.01%		6.93%		7.68%		8.46%		10.34%		12.04%		12.55%		12.96%		12.96%		13.11%		13.11%		13.28%		13.44%		13.97%		14.53%

		1/1/82

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		94		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.18%		1.18%		1.18%		2.41%		2.41%		2.41%		2.41%		2.41%		2.41%		2.41%		2.41%		2.41%		2.41%		2.41%		2.41%

		Aa		147		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.76%		2.28%		2.28%		2.28%		2.28%		2.28%		2.28%		2.28%		3.29%		3.29%		3.29%		3.29%		3.29%		4.46%		4.46%

		A		395		0.26%		0.26%		0.26%		0.26%		1.11%		1.11%		1.74%		1.74%		3.10%		3.80%		3.80%		4.20%		4.20%		4.20%		4.20%		4.20%		4.20%		4.69%		5.18%		8.27%

		Baa		326		0.33%		0.33%		1.39%		2.13%		2.51%		3.32%		4.16%		5.50%		7.87%		9.81%		10.81%		10.81%		10.81%		10.81%		10.81%		10.81%		10.81%		12.34%		13.15%		13.15%

		Ba		254		2.79%		5.36%		8.05%		11.79%		18.63%		20.84%		21.42%		24.08%		28.54%		32.63%		34.54%		36.55%		36.55%		36.55%		36.55%		37.90%		39.38%		39.38%		39.38%		42.66%

		B		45		2.22%		9.10%		14.08%		16.77%		29.17%		29.17%		29.17%		29.17%		34.62%		53.19%		53.19%		53.19%		53.19%		53.19%		53.19%		53.19%		53.19%		53.19%		53.19%		53.19%

		Caa-C		13		23.08%		46.15%		46.15%		46.15%		55.13%		64.10%		64.10%		64.10%		64.10%		64.10%		64.10%		64.10%		64.10%		64.10%		64.10%		64.10%		64.10%		64.10%		64.10%		64.10%

		IG		962		0.22%		0.22%		0.55%		0.79%		1.27%		1.77%		2.55%		2.95%		4.36%		5.22%		5.52%		5.68%		5.68%		5.86%		5.86%		5.86%		5.86%		6.48%		7.12%		8.43%

		SG		312		3.55%		7.66%		10.57%		14.00%		21.66%		23.90%		24.37%		26.56%		30.88%		36.35%		37.96%		39.66%		39.66%		39.66%		39.66%		40.78%		41.99%		41.99%		41.99%		44.69%

		All		1274		1.04%		2.03%		2.98%		3.95%		6.07%		6.95%		7.66%		8.41%		10.33%		11.98%		12.47%		12.87%		12.87%		13.02%		13.02%		13.18%		13.34%		13.86%		14.39%		15.86%

		1/1/83

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		99		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.27%		2.27%		2.27%		3.53%		3.53%		3.53%		3.53%		3.53%		3.53%		3.53%		3.53%		3.53%		3.53%		3.53%		3.53%		3.53%

		Aa		233		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.47%		1.91%		1.91%		1.91%		1.91%		1.91%		1.91%		1.91%		2.56%		2.56%		2.56%		2.56%		2.56%		2.56%		3.34%		4.17%

		A		475		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.23%		0.23%		0.99%		0.99%		2.34%		3.47%		4.05%		4.36%		4.36%		4.36%		4.36%		4.36%		4.36%		4.36%		4.77%		6.04%		6.47%

		Baa		324		0.00%		0.99%		1.34%		2.80%		3.21%		3.63%		4.55%		6.95%		8.97%		8.97%		8.97%		8.97%		8.97%		8.97%		8.97%		8.97%		10.50%		12.12%		13.82%		17.30%

		Ba		178		1.16%		2.44%		4.44%		10.32%		11.99%		15.59%		19.87%		23.35%		26.93%		26.93%		28.59%		28.59%		28.59%		28.59%		28.59%		30.97%		33.53%		36.19%		41.50%		44.16%

		B		135		2.30%		7.13%		13.84%		24.32%		27.16%		28.13%		30.39%		37.60%		48.55%		53.35%		55.80%		55.80%		55.80%		55.80%		59.49%		59.49%		59.49%		59.49%		59.49%		59.49%

		Caa-C		20		42.31%		53.85%		59.62%		59.62%		73.08%		73.08%		73.08%		73.08%		73.08%		73.08%		73.08%		73.08%		73.08%		73.08%		73.08%		73.08%		73.08%		73.08%		73.08%		73.08%

		IG		1131		0.00%		0.28%		0.37%		0.86%		1.28%		2.04%		2.27%		3.56%		4.53%		4.78%		4.92%		4.92%		5.07%		5.07%		5.07%		5.07%		5.42%		5.96%		7.07%		8.23%

		SG		333		4.06%		7.43%		11.64%		19.11%		22.02%		24.23%		27.37%		32.16%		38.08%		39.67%		41.47%		41.47%		41.47%		41.47%		42.66%		44.06%		45.54%		47.09%		50.20%		51.81%

		All		1464		0.90%		1.84%		2.81%		4.75%		5.67%		6.71%		7.45%		9.29%		11.00%		11.43%		11.78%		11.78%		11.91%		11.91%		12.05%		12.19%		12.65%		13.27%		14.55%		15.72%

		1/1/84

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		85		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.28%		1.28%		1.28%		2.73%		2.73%		2.73%		2.73%		2.73%		2.73%		2.73%		2.73%		2.73%		2.73%		2.73%		2.73%		2.73%		2.73%

		Aa		249		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.86%		1.76%		1.76%		1.76%		1.76%		1.76%		1.76%		1.76%		2.37%		2.37%		2.37%		2.37%		2.37%		2.37%		3.09%		3.84%		3.84%

		A		496		0.00%		0.21%		0.43%		0.66%		1.60%		1.60%		3.11%		4.15%		4.69%		4.69%		4.69%		4.69%		4.69%		4.69%		4.69%		4.69%		5.07%		6.23%		6.62%		7.07%

		Baa		331		0.63%		0.63%		0.96%		1.36%		1.77%		2.67%		3.62%		5.12%		5.12%		5.69%		5.69%		5.69%		5.69%		6.40%		6.40%		7.20%		8.90%		11.57%		14.31%		14.31%

		Ba		195		0.52%		2.16%		9.11%		11.68%		15.16%		18.40%		24.39%		29.69%		30.77%		31.94%		31.94%		31.94%		31.94%		31.94%		31.94%		35.78%		37.79%		39.79%		43.81%		43.81%

		B		154		5.34%		12.26%		21.66%		24.74%		27.98%		33.68%		41.81%		47.80%		49.67%		53.69%		53.69%		53.69%		53.69%		53.69%		57.25%		57.25%		57.25%		57.25%		57.25%		57.25%

		Caa-C		11		18.18%		29.87%		29.87%		47.40%		47.40%		47.40%		47.40%		47.40%		47.40%		47.40%		47.40%		47.40%		47.40%		47.40%		47.40%		47.40%		47.40%		47.40%		47.40%		47.40%

		IG		1161		0.18%		0.27%		0.45%		0.95%		1.68%		1.89%		2.91%		3.73%		3.97%		4.11%		4.11%		4.26%		4.26%		4.42%		4.42%		4.59%		5.12%		6.39%		7.34%		7.55%

		SG		360		3.13%		7.28%		15.12%		18.18%		21.48%		25.75%		32.43%		37.71%		38.96%		41.06%		41.06%		41.06%		41.06%		41.06%		42.20%		44.61%		45.89%		47.18%		49.79%		49.79%

		All		1521		0.87%		1.91%		3.86%		4.93%		6.22%		7.25%		9.33%		10.94%		11.35%		11.78%		11.78%		11.91%		11.91%		12.04%		12.18%		12.61%		13.21%		14.44%		15.56%		15.74%

		1/1/85

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		91		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.35%		1.35%		1.35%		1.35%		1.35%		1.35%		1.35%		1.35%		1.35%		1.35%		1.35%		1.35%		1.35%		1.35%		1.35%

		Aa		302		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.77%		0.77%		0.77%		0.77%		0.77%		0.77%		0.77%		1.33%		1.33%		1.33%		1.33%		1.33%		1.33%		1.99%		2.68%		2.68%		2.68%

		A		557		0.00%		0.19%		1.22%		2.31%		2.31%		3.97%		4.95%		5.21%		5.21%		5.21%		5.21%		5.21%		5.21%		5.21%		5.21%		5.57%		6.32%		6.70%		7.13%		7.13%

		Baa		336		0.00%		1.01%		1.36%		1.76%		2.65%		3.10%		4.60%		5.11%		5.69%		5.69%		5.69%		5.69%		6.44%		6.44%		8.95%		10.77%		13.58%		16.54%		16.54%		16.54%

		Ba		236		0.87%		5.93%		8.65%		12.09%		17.18%		23.35%		29.11%		30.72%		31.61%		31.61%		31.61%		31.61%		31.61%		31.61%		33.17%		34.88%		38.31%		41.73%		41.73%		41.73%

		B		182		7.31%		16.03%		20.97%		24.30%		30.01%		38.32%		43.78%		45.48%		49.52%		49.52%		52.05%		52.05%		52.05%		55.47%		55.47%		55.47%		55.47%		55.47%		55.47%		55.47%

		Caa-C		15		6.67%		13.33%		22.00%		31.75%		31.75%		31.75%		31.75%		31.75%		31.75%		31.75%		59.05%		59.05%		59.05%		59.05%		59.05%		59.05%		59.05%		59.05%		59.05%		59.05%

		IG		1286		0.00%		0.34%		0.87%		1.64%		1.84%		2.79%		3.56%		3.79%		3.92%		3.92%		4.06%		4.06%		4.21%		4.21%		4.70%		5.22%		6.27%		7.18%		7.38%		7.38%

		SG		433		3.77%		10.46%		14.35%		17.92%		23.14%		29.91%		35.27%		36.80%		38.52%		38.52%		40.68%		40.68%		40.68%		41.58%		42.60%		43.73%		45.98%		48.25%		48.25%		48.25%

		All		1719		0.95%		2.90%		4.26%		5.70%		7.03%		9.18%		10.84%		11.31%		11.71%		11.71%		12.18%		12.18%		12.30%		12.43%		12.98%		13.55%		14.72%		15.78%		15.95%		15.95%

		1/1/86

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		136		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		351		0.00%		0.00%		0.64%		0.64%		1.34%		1.34%		1.34%		1.34%		1.34%		1.79%		1.79%		1.79%		1.79%		1.79%		1.79%		2.38%		2.99%		2.99%		2.99%		2.99%

		A		625		0.00%		0.18%		0.73%		0.92%		1.90%		2.51%		2.51%		2.51%		2.51%		2.51%		2.51%		2.51%		2.51%		2.51%		3.16%		3.83%		4.53%		4.92%		4.92%		5.34%

		Baa		364		0.87%		1.17%		2.55%		3.66%		5.22%		6.48%		7.38%		7.87%		8.40%		8.40%		8.40%		9.05%		9.05%		10.46%		11.23%		12.79%		14.40%		14.40%		14.40%		14.40%

		Ba		314		2.37%		6.92%		9.39%		13.63%		20.33%		26.42%		28.44%		30.62%		31.42%		31.42%		31.42%		32.44%		32.44%		32.44%		33.88%		39.73%		42.67%		42.67%		42.67%		44.31%

		B		223		10.54%		14.88%		19.03%		24.04%		31.75%		39.12%		43.84%		46.52%		46.52%		48.66%		48.66%		48.66%		51.10%		56.85%		59.94%		59.94%		59.94%		59.94%		59.94%		59.94%

		Caa-C		19		17.11%		23.48%		31.13%		31.13%		31.13%		31.13%		31.13%		31.13%		31.13%		77.05%		77.05%		77.05%		77.05%		77.05%		77.05%		77.05%		77.05%		77.05%		77.05%		77.05%

		IG		1476		0.21%		0.36%		1.06%		1.39%		2.33%		2.87%		3.05%		3.16%		3.26%		3.38%		3.38%		3.50%		3.50%		3.78%		4.22%		4.96%		5.73%		5.90%		5.90%		6.08%

		SG		556		6.16%		10.69%		14.03%		18.48%		25.41%		31.81%		34.70%		36.98%		37.49%		39.23%		39.23%		39.91%		40.65%		42.34%		44.15%		47.92%		49.83%		49.83%		49.83%		50.92%

		All		2032		1.83%		3.14%		4.53%		5.84%		8.09%		9.83%		10.51%		11.00%		11.17%		11.55%		11.55%		11.75%		11.86%		12.32%		12.93%		14.04%		14.94%		15.08%		15.08%		15.38%

		1/1/87

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		156		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		365		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.32%		0.32%		0.32%		0.32%		0.32%		0.74%		0.74%		0.74%		0.74%		0.74%		0.74%		1.27%		1.83%		1.83%		1.83%		1.83%		1.83%

		A		594		0.00%		0.00%		0.19%		1.14%		1.74%		1.74%		1.74%		1.74%		1.74%		1.74%		1.74%		1.74%		1.74%		2.06%		2.71%		3.41%		4.15%		4.15%		4.55%		4.97%

		Baa		402		0.00%		0.87%		1.79%		3.42%		4.82%		6.29%		7.52%		7.52%		7.52%		7.52%		8.06%		8.65%		9.84%		10.51%		11.86%		12.55%		12.55%		12.55%		12.55%		12.55%

		Ba		422		3.03%		4.98%		8.71%		15.92%		23.85%		26.51%		29.01%		30.71%		31.34%		32.03%		33.58%		33.58%		33.58%		34.73%		38.16%		44.09%		44.09%		44.09%		45.53%		47.04%

		B		303		5.44%		11.87%		19.38%		29.45%		38.07%		43.13%		44.85%		44.85%		46.05%		46.05%		46.05%		47.59%		51.09%		56.52%		58.41%		60.49%		60.49%		60.49%		60.49%		60.49%

		Caa-C		33		9.82%		16.76%		16.76%		50.06%		50.06%		50.06%		50.06%		50.06%		75.03%		75.03%		75.03%		75.03%		75.03%		75.03%		75.03%		75.03%		75.03%		75.03%		75.03%		75.03%

		IG		1517		0.00%		0.22%		0.52%		1.38%		1.95%		2.29%		2.57%		2.57%		2.68%		2.68%		2.79%		2.92%		3.17%		3.44%		4.13%		4.70%		5.01%		5.01%		5.18%		5.35%

		SG		758		4.31%		8.34%		13.45%		22.40%		30.37%		33.80%		35.93%		36.96%		38.53%		38.95%		39.91%		40.45%		41.69%		44.34%		47.05%		51.31%		51.31%		51.31%		52.18%		53.12%

		All		2275		1.42%		2.87%		4.64%		7.78%		10.32%		11.40%		12.10%		12.33%		12.73%		12.82%		13.09%		13.28%		13.69%		14.33%		15.32%		16.46%		16.70%		16.70%		16.97%		17.24%

		1/1/88

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		154		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		401		0.00%		0.53%		0.80%		0.80%		0.80%		0.80%		0.80%		1.16%		1.16%		1.16%		1.16%		1.16%		1.61%		2.07%		2.54%		2.54%		2.54%		2.54%		2.54%		2.54%

		A		605		0.00%		0.18%		0.90%		1.45%		1.45%		1.45%		1.45%		1.45%		1.45%		1.45%		1.45%		1.45%		1.45%		2.10%		2.43%		3.16%		3.16%		3.56%		3.96%		3.96%

		Baa		380		0.00%		0.29%		1.20%		2.50%		4.18%		5.69%		5.69%		5.69%		5.69%		6.19%		6.19%		6.76%		7.37%		9.25%		11.20%		11.20%		11.20%		11.20%		11.20%		11.20%

		Ba		463		1.36%		6.46%		11.96%		20.06%		22.53%		24.95%		25.89%		26.41%		27.54%		28.80%		29.56%		30.34%		31.22%		35.81%		41.61%		41.61%		41.61%		42.88%		44.31%		47.59%

		B		385		5.93%		12.97%		26.18%		34.77%		39.25%		42.29%		43.76%		46.35%		46.35%		47.38%		52.01%		54.76%		59.19%		60.76%		62.55%		62.55%		62.55%		62.55%		62.55%		62.55%

		Caa-C		40		12.50%		15.74%		44.55%		44.55%		44.55%		44.55%		44.55%		72.27%		72.27%		72.27%		72.27%		72.27%		72.27%		72.27%		72.27%		72.27%		72.27%		72.27%		72.27%		72.27%

		IG		1540		0.00%		0.28%		0.85%		1.37%		1.76%		2.11%		2.11%		2.20%		2.20%		2.31%		2.31%		2.43%		2.68%		3.45%		4.12%		4.41%		4.41%		4.56%		4.72%		4.72%

		SG		888		3.86%		9.72%		18.97%		27.07%		30.27%		32.86%		33.95%		35.82%		36.50%		37.63%		39.80%		41.24%		43.33%		46.65%		50.76%		50.76%		50.76%		51.54%		52.39%		54.26%

		All		2428		1.39%		3.58%		6.95%		9.78%		10.95%		11.87%		12.13%		12.64%		12.79%		13.11%		13.55%		13.92%		14.50%		15.69%		16.94%		17.16%		17.16%		17.40%		17.66%		17.92%

		1/1/89

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		172		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		412		0.50%		0.50%		0.50%		0.50%		0.50%		0.50%		0.83%		0.83%		0.83%		0.83%		0.83%		1.26%		1.68%		2.13%		2.13%		2.13%		2.13%		2.13%		2.13%		3.28%

		A		642		0.00%		0.33%		0.83%		0.83%		0.83%		0.83%		0.83%		0.83%		0.83%		0.83%		0.83%		0.83%		1.74%		2.05%		2.39%		2.39%		2.76%		3.14%		3.14%		4.41%

		Baa		398		0.53%		1.62%		2.21%		4.04%		4.72%		4.72%		4.72%		4.72%		5.17%		5.17%		5.66%		6.20%		8.41%		10.11%		10.73%		10.73%		10.73%		10.73%		10.73%		11.50%

		Ba		437		2.96%		9.82%		17.81%		20.09%		22.71%		23.14%		23.63%		24.73%		25.96%		28.13%		28.86%		30.51%		34.71%		40.99%		40.99%		40.99%		40.99%		42.17%		44.80%		46.34%

		B		423		7.55%		21.06%		29.53%		34.63%		37.94%		40.21%		43.56%		44.35%		46.80%		49.59%		51.88%		55.70%		55.70%		58.76%		58.76%		58.76%		61.05%		61.05%		61.05%		66.25%

		Caa-C		49		20.33%		49.04%		55.41%		55.41%		55.41%		55.41%		55.41%		55.41%		55.41%		55.41%		55.41%		55.41%		77.70%		77.70%		77.70%		77.70%		77.70%		77.70%		77.70%		77.70%

		IG		1624		0.25%		0.64%		0.99%		1.41%		1.57%		1.57%		1.66%		1.66%		1.76%		1.76%		1.86%		2.09%		3.04%		3.65%		3.91%		3.91%		4.06%		4.20%		4.20%		5.17%

		SG		909		5.91%		16.42%		24.55%		28.01%		30.84%		32.05%		33.71%		34.64%		36.34%		38.73%		40.02%		42.39%		45.34%		50.17%		50.17%		50.17%		50.85%		51.59%		53.19%		55.87%

		All		2533		2.23%		5.96%		8.75%		10.06%		10.94%		11.24%		11.70%		11.91%		12.35%		12.83%		13.16%		13.78%		15.06%		16.39%		16.59%		16.59%		16.81%		17.05%		17.29%		18.44%

		1/1/90

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		193		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		462		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.28%		0.28%		0.28%		0.28%		0.28%		0.28%		0.64%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		2.04%		3.58%

		A		668		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.27%		0.55%		0.84%		1.15%		1.15%		1.49%		1.49%		1.49%		2.68%		4.30%

		Baa		390		0.26%		0.84%		1.14%		1.50%		1.50%		1.50%		1.50%		1.50%		1.50%		1.99%		2.52%		5.24%		8.04%		8.63%		8.63%		8.63%		9.37%		9.37%		10.21%		12.75%

		Ba		422		3.77%		12.23%		14.72%		17.53%		17.93%		18.88%		19.40%		20.57%		22.66%		23.36%		25.68%		31.31%		35.54%		35.54%		35.54%		35.54%		36.70%		39.15%		40.51%		41.86%

		B		447		13.74%		23.16%		30.02%		33.17%		35.52%		38.33%		39.67%		42.67%		45.24%		47.44%		51.35%		51.35%		54.60%		54.60%		54.60%		56.87%		56.87%		56.87%		64.96%		67.88%

		Caa-C		56		43.91%		47.92%		56.60%		56.60%		56.60%		56.60%		56.60%		56.60%		56.60%		78.30%		78.30%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%

		IG		1713		0.06%		0.19%		0.25%		0.33%		0.33%		0.41%		0.41%		0.41%		0.41%		0.50%		0.71%		1.47%		2.25%		2.49%		2.49%		2.62%		2.76%		2.76%		3.67%		5.20%

		SG		925		10.54%		19.25%		23.86%		26.72%		28.02%		29.75%		30.60%		32.48%		34.73%		36.36%		39.07%		42.90%		46.50%		46.50%		46.50%		47.19%		47.91%		49.45%		52.75%		54.52%

		All		2638		3.57%		6.43%		7.85%		8.70%		9.03%		9.50%		9.70%		10.10%		10.54%		10.93%		11.58%		12.85%		14.08%		14.27%		14.27%		14.48%		14.69%		14.92%		16.13%		17.61%

		1/1/91

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		180		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		494		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.25%		0.25%		0.25%		0.25%		0.25%		0.25%		0.59%		0.95%		0.95%		0.95%		0.95%		0.95%		0.95%		1.90%		3.83%		3.83%

		A		656		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.26%		0.52%		0.80%		1.10%		1.10%		1.42%		1.42%		1.42%		2.56%		4.11%		4.53%

		Baa		414		0.25%		0.25%		0.25%		0.25%		0.25%		0.25%		0.25%		0.25%		0.67%		1.11%		3.39%		5.76%		6.26%		6.26%		6.26%		6.87%		7.51%		8.20%		9.59%		9.59%

		Ba		357		3.84%		5.15%		7.05%		7.46%		7.95%		8.50%		9.72%		11.94%		12.68%		15.20%		20.44%		24.12%		24.12%		25.30%		25.30%		26.62%		26.62%		28.08%		29.80%		29.80%

		B		373		13.24%		22.08%		26.72%		29.10%		32.39%		33.73%		36.04%		38.80%		41.12%		45.34%		46.90%		52.11%		52.11%		52.11%		54.63%		54.63%		57.30%		66.45%		73.16%		73.16%

		Caa-C		62		15.35%		18.60%		22.14%		26.47%		31.72%		31.72%		37.41%		37.41%		47.84%		47.84%		60.88%		60.88%		60.88%		60.88%		60.88%		60.88%		60.88%		60.88%		60.88%		60.88%

		IG		1744		0.06%		0.06%		0.06%		0.06%		0.13%		0.13%		0.13%		0.13%		0.23%		0.42%		1.12%		1.85%		2.07%		2.07%		2.19%		2.32%		2.45%		3.30%		4.73%		4.88%

		SG		792		9.10%		14.06%		17.30%		18.80%		20.78%		21.62%		23.50%		25.79%		27.49%		30.37%		34.46%		38.26%		38.26%		38.96%		39.72%		40.51%		41.32%		44.87%		47.83%		47.83%

		All		2536		2.80%		4.21%		5.07%		5.44%		5.95%		6.13%		6.52%		6.94%		7.31%		7.94%		9.16%		10.34%		10.53%		10.62%		10.82%		11.03%		11.26%		12.43%		13.98%		14.11%

		1/1/92

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		166		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		500		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.23%		0.23%		0.23%		0.23%		0.23%		0.23%		0.54%		0.54%		0.54%		0.54%		0.54%		0.54%		0.54%		0.54%		1.46%		1.95%		1.95%

		A		756		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.23%		0.46%		0.93%		1.19%		1.19%		1.19%		1.19%		1.19%		2.86%		4.90%		5.64%		6.39%

		Baa		425		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.39%		0.80%		2.93%		4.27%		4.74%		4.74%		5.27%		5.84%		6.42%		7.05%		8.31%		8.31%		8.98%

		Ba		339		0.34%		1.09%		1.09%		1.59%		1.59%		2.76%		4.86%		6.29%		7.93%		12.99%		17.43%		17.43%		18.58%		19.83%		21.19%		21.19%		24.47%		26.23%		26.23%		26.23%

		B		300		7.37%		13.88%		17.28%		21.30%		23.32%		25.67%		28.40%		30.73%		36.29%		37.81%		44.47%		44.47%		44.47%		44.47%		44.47%		44.47%		50.02%		59.23%		59.23%		59.23%

		Caa-C		73		16.49%		22.06%		26.75%		29.47%		32.67%		36.04%		36.04%		43.14%		43.14%		51.27%		51.27%		51.27%		51.27%		51.27%		51.27%		67.51%		67.51%		67.51%		67.51%		67.51%

		IG		1847		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.07%		0.07%		0.07%		0.07%		0.15%		0.33%		0.96%		1.44%		1.64%		1.64%		1.76%		1.87%		1.99%		2.77%		4.09%		4.51%		4.95%

		SG		712		4.93%		8.55%		10.41%		12.53%		13.63%		15.43%		17.62%		19.67%		22.46%		26.37%		31.07%		31.07%		31.72%		32.45%		33.25%		34.08%		37.82%		41.98%		41.98%		41.98%

		All		2559		1.34%		2.26%		2.69%		3.21%		3.44%		3.80%		4.20%		4.61%		5.19%		6.33%		7.44%		7.61%		7.70%		7.89%		8.08%		8.29%		9.40%		10.99%		11.35%		11.73%

		1/1/93

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		135		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		503		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.42%		0.88%		0.88%		0.88%

		A		824		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.20%		0.59%		1.01%		1.23%		1.23%		1.23%		1.23%		1.23%		2.40%		3.91%		4.23%		4.55%		4.88%

		Baa		478		0.00%		0.00%		0.25%		0.25%		0.53%		0.84%		1.47%		2.14%		3.88%		4.97%		5.74%		5.74%		6.18%		6.64%		7.13%		8.68%		10.80%		11.35%		12.51%		13.12%

		Ba		353		0.62%		0.62%		1.86%		2.74%		3.69%		5.39%		7.79%		8.47%		12.69%		17.12%		17.12%		17.12%		18.10%		19.18%		19.18%		21.75%		24.40%		24.40%		24.40%		24.40%

		B		289		4.38%		8.43%		14.03%		15.59%		18.16%		20.38%		23.93%		31.87%		35.18%		38.77%		40.02%		40.02%		40.02%		41.78%		43.79%		48.38%		56.63%		56.63%		56.63%		56.63%

		Caa-C		75		13.53%		19.28%		23.89%		26.61%		26.61%		26.61%		32.73%		32.73%		40.20%		40.20%		40.20%		48.74%		48.74%		48.74%		48.74%		48.74%		48.74%		48.74%		48.74%		48.74%

		IG		1940		0.00%		0.00%		0.06%		0.06%		0.13%		0.20%		0.35%		0.58%		1.15%		1.58%		1.86%		1.86%		1.96%		2.06%		2.17%		2.99%		4.19%		4.57%		4.97%		5.24%

		SG		717		3.40%		5.61%		8.95%		10.28%		11.79%		13.59%		16.58%		19.93%		23.91%		27.71%		28.16%		28.68%		29.24%		30.47%		31.13%		34.17%		38.26%		38.26%		38.26%		38.26%

		All		2657		0.90%		1.45%		2.27%		2.57%		2.94%		3.35%		4.01%		4.78%		5.92%		6.91%		7.21%		7.29%		7.46%		7.72%		7.91%		9.00%		10.53%		10.86%		11.20%		11.44%

		1/1/94

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		137		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		475		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.45%		0.45%		0.45%		0.45%

		A		1004		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.15%		0.46%		0.77%		1.12%		1.12%		1.12%		1.12%		1.12%		2.03%		3.45%		3.71%		4.50%		4.77%		4.77%

		Baa		539		0.00%		0.20%		0.20%		0.42%		0.65%		1.87%		2.38%		3.71%		4.55%		5.14%		5.14%		5.47%		5.83%		6.21%		7.89%		10.09%		10.55%		11.51%		12.02%		12.02%

		Ba		397		0.00%		0.90%		1.21%		2.24%		4.31%		7.43%		10.35%		13.48%		17.41%		18.01%		18.01%		18.82%		20.64%		20.64%		23.99%		30.10%		30.10%		30.10%		31.65%		31.65%

		B		381		4.19%		9.15%		12.62%		14.27%		17.18%		21.90%		27.29%		33.12%		37.91%		41.39%		43.31%		43.31%		44.49%		45.81%		48.91%		52.15%		52.15%		52.15%		52.15%		52.15%

		Caa-C		84		5.39%		10.41%		14.37%		14.37%		14.37%		23.74%		23.74%		32.21%		32.21%		32.21%		43.51%		43.51%		43.51%		43.51%		43.51%		43.51%		43.51%		43.51%		43.51%		43.51%

		IG		2155		0.00%		0.05%		0.05%		0.11%		0.17%		0.47%		0.67%		1.14%		1.50%		1.80%		1.80%		1.88%		1.97%		2.06%		2.85%		3.99%		4.31%		4.88%		5.12%		5.12%

		SG		862		2.34%		5.36%		7.34%		8.56%		10.88%		14.94%		18.69%		23.01%		27.09%		28.79%		29.96%		30.41%		31.90%		32.44%		35.58%		40.32%		40.32%		40.32%		41.20%		41.20%

		All		3017		0.65%		1.49%		2.00%		2.34%		2.89%		3.97%		4.84%		6.04%		7.07%		7.62%		7.81%		7.95%		8.25%		8.40%		9.49%		11.05%		11.33%		11.82%		12.12%		12.12%

		1/1/95

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		139		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		562		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.38%		0.79%		0.79%		0.79%		0.79%		0.79%

		A		1080		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.13%		0.40%		0.83%		1.13%		1.13%		1.13%		1.13%		1.13%		1.96%		3.03%		3.26%		3.99%		4.24%		4.24%		4.52%

		Baa		553		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.22%		1.35%		1.83%		3.32%		4.10%		4.38%		4.38%		4.70%		5.03%		5.40%		7.01%		9.11%		9.54%		10.45%		10.93%		10.93%		10.93%

		Ba		409		0.27%		0.55%		1.76%		3.56%		7.05%		9.58%		12.71%		15.14%		16.70%		16.70%		17.41%		18.96%		18.96%		21.93%		29.67%		29.67%		29.67%		31.08%		31.08%		31.08%

		B		501		4.02%		6.56%		8.99%		12.34%		16.66%		22.08%		31.19%		38.63%		42.94%		45.28%		45.98%		46.74%		47.57%		49.44%		52.36%		52.36%		52.36%		52.36%		52.36%		52.36%

		Caa-C		95		10.42%		16.27%		16.27%		20.37%		30.60%		40.51%		53.15%		59.85%		59.85%		59.85%		59.85%		59.85%		59.85%		59.85%		59.85%		59.85%		59.85%		59.85%		59.85%		59.85%

		IG		2334		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.05%		0.33%		0.50%		0.98%		1.36%		1.56%		1.56%		1.64%		1.72%		1.81%		2.54%		3.58%		3.89%		4.42%		4.64%		4.64%		4.76%

		SG		1005		3.06%		4.92%		6.64%		9.40%		13.63%		17.81%		24.03%		28.92%		31.74%		32.91%		33.59%		34.70%		35.10%		37.45%		42.50%		42.50%		42.50%		43.19%		43.19%		43.19%

		All		3339		0.90%		1.43%		1.89%		2.63%		3.84%		4.90%		6.63%		7.96%		8.70%		8.93%		9.12%		9.38%		9.52%		10.49%		12.11%		12.37%		12.80%		13.08%		13.08%		13.18%

		1/1/96

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		142		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		604		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.35%		0.72%		0.72%		0.72%		0.72%		0.72%		0.72%

		A		1155		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.12%		0.36%		0.62%		0.89%		0.89%		0.89%		0.89%		0.89%		1.64%		2.78%		2.99%		3.64%		3.86%		3.86%		4.10%		4.10%

		Baa		651		0.00%		0.00%		0.18%		0.72%		1.30%		2.69%		3.31%		3.75%		3.99%		4.24%		4.79%		4.79%		6.39%		8.08%		8.43%		9.54%		9.94%		9.94%		9.94%		11.20%

		Ba		466		0.00%		0.71%		2.11%		5.67%		7.60%		11.05%		13.73%		15.40%		15.40%		16.53%		17.75%		18.44%		20.73%		25.76%		25.76%		25.76%		26.78%		26.78%		26.78%		26.78%

		B		571		1.51%		4.02%		8.77%		12.08%		17.72%		25.28%		32.83%		36.84%		39.31%		39.91%		40.55%		41.27%		43.77%		48.97%		48.97%		48.97%		48.97%		48.97%		48.97%		51.59%

		Caa-C		109		10.00%		14.75%		19.06%		32.88%		42.15%		53.27%		57.52%		57.52%		57.52%		57.52%		57.52%		57.52%		57.52%		57.52%		57.52%		57.52%		57.52%		57.52%		57.52%		57.52%

		IG		2552		0.00%		0.00%		0.05%		0.19%		0.39%		0.87%		1.15%		1.38%		1.45%		1.51%		1.66%		1.66%		2.38%		3.38%		3.65%		4.21%		4.40%		4.40%		4.50%		4.82%

		SG		1146		1.65%		3.59%		6.88%		10.98%		15.04%		20.73%		25.76%		28.45%		29.62%		30.45%		31.35%		32.02%		34.30%		39.17%		39.17%		39.17%		39.69%		39.69%		39.69%		40.90%

		All		3698		0.51%		1.08%		2.03%		3.23%		4.39%		6.13%		7.52%		8.30%		8.59%		8.81%		9.09%		9.21%		10.18%		11.80%		12.02%		12.47%		12.71%		12.71%		12.79%		13.22%

		1/1/97

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		138		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		683		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.30%		0.62%		0.62%		0.62%		0.62%		0.62%		0.62%		0.62%

		A		1177		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.11%		0.32%		0.54%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		2.00%		3.01%		3.20%		3.96%		4.35%		5.16%		5.37%		5.37%		5.37%

		Baa		822		0.00%		0.13%		0.55%		0.98%		2.04%		2.69%		3.03%		3.22%		3.61%		4.04%		4.04%		5.05%		6.92%		7.20%		8.06%		8.67%		8.67%		8.67%		10.27%		10.27%

		Ba		582		0.18%		1.39%		5.13%		8.26%		10.80%		14.15%		15.68%		15.68%		16.53%		17.43%		17.93%		19.57%		23.07%		23.07%		23.07%		23.76%		23.76%		23.76%		26.15%		26.15%

		B		690		2.00%		6.35%		10.28%		15.61%		25.12%		31.44%		35.28%		37.79%		38.21%		39.68%		40.76%		43.84%		50.29%		50.29%		50.29%		50.29%		51.16%		51.16%		51.16%		52.08%

		Caa-C		135		9.16%		16.11%		28.05%		42.27%		51.46%		54.32%		54.32%		54.32%		63.45%		63.45%		63.45%		63.45%		63.45%		63.45%		63.45%		63.45%		63.45%		63.45%		63.45%		63.45%

		IG		2820		0.00%		0.04%		0.16%		0.33%		0.74%		1.02%		1.33%		1.38%		1.49%		1.62%		1.62%		2.31%		3.32%		3.55%		4.12%		4.45%		4.79%		4.88%		5.32%		5.32%

		SG		1407		1.89%		5.13%		9.55%		14.41%		20.63%		25.33%		27.87%		29.07%		29.86%		30.97%		31.71%		33.91%		38.57%		38.57%		38.57%		38.93%		39.29%		39.29%		40.50%		40.91%

		All		4227		0.62%		1.66%		3.05%		4.54%		6.55%		8.00%		8.86%		9.19%		9.45%		9.78%		9.93%		10.90%		12.59%		12.77%		13.21%		13.54%		13.87%		13.94%		14.51%		14.59%

		1/1/98

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		125		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		737		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.23%		0.23%		0.23%		0.23%		0.23%		0.51%		0.81%		1.11%		1.11%		1.11%		1.11%		1.11%		1.11%		1.50%

		A		1178		0.00%		0.00%		0.10%		0.29%		0.50%		0.95%		0.95%		0.95%		0.95%		0.95%		1.87%		2.98%		3.15%		3.69%		4.25%		5.21%		5.41%		5.41%		5.41%		5.85%

		Baa		972		0.11%		0.44%		0.79%		1.76%		2.81%		3.09%		3.39%		3.71%		4.05%		4.05%		4.90%		6.71%		7.18%		7.91%		8.17%		8.43%		8.43%		9.82%		9.82%		9.82%

		Ba		702		0.90%		3.50%		6.54%		10.12%		13.20%		15.04%		15.30%		15.93%		16.28%		16.66%		18.29%		22.20%		22.20%		22.20%		23.21%		23.21%		23.21%		24.88%		26.05%		26.05%

		B		936		3.77%		9.51%		16.39%		25.99%		31.86%		36.61%		40.16%		40.97%		43.08%		44.79%		46.74%		50.36%		50.36%		50.36%		50.36%		50.87%		50.87%		51.43%		51.43%		52.02%

		Caa-C		154		8.27%		26.02%		37.16%		52.07%		57.88%		62.16%		65.31%		68.46%		68.46%		68.46%		84.23%		84.23%		84.23%														

		IG		3012		0.04%		0.14%		0.29%		0.69%		1.12%		1.39%		1.54%		1.64%		1.75%		1.75%		2.39%		3.45%		3.73%		4.25%		4.55%		5.03%		5.11%		5.53%		5.53%		5.80%

		SG		1792		3.02%		8.43%		14.04%		21.45%		26.11%		29.49%		31.54%		32.35%		33.55%		34.56%		36.44%		39.99%		39.99%		39.99%		40.47%		40.71%		40.71%		41.76%		42.31%		42.59%

		All		4804		1.13%		3.12%		5.15%		7.90%		9.72%		10.96%		11.66%		11.95%		12.35%		12.60%		13.52%		15.15%		15.36%		15.73%		16.07%		16.47%		16.53%		17.09%		17.21%		17.48%

		1/1/99

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Aaa		112		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		733		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.21%		0.21%		0.21%		0.21%		0.21%		0.47%		1.03%		1.30%		1.30%		1.30%		1.30%		1.30%		1.30%		1.66%		1.66%

		A		1220		0.00%		0.00%		0.18%		0.28%		0.69%		0.69%		0.69%		0.69%		0.69%		1.68%		2.85%		2.85%		3.51%		4.02%		4.91%		5.10%		5.10%		5.10%		5.51%		5.51%

		Baa		1115		0.09%		0.48%		1.30%		2.53%		3.00%		3.25%		3.52%		3.82%		3.82%		4.71%		6.82%		7.22%		7.85%		8.29%		8.52%		8.52%		9.74%		9.74%		9.74%		9.74%

		Ba		690		1.38%		3.54%		6.00%		8.68%		10.63%		10.87%		11.45%		12.07%		12.41%		15.01%		18.53%		18.97%		18.97%		19.93%		19.93%		19.93%		20.46%		22.09%		22.09%		22.09%

		B		1083		5.02%		13.47%		23.14%		31.46%		36.18%		40.04%		41.53%		43.54%		45.31%		47.41%		52.22%		52.22%		52.65%		52.65%		53.13%		53.13%		55.35%		55.92%		57.68%		58.34%

		Caa-C		319		15.17%		23.62%		39.19%		43.22%		47.16%		48.73%		49.61%		49.61%		50.81%		52.18%		52.18%		52.18%		53.83%		53.83%		53.83%		53.83%		53.83%		53.83%		53.83%		53.83%

		IG		3180		0.03%		0.17%		0.53%		1.00%		1.32%		1.46%		1.55%		1.65%		1.65%		2.34%		3.54%		3.80%		4.34%		4.69%		5.12%		5.20%		5.58%		5.58%		5.83%		5.83%

		SG		2092		5.35%		11.71%		19.71%		25.46%		29.04%		31.27%		32.33%		33.52%		34.59%		36.73%		40.26%		40.44%		40.82%		41.21%		41.42%		41.42%		42.52%		43.43%		44.15%		44.40%

		All		5272		2.12%		4.62%		7.85%		10.26%		11.69%		12.50%		12.88%		13.29%		13.58%		14.63%		16.41%		16.63%		17.11%		17.46%		17.82%		17.87%		18.42%		18.65%		19.00%		19.06%

		1/1/00

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19

		Aaa		117		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		729		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.54%		0.80%		0.80%		0.80%		0.80%		0.80%		0.80%		1.15%		1.15%

		A		1251		0.00%		0.17%		0.35%		0.73%		0.84%		0.84%		0.84%		0.84%		2.04%		3.29%		3.29%		3.91%		4.40%		5.23%		5.41%		5.76%		5.76%		6.15%		6.15%

		Baa		1190		0.35%		0.80%		1.90%		2.53%		2.76%		3.13%		3.39%		3.39%		3.84%		5.99%		6.35%		6.90%		7.48%		7.68%		7.68%		8.33%		8.33%		8.33%		8.33%

		Ba		654		1.44%		3.31%		5.36%		7.01%		7.01%		7.81%		8.11%		8.44%		11.67%		16.57%		16.99%		16.99%		17.92%		17.92%		17.92%		18.94%		20.51%		20.51%		20.51%

		B		1159		5.51%		15.48%		24.08%		29.21%		32.97%		34.79%		37.67%		39.46%		41.91%		47.78%		48.14%		48.52%		48.52%		48.97%		49.45%		51.53%		52.59%		54.29%		54.93%

		Caa-C		331		17.64%		38.55%		48.24%		54.49%		59.06%		60.17%		60.17%		60.17%		60.17%		61.98%		61.98%		63.98%		63.98%		63.98%		63.98%		63.98%		63.98%		63.98%		63.98%

		IG		3287		0.13%		0.36%		0.83%		1.20%		1.33%		1.46%		1.55%		1.55%		2.18%		3.41%		3.64%		4.14%		4.53%		4.93%		5.00%		5.36%		5.36%		5.59%		5.59%

		SG		2144		6.07%		15.01%		21.58%		25.57%		28.03%		29.37%		30.91%		31.89%		34.33%		39.18%		39.52%		39.88%		40.26%		40.45%		40.65%		41.94%		43.04%		43.74%		43.99%

		All		5431		2.45%		6.03%		8.78%		10.43%		11.33%		11.83%		12.33%		12.60%		13.68%		15.80%		16.06%		16.50%		16.87%		17.21%		17.31%		17.88%		18.14%		18.47%		18.53%

		1/1/01

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18

		Aaa		117		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		757		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.50%		0.74%		0.74%		1.03%		1.03%		1.03%		1.03%		1.35%		1.35%

		A		1296		0.16%		0.41%		0.68%		0.68%		0.68%		0.68%		0.68%		2.02%		3.16%		3.30%		3.87%		4.17%		4.94%		5.26%		5.75%		5.75%		6.10%		6.10%

		Baa		1168		0.18%		1.42%		2.02%		2.46%		2.81%		3.06%		3.06%		3.34%		5.37%		5.54%		6.06%		6.96%		7.16%		7.16%		7.56%		7.78%		7.78%		8.00%

		Ba		618		1.17%		2.82%		4.64%		4.64%		5.69%		5.99%		6.33%		9.65%		15.12%		15.56%		15.56%		16.52%		16.52%		16.52%		17.57%		18.65%		19.22%		19.22%

		B		1102		9.19%		18.83%		24.42%		28.16%		29.96%		33.04%		34.83%		37.70%		45.51%		45.88%		46.29%		46.29%		46.77%		47.28%		49.61%		51.43%		53.37%		54.11%

		Caa-C		325		28.84%		40.38%		52.76%		58.98%		61.06%		61.06%		61.06%		61.06%		62.83%		62.83%		64.78%		64.78%		64.78%		64.78%		64.78%		64.78%		64.78%		64.78%

		IG		3338		0.12%		0.66%		0.97%		1.12%		1.25%		1.33%		1.33%		1.97%		3.10%		3.32%		3.78%		4.21%		4.64%		4.77%		5.10%		5.17%		5.39%		5.46%

		SG		2045		9.61%		16.89%		21.85%		24.45%		25.95%		27.63%		28.64%		31.31%		37.29%		37.64%		38.01%		38.41%		38.62%		38.83%		40.21%		41.40%		42.39%		42.65%

		All		5383		3.67%		6.65%		8.55%		9.48%		10.01%		10.52%		10.78%		11.88%		14.14%		14.38%		14.81%		15.21%		15.58%		15.72%		16.27%		16.58%		16.95%		17.06%

		1/1/02

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17

		Aaa		125		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		765		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.46%		0.70%		0.70%		0.96%		0.96%		0.96%		0.96%		1.27%		1.27%

		A		1301		0.16%		0.33%		0.33%		0.33%		0.33%		0.33%		1.58%		2.53%		2.78%		3.31%		3.73%		4.44%		4.74%		5.19%		5.19%		5.52%		5.52%

		Baa		1256		1.01%		1.45%		1.54%		1.75%		1.86%		1.86%		2.24%		4.03%		4.03%		4.19%		5.00%		5.17%		5.17%		5.53%		5.72%		5.72%		5.92%

		Ba		597		1.41%		3.70%		4.58%		5.54%		6.37%		6.69%		9.49%		14.68%		15.08%		15.52%		16.89%		16.89%		16.89%		18.37%		18.88%		19.42%		19.42%

		B		897		4.55%		9.67%		12.67%		15.01%		18.06%		19.71%		23.97%		33.69%		35.24%		36.56%		36.56%		37.05%		37.60%		39.44%		41.99%		44.72%		45.49%

		Caa-C		366		26.57%		40.58%		48.49%		49.85%		52.66%		53.76%		55.30%		59.99%		59.99%		61.81%		61.81%		61.81%		61.81%		61.81%		61.81%		61.81%		61.81%

		IG		3447		0.43%		0.65%		0.69%		0.76%		0.80%		0.80%		1.43%		2.42%		2.62%		2.94%		3.38%		3.79%		3.91%		4.21%		4.28%		4.47%		4.54%

		SG		1860		7.64%		13.11%		15.99%		17.63%		19.70%		20.68%		23.90%		30.87%		31.72%		32.67%		33.27%		33.47%		33.69%		35.07%		36.27%		37.53%		37.80%

		All		5307		2.91%		4.85%		5.75%		6.27%		6.84%		7.08%		8.29%		10.63%		10.97%		11.42%		11.89%		12.24%		12.38%		12.89%		13.19%		13.59%		13.70%

		1/1/03

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16

		Aaa		124		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		699		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.47%		0.70%		0.70%		0.97%		0.97%		0.97%		0.97%		1.27%		1.27%

		A		1290		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.21%		2.02%		2.26%		2.91%		3.18%		3.88%		4.17%		4.61%		4.61%		4.94%		4.94%

		Baa		1213		0.00%		0.00%		0.20%		0.30%		0.41%		0.53%		1.68%		1.68%		1.68%		2.42%		2.58%		2.58%		2.92%		3.09%		3.09%		3.28%

		Ba		585		0.89%		1.29%		1.95%		2.44%		2.73%		5.56%		10.67%		11.41%		11.41%		12.71%		12.71%		12.71%		13.65%		14.61%		15.12%		15.12%

		B		880		2.68%		4.63%		6.82%		9.38%		10.75%		15.24%		24.69%		26.29%		27.37%		28.94%		29.75%		30.19%		32.12%		34.13%		36.24%		37.96%

		Caa-C		366		20.12%		30.87%		33.54%		37.20%		38.03%		39.14%		48.15%		48.15%		52.92%		52.92%		52.92%		52.92%		52.92%		52.92%		52.92%		52.92%

		IG		3326		0.00%		0.00%		0.07%		0.11%		0.15%		0.67%		1.39%		1.59%		1.89%		2.26%		2.65%		2.76%		3.06%		3.12%		3.31%		3.38%

		SG		1831		5.31%		8.12%		9.80%		11.70%		12.56%		15.88%		23.36%		24.40%		25.40%		26.65%		27.02%		27.22%		28.46%		29.75%		30.89%		31.61%

		All		5157		1.84%		2.75%		3.31%		3.87%		4.13%		5.34%		7.72%		8.12%		8.58%		9.15%		9.53%		9.66%		10.16%		10.48%		10.88%		11.08%

		1/1/04

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15

		Aaa		143		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		662		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.20%		0.20%		0.67%		0.90%		0.90%		1.17%		1.17%		1.17%		1.17%		1.48%		1.48%

		A		1294		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.13%		1.56%		1.79%		2.39%		2.52%		3.31%		3.58%		4.00%		4.00%		4.31%		4.31%

		Baa		1274		0.00%		0.18%		0.18%		0.18%		0.28%		1.90%		1.90%		1.90%		2.70%		2.84%		2.84%		3.29%		3.45%		3.45%		3.62%

		Ba		563		0.38%		0.58%		1.30%		1.84%		4.57%		9.93%		10.28%		10.28%		11.14%		11.14%		11.14%		12.59%		13.57%		14.10%		14.10%

		B		963		0.80%		2.08%		4.05%		4.91%		9.11%		19.68%		20.94%		21.78%		23.65%		24.30%		24.66%		25.87%		27.15%		29.43%		30.89%

		Caa-C		329		11.30%		17.65%		21.94%		24.91%		27.64%		41.02%		42.13%		49.27%		50.76%		50.76%		50.76%		50.76%		53.00%		53.00%		53.00%

		IG		3373		0.00%		0.07%		0.07%		0.07%		0.59%		1.35%		1.53%		1.81%		2.16%		2.57%		2.68%		3.01%		3.07%		3.25%		3.31%

		SG		1855		2.41%		4.11%		5.96%		6.98%		10.44%		19.42%		20.33%		21.51%		22.94%		23.26%		23.44%		24.60%		25.81%		27.11%		27.79%

		All		5228		0.83%		1.42%		1.98%		2.26%		3.55%		6.45%		6.82%		7.31%		7.91%		8.30%		8.42%		8.93%		9.24%		9.66%		9.85%

		1/1/05

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14

		Aaa		132		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		680		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.19%		0.19%		0.82%		1.03%		1.03%		1.28%		1.28%		1.28%		1.28%		1.56%		1.56%

		A		1346		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.76%		1.25%		1.46%		2.02%		2.14%		2.77%		3.03%		3.42%		3.42%		3.72%		3.72%

		Baa		1296		0.16%		0.16%		0.16%		0.66%		2.07%		2.07%		2.07%		2.81%		3.07%		3.07%		3.49%		3.64%		3.64%		3.80%

		Ba		552		0.00%		0.66%		0.91%		3.68%		8.99%		9.62%		9.62%		10.75%		10.75%		10.75%		12.45%		12.88%		13.80%		13.80%

		B		1049		0.82%		2.64%		3.66%		8.51%		19.93%		21.14%		22.08%		23.94%		25.05%		25.36%		26.76%		28.63%		30.26%		31.59%

		Caa-C		360		7.09%		10.97%		14.12%		21.20%		37.92%		41.10%		50.08%		51.26%		52.58%		54.22%		56.05%		58.05%		58.05%		58.05%

		IG		3454		0.06%		0.06%		0.06%		0.58%		1.29%		1.50%		1.76%		2.08%		2.47%		2.57%		2.88%		2.93%		3.10%		3.16%

		SG		1961		1.72%		3.55%		4.69%		9.19%		19.36%		20.64%		22.14%		23.63%		24.34%		24.65%		26.16%		27.38%		28.52%		29.13%

		All		5415		0.64%		1.24%		1.59%		3.26%		6.69%		7.19%		7.78%		8.39%		8.85%		9.00%		9.59%		9.92%		10.30%		10.48%

		1/1/06

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13

		Aaa		127		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		697		0.00%		0.00%		0.17%		0.17%		0.76%		0.96%		0.96%		1.19%		1.19%		1.19%		1.19%		1.45%		1.45%

		A		1406		0.00%		0.00%		0.68%		1.04%		1.23%		1.74%		1.85%		2.64%		2.88%		3.24%		3.24%		3.51%		3.51%

		Baa		1283		0.00%		0.00%		0.56%		1.58%		1.58%		1.58%		2.18%		2.42%		2.42%		2.70%		2.84%		2.84%		2.99%

		Ba		559		0.20%		0.20%		3.13%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		10.46%		10.80%		11.15%		13.36%		13.73%		14.54%		14.95%

		B		1120		1.07%		2.02%		8.15%		18.76%		21.03%		22.61%		25.08%		26.05%		26.60%		29.04%		31.75%		34.69%		35.90%

		Caa-C		385		5.79%		9.76%		19.49%		38.43%		43.79%		50.22%		51.06%		53.07%		54.27%		55.61%		60.21%		60.21%		60.21%

		IG		3513		0.00%		0.00%		0.51%		1.02%		1.22%		1.46%		1.72%		2.17%		2.26%		2.50%		2.55%		2.71%		2.77%

		SG		2064		1.67%		2.86%		8.58%		19.18%		21.17%		22.84%		24.53%		25.37%		25.90%		28.06%		29.89%		31.55%		32.26%

		All		5577		0.59%		0.99%		3.14%		6.83%		7.58%		8.22%		8.86%		9.41%		9.62%		10.34%		10.82%		11.33%		11.54%

		1/1/07

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12

		Aaa		136		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		744		0.00%		0.15%		0.15%		0.68%		0.85%		0.85%		1.06%		1.06%		1.06%		1.06%		1.29%		1.29%

		A		1401		0.00%		0.72%		1.05%		1.23%		1.71%		1.91%		2.86%		3.08%		3.42%		3.42%		3.67%		3.67%

		Baa		1278		0.00%		0.71%		1.75%		1.75%		1.75%		2.32%		2.55%		2.55%		2.81%		2.94%		3.08%		3.22%

		Ba		618		0.00%		1.79%		7.67%		8.37%		8.37%		9.70%		10.52%		10.82%		13.02%		14.30%		15.01%		15.74%

		B		1147		0.00%		6.46%		17.91%		20.82%		22.84%		25.55%		26.89%		27.90%		30.67%		33.43%		35.46%		36.57%

		Caa-C		432		4.87%		15.92%		34.00%		38.77%		42.73%		45.24%		48.24%		49.12%		50.14%		58.09%		60.88%		60.88%

		IG		3559		0.00%		0.57%		1.07%		1.25%		1.48%		1.76%		2.26%		2.35%		2.57%		2.62%		2.82%		2.87%

		SG		2197		0.94%		6.88%		17.88%		20.44%		22.04%		24.19%		25.53%		26.22%		28.47%		31.00%		32.46%		33.25%

		All		5756		0.35%		2.80%		6.99%		7.98%		8.63%		9.46%		10.19%		10.44%		11.19%		11.87%		12.37%		12.60%

		1/1/08

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11

		Aaa		170		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		828		0.50%		0.50%		0.94%		1.40%		1.40%		1.74%		1.91%		2.27%		2.27%		2.67%		2.67%

		A		1320		0.40%		0.91%		1.09%		1.37%		1.78%		2.76%		2.88%		3.11%		3.11%		3.25%		3.25%

		Baa		1246		1.02%		1.84%		1.84%		1.84%		2.15%		2.26%		2.26%		2.26%		2.51%		2.64%		2.90%

		Ba		625		2.35%		7.21%		7.41%		7.41%		8.56%		9.27%		9.77%		11.93%		13.06%		13.99%		14.62%

		B		1017		3.90%		14.81%		17.58%		19.52%		21.74%		22.82%		23.83%		27.12%		29.29%		31.71%		32.87%

		Caa-C		665		10.71%		28.46%		34.18%		37.52%		40.85%		43.73%		46.33%		48.51%		54.82%		56.19%		57.02%

		IG		3564		0.62%		1.10%		1.26%		1.48%		1.74%		2.21%		2.29%		2.46%		2.55%		2.73%		2.83%

		SG		2307		5.42%		16.59%		19.46%		21.13%		23.24%		24.59%		25.72%		28.23%		30.62%		32.11%		32.93%

		All		5871		2.50%		7.13%		8.31%		9.02%		9.89%		10.62%		11.02%		11.84%		12.56%		13.08%		13.36%

		1/1/09

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10

		Aaa		148		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		742		0.00%		0.15%		0.47%		0.47%		0.82%		1.00%		1.56%		1.56%		1.97%		1.97%

		A		1305		0.24%		0.41%		0.67%		0.96%		1.89%		2.00%		2.22%		2.22%		2.35%		2.35%

		Baa		1235		0.93%		0.93%		1.21%		1.41%		1.52%		1.63%		1.63%		1.86%		1.98%		2.23%

		Ba		599		1.77%		2.16%		2.16%		3.52%		4.22%		4.99%		6.63%		7.48%		8.40%		9.35%

		B		859		7.12%		8.33%		9.87%		11.61%		12.50%		13.79%		18.37%		20.61%		23.14%		23.96%

		Caa-C		765		25.97%		33.26%		36.50%		40.57%		43.42%		45.81%		47.48%		53.36%		54.94%		55.56%

		IG		3430		0.43%		0.52%		0.80%		0.98%		1.43%		1.55%		1.76%		1.85%		2.03%		2.12%

		SG		2223		12.10%		15.10%		16.70%		18.98%		20.34%		21.70%		24.31%		26.72%		28.28%		29.05%

		All		5653		4.99%		6.19%		6.92%		7.80%		8.54%		9.03%		9.93%		10.65%		11.20%		11.46%

		1/1/10

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9

		Aaa		99		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		581		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.24%		0.24%

		A		1248		0.17%		0.52%		0.80%		1.59%		1.90%		2.33%		2.33%		2.57%		2.57%

		Baa		1342		0.08%		0.32%		0.49%		0.84%		0.94%		1.04%		1.34%		1.45%		1.89%

		Ba		593		0.00%		0.00%		0.63%		1.50%		1.98%		3.74%		4.54%		5.39%		5.98%

		B		824		0.39%		1.83%		3.76%		4.58%		6.72%		11.18%		13.54%		15.56%		16.33%

		Caa-C		731		8.46%		12.90%		18.65%		22.88%		26.08%		28.79%		34.57%		37.12%		38.60%

		IG		3270		0.10%		0.33%		0.50%		0.94%		1.10%		1.30%		1.43%		1.60%		1.78%

		SG		2148		3.01%		4.99%		7.72%		9.56%		11.40%		14.34%		16.96%		18.62%		19.47%

		All		5418		1.23%		2.09%		3.16%		4.07%		4.75%		5.79%		6.63%		7.23%		7.58%

		1/1/11

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8

		Aaa		86		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		548		0.19%		0.19%		0.19%		0.19%		0.19%		0.19%		0.43%		0.43%

		A		1238		0.00%		0.09%		0.75%		0.85%		0.95%		0.95%		1.18%		1.18%

		Baa		1436		0.36%		0.44%		0.84%		1.09%		1.18%		1.54%		1.64%		2.04%

		Ba		651		0.16%		1.21%		1.94%		2.75%		4.87%		5.76%		6.49%		7.25%

		B		954		0.35%		1.78%		3.10%		5.19%		9.66%		13.37%		15.32%		16.16%

		Caa-C		751		5.97%		13.14%		17.88%		21.71%		25.46%		31.21%		33.72%		35.73%

		IG		3308		0.19%		0.25%		0.67%		0.82%		0.89%		1.05%		1.22%		1.39%

		SG		2356		2.03%		5.05%		7.12%		9.22%		12.63%		15.71%		17.28%		18.31%

		All		5664		0.92%		2.14%		3.16%		3.99%		5.17%		6.26%		6.86%		7.28%

		1/1/12

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6		7

		Aaa		84		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		440		0.00%		0.00%		0.25%		0.25%		0.25%		0.25%		0.25%

		A		1207		0.00%		0.09%		0.09%		0.09%		0.09%		0.20%		0.20%

		Baa		1471		0.07%		0.44%		0.51%		0.51%		0.76%		0.94%		1.31%

		Ba		728		0.14%		1.49%		1.98%		3.41%		4.91%		5.93%		6.37%

		B		996		0.54%		1.67%		3.84%		7.88%		11.29%		13.95%		14.65%

		Caa-C		840		7.64%		12.82%		17.10%		22.47%		28.23%		31.79%		35.30%

		IG		3202		0.03%		0.24%		0.31%		0.31%		0.42%		0.54%		0.71%

		SG		2564		2.71%		5.14%		7.39%		10.86%		14.15%		16.37%		17.55%

		All		5766		1.21%		2.34%		3.28%		4.58%		5.83%		6.67%		7.16%

		1/1/13

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5		6

		Aaa		60		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		301		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		A		1171		0.09%		0.18%		0.18%		0.18%		0.18%		0.18%

		Baa		1660		0.12%		0.19%		0.19%		0.32%		0.40%		0.71%

		Ba		708		0.58%		1.07%		1.96%		3.26%		4.89%		5.11%

		B		1055		0.91%		2.44%		6.76%		10.79%		12.75%		13.67%

		Caa-C		947		6.21%		10.23%		17.04%		23.18%		27.75%		31.80%

		IG		3192		0.10%		0.16%		0.16%		0.23%		0.27%		0.43%

		SG		2710		2.63%		4.68%		8.75%		12.53%		15.03%		16.44%

		All		5902		1.23%		2.15%		3.78%		5.27%		6.20%		6.79%

		1/1/14

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4		5

		Aaa		55		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		296		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		A		1164		0.09%		0.09%		0.09%		0.09%		0.09%

		Baa		1723		0.06%		0.06%		0.19%		0.19%		0.47%

		Ba		737		0.14%		0.62%		1.62%		2.72%		2.91%

		B		1104		0.50%		3.63%		7.31%		10.00%		11.45%

		Caa-C		1147		4.66%		11.78%		18.53%		24.46%		28.85%

		IG		3238		0.06%		0.06%		0.13%		0.13%		0.28%

		SG		2988		1.98%		5.84%		9.84%		13.07%		14.97%

		All		6226		0.96%		2.67%		4.40%		5.68%		6.48%

		1/1/15

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3		4

		Aaa		55		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		306		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		A		1233		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Baa		1727		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.27%

		Ba		743		0.29%		1.50%		2.33%		2.50%

		B		1088		2.38%		5.82%		7.56%		9.47%

		Caa-C		1370		6.61%		12.91%		19.10%		23.33%

		IG		3321		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.14%

		SG		3201		3.66%		7.72%		10.88%		13.12%

		All		6522		1.75%		3.61%		4.98%		5.96%

		1/1/16

		Rating		n(0)		1		2		3

		Aaa		51		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		310		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		A		1289		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Baa		1712		0.00%		0.00%		0.19%

		Ba		757		0.14%		0.43%		0.59%

		B		1027		1.56%		2.87%		4.44%

		Caa-C		1439		8.93%		15.66%		19.79%

		IG		3362		0.00%		0.00%		0.10%

		SG		3223		4.48%		7.79%		9.98%

		All		6585		2.15%		3.65%		4.64%

		1/1/17

		Rating		n(0)		1		2

		Aaa		51		0.00%		0.00%

		Aa		303		0.00%		0.00%

		A		1256		0.00%		0.00%

		Baa		1699		0.00%		0.00%

		Ba		826		0.25%		0.25%

		B		994		0.44%		1.09%

		Caa-C		1450		7.36%		12.84%

		IG		3309		0.00%		0.00%

		SG		3270		3.39%		5.87%

		All		6579		1.64%		2.78%

		1/1/18

		Rating		n(0)		1

		Aaa		53		0.00%

		Aa		258		0.00%

		A		1287		0.00%

		Baa		1747		0.00%

		Ba		873		0.00%

		B		987		0.57%

		Caa-C		1439		4.97%

		IG		3345		0.00%

		SG		3299		2.31%

		All		6644		1.12%
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Stress Testing Results: Sample Set Bias and Methodology

• The CMIAO report goes into great detail on its “stress testing” of CLOs, but its discussion on combo notes is very short and lacks detail

• Sample set

• The report claims to have conducted stress testing on only $1B of combo notes, which creates a small sample bias

• The sample set used for the analysis was undisclosed (unclear if recent or seasoned deals) and it is therefore impossible to
replicate the tests

• The compositions of the combo notes were unknown (the amount of rated tranches and CLO equity in the combo?)

• Methodology

• It is unclear how principal loss is computed for combo notes in the CMIAO’s analysis. Combo notes are amortizing structures
so a methodology to calculate losses should be defined and not simply assumed
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3. Additional Information
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CLO Structural Improvements

• All of the defaults on both Moody’s and S&P-rated CLO tranches occurred in transactions issued before the financial crisis

• Given the structural improvements on “post-crisis” CLOs, we strongly believe that CLO default rates going forward will be even lower than the historical
life-to-date levels

• “Post-crisis” structures have more subordination with credit support effectively improving by one rating level since the crisis

• As an example, below is a comparison of certain concentration limitations of two Ares-managed CLOs issued pre-crisis versus post-crisis, as well as a table
showing the improvement in credit enhancement levels between “pre-crisis” and “post-crisis” CLOs

(1) Wells Fargo Securities “FAQ on CLOs and Leveraged Loans”, dated January 31, 2019. Credit support is defined as the amount of capital below a given tranche in the transaction

Credit Support (1)

Original Rating Pre-Crisis Post-Crisis
AAA 25.0% 35.1%
AA 18.6% 23.6%
A 12.8% 17.3%
BBB 8.1% 11.9%
BB 5.6% 7.8%
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CLO Ratings

• Rating agencies rate CLO tranches much more conservatively than the actual default experience would imply

• We compare the actual life-to-date CLO impairment rates (for period 1993-2018) from a Moody’s research report(1) to the idealized default rate over a 10-
year horizon from Moody’s rating methodology(2)

• The implied ratings based on actual life-to-date impairments are much higher than the ratings issued by Moody’s.  For example, ‘Baa’ to ‘B’ CLO tranches
should be rated ‘A’

• S&P-rated CLO tranches(3) show a similar finding, where the lower mezzanine tranches (‘BBB’, ‘BB’, and ‘B’) should be rated two rating categories higher
based on actual default experience 

Rating Methodology Moody's US CLO Historical Experience

Rating 
Factor Rating

Moody's 
Idealized 

Default Rates
(10y Horizon)

Original 
CLO 
Rating

Life-to-Date 
Impairment 

Rate
1993-2018

Implied Rating 
based on 

Rating 
Methodology

Current 
NAIC 

Rating

Implied 
NAIC 

Rating
1 Aaa 0.0100% Aaa 0.00% Aaa 1                  1                  
10 Aa1 0.1000% Aa 0.00% Aaa 1                  1                  
20 Aa2 0.2000% A 0.06% Aa1 1                  1                  
40 Aa3 0.4000% Baa 1.34% A3 2                  1                  
70 A1 0.7000% Ba 1.76% A3 3                  1                  
120 A2 1.2000% B 1.12% A2 4                  1                  
180 A3 1.8000%
260 Baa1 2.6000%
360 Baa2 3.6000%
610 Baa3 6.1000%
940 Ba1 9.4000%
1350 Ba2 13.5000%
1766 Ba3 17.6600%
2220 B1 22.2000%
2720 B2 27.2000%
3490 B3 34.9000%
4770 Caa1 47.7000%
6500 Caa2 65.0000%
8070 Caa3 80.7000%

(1) Moody’s Impairment and Loss Rates of Global CLO: 1993-2018, dated May 17, 2019, (https://www.moodys.com/researchdocumentcontentpage.aspx?docid=PBS_1164579)
(2) Moody’s Global Approach to Rating Collateralized Loan Obligations, dated September 28, 2015 (https://www.moodys.com/researchdocumentcontentpage.aspx?docid=PBS_SF405477)
(3) S&P Twenty Years Strong: A Look Back at US CLO Ratings Performance from 1994 through 2013, dated January 31, 2014 (https://www.standardandpoors.com/en_US/web/guest/article/-

/view/sourceId/8447971)

S&P US CLO Historical Experience

Original 
CLO 
Rating

Life-to-Date 
Default Rate

1994-2013

Implied Rating 
based on 

Rating 
Methodology

Current 
NAIC 

Rating

Implied 
NAIC 

Rating
AAA 0.00% Aaa 1                  1                  
AA 0.00% Aaa 1                  1                  
A 0.45% A1 1                  1                  
BBB 0.28% Aa3 2                  1                  
BB 1.66% A2 3                  1                  
B 2.61% Baa1 4                  2                  
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CLO Safety

• CLOs benefit from a better structure and credit enhancement as compared to investment grade bonds

• CLOs trade wide due to a complexity premium, which SBL believes it can mitigate through its market knowledge and experience

Features CLO 
Investment 

Grade Single 
Names

Senior Secured Risk  

Diverse Portfolios of Assets  

Structural Protections  

Cycle-Tested  

Non Mark-to-Market 
Structure

 

Locked-in Term Financing  
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Historical CLO Default Performance

• Wells Fargo published a report(1) in November 2017, also showing that CLOs experienced lower than market default rates even throughout
the credit crisis due to active management, which allowed CLO portfolios to perform

• During the credit crisis, CLO holdings of defaulted assets peaked at just below 6% in Q2 2009, despite the loan market default rate
continuing to rise until the cyclical peak in Q4 2009

(1) “CLO’s: How bad was it? CLO Market After Action Review: Part 1”, dated November 29, 2017, by David Preston, Geoff Horton and Mackenzie Miller
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Historical Performance on Equity Tranches (cont’d.)

• The research report(1) shows that at the peak of the financial crisis in the first half of 2009, over 50% of U.S. CLOs had equity distributions
cut off and diverted to pay down CLO debt tranches (i.e. failure of an overcollateralization test(3)), and the average period that equity
distributions were cut off was approximately two quarters

• However, even at the peak of the crisis, the top quartile of deals still had over two points of overcollateralization cushion, and the equity
tranche continued to receive distributions throughout

(1) “CLO’s: How bad was it? CLO Market After Action Review: Part 1”, dated November 29, 2017, by David Preston, Geoff Horton and Mackenzie Miller
(2) Source: S&P LCD
(3) Overcollateralization test measures the amount of asset coverage over CLO liabilities: a failure would mean that overcollateralization declined below the test level

0.00%

2.00%

4.00%

6.00%

8.00%
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12.00%
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Lagging 12 Month Leveraged Loan Default Rate (2)
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Historical Performance on Equity Tranches (cont’d.)

• Wells Fargo(1) also shows the median equity distributions, by vintage, for pre-crisis U.S. CLOs before, during and after the crisis

• Average CLO equity distributions were for only a couple of quarters in 2009.  However, equity distributions recovered quickly as managers
were able to take advantage of wider spreads and cheaper assets

(1) “CLO’s: How bad was it? CLO Market After Action Review: Part 1”, dated November 29, 2017, by David Preston, Geoff Horton and Mackenzie Miller
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Historical Performance on Equity Tranches (cont’d.)

• All pre-crisis CLO equity investments had a positive IRR (except for the lowest 20th percentile of the 2003 vintage), meaning that all the
equity investments received cumulative distributions that were in excess of the initial principal amount(1)

(1) “CLO’s: How bad was it? CLO Market After Action Review: Part 1”, dated November 29, 2017, by David Preston, Geoff Horton and Mackenzie Miller
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Third Party Research
Bank of America Research Report excerpt

• Appendix II
• Expresses many of the same misgivings about the CMIAO reports
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Appendix II
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NAIC’s stress tests of insurers’ CLO 
exposure 
In December 2019, the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) put out 
a report2 outlining the findings of its stress tests of US insurers’ CLO exposure. NAIC 
generated stress tests showed that losses “only reach BBB rated tranches even under 
the worst case scenario” but “reached AA-rated securities” for “atypical” CLO tranches. 
We think the NAIC’s combination of (1) high default assumptions, (2) excessively low 
stressed recovery rates, and (3) the lack of credit to CLO management function create 
an unrealistically stressful analysis that produced losses surpassing those seen through 
the Great Financial Crisis (GFC), which we already consider a high water mark for the 
next potential cycle turn. The conclusions on CLO combination notes also drew some 
eyebrows, as NAIC-projected losses appear disproportionately large when pitched 
against historical CLO equity performance. 

Background of the study 
The NAIC cited recent regulatory interest in leveraged loans and CLOs as motivation for 
the study, while we also believe the rising participation from insurance companies in the 
asset class put them on the NAIC’s radar. In another report3 published by NAIC in June 
2019 titled “U.S. Insurance Industry’s Exposure to Collateralized Loan Obligations as of 
Year-End 2018,” it was estimated that US insurers held approximately $122bn of CLOs 
in book/adjusted carrying value by YE 2018. 

The NAIC stress tests were run on three simulations based on two sets of defaults and 
recovery assumptions. The test scenarios are outlined as follows: 

Table 1: NAIC stress test scenarios 
Scenario Default Rate Recovery Rate 

A Historical Historical (snr sec loan = 64%) 
B Historical Stepdown (snr sec loan = 40%) 
C Historical + 1σ (std. dev) Stepdown (snr sec loan = 40%) 

Source: NAIC 

In this report, the NAIC constructed their own default vectors based on Moody’s 
historical corporate default data. To stress the bonds even further, the agency added one 
standard deviation to the “historical” default vectors in the most stringent test scenario 
(Scenario C, Table 1). The historical 1st lien loan recovery rate was assumed to be 64%, 
which is borrowed from Moody’s estimation of 1st lien loans’ $-weighted recovery based 
on trading prices. The agency then applies “stepdown” recovery assumptions to Scenario 
B & C, assuming senior secured loans will recover similar to unsecured bank loans in the 
next downturn (40%). The stress tests do not take into account the role of CLO 
managers, a commonly observed feature in most CLO stress test models due to the 
modeling complexities of such tasks – in particular, the ability to buy and sell distressed 
assets in order to build par.  

Projected losses CLO debt tranches appear out of range with historical data 
After applying the aforementioned assumptions to a sample of $96bn of “normal” CLOs 
held by insurance companies by YE18, the NAIC found that losses may reach up to BBs 
in the most benign scenario (A) while potentially impacting even IG-rated BBBs in the 
most severe set of assumptions (C). Most striking to us is the loss projections that the 
NAIC arrived at for lower mezzanine CLOs, which suggest that half to almost all principal 
invested in CLO BB-Bs will be wiped out in Scenario B and C (Table 2). 

2 NAIC, Collateralized Loan Obligations – Stress Testing U.S. Insurers’ Year-End 2018 Exposure, Dec 2019 
3 NAIC, U.S. Insurance Industry’s Exposure to Collateralized Loan Obligations as of Year-End 2018, June 2019 
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Table 2: Projected principal losses on “normal” CLO tranches 
Lowest 
Rating 

Mapped 
Exposure 

Scenario A 
Loss Loss % 

Scenario B 
Loss Loss % 

Scenario C 
Loss Loss % 

AAA 43,729 - 0.0% - 0.0% - 0.0% 
AA 22,701 - 0.0% - 0.0% - 0.0% 
A 15,204 - 0.0% - 0.0% - 0.0% 

BBB 11,525 - 0.0% - 0.0% 1,942 16.9% 
BB 2,465 7 0.3% 1,126 45.7% 2,344 95.1% 
B 174 74 42.5% 169 97.0% 171 98.6% 

CCC 11 10 89.1% 11 100.0% 11 100.0% 
Total 95,808 91 0.1% 1,305 1.4% 4,469 4.7% 

Source: NAIC 

Table 3: Projected principal & interest losses on “normal” CLO tranches 
Lowest 
Rating 

Mapped 
Exposure 

Scenario A 
Loss Loss % 

Scenario B 
Loss Loss % 

Scenario C 
Loss Loss % 

AAA 43,768 - 0.0% - 0.0% - 0.0% 
AA 22,684 - 0.0% - 0.0% - 0.0% 
A 15,202 - 0.0% - 0.0% - 0.0% 

BBB 11,525 - 0.0% - 0.0% 3,040 26.4% 
BB 2,487 12 0.5% 1,612 64.8% 3,584 144.1% 
B 174 132 75.9% 265 152.6% 275 158.0% 

CCC 11 11 101.8% 13 116.3% 13 118.6% 
Total 95,852 155 0.2% 1,890 2.0% 6,912 7.2% 

Source: NAIC 

These numbers were much higher than historical cumulative losses on US CLOs, as 
provided in a 2019 Moody’s report4 (Table 4). According to Moody’s estimations, 10-year 
cumulative losses totaled less than 12% among 358 CLO tranches rated single-B at 
issuance in the period from 1993 to 2018, which, of course, includes the GFC. That said, 
Moody’s attributed the jump in estimated loss rates among single-B CLOs from year 5 
to year 6 (2% to 12%) to the small universe outstanding beyond that point, as the 
majority of B-rated CLOs were issued after 2014. Meanwhile, BB CLO 10-year 
cumulative losses totaled just below 4% in a sample of 1477 bonds. 

Table 4: US CLOs, Estimated ,multi-year cumulative loss rates by original rating, 1993-2018 
Cohort size (#) Yr 1 Yr 2 Yr 3 Yr 4 Yr 5 Yr 6 Yr 7 Yr 8  Yr 9 Yr 10

Aaa 3,833 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
Aa 1,961 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
A 1,816 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
Baa 1,791 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.3% 0.3% 0.3% 0.4% 0.9% 1.2% 1.2% 
Ba 1,477 0.0% 0.0% 0.3% 0.6% 0.8% 1.0% 1.0% 2.0% 2.8% 4.0% 
B 358 0.0% 0.0% 1.7% 1.7% 1.7% 11.8% 11.8% 11.8% 11.8% 11.8% 
Investment-Grade 9,401 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 0.2% 0.3% 0.3% 
Speculative-Grade 1,836 0.0% 0.0% 0.5% 0.8% 0.9% 1.3% 1.3% 2.3% 3.1% 4.3% 
All 11,237 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.2% 0.2% 0.3% 0.3% 0.5% 0.7% 0.9% 
Source: Moody’s 

In the same report, Moody’s also stated that no CLOs rated by the agency since 2009 
have been impaired to date, implying all losses were associated with CLO 1.0s. All else 
equal, CLO 2.0s should in theory see lower losses than their pre-crisis counterparts due 
to higher structural subordination (Table 5). Therefore, the 42% loss on single-B CLOs 
projected by NAIC even in their most benign stress scenario (A) seems unrealistic in our 
opinion.  

Table 5: Volume-weighted credit support for BSL CLO 1.0s and 2.0s 

B BB BBB A AA AAA 
CLO 1.0 (2003-2009) 9% 9% 12% 16% 22% 28% 
CLO 2.0 (2010+) 10% 10% 15% 20% 27% 38% 
Source: BofA Global Research 

4 Moody’s, Impairment and loss rates of global CLOs: 1993-2018, May 2019  
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Default assumptions 
We believe such distinct variations in NAIC projected losses and historical figures for US 
CLOs stem from the agency’s model inputs and thus set out to further understand the 
underlying assumptions. In their methodology, the NAIC employed a cohort-averaging 
approach to derive the historical default vectors. Specifically, the agency chose to 
average Moody’s default vectors5 only from annual cohorts where at least 10 years of 
history was available, weighted by issuer count. This limits the sample to loans issued 
between 1970 and 2009, which in our opinion represents a mismatch with the current 
collateral and structural profile of US CLOs where the overwhelming majority of 
underlying loans are issued post-crisis. 

Comparing the NAIC-generated default vectors (Table 6) with Moody’s own averaged 
cumulative default vectors (Table 7) which consist of data from 1983 to 2018, the 
difference in default assumptions range from as little as 1% for Ba1-rated issuers to 
almost 12% for those rated Ca-C. While the average concentration of loans rated Caa 
and below by Moody’s among US CLOs still hover around 4%, we estimate that loans 
rated B1 to B3 made up almost 75% of rated CLO collateral ex. defaults as of YE19, 
making assumptions on these rating buckets most instrumental in driving projected 
losses. This would translate to default assumptions on issuers rated B2 to Caa, as senior 
secured loans are often rated one notch higher than their respective corporate family 
rating. 

Table 6: NAIC’s “historical” default vectors by issuer rating and years into seasoning, 1970-2009 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Ba1 0.6% 1.8% 3.1% 4.4% 5.8% 7.2% 8.2% 9.0% 9.8% 10.7% 
Ba2 1.0% 2.4% 3.9% 5.4% 6.8% 8.0% 9.1% 10.4% 11.8% 13.4% 
Ba3 1.8% 4.8% 8.0% 11.6% 14.6% 17.5% 20.0% 22.4% 24.7% 26.7% 
B1 2.7% 6.7% 10.9% 14.7% 18.5% 21.9% 25.3% 28.2% 30.8% 32.9% 
B2 4.0% 9.8% 15.1% 19.7% 23.4% 26.8% 29.7% 32.1% 34.3% 36.4% 
B3 6.5% 13.6% 20.2% 25.7% 30.4% 34.4% 37.9% 40.9% 43.5% 45.5% 
Caa 12.8% 23.1% 30.9% 37.1% 41.7% 45.4% 48.2% 51.0% 53.6% 55.8% 
Ca-C 49.8% 61.5% 67.6% 70.8% 71.5% 71.5% 72.5% 73.4% 73.4% 73.4% 

Source: NAIC 

Table 7: Moody’s average cumulative issuer-weighted default rates by issuer rating, 1983-2018 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Ba1 0.4% 1.4% 2.6% 3.8% 5.1% 6.3% 7.2% 7.9% 8.7% 9.5% 
Ba2 0.7% 1.9% 3.3% 4.7% 6.0% 7.0% 8.0% 9.2% 10.5% 11.8% 
Ba3 1.4% 3.8% 6.8% 10.1% 12.7% 15.3% 17.6% 19.8% 21.8% 23.7% 
B1 2.0% 5.3% 8.9% 12.4% 16.0% 19.3% 22.5% 25.3% 27.7% 29.7% 
B2 3.0% 7.7% 12.4% 16.7% 20.3% 23.6% 26.4% 28.7% 30.9% 32.9% 
B3 4.9% 10.7% 16.6% 21.7% 26.3% 30.3% 33.7% 36.7% 39.1% 41.1% 
Caa 7.9% 15.3% 21.9% 27.4% 32.2% 36.0% 39.1% 42.1% 45.0% 47.3% 
Ca-C 30.7% 40.9% 47.7% 52.4% 55.1% 56.4% 58.9% 60.6% 61.5% 61.5% 

Source: Moody’s 

From Table 6 and Table 7, the discrepancy in NAIC’s and Moody’s methodology and 
sampling horizon produced differences of 3.5%, 4.5% and 8.5% for issuers rated B2, B3, 
and Caa at year 10. We believe the recalculation of such default vectors by NAIC to (1) 
extend the sample to cover data from 1970 (vs. 1983 as provided by Moody’s) and (2) 
maintain the 10-year data availability in all sampling cohorts is unwarranted as it comes 
at the expense of recent data points that are more relevant to the population of loans 
underlying currently outstanding CLOs. Limiting the default sample to just pre-2009 
entries also does not account for the structural change in loan documentation over time, 
where the rise of cov-lite structures give issuers a longer runway to default compared to 
their pre-crisis counterparts. As such, these default assumptions do not align with our 

5 Moody’s, Annual default study: Defaults will rise modestly in 2019 amid higher volatility, Feb 2019 
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view that, due to the rise in cov-lite, the next spike in loan defaults is likely to be 
shallower compared to the GFC experience. 

On another front, since Moody’s cohort data that underlies NAIC’s calculations were only 
made available at the broad (letter) rating level (ex: Ba), we believe NAIC’s approach of 
scaling the letter default vectors by historical rating distributions to arrive at 
alphanumeric default vectors (ex: Ba1, Ba2, Ba3) make the assumptions more prone to 
errors and are more likely to misrepresent the actual historical default experience of 
corporate issuers.  

For the reasons mentioned above, we prefer Moody’s default vectors (’83-’18) to those 
employed by the NAIC (’70-‘09) when running these simulations, especially when the 
NAIC proceed to employ recovery assumptions that were aggregated over the period 
from 1983-2018 and not 1970-2009 as we will further examine below. 

Recovery assumptions 
Recovery assumptions in NAIC’s stress tests mostly follow their stress thesis that “the 
consequences of less stringent underwriting on the underlying bank loan collateral will 
result in substantially lower recovery rates during the next recession”. Both the 
“historical” and “stepdown” versions of assumed recoveries were based on Moody’s 
historical averages of trading price recovery for 1st lien and senior unsecured bank loans 
in the period from 1983 to 2018, respectively. The “historical” recovery rate was thus 
set at 64% for senior secured loans, which seems reasonable and falls into the mid-
range of the current market where traders usually price bonds to 60%-70% recovery 
depending on the manager and portfolio construct. 

However, we don’t necessarily endorse the use of historical senior unsecured loan 
recoveries (40%) to reflect future loan recoveries in NAIC’s “stepdown” scenarios. 
Firstly, there were simply not enough senior unsecured loans issued historically to 
provide a statistically robust dataset. To quote some numbers, the 64% 1st lien bank loan 
recovery calculation provided by Moody’s was backed by 501 issuers ($299bn), while the 
40% recovery on senior unsecured loans was supported by only 69 observations ($35bn). 

While we acknowledge that the prevalence of cov-lite loans has made it harder for loans 
to go under and might drag down the quality of pool that eventually default, the 
comparison between secured and unsecured loan obligations seems to be a stretched 
effort in factoring in the deterioration in loan documentation over time. If we were made 
to choose an alternative, historical recoveries on 1st lien bond (secured) seem to better 
serve NAIC’s purpose in carrying out their stress thesis. In the same Moody’s report, this 
volume-weighted recovery was estimated to be around 55% and backed by a sizeable 
sample of more than 300 issuers totaling almost $150bn in dollar volume, a significantly 
larger sample than that of senior unsecured loans. 

Combo notes on the chopping block, lacking transparency in methodology 
After putting “normal” CLO tranches through these tests, NAIC also put tranches with 
so-called “atypical” payment promises such as equity tranches or combination notes 
through the ringer. While NAIC did not calculate losses of equity tranches due to the 
unpredictability of distributed cash flows, they did run the analysis through CLO “combo 
notes.” As a refresher, CLO combo notes are securities that repackage cash flows from 
existing CLO notes into a single security. While the structure of such bonds may vary, 
the most common type of combo notes usually combine principal and interest paying 
notes (usually mezz bonds and an equity piece) into a principal-only note that can have a 
blended rating higher than some of its respective constituents. As such, the assigned 
rating is typically rated on a principal-only structure where interest and all principal cash 
flow from the underlying CLO components are directed towards paying down the 
principal balance of the combo notes, creating overcollaterization6. According to 

6 Morningstar, Frequently Asked Questions About CLO Combination Notes, Feb 2019 
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Morningstar, which rated more than 60 combination notes as of YE18, such notes were 
predominantly assigned BBB- ratings but have seen ratings as high as single-A.  

NAIC stress tests claimed that, under their scenarios, principal losses to combo notes 
can average about 28% in the Scenario A and 30% in Scenario C, mostly driven by halted 
payments of the equity portion. While these figures look particularly eye-popping, the 
NAIC provided little transparency on how such losses were actually calculated based on 
the set of assumptions laid out above, making it hard for us to rebut these findings from 
a methodology perspective.  

That said, we still have several reasons to be skeptical of these results. First of all, the 
small differential between average losses in Scenario A and C look particularly unusual 
given the significant step up in assumed defaults (1 standard deviation) and haircut on 
recovery assumptions (24%).  

Second, NAIC disclosed that it was able to map and model only $1bn in “atypical” CLO 
notes, which include both CLO equity and combo notes. It is unclear what’s the notional 
amount underlying their findings for CLO combo notes’ stress tests, but given the 
already small size of this pool of “atypical” notes, we do not believe this to be a fair 
sample of the CLO combo note universe, many of which are privately placed and vary in 
structures. 

Third, it was unclear whether equity cash flow shutdowns were modeled as a lifetime or 
temporary event in NAIC’s stress tests. Based on Intex historical data, we saw that the 
majority of CLO equity tranches that experienced cash flow shutdowns during the Great 
Financial Crisis eventually resumed paying in 2010-2011. In fact, the majority of CLO 1.0 
equity enjoyed double-digit IRRs in our estimation, even with the very conservative 
assumption that these notes were priced at par. In our sample of 377 equity tranches 
from 1.0 CLO deals that have paid off, only 10% saw negative IRRs (Chart 1). In reality, 
many of these deals might not have experienced any time-weighted losses if the notes 
were acquired significantly below par, which is very often the case.  

Chart 1: Distributions of CLO 1.0 equity IRRs for paid off deals, assuming notes are priced at par 

Source: BofA Global Research, Intex  

Given equity cash flows are used to pay down principal balance on the combo notes, 
coupled with CLO 1.0 equity’s resilient performance even throughout the GFC, NAIC’s 
28%-30% principal losses on CLO combo notes do not seem to be a fair estimation in 
our view. 
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MEMORANDUM 

TO: Kevin Fry, Chair, Valuation of Securities (E) Task Force 
Members of the Valuation of Securities (E) Task Force  

FROM: Charles A. Therriault, Director, NAIC Securities Valuation Office 

CC:  Eric Kolchinsky, Director, NAIC Structured Securities Group 

DATE: July 2, 2019 

RE: Proposed Amendment to the Purposes and Procedures Manual of the NAIC Investment Analysis Office (P&P Manual) 
to Update the Definition and Instructions for Principal Protected Notes  

1. Introduction – The SVO proposes a substantive amendment to the P&P Manual to update guidance in Part Three under
the Procedure Application to Filing Exempt (FE) Securities and Private Letter (PL) Rating Securities, Specific Populations
of Securities Not Eligible for Filing Exemption. The SVO has become aware of a class of structured securities, known as
Principal Protected Notes, that mixes a traditional bond or bonds with additional assets that may possess any characteristic.
These additional assets are intended to generate an excess return, we call them the “performance assets;” such as,
derivatives, common stock, commodities, equity indices, etc. … essentially any asset. The performance assets may include
undisclosed assets and are typically not securities that would otherwise be permitted on Schedule D, Part 1 as a bond

2. Analytical Concern – The SVO has reviewed a dozen or more of these securities. They share a consistent theme; the
external credit rating provider (CRP) rating is based solely on the component dedicated to the repayment of principal and
ignores the risks and statutory prohibitions of reporting the performance asset on Schedule D, Part 1. There are many
potential variants of this structure, for simplicity I have included examples of two common forms below. While the
transactions details have been changed to maintain confidentiality the examples accurately reflect the risks and assets
embedded within these structures.

a. In this initial example 
there are only two
components: 1) a $10
MM par UST zero-
coupon bond sold at
discount (ex. $70)
from par ($100) that
will pay par ($100) at
maturity and 2) a
return linked to any
positive performance of call options on the S&P 500 Index (if the S&P 500 Index has a negative performance,
investors will only receive an amount equal to their initial investment). The external rating would be AAA, based
solely on the risk of the UST security.
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b. In the second example there are multiple components: 1) a $22MM corporate bond paying a fixed coupon (ex.
4.50%) with a stated maturity date (ex 9/30/2049), 2) the corporate bond has two NRSRO ratings (Moody’s Baa2,
S&P BBB+), 3) the SPV invests $25MM in additional undisclosed and unrated assets, 4) the SPV pays a semi-
annual coupon of
0.80%, 5) the excess
coupon difference
(4.50% - 0.80% =
3.70%) is used to
accumulate into the
required principal to
pay at maturity and
6) a different
NRSRO rated the
PPN a BBB, again
based solely on the corporate bonds that represent less than 50% of the total investment in this example.

In both examples, assets that would otherwise be ineligible for reporting on Schedule D are making their way onto that 
schedule through financial structuring. Significant risks are being obscured by focusing only risk associated with the 
repayment of principal. The source of the assets being transferred into this structured security and their relationship to the 
insurer is also not transparent. In addition, assets affiliated with the insurance company may be included in the additional 
asset tranche. 

3. Recommendation –The SVO proposes removing this class of securities from eligibility for Filing Exemption.  The SVO
has existing methodologies that can applied to assess the overall risk of these structures and, to the extent that the SVO
identifies possible affiliated assets, the SVO would alert regulators. The SVO also recommends referring this memorandum
to the Statutory Accounting Principles (E) Working Group to consider the treatment of the asset transformations described
above.

4. Proposed Amendment – The proposed amendment is shown below in red-underline.

Part Three SVO Procedures and Methodology for Production of NAIC Designations

PROCEDURE APPLICABLE TO FILING EXEMPT (FE) SECURITIES AND PRIVATE LETTER (PL)
RATING SECURITIES
…
Specific Populations of Securities Not Eligible for Filing Exemption

4. The filing exemption procedure does not apply to:

…

 Principal Protected Notes (PPN) – PPN (sometime called “Principal Protected Securities,” “Principal Protected

Loans,” or “Combo Notes”) are a type of structured security where a portion of the underlying assets are dedicated

to ensure the repayment of principal at maturity or a third party may guarantee the repayment of principal at

maturity. The remaining assets in the structure, the performance assets, are intended to generate additional returns

and may be of a type (ex. derivatives, equities, commodities, non-CRP rated debt, loans, funds, private equity,

real estate, affiliated, undisclosed, etc.) that would not be eligible for reporting on Schedule D. Investments in

PPNs must be submitted to the SVO for analysis.
G:\SECVAL\DATA\Vos-tf\Meetings\2020\National Meetings\Spring NM 3.22.2020\Item 3 - Updated PPN Definition\Task Force 2019 Amend PP For 

PPNsattfive.docx 



September 20, 2019 

Submitted electronically to ctherriault@naic.org and dgenaorosado@naic.org 

Mr. Kevin Fry, Chair 
NAIC Valuation of Securities (E) Task Force 
1100 Walnut Street, Suite 1500 
Kansas City, MO 64106-2197 

Dear Mr. Fry: 

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the Valuation of Securities Task Force (the “Task Force”) 
exposure regarding the ‘Proposed Amendment to the Purposes and Procedures Manual of the NAIC Investment 
Analysis Office (P&P Manual) to Update the Definition and Instructions for Principal Protected Notes’ (the 
“Exposure”). We support the Task Force’s and SVO’s objective to provide solutions to investment-related 
regulatory issues for existing or anticipated investments.  We recommend however, that:  

• the proposed definition of PPNs be made more clear and less encompassing;
• the Task Force consider the accounting treatment’s impact to capital as well as the proposed changes’

impact on required capital;
• the Task Force provide more transparency into the process that would be utilized to assign ratings for

PPN;
• the Task Force consider potential materiality of exposure to the change and the timing of

implementation.

Commentary in the Introduction Section 

The Exposure states: 

These additional assets are intended to generate an excess return, we call them the “performance assets;” such 
as, derivatives, common stock, commodities, equity indices, etc. … essentially any asset. The performance 
assets may include undisclosed assets and are typically not securities that would otherwise be permitted on 
Schedule D, Part 1 as a bond. 

The SVO has reviewed a dozen or more of these securities. They share a consistent theme; the external credit 
rating provider (CRP) rating is based solely on the component dedicated to the repayment of principal and 
ignores the risks and statutory prohibitions of reporting the performance asset on Schedule D, Part 1.  

Based upon the language above, it appears the Task Force has two primary concerns: 

• Concern 1: Schedule D structured securities whose return is supported by assets not eligible for
Schedule D reporting; and

• Concern 2: Ratings that reflect the risk of loss of principal and a small coupon, but do not reflect the
risk of loss of potential additional returns.
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Concern 1 

An investment is reported on schedule D, Part 1 through: SSAP No. 26R - Bonds (“26R”) or SSAP No. 43R - 
Loan-Backed and Structured Securities (“43R”).  

• 26R exists for investments that have a creditor relationship, whereby there is a fixed schedule for one or
more future payments. Essentially, 26R investments have 1) principal amount due and 2) interest
amount due.

• 43R exists for investments that have payment of interest and/or principal based upon payments received
by the issuer from underlying assets.

Neither 43R, nor to our knowledge, state investment laws or the NAIC model investment law, require the 
underlying assets to be a 26R eligible asset.  Otherwise stated, 43R does not prohibit underlying assets that 
would otherwise be ineligible for schedule D reporting under 26R. If such a requirement existed, we believe 
43R would have less relevance. 43R allows for income generating investments that support insurance company 
liabilities and asset liability matching (“ALM”) core to an insurance company’s operations.  

Additionally, we believe concerns with certain investments under 43R are already actively addressed by the 
Statutory Accounting Principles Working Group (“SAPWG”) through the following: 

• adoption of changes to SSAPs  2R, 26R, 43R, and 86 that require structured notes to be accounted for as
derivatives; and

• exposure of changes to 43R to exclude structures with underlying equity interests from the scope of the
statement.

Concern 2 

We agree with the Exposure that the CRP rating of a PPN is typically directionally consistent (e.g., typically 
equivalent to +/- 1 notch) with the rating of the component dedicated to the repayment of principal and coupon 
(e.g., the rating on the underlying corporate bond), and largely ignores the risk and return of the performance 
asset. 

The reason for the rating equivalence is very important, but not mentioned in the Exposure. The reason the 
ratings are equivalent is that the contractual terms of the PPN (typically repayment of principal plus a small 
coupon, say 1%) are fully satisfied by the component dedicated to the repayment of principal and coupon. It is 
logical and definitionally consistent that since 100% of the contractual terms of the PPN are satisfied by, say a 
BBB-rated corporate bond, that the rating of the PPN would be BBB. Indeed, the risk asset(s) can immediately 
go to zero and as long as the BBB-rated corporate asset satisfies its principal and interest payments, the 
insurance company will get all of its investment back plus the small coupon. Additionally, and very 
importantly, an accounting impairment, which is an immediate reduction to surplus, would likely occur in this 
situation.1 

1 In 2006, the Task Force raised concern that the carry value of a PPN would not represent the amount available to meet 
current and future obligations of the insurance company if the underlying risk asset(s) was not performing, as the market 
value of such investment would likely be less than the principal amount. This was because 43R, at that time, only required 
the use of undiscounted cash flows for assessment of impairment. Accordingly, as long as the “safe” asset(s) was 
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A separate Task Force presentation delivered to the Task Force at the NAIC’s 2019 Summer National Meeting 
entitled “Bespoke Securities” stated the SVO would rate a NAIC 1 PPN as a NAIC 5.2 At an 800% ACL RBC 
level (representative of the level of capital that many insurers hold and before covariance, taxes, or 
concentration), an insurance company holds 1.6% capital for a NAIC 1 investment and 89.24% capital for a 
NAIC 5 investment. The proposed change in rating represents a 5,600% increase in required capital for an 
investment whose contractual terms are 100% satisfied by an A-rated or better asset. This appears very punitive 
as to an asset on which an insurer is still expected to recover principal and coupon in an adverse business, 
financial, or economic condition, doubly so considering an impairment through surplus would typically be 
recognized when the additional asset(s) is not performing. 

In short, we believe that the ability of PPNs to satisfy current and future obligations is appropriately managed 
through the combination of 1) the CRP rating and 2) use of discounted cash flows to assess impairment. 

Commentary in the Analytical Section 

The Exposure states: 

In both examples, assets that would otherwise be ineligible for reporting on Schedule D are making their way 
onto that schedule through financial structuring. Significant risks are being obscured by focusing only risk 
associated with the repayment of principal. The source of the assets being transferred into this structured 
security and their relationship to the insurer is also not transparent. In addition, assets affiliated with the 
insurance company may be included in the additional asset tranche. 

Regarding “Significant risks are being obscured by focusing only risk associated with the repayment of 
principal,” we believe the return of principal is a significant risk in and of itself. We acknowledge that the 
potential for additional return above the stated coupon may not be rated; however, as noted above, statutory 
accounting principles exist to regulate income recognition and carry value. Furthermore, we would note that 10-
year Investment Grade Public Corporate Bonds were issued in September 2019 with coupons as low as 2.20%, 
with no potential for additional income. An investor could also purchase a NAIC 1 PPN with a 1% contractual 
coupon, but have the potential and expectation for meaningful additional returns. The NRSRO ratings suggest 
that both investments have the same likelihood to return contractual payments; however, the PPN could provide 
additional returns, potentially well above the 2.20% coupon. Additionally, statutory accounting would typically 
require the PPN to be impaired when the investor is not expected to recover the originally projected cash flows 

performing, future undiscounted cash flows would always support the principal amount, and there would be no impairment 
even though the risk asset(s) was not performing. 

The Task Force referred its concern to the SAPWG, which resulted in substantive revisions to 43R that required the use 
of discounted cash flows using the original book yield to assess impairment.  Accordingly, if the risk asset(s) is (are) not 
performing, there are less future cash flows, which typically results in impairment. This revision resulted in close alignment 
of the carry value of PPNs with the amount that would be available to meet current and future obligations. 
2 The analytical details behind the rating were not disclosed; however, an NAIC 5 is equivalent to a S&P CCC rating. S&P 
defines a CCC rating as one that is “currently vulnerable to nonpayment and is dependent upon favorable business, 
financial, and economic conditions for the obligor to meet its financial commitments on the obligation. In the event of 
adverse business, financial, or economic conditions, the obligor is not likely to have the capacity to meet its financial 
commitments on the obligation.” 
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(1% plus estimate of additional returns); however, the corporate bond would only be impaired when the investor 
does not expect to recover principal and coupon (2.20% in this example). 

Regarding “The source of the assets being transferred into this structured security and their relationship to the 
insurer is also not transparent. In addition, assets affiliated with the insurance company may be included in the 
additional asset tranche,” we believe statutory accounting principles governing affiliated transactions 
ameliorate these concerns, particularly with the principle application of SSAP No. 25—Affiliates and Other 
Related Parties. As such, a PPN would have to be designated as affiliated if the return of the PPN is 
predominately provided by affiliated investments. Additionally, SSAP No. 25 requires that affiliated 
investments be arm’s-length, fair, reasonable, and economic.  

Proposed Amendment 

The proposed amendment is as follows: 

Principal Protected Notes (PPN) – PPN (sometime called “Principal Protected Securities,” “Principal Protected 
Loans,” or “Combo Notes”) are a type of structured security where a portion of the underlying assets are 
dedicated to ensure the repayment of principal at maturity or a third party may guarantee the repayment of 
principal at maturity. The remaining assets in the structure, the performance assets, are intended to generate 
additional returns and may be of a type (ex. derivatives, equities, commodities, non-CRP rated debt, loans, 
funds, private equity, real estate, affiliated, undisclosed, etc.) that would not be eligible for reporting on 
Schedule D.  

We would urge you to consider revisions to the following proposed amendment defining PPN and have 
provided suggested language below. We believe this revised definition would provide the industry with the 
clarity and specificity which will result in consistent implementation of the exposure while at the same time 
capturing both examples provided in the body of the exposure.   

Principal Protected Notes (PPN) – are a type of investment where payment of contractually promised fixed 
cash flows (principal and interest thereon) is satisfied by an underlying bond(s), but additional potential 
returns are generated by non-fixed-income assets in the structure which, if held directly, would be reported 
on Schedule D – Part 2 – Section 2 – common stock, Schedule A – real estate, Schedule DB – derivatives, or 
Schedule BA – private equity funds, hedge funds, other equity funds in the form of LP/LLC structures or 
characteristics of common stock.  Investments in PPNs must be submitted to the SVO for analysis. 

Summary 

In summary, we suggest the following steps be considered as theEexposure proposal moves forward: 

1. consider the revised language we have provided above which we believe creates a clear and specific
definition of what constitutes a PPN so any amendment can be consistently implemented;

2. consider how existing accounting treatment’s impact to capital (i.e., impairments) would align with
proposed changes to required capital;

3. provide more transparency into the process which would be utilized to assign NAIC ratings for PPN
investments;

4. request feedback from the industry on potential materiality of exposure given the definition and rating
process for PPNs; and
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5. use the feedback from #4 above to gauge the impact on the industry and the associated timing of
implementation.

We hope you find our comments to be constructive and helpful as the Task Force considers solutions 
to address PPNs.   

Sincerely, 

Joseph W. Wittrock, CFA 
Senior Vice President and Chief Investment Officer 
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Mr. Kevin Fry, Chair 

NAIC Valuation of Securities (E) Task Force 

1100 Walnut Street, Suite 150 

Kansas City, MO 64106 

Dear Mr. Fry, 

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the proposed amendment to the Purposes & Procedures 
Manual of the Investment Analysis Office (P&P Manual) to update the definition and instructions for 
Principal Protected Notes (PPN) and Combo Notes, and removing these classes of securities from eligibility 
for Filing Exemption (FE). 

We strongly support the stated objective of the NAIC Securities Valuation Office to improve asset risk 
transparency, capital treatment, and proper scheduling for Principal Protected Notes (as defined), Combo 
Notes, and other structured securities. However, we are concerned that the broad based application of the 
proposed amendment, as currently contemplated, will result in significant unintended consequences, 
particularly with respect to structured notes or securitized assets generally. The issues posed should be 
given proper consideration and analysis. The NAIC should allow for industry comment and involvement 
in crafting a new rule, which should be appropriately scoped and implemented. 

PPN Comment: 

The recent proposal from the SVO recommending elimination of the the filing exemption for Principal 
Protected Notes and to adjust capital requirements due to the perceived riskiness of these securities conflates 
various forms of structured credit that exist in the market into one overly broad category. The description 
used by the NAIC is broad and has been interpreted differently by industry participants. As a result, the 
definition does not draw a clear distinction between the intended target and other structured financings 
eligible for schedule D reporting such as LBASS securities under SSAP 43R. The industry needs more 
clarity on how these particular notes are defined as opposed to other structured finance vehicles. 

The SVO bases its position on several elements: (i) the notes at issue may include assets that would not 
otherwise be permitted on Schedule D� (ii) the assets being transferred into the structure are not transparent 
and may be affiliated with the insurer, and (iii) the SVO's capacity to designate these assets. 

Schedule D: The concern with respect to proper scheduling is inconsistent with current practice across asset 
classes. Reporting structured notes with underlying assets that are technically ineligible for schedule D, 
occurs regularly. For example, CMBS, RMBS, ABS, are all examples of common general account 
investments that appear on Schedule D but contain underlying assets that would otherwise appear on other 
schedules. An NRSRO rated note or bond with bond-like cash flows and bond characterstics is properly 
scheduled on Schedule D. We recommend that the proposed amendment be limited to require SVO filings 
only in those cases where the underlying assets are not schedule D eligible assets or are assets without 
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bond or bond-like cash flows. This is consistent with the SVO 's presentation on bespoke securities dated 
8/412019. 

Transparency/Affiliation: We are in favor of improved transparency and disclosure requirements around 
any affiliated transactions. Concern regarding affiliated investments is also being addressed by SAPWG 
2019-03 changes to SSAP 25 regarding affiliated investments, which requires disclosure and additional 
look-through analysis to identify related parties. Requiring a filing based on a look-through analysis is 
inconsistent with existing practice as Statutory Accounting Principles do not allow for the consolidation of 
assets. Potential issues of transparency, specifically with respect to statutory affiliation, are addressed by 
SSAP 25. 

SVO Capacity to Designate: Recently, the SVO has taken on additional responsibilities as it relates to 
privately rated assets with the adoption of rules that require filing rating letters. Prior to taking on even 
more responsibilities, the SVO should establish clear methodologies that address the concerns of the SVO 
as well as demonstrates the SVO's ability to designate these assets prior to eliminating the reliance of 
Nationally Recognized Statistiscal Rating Organizations (NRSRO). Based on the letter from the SVO to 
the VOSTF, it is not clear if the SVO is aware of the number, size and complexity of the PPN assets 
currently held by insurers. 

Combo Note Comment: 

Combo Notes are mentioned but not defined or analyzed in the 8/4/19 memo to the VOSTF, and are also 
referenced in a recent LCD article as a targeted investment. 

Combo notes are distinctly different from the type of asset the NAIC is describing when discussing PPNs. 
Contrasting features include the following: i) the underlying assets are all schedule D assets; ii) the manager 
or 3rd party equity shares the first loss risk; iii) the subordinated note is not disregarded for the rating, but 
rather sensitized and modeled out by an NRSRO; and iv) the notes include many different investors and are 
marketed broadly. 

Combo Notes also do not meet the definition of "bespoke security", which was also raised as an area of 
concern. The NAIC broadly defines a "bespoke security" as one that is: i) not broadly syndicated (i.e. owned 
by many parties); ii) created by or for one or a few related insurance companies as an investment and; iii) 
assigned a credit rating by only one NAIC CRP, often via a private rating. Combo Notes do not meet this 
criteria. 

Combo notes play an important role in the issuance of CLO liabilities. Accounting changes will impact 
the broader bank loan and CLO market, including the estimated >$120bn of CLO assets held by insurers. 
Historical loss rates on CLO assets are extremely low, provide diversity to insurer's portfolios, and can be 
an important asset class for insurers and their policyholders. The white paper issued by the NAIC Capital 
Markets Bureau on 8/5/19 on leveraged loans provides additional statistical support for the exceptional 
stability of this asset class. Given the previous filing exempt status and existing guidance under SSAP 43R, 
a change to require filing of all Combo Notes should be considered a substantive change. Combo Notes 
meet the definition of a loan backed security as defined under SSAP 43R, and do not meet the definition of 
a Principal Protected Note as defined in the proposed modification to the P&P manual and should therefore 
be scoped out. 

Conclusion: 

Given the issues posed above, the many open questions, and the potential unintended consequences of the 
proposed changes, this matter should not be fast-tracked through committee without first affording the 
industry meaningful opportunity to comment and provide analysis to better define scope and to define and 
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American Council of Life Insurers North American Securities Valuation Association 

101 Constitution Avenue, NW, Washington, DC  20001-2133 contact: Tracey Lindsey, President 

202-624-2324            mikemonahan@acli.com 740-253-1016        lindset4@nationwide.com  

www.acli.com 

Mike Monahan Tracey Lindsey 
Senior Director, Accounting President 

September 20, 2019 

Mr. Kevin Fry, Chair Mr. Stewart Guerin, Vice Chair 

NAIC Valuation of Securities (E) Task Force NAIC Valuation of Securities (E) Task Force 

1100 Walnut Street 1100 Walnut Street 

Suite 1500 Suite 1500 

Kansas City, MO 64106-2197  Kansas City, MO 64016-2197 

Re: Proposed Amendment to the Purposes and Procedures Manual of the NAIC Investment Analysis 

Office (P&P Manual) to update the Definition and Instructions for Principal Protected Notes   

Dear Messrs. Fry and Guerin: 

ACLI1 and NASVA2 (“the undersigned”) appreciate the opportunity to provide feedback on the Valuation of 

Securities Task Force (“the Task Force”) exposure regarding ‘Proposed Amendment to the Purposes and 

Procedures Manual of the NAIC Investment Analysis Office (P&P Manual) to update the Definition and 

Instructions for Principal Protected Notes’ (“the exposure”). Although we agree with the Analytical Concern 

stated in the exposure, as it relates to the example securities provided, we have three potential concerns: 

Securities Valuation Office (“SVO”) Capacity to Designate, Unintended Scope Expansion and Prospective 

Application.  We will address each of these concerns below in greater detail. 

SVO Capacity to Designate 

We note the SVO has taken on various additional designation responsibilities and we have some concerns 

on whether the SVO has the capacity to designate further securities.  There are also concerns that the SVO 

may not yet have an established and vetted rating methodology developed for the unique Analytical 

Concern presented by Principal Protected Notes (“PPNs”). Furthermore, given the nuances of existing 

standards regarding SVO authority to evaluate different types of structured securities, not to mention 

1 The American Council of Life Insurers (ACLI) advocates on behalf of 280 member companies dedicated to 

providing products and services that promote consumers’ financial and retirement security. 90 million American 

families depend on our members for life insurance, annuities, retirement plans, long-term care insurance, disability 

income insurance, reinsurance, dental and vision and other supplemental benefits. ACLI represents member 

companies in state, federal and international forums for public policy that supports the industry marketplace and 

the families that rely on life insurers’ products for peace of mind. ACLI members represent 95 percent of industry 

assets in the United States.  Learn more at www.acli.com. 

2 The North American Securities Valuation Association (NASVA) is an association of insurance company 

representatives who interact with the National Association of Insurance Commissioners Securities Valuation Office 

to provide important input, and to exchange information, in order to improve the interaction between the SVO and 

its users.  In the past, NASVA committees have worked on issues such as improving filing procedures, suggesting 

enhancements to the NAIC's ISIS electronic security filing system, and commenting on year-end processes. 
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additional possible components of PPNs (commodities, derivatives, equities, etc.), the absence of greater 

elaboration on the proposed methodology for PPNs concerns some of our membership.  Our ask is that 

these issues are thoroughly vetted prior to adopting any further guidance related to PPNs.   

It would be helpful if the major tenets of the rating methodology that will be used (or developed) to 

designate such securities could be shared with industry, including the extent to which approved credit 

rating provider (CRP) ratings will be considered.  Structured finance assets provide insurance companies 

access to solid risk adjusted returns at a time when higher yields are scarce, and to cash flows streams 

that are often well suited to our asset/liability matching (“ALM”) needs.  Given the potential implications 

for insurance companies weighing risk adjusted return opportunities that will support the ability to meet 

future policy holder obligations, we believe additional insight into the designation process will help provide 

clarity for insurers and minimize market uncertainty.   

Unintended Scope Expansion 

The exposure states: 

These additional assets are intended to generate an excess return, we call them the 

“performance assets;” such as, derivatives, common stock, commodities, equity indices, etc. … 

essentially any asset. The performance assets may include undisclosed assets and are typically 

not securities that would otherwise be permitted on Schedule D, Part 1 as a bond. 

The SVO has reviewed a dozen or more of these securities. They share a consistent theme; the 

external credit rating provider (CRP) rating is based solely on the component dedicated to the 

repayment of principal and ignores the risks and statutory prohibitions of reporting the 

performance asset on Schedule D, Part 1.  

In both examples, assets that would otherwise be ineligible for reporting on Schedule D are 

making their way onto that schedule through financial structuring. Significant risks are being 

obscured by focusing only risk associated with the repayment of principal. 

The exposure appears focused on the primary concern that external CRP ratings do not always fully depict 

the risks inherent to PPN investments.  In such instances, the concern may arise that use of such CRP 

ratings under the Filing Exempt process would allow the investments to appear on Schedule D, Part 1 as 

structured securities, providing the impression to financial statement users that the investment risks are 

confined to the credit risk implied by the CRP rating.  Absent contractual overlays that transform the risks 

to invested basis into solely those relating to the capacity of the obligor to make contractually promised 

payments, a portion of the carry value presented as a fixed-income like investment with a particular credit 

profile in the statutory financial statements could be exposed to the types of risks that would garner 

different classification and measurement/valuation under the applicable statutory guidance (e.g., risks 

associated with non-Schedule D, Part 1 eligible asset classes such as derivatives, equities, commodities, 

etc.). Viewed through this lens, we do not take issue with the elaborative language identifying concern 

that, in such instances, the CRP rating’s focus on only one of several inherent risks could fail to meet the 

regulatory objective.  

However, the literal language drafted as the proposed amendment appears to expand beyond the 

objective of gaining additional visibility into the risks inherent to PPN investments. Mindful of unintended 

scope expansion, we feel the definition of PPNs within the proposed amendments should be updated to 

focus on characteristics indicating heightened risk that the security’s CRP rating is based solely on the 

underlying asset component dedicated to the repayment of principal and interest, and ignores the risk 

associated with the underlying performance assets.  This appears to be a primary concern targeted by the 

exposure.  We would like to offer a revised definition to dispel potential ambiguities as to the scope of the 

proposed amendments and facilitate consistent application across reporting entities:  
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Principal Protected Notes (PPNs) – are a type of structured security where payment of 

contractually promised fixed cash flows (principal and interest thereon) is satisfied by an 

underlying approved CRP rated bond(s), but additional potential returns are generated by 

additional assets in the structure which do not contribute to the contractually promised fixed 

cash flows.  Investments in PPNs must be submitted to the SVO for analysis. 

The type of performance asset underlying a PPN (as defined above) may vary, as the distinguishing 

characteristic of a PPN is that only a portion of the underlying assets are dedicated to the satisfaction of 

contractually promised fixed cash flows – indicating heightened risk that the security’s CRP rating fails to 

fully depict risks inherent to the structure as a whole.  The above definition would capture both examples 

provided in the body of the exposure and achieve the regulatory objective with reduced potential for 

unintended expansion of scope or inconsistent application across reporting entities.  If there are analytical 

concerns which do not meet the above definition, we request dialogue with the SVO to address each 

concern, on an iterative basis, to ensure the definition is not overly broad while still meeting regulatory 

objectives.  In that same spirit, we would like additional dialogue to ensure that structures not containing 

the above defined characteristics– e.g., structures containing derivatives only hedging foreign exchange 

risk, tranches in CLO structures, etc. - are not captured within the scope of the PPN definition.  

Prospective Application 

We believe the new filing requirements for PPNs should be applied prospectively.  While industry is 

sympathetic to the Analytical Concern related to PPNs, we are concerned about establishing a precedent 

of retroactive rule changes, particularly as it relates to filing requirements.  Investments by insurance 

companies prior to the implementation of this change were made under a reasonable belief that then 

existing filing instructions were representative of statutory standards applicable for PPNs.   

We look forward to continuing work with the SVO and the Task Force to right-size this proposal to help 

achieve regulatory objectives but also to ensure it does not portend any unnecessary burdens for reporting 

companies or unintended consequences.  Further, the filing exempt process has served both industry and 

regulators well over the past decades.  We want to ensure this process is utilized to the best extent 

possible, understanding that the SVO does not have the capacity to assign designations for the entire 

population of Schedule D, Part 1 eligible securities.   

Please do not hesitate to contact us should you have any questions. Thank you. 

Sincerely,  

Tracey Lindsey  

Senior Director, Accounting Policy President 

American Council of Life Insurers North American Securities Valuation Association 

cc: Mr. Charles Therriault, Director, SVO 
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